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General Chair’s Foreword
Welcome to OpenSym 2021, the 17th International Symposium on Open Collaboration which
is organised 15th to 17th September. Given the still on-going global COVID-19 crisis, we are
organizing this year’s OpenSym again virtually and not in Madrid as it was originally planed.

Nonetheless, I am very pleased to host the premier conference on open collaboration research and
practice and thereby promote stimulating discussions and dissemination of results in many areas
of open collaboration, including open source, open data, open science, open education, wikis and
related social media, Wikipedia, and IT-driven open innovation research.

Open collaboration is egalitarian (everyone can join, no principled or artificial
barriers to participation exist), meritocratic (decisions and status are merit-based
rather than imposed) and self-organizing (processes adapt to people rather than
people adapt to pre-defined processes)1.

Many people have contributed greatly to make OpenSym 2021 happen and we owe them a great
deal of thanks.

We are very grateful to all the researchers and practitioners that contributed to OpenSym 2021.
The four program co-chairs, Ann Barcomb, Javier Arroyo, Kuljit Kaur Chahal, and Sulayman Sowe
have made considerable contributions in time and effort for the conference program, especially in
this situation, since we had to move a traditional conference to a virtual environment.

Sincere thanks go to Simon Butler for his considerable efforts as proceedings chair, to Antonio
Balderas for having website, and social media always up-to-date, Amit Kumar Verma, Hernan
Astudillo, Pablo Cruz Navea, Stefan Gruner, and S. R. S. Iyengar, our Regional Publicity co-chairs,
and to Jesús M. González Barahona for his commitment as organisation chair. A special thanks
goes to Dirk Riehle for his support and encouragement! We also want to thank all members of the
Program Committee, the external reviewers, and all participants that contributed to OpenSym
2021.

Finally, we are also very grateful for the financial support the Universidad Rey Juan Carlos.

Without the aforementioned valuable contributions, OpenSym 2021 would never have happened!

Gregorio Robles
General Chair, OpenSym 2021

1https://opensym.org/about-us/definition/
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Program Chairs’ Foreword
We welcome you to the 17th International Symposium on Open Collaboration (OpenSym 2021),
held online on 15–17 September 2021. As a premier conference in the field, OpenSym 2021
provides an excellent forum for reporting the latest developments on open collaboration research
and practice, including open source, open data, open science, open education, wikis and related
social media, Wikipedia, and IT-driven open innovation research.

In 2020, OpenSym, like many other conferences, was forced to make a sudden shift to a virtual
event due to the COVID-19 pandemic. In 2021, we planned a hybrid conference, which would be
held both online and in Madrid. However, the circumstances forced us again to celebrate it only
online.

We have had our ideas about conferences challenged and reshaped in the last year and a half,
and although there have been many difficulties, we have also had an opportunity to reflect on
how events can be organized to address the differing needs of a diverse group of participants. We
are inspired by the way geographically distributed collaboration teams work, and hope that the
OpenSym conference can play a part in sharing knowledge of the many different ways communities
can come together.

We are pleased to present the proceedings of the conference as its published record. We received
24 submissions and we selected 13 Full Research Papers, 1 Doctoral Consortium Paper and 3
Experience Reports. Research papers followed a double-blind peer review and are published as
conference proceedings by the ACM, while the papers from the other tracks were single-blind
peer-reviewed and are included in non-archival companion proceedings.

The conference program represents the efforts of many people. We want to express our gratitude
to the members of the Program Committee and the external reviewers for their hard work
in reviewing the submissions. The conference chair, Gregorio Robles also helped us in many
ways, for which we are grateful. The paper submission and reviewing process was managed
using the EasyChair system. We also acknowledge the fantastic work that Simon Butler, our
Proceedings Chair, did in managing the conference proceedings. Finally, the conference would
not be possible without the excellent papers contributed by authors. We thank all the authors
for their contributions and their participation in OpenSym 2021! We feel honoured and privileged
to serve as Program Chairs for the conference and hope that this program will further stimulate
exciting research in all areas of open collaboration.

Javier Arroyo, Ann Barcomb, Kuljit Chahal, and Sulayman Sowe
Program Co-Chairs, OpenSym 2021
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ABSTRACT
Today, digital platforms are increasingly mediating our day-to-day
work and crowdsourced forms of labour are progressively gaining
importance (e.g. Amazon Mechanical Turk, Universal Human Rele-
vance System, TaskRabbit). Inmany popular cases of crowdsourcing,
a volatile, diverse, and globally distributed crowd of workers com-
pete among themselves to find their next paid task. The logic behind
the allocation of these tasks typically operates on a “First-Come,
First-Served” basis. This logic generates a competitive dynamic in
which workers are constantly forced to check for new tasks.

This article draws on findings from ongoing collaborative re-
search in which we co-design, with crowdsourcing workers, three
alternative models of task allocation beyond “First-Come, First-
Served”, namely (1) round-robin, (2) reputation-based, and (3) content-
based. We argue that these models could create fairer and more
collaborative forms of crowd labour.

We draw on Amara On Demand, a remuneration-based crowd-
sourcing platform for video subtitling and translation, as the case
study for this research. Using a multi-modal qualitative approach
that combines data from 10 months of participant observation, 25
semi-structured interviews, two focus groups, and documentary
analysis, we observed and co-designed alternative forms of task
allocation in Amara on Demand. The identified models help en-
vision alternatives towards more worker-centric crowdsourcing
platforms, understanding that platforms depend on their workers,
and thus ultimately they should hold power within them.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Collaborative and social com-
puting; Empirical studies in collaborative and social comput-
ing;

KEYWORDS
crowdsourcing, digital labour, distribution of value, future of work,
human computation, platform economy, task allocation, worker-
centric platforms
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1 INTRODUCTION
Contemporaryworking practices are changing and digital platforms
are increasingly mediating our day-to-day work. In this scenario,
crowdsourced forms of labour are progressively gaining impor-
tance, and large corporations such as Amazon and Microsoft are
entering the field. Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), Universal Hu-
man Relevance System (UHRS), and TaskRabbit are all examples of
market-driven crowdsourcing platforms. These platforms operate
as labour marketplaces for businesses to outsource work to globally
distributed and diverse workers [47].

In crowdsourcing platforms, work is “taskified” [5]. Entering
receipts into expense reports, curating data to train an Artificial
Intelligence (AI) model, translating texts and tagging words and
images, are examples of work that can be easily “taskified”. These
tasks are carried out by an invisible workforce of “humans in the
loop” [18]. Through platforms such as AMT, in this volatile and
globally distributed crowd of workers, with varying degrees of
expertise and backgrounds [47], people compete against each other
to find tasks to work on. The logic behind the allocation of these
tasks typically operates on a “First-Come, First-Served” (FCFS) basis
[19, 59].

Previous research has argued that FCFS is a convenientmethod of
task allocation because of its simplicity and capacity to decrease task
completion time [30]. The approach, however, creates a competitive
dynamic in which workers are forced to be constantly alert for new
tasks to appear, producing a sense of anxiety and frustration in case
they cannot obtain the work [18]. Additionally, FCFS disadvantages
workers who do not have access to a reliable Internet connection
or those who work in time zones different from the requesters.
Thus, it can create inequitable work distribution by relying on
circumstances that are often beyond workers’ control.

Alternatives of work distribution have been proposed in crowd-
sourcing literature to optimize worker-task matching, maximising
the task-requesters’ benefits, and improving results (e.g., [10, 23, 31,
58]), yet, besides some empirical studies that examine crowdsourc-
ing issues from the workers’ perspective (e.g., [7, 14, 40]), there is a
lack of proposals which aim to improve the working conditions and
well-being of workers. This article reports the preliminary results of
an interactive design approach where workers have been involved
throughout a research process that includes a variety of methods
and which aims to identify and validate alternative task allocation
logics defined and agreed upon by the workers themselves.
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Figure 1: Screenshot of AOD’s subtitling platform, captured on 24th November 2018.

Our vision towards more worker-centric crowdsourcing plat-
forms is summarised by the motto: “the platform belongs to those
who work on it1”, which aims at empowering workers to define
the rules that govern the distribution of value in crowdsourcing
platforms.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Next, we present
our case study, followed by a description of the theoretical concepts
that frame the work and a review of related works. Section 5 intro-
duces the methods employed in the study. Later, Section 6 describes
the results. A general discussion about the implications of the re-
sults is provided in Section 7. We close the paper by presenting
conclusions in Section 8.

2 CASE STUDY: AMARA ON DEMAND
Amara is a project which sustains an open and collaborative plat-
form for the creation of subtitles [27]. Examples of organisations
employing Amara’s platform to create subtitles drawing on volun-
teer engagement include Khan Academy, Scientific American, and
the California Academy of Science [4]. More specifically, our focus
in this research is placed on the use of Amara’s platform for the
1Wehave adapted this motto inspired by Teodoro Flores’s phrase “la tierra es para quien
la trabaja” (“the land belongs to those whowork it”), which captures the revolutionaries’
vision for land reform in the context of the Mexican Revolution (1910-1920) [41].

creation of subtitles as an on-demand and paid service: Amara On
Demand (AOD). AOD was launched in 2013 [60] as a result of the
success [27] of Amara’s platform (Figure 1 shows a screenshot of
AOD’s subtitling tool). AOD is organised as a non-profit organisa-
tion, under the umbrella of the Participatory Culture Foundation.
AOD is inspired by cooperative and commoning practices [18],
presenting a remarkable contrast when compared with the market-
based logic of other crowdsourcing platforms. While AOD grew
into its own enterprise within Amara.org, it adopted the values of
the original volunteer community [3].

Over the past years, AOD moved from a few linguists to more
than nine hundred at the time of writing2. The work of linguists
in AOD is remunerated and they are organised on a per-language
direction basis and in which English operates as the master lan-
guage. For example, if a customer requires a set of videos in German
to be subtitled into Spanish, this will involve the groups German-
>English and English->Spanish. In order to join AOD, linguists
are required to submit a resume, two examples of captioned or
translated work, and pass an online interview as well as a test. The
test is intended to ensure linguists understand AOD’s guidelines,
maintaining quality and thus, client satisfaction.

2As self-reported by key members of AOD’s core team during the interviews.
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An essential part of AOD is the core team that facilitates and
oversees the whole production process, coordinating and sustaining
the infrastructure required for the successful creation of subtitles
and captioning. The core team operates as a central node in AOD,
although their members are globally distributed. The core team
also monitors linguists’ compliance with the rules. In AOD, there
are explicit rules, practices, and guidelines to govern participation
and foster professionalism. For linguists, this means completing
tasks by deadlines, not assigning themselves more than one video
“at the same time”, and adhering to project-specific rules. Linguists
are expected to adhere to them in order to receive payment.

3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Crowdsourcing has many definitions, but can be captured by the
idea of an open call for anyone to participate in an online task
[6, 12, 24] by contributing information, knowledge, or skills. The
‘crowd’ refers to the group of people who participate in the crowd-
sourcing initiative online. The crowd can, in theory, emerge from
anyone online or specific subsets of people. Participation is either
voluntary (uncompensated) or for money (financially incentivised).
An instance of voluntary crowdsourcing can be found in crowd-
sourced journalism [1] or crowdsourcing in crisis management [52].
In paid crowdsourcing, participants are compensated per task, as in
microtasking on digital labour market-places such as Amazon Me-
chanical Turk (AMT) [53] or based on performance as in innovation
challenges [28].

For this research, we frame our case study as part of the aforemen-
tioned broader phenomenon of crowdsourcing. More specifically,
we draw on Hansson et al.’s [20, 21] categorisation of the different
modes of production in crowdsourcing platforms to frame AOD
as a case of human computing. Human computing crowdsourcing
platforms, such as Amara and AMT, are those in which “users do
micro-tasks that do not require much expertise, such as transcrib-
ing audio and video files, translating texts, or tagging maps [...] [,
and in which] individual crowd members usually undertake tasks
independently of one another, sometimes even competing for work
on this market [...]” [21]. In this study, Hansson et al. [21] draw on
Marx’s [39] theory of alienation to understand the relationships
between participants in crowdsourcing and the role of the plat-
forms employed to mediate in the activities. Marx [39] described
four types of relationships: (1) between producer and consumer, (2)
between the producer and product, (3) the producers’ relationship
to themselves, and (4) their relationships to other producers. Ap-
plying Marx’s theory of alienation to crowdsourcing, Hansson et
al. [21] developed a typology of alienation that reveals significant
differences between the cases studied. Figure 2, adapted from their
work, depicts the cases of Amara and AMT. For example, with re-
gards to the relationship between an individual producer with the
rest of the producers, the position of Amara being closer towards
the inner circle means there are stronger bonds between producers
(linguists, in the case of Amara). For the case of AMT, which is in
the fourth outer circle, this position represents a lack of bonds be-
tween producers. This typology is not to be understood as mutually
exclusive: these concepts and different modes sometimes co-exist
within the same platforms and processes. However, this typology is
“useful as a way to discuss how participation in crowdsourcing is

Figure 2: A graphic representation of Hansson et al.’s [21]
typology of alienation, according to Marx’s [39] four types
of relationship. The further from the centre, the higher the
degree of alienation. We have adapted Hansson et al.’s [21]
Figures 1 and 2 in order to merge the categories and the po-
sition of the two key cases (from the 21 studied by them)
which we employ to establish comparisons: Amara (our case
study) and Amazon Mechanical Turk. See Table 4 on [21]
for further details and a summary of the relationships with
corresponding modes of productions and the categories em-
ployed.

motivated and to develop tools with a better awareness of different
types of relationships and how these modes of productions produce
different types of knowledge”.

Drawing on Hansson et al.’ typology [21] and to further our
understanding of how crowdsourcing platforms might support
social relationships in these contexts, instead of merely capitalising
them [21], we decided to explore the following research question:
can we identify alternative models for the distribution of tasks in
crowdsourcing that consider the needs of the workers?

To this aim, we establish a collaboration with Amara, whose
strong cooperative values [18] offer an opportunity to design mod-
els of task distribution in which the producer is also the owner
of the means of production and the products created are an ex-
pression of self-realisation [21]. Since, following the concepts from
Hansson et al.’ typology [21] depicted in Figure 2, Amara contrasts
with platforms such as AMT [18], which understand workers as
“instruments” from which “bits and pieces” can be sourced [21].

3
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4 RELATEDWORKS
Various alternatives have been proposed in the literature to allocate
crowdsourcing tasks [8, 10, 16, 22, 29, 30, 35, 36, 59, 61] as well as
to re-think the conditions of crowdsourced labour more generally
[17, 32]. Some authors have suggested implementing the power
of AI techniques to assign tasks to workers, while other scholars
have introduced reputation schemes to delegate tasks. Workers’
background, expertise, and social connections have also been con-
sidered in approaches presented to improve the assignment of tasks
in crowdsourcing platforms.

In Machado et al. [35], the authors suggest using AI planning to
help choose the best delegation strategy based on parameters that
configure the crowdsourcing environment, such as task duration
and workers’ skills. A machine learning-based approach that com-
bines supervised learning with reinforcement learning to infer task
allocation strategies that best fit the available rewards and workers’
reputation is proposed by Cui and colleagues [8]. A content-based
recommendation method is introduced in Mao et al. [36] to match
crowdsourced development tasks to developers automatically. The
system learns from historical activities to favour appropriate work-
ers. Ho et al. [22] present an algorithm to allocate tasks in situations
of heterogeneous tasks or a diverse, skilled workforce.

Difallah and colleagues [10] employ information available in the
workers’ social network profiles, such as their interests, to auto-
matically assign workers to tasks aligned to them. The matching
between workers and tasks is based on a taxonomy derived from
categories extracted from workers’ interests and descriptions of
tasks. Likewise, the construction of workers’ profiles using his-
torical data of their performance and data extracted from social
networks is suggested in Kamel et al. [30]. With these data, the
authors propose the development of a machine learning model to
recommend relevant tasks to workers based on their built profiles.
In a similar way, Zhao et al. [61] discuss a model that considers
the relationship between workers to assign tasks in crowdsourcing.
The proposal is to use social networking sites to learn about the
social connections between workers and therefore allocate them
and their friends the same or similar tasks.

The allocation of tasks to groups or teams of workers instead
of individuals is explored in [29]. In group-oriented crowdsourc-
ing, members of naturally existing groups of workers cooperate
to perform tasks. Jiang et al. introduce, in this article, the concept
of contextual crowdsourcing value, which determines the prior-
ity of a group of workers being allocated a task. The contextual
crowdsourcing value measures the capacity of the group of workers
to complete a given task in coordination with other groups that
complement the missing skills of the group’s members.

Reputation models for task allocation have been studied by [59].
Here, workers’ reputation is estimated based on the workers’ past
performance, considering the quality of previous work and meeting
deadlines. Increasing fairness while reducing costs is proposed by
Fu and Liu [16] who introduce a task allocation model (F-Aware)
to create fairer crowdsourcing workflows. The proposed approach
monitors the execution of workflows, adjusting the operation of
the allocation algorithm to achieve a fairer distribution of labour
among workers.

Our work contributes a novel perspective of task allocation on
crowdsourcing platforms. Instead of proposing an approach that
targets cost reduction, budget balance, quality assurance, or timely
completion optimisation, as in the reviewed literature, we report
on alternative models that have the potential to help allocate tasks
in a fairer way drawing on co-designing techniques which allow
workers themselves to define task allocation models that improve
their welfare in the platform. Previous research has also explored
collaborations with workers of the platforms to explore alternatives
to change the nature of crowdsourcing work. In response to con-
cerns from AMT workers over a lack of employer accountability,
Irani et al. [25] developed “Turkopticon.” Turkopticon is a platform
and browser extension where workers can share experiences about
employers, allowing for greater transparency and communication
among workers [25]. As part of the tool, Turkopticon reveals work-
ers’ views of their task lists with information others have written
about employers. AMT workers have also employed generic plat-
forms, such as Reddit, to share advice and experiences of working
on AMT [38, 62]. Additionally, researchers in collaboration with
AMT workers created a platform called Dynamo to support collec-
tive action [51].

However, our study differs from theirs in co-designing directly
with AOD workers after establishing a collaboration with the core
team that controls and sustains the platform and its code. As dis-
cussed in Section 3, AMT and AOD represent different forms of
crowdsourcing platforms, showing us how platforms can increase
the alienation of workers, but they can also help to reduce it [21].
In this sense, the core team of AOD is willing to experiment with al-
ternative logics that provide more power to the workers themselves
and integrate them into the primary platform. In the aforemen-
tioned studies [25, 51], on AMT workers co-designing alternative
platforms, the platforms developed represent a form of counter-
power, rather than control over the main platform. Next, we provide
an overview of the methods employed to follow this co-designing
approach.

5 METHODS
This study employs a multi-modal qualitative approach that com-
bines data collected from 25 online and face-to-face (F2F) semi-
structured interviews, ten months of participant observation, focus
groups, and documentary analysis of 55 documents, mainly internal
AOD documents provided to linguists and official blog posts from
blog.amara.org. Table 1 and Table 2 provides an overview of the
main characteristics of the participants with whom we conducted
semi-structured interviews and organised focus groups. The table
includes their gender, main role3 in AOD, number of years in AOD,
location and language groups they belong to (only for linguists),
among others.

The collected data were coded following an ethnographic content
analysis approach [2], which involved a continuous process of
discovery and comparison of key categories emerging from the

3This refers to the main tasks carried out by the participant in AOD. For example, as
discussed in Section 2 ,whether they are part of the core team. The term DQA refers to
Designated Quality Assurer. DQAs are responsible for managing large, active projects
where clients often request special instructions. Further details are discussed in Section
6.2.
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Participant
ID Gender Main role

in AOD
Main translation
languages

Country of
residence

Years
in AOD

Related research
method

P1 Male Linguist German Germany 2 Online semi-structured
interview

P2 Male Linguist and DQA Marathi and Hindi India 3 Online semi-structured
interview

P3 Female Linguist Greek United States
of America 7 Online semi-structured

interview

P4 Female Linguist Russian and English United States
of America 3 Online semi-structured

interview

P5 Male Linguist and DQA Greek Greece 4 Online semi-structured
interview

P6 Male Linguist Arabic Egypt 2 Online semi-structured
interview

P7 Male Linguist Dutch and Spanish Chile 6 Online semi-structured
interview

P8 Female Linguist and DQA Hindi and English India 2 Online semi-structured
interview

P9 Female Linguist
Simplified Chinese,
Traditional Chinese
and Malay

Malaysia 2 Online semi-structured
interview

P10 Female Linguist and DQA English United States
of America 5 Online semi-structured

interview

P11 Female Linguist French and
Romanian Brazil 1 Online semi-structured

interview

P12 Female Linguist Greek Netherlands 3 Online semi-structured
interview

P13 Female Linguist Russian Russia 2 Online semi-structured
interview

P14 Male Linguist Portuguese-Portugal Portugal 6 Online semi-structured
interview

P15 Male Linguist Polish Poland 2 Online semi-structured
interview

P16 Male Linguist Swedish Sweden 4 Online semi-structured
interview

P17 Female Accountant (core) N/A United States
of America 5 F2F semi-structured

interview

P18 Female Project Manager (core) N/A United States
of America 7 F2F semi-structured

interview

P19 Male Project Leader (core) N/A United States
of America 8 F2F semi-structured

interview

P20 Female Project Leader (core) N/A United States
of America 3 F2F semi-structured

interview

Continued on Table 2

data. The various analytical tasks were supported by the Computer-
Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software NVivo 12.

5.1 Participant observation and interviews
Online participant observation was carried out over six months
(October 2018 - March 2019) to engage with the day-to-day practices
of AOD linguists: from the recruitment and onboarding processes
to the execution of regular tasks, such as captioning. In addition, 17

semi-structured interviews (see P1 - P16 in Table 1 and P25 in Table
2) were conducted following a purposive sampling [43] intended
to gather the diversity of linguists in terms of language group,
experience level, and degree of engagement. The data collected
provided us with a rich picture of the experiences, needs and vision
of the workflow of an AOD linguist. The primary outcomes of this
part of the research were the mapping of the workflow of AOD and
the identification of an initial set of communitarian needs which
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Participant
ID Gender Main role

in AOD
Main translation
languages

Country of
residence

Years
in AOD

Related research
method

Continued from Table 1

P21 Non-binary Developer (core) N/A United States
of America 2 F2F semi-structured

interview

P22 Female Project Manager (core) N/A Brazil 6 Online semi-structured
interview

P23 Non-binary Recruiter (core) N/A United States
of America 4 Online semi-structured

interview

P24 Female Customer service
(core) N/A Spain 6 Online semi-structured

interview

P25 Female Linguist and DQA Portuguese-Brazilian,
English and Spanish Spain 5

F2F semi-structured
interview and focus
group

P26 Female Linguist and DQA Portuguese-Brazilian Brazil 4 Focus group
P27 Male Linguist Portuguese-Brazilian Brazil 7 Focus group
P28 Male Linguist and DQA Portuguese-Brazilian Brazil 5 Focus group
P29 Female Linguist and DQA Portuguese-Brazilian Brazil 3 Focus group
P30 Female Linguist Portuguese-Brazilian Brazil 5 Focus group

led us to discover several intervention points as potential areas
to experiment with the development of worker-centric tools to
support crowdsourced labour.

A similar approach was conducted but this time with core mem-
bers of AOD. It involved four months of online participant obser-
vation (April 2019 - July 2019), eight semi-structured interviews
(see P17 - P24 in Table 1 and Table 2) and documentary analysis of
materials generated and posted in the official channels of AOD. As
well as with the linguists, the semi-structured interviews were con-
ducted following a purposive sampling [43] with key members of
AOD’s core team considering the diverse roles in AOD, i.e., project
managers, developers, members of the finance team, and project
leaders, among others. The data analysis carried out here allowed
us to further our understanding of the organisational processes of
the workflow and the changes experienced in it over time. The aim
was to include all of the different perspectives of the actors involved
in the platform, to supplement the information gathered from the
linguists. More importantly, the analysis of these data led us to
select our point of intervention: task allocation. Task allocation is
a necessary precursor to working. As a result, task allocation rep-
resents a suitable starting point for envisioning more cooperative
labour processes.

5.2 Focus Groups
Interviews and participant observations were followed up with an
online two-dayworkshop that included several focus group sessions
(organised in June 2020). A call for participation was disseminated
through the official AOD channels, including a short survey to
show interest in involvement. From all of the linguistic groups in
AOD, we chose the Portuguese-Brazilian due to its high degree
of organisational complexity. We selected six linguists (see P25 -
P30 in Table 2) according to their different degrees of experience,
since we aimed to have a variety of backgrounds. These focus

group sessions allowed us, together with the linguistics, to identify
alternative models for allocating tasks. The identified models were
subsequently validated by the AOD’s core team.

5.3 Ethical considerations
The ethical principles described by the European Research Council
[13] were followed, as well as the recommendations from the Asso-
ciation of Internet Researchers [37]. Drawing on these guidelines,
we constantly reassessed so that the discovery of any new issues
resulted in remedial action. These actions include anonymising par-
ticipants and references to customers in field notes and transcripts,
in addition to the use of information sheets and consent forms to
participate in the interviews and the focus groups.

6 RESULTS
Next, we describe the series of problems regarding the current
logic of task allocation and the main categories surrounding it,
which emerged as key from our analysis: (1) first-come, first-served
logic, (2) competitiveness, (3) constantly checking for work, and
(4) inconsistent workload. Subsequently, we provide an overview
of the three alternative models for task allocation identified in this
study beyond FCFS.

6.1 Behind the First-Come, First-Served logic
The “First-Come, First-Served” logic embedded in the platform is
the main component of task allocation in AOD. This logic creates
a competitive dynamic between linguists to assign tasks to them-
selves. The following quote, from an interview with P4, depicts the
competitive nature associated with FCFS logic:

“What I realised very fast is that the competition is
absolutely awful, the competition is huge, you need
to learn how to get the work.”
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“What I realised very fast is that the competition is
absolutely awful, the competition is huge, you need
to learn how to get the work.”

The competitiveness embedded in this logic becomes even more
problematic in a global environment, as in the case of AOD. For
example, in theory all linguists belonging to the same language
group should have the same opportunity to assign themselves a
specific task. However, the reality is that some of them might be in
time zones that are less convenient concerning the times in which
the tasks are usually posted for assignation. Overall, FCFS encom-
passes a need for workers to check to find more work continuously,
an issue identified also in other crowdsourcing projects [18]. For
instance, P4 explained:

“I learnt how to be fast and not sleep with my com-
puter, but [to] wake up with my computer right next
to me. There is also a difference in the time zones,
[and] I think we are in the worst position. [...] It is
competitive even just to grab it [a task]. I need at
least 7 hours of sleep. [...] If you really want to get
this work, you need to be next to your computer for
hours.”

Furthermore, this FCFS logic needs to be understood in an envi-
ronment in which the workload is typically inconsistent for most
of the language groups, as P12 explains:

“Last year, we only had text work like one month, and
the rest of the months we had really short videos, like
one minute, two minutes, like an advertisement. So
that was it: last year it was poor. But the year before,
it was a very, very good year. [...] I would like to make
a full wage out of Amara, but I don’t have the chance.
Maybe later on, if the organisation expands. Because
it’s cool that you can work from wherever you are,
on your own timing.”

Some linguists also suggested that the competitiveness embed-
ded in the platform’s task allocation method undermines the sense
of community. P7, for example, explained it in the following way:

“In general, I believe we have a very neutral attitude
towards each other because... yes, we share the lan-
guage. But we are also competing to get the jobs [...].
Especially, in the last couple of years, due to the de-
cline in job orders that I have won, I can tell you that
it [competition] is growing.”

As we introduce in Section 2, one of the key changes imple-
mented by AOD’s core was to limit to “one at a time” the number
of tasks that linguists can assign themselves simultaneously. This
change in the logic was a counter-measure to avoid platform vandal-
ism (e.g. it was found that some participants implemented computer
scripts to assign themselves tasks as soon as they were published)
and as a first attempt to distribute work more equally. Nevertheless,
as we have seen, this has not been sufficient to avoid competition
between linguists. FCFS is not the most efficient way in terms of
productivity either, as the members of the core explained. P17, a
core member of Amara and one of the key workers responsible for
managing the overall organisational processes in AOD, explains

the need to increase the throughput and reduce the time provided
to linguists to fulfil deadlines:

“If I’m a linguist, the way it works now is: I’ll get a
caption [...] whether or not it takes me three days to
finish the job, I know in advance it’s doable in three
days, so I can wait until day three to do it. So I can
assign myself on day one and wait until day three and
do it. From my perspective and my job [as a manager],
I see that as a disadvantage for the company. Because,
first of all, the client is going to get it later. [...] also,
maybe there was another linguist that could’ve done
it on day one. So, in a way, we do [work ‘on-demand’]
[...], but not in a way in which Uber is on-demand.
[...] And we don’t have as many people.”

Considering all of the problems discussed, we organised a co-
designing workshop with AOD linguists that allowed us to incorpo-
rate their perspectives into the tools that mediate their day-to-day
practices. Next, we discuss the three main models which emerged
from this initiative.

6.2 Exploring and identifying alternative
models for tasks allocation

We identified three alternative models for task allocation beyond
FCFS: (1) round-robin, (2) reputation-based, and (3) content-based.

6.2.1 Round-robin. Round-robin (RR) refers, in computer science,
to an algorithm proposed in the context of operating systems [54]
to decide how to schedule multiple processes competing simultane-
ously for CPU time. In RR, computational processes are assigned
similar amounts of computing time circularly. It is one of the sim-
plest and most straightforward solutions to avoid starvation in-
process execution and it is known as one of the fairest scheduling
algorithms [55].

Within the context of the focus group, a parallel with RR emerged
when discussing the need to split the work equally between lin-
guists, as P28 suggested:

“What I was thinking was a way that all translators
could, uh, work on tasks on Amara so that we could
split the work equally between translators so that
there would be a similar monthly workload for every-
one.”

Rather than in the form of a “pure RR”, the model was discussed
as a starting point that could be customised according to the con-
text to find alternatives in which a more balanced assignation of
tasks is achieved. A key aspect related to this model was the “pre-
assignation of tasks”, as depicted by the following excerpt in which
participants P27 and P28 intervene:

“P27: I was thinking about... about (sic) her idea of pre-
assignment. Like, (sic) every day the linguists would
come, and we’d have their inbox, uh, the tasks for
that day. [...] it could be that on a certain day, uh, we
wouldn’t have the time needed for that particular task.
So it would be necessary to consider, uh, something
like the option to accept or not that particular task.
[...]
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P28: [...] So the translator could be contacted like, uh,
they will be given 24 business hours to respond and
take a task [...] And the priority would be for someone
who’s behind this monthly workload. [...]”

The main advantage discussed by the linguists regarding this
model is that it tackles the competitive character discussed in sec-
tion 6.1, as P28 explained:

“I really liked P26’s idea of the pre-assignment of tasks
because this takes away the competitiveness aspect of
task allocation. [...] This could also be integrated [...]
with a spreadsheet that would rank: this translator
has worked on this many minutes this month. So the
priority would be for a translator who has not worked
that many minutes. So that we could, um, reach a fair
amount of work for everyone.”

Indeed, we found that some linguists in Amara already use sim-
ilar informal practices in their day-to-day operating. While most
tasks related to translating and captioning are allocated in AOD
following a FCFS logic, reviewing (another type of task) escapes this
logic in some cases. This alternative allocation occurs particularly
for active projects in which clients often request special instruc-
tions. These reviewing tasks are carried out by linguists with more
experience and selected by Project Managers. This special role in
AOD is known as Designated Quality Assurer (DQA4). As the quote
by P28 below depicts, within this specific scope, linguists them-
selves employ a similar RR logic to balance the workload between
themselves:

“I thought about this because [working as a DQA] I
developed a spreadsheet that would sum up all the
videos that were available for us to work on, uh, so
that we could know which video to allocate to whom
like, uh, there’s a new video. So if Emma was about, I
don’t know, 20 minutes, uh, shorter than I was, then
the videowould be given to her. And then the next one
would be given to me. And we would find a balance
between this workload.”

As we shall discuss in Section 7, the challenge of this model lies
in identifying the specific parameters to encode in these forms of
RR allocation and in providing the linguists with mechanisms that
enable them to reach consensus among themselves. Furthermore,
the parameters of this model could be combined with those from
other models, such as the reputation-based system (presented next).
Reflecting on these issues, P27 and P30 explained:

“P27: [...] there isn’t always a new video to work on.
So I think the second part we might have to work
on, uh, and I think this could also tie in with my
suggestion to split the work equally. So based on the,
um, background and the ratings of, uh, translators,
they would be pre-assigned to new tasks.[...]
P30: [...] I think attention to deadline is important, and
it doesn’t matter if you send like a spreadsheet, tell
me how many hours, can you work [referring to the
calendar idea]. They put like a thousand hours, and

4As discussed in Section 5, DQAs are exclusively responsible for the whole reviewing
process for large projects. This contrasts with the usual workflow, in which multiple
AOD members review videos within a project following a FCFS logic.

then in the day-by-day, you see that they can’t, uh,
comply to that.”

Next, we discuss the model of allocation by reputation to which
the linguists refer.

6.2.2 Reputation-based. Reputation systems have been proposed
to build trust among Internet users. They are based on collected
and aggregated feedback about users’ past feedback and help to
foster trustworthy behaviours, assess credibility, and discourage
dishonest participation [45]. Usually in crowdsourcing platforms,
e-commerce websites, and Q&A forums, feedback on users’ actions
is instrumented through textual comments, numerical rating scores
such as one-to-five scales, and boolean evaluations (e.g., yes/no,
like/dislike) [46]. Once built, users’ reputation is represented as
badges, stars, points, or average scores attached to their screen
names [33, 44, 57].

In the context of AOD, this category emerged as a model in
which tasks are offered to linguists according to the quality of
their previous work, based on feedback received by their peers, and
depending on the characteristics of the tasks themselves. During the
workshop, this model emerged as a points system. P27, for example,
proposed the following idea for a model:

“[...] a system that would be able to rank productivity
of linguists [...], something like a points system in
which the points would be earned, um, with reference
to the volume that was processed before, and also
based on the quality of previous work [...]”

The main problem tackled by this model, according to the lin-
guists, is that it would help to increase the level of transparency
within AOD. Currently, in AOD, several levels operate according
to the linguist’s experience. The transition between these levels,
however, currently lacks clarity and explicit mechanisms, as several
linguists pointed out. The following excerpt, from an interview
with P2, illustrates this:

“ [...] About the transition in levels. Translators should
know how to reach next levels from the current lev-
els. What’s the criteria for that? [...] [we need] trans-
parency on how to move up or just [some] guidelines.”

Indeed, as with the previous case of informal practices in RR, the
transition between the different levels already operates, although
it does so without explicit parameters, as P30 explained:

“ [...] We had knowledge of the previous work that
was done by certain linguists that had displayed more
quality, more commitment. Uh, they have processed
more volume. So [they are promoted] based on all
this, but [it was] not, not (sic) quantified, so it was
more like a qualitative selection.”

The challenge of a reputation-based model, as that proposed by
the linguists, is arriving at agreements on what to consider within
the system. However, within the focus group, linguists found a
preliminary consensus regarding its application in the context of
the current AOD levels system. The system proposed was based on
tiers, as the excerpt below by P28 illustrates:

“ [...] building a tier system based on the [amount of]
minutes of videos that translators have worked on.
So, um, that could be, for example, three tiers: novice,
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intermediate, and veteran. So the novice [translators]
would get shorter non-technical videos, and veteran
translators would be given the opportunity to work on
longer technical videos. And the intermediate [level]
would be a balance between the two.[...]”

The number of possibilities is such that we concluded that spe-
cific sessions would be required to fully explore the parameters
of this reputation-based model. However, we identified two key
characteristics to be incorporated into the design. Firstly, linguists
agreed on not only including the final quality of the translation
into the system through reviews made by their peers, but the sys-
tem should also consider if deadlines were met and how well the
changes suggested by the reviewer were implemented. The follow-
ing excerpt by P30, illustrates this:

“[...] I just wanted to add that not only the quality of
work should be considered in the scoring system, but
also the attention to the deadline. In the past, we had
a lot of problems with translators that were good, but
they were terrible with deadlines. That actually made
us lose some clients.[...]”

Secondly, the system should promote inclusiveness. For example,
linguists expressed their concerns regarding the possible barriers
which a reputation-based model could generate. The following
quote, from a comment by P28, illustrates this concern with regards
to the barriers for newcomers:

“[...] My only worry is that we should be careful not to
exclude newcomers. Uh, for example, if, if (sic) a new
person received the low rating, uh, we need to ensure
this doesn’t compromise how much work they get,
because this could be, this could turn into a vicious,
vicious (sic) circle as the ones who need to practice
the most would not be given enough work to improve
on. Uh, so we need to be careful about that. [...]”

Furthermore, linguists envisioned and proposed ways to tackle
such challenges in a reputation-based model. For example, they
suggested that linguists’ degree of experience should be considered
to facilitate the allocation of simpler tasks to newcomers to tackle
this type of barrier. Other proposals suggested considering a fixed
number of recent tasks carried out:

“P30: [...] So for the newcomers, we should give them
shorter videos and simpler subjects. And for the ex-
pert translators, the larger videos, longer videos and
high profile projects, and high profile clients. [...]
P28: [...] I also thought about rating based on a fixed
number of tasks. Like the five or ten latest videos
would be taken into account in this rating system,
so that upon working on new projects, your ranking
could also improve like so that you don’t get affected
by the first videos. [...]”

In sum, a model based on reputation would help to tackle the
need to constantly check for work and increase the degree of trans-
parency of promotions within the platform. However, the model
poses a myriad of challenges regarding inclusiveness or the gener-
ation of different, and perhaps more challenging, forms of competi-
tiveness. As the previous excerpt illustrates, the model could not

be purely based on reputation. It could instead be combined with
content-based assignation characteristics, which could help tackle
some of these challenges. The next section explores precisely this
in our third model: content-based allocation.

6.2.3 Content-based. Recommendation systems are the corner-
stones of modern online services. In social media, they are used
to suggest publications [42], in e-commerce sites to offer products
[34], in video-streaming applications to recommend multimedia
materials [9], and in crowdsourcing platforms to suggest tasks to
workers, as we saw in Section 4. Content-based is one of the most
widely used techniques employed in recommendation systems. It
focuses on matching the characteristics of the artefact to recom-
mend (e.g., topic of publication, movie genre or task description)
with attributes of users based on their profiles and historical data
[26].

For our case study, this model emerged as one in which tasks are
pre-assigned according to two different types of possible matching
logics: (1) either the linguist’s skills and/or personal preferences
regarding specific areas of knowledge, and (2) the linguist’s previous
experience in the platform concerning the complexity and/or size
of the task.

The former initially emerged from discussions on how to ensure
the quality of translations, as the following excerpt by P26 depicts:

“[...] if peoplework based on their backgrounds, they’re
much more used to [the] terminology and that, in the
end, increases the quality.”

The initial ideas revolved around attempts to match the linguist’s
skills to the content of the video to be subtitled. For example, some
of the participants in the focus group possessed a degree in Law.
Therefore, some argued that the model should prioritise them to
complete tasks involving videos concerning Law. This proposal,
however, did not reach a consensus. As other linguists argued,
sometimes they prefer to work on contents that are not part of their
official background:

“P27: [...] not working only onwhatwe are already spe-
cialised in, but having the chance to learn something
new. Sometimes that’s even the main motivation: en-
tering a new field, uh, learning a new subject, dealing
with a completely different area, different worlds. Like
we come from from (sic) Law. And we are working
as linguists precisely because we didn’t like Law that
much (laugh).
P30: [...] I think not only [the] backgrounds of the
translators should be considered, but also [their] in-
terests. You know, people have hobbies, people like
some sort of movies and [some] kinds of stuff more
than others. So I think we should also be considering
not only like, you know, university backgrounds, but
also personal interests.”

As with the case of the reputation-based models discussed in
subsection 6.2.2, we concluded specific focus groups would be re-
quired in order to explore the details of this model. Nevertheless,
an initial consensus emerged about considering the contents of
previous tasks as a possible avenue to explore and implement this
type of model:
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“P27: [...] we could define this background and this spe-
cialisation of interests based on the most recent work
[...] their most recent work in the previous weeks or
the previous months [...]
P25: [...] maybe considering also the size [...] like the
five last big videos that the person has worked with
would define their, (sic) their interests or their, (sic)
[areas of] specialisation.”

The session concluded by discussing logics which could, there-
fore, be potentially merged with those from reputation-based mod-
els, in which the complexity and the size of the task would also be
considered when carrying out this content-based assignation, as
the excerpt below including an intervention by P26 depicts:

“[...] I think that may be one way to do that. Eh, like
new people would get more priority on smaller jobs,
and then people with more experience get priority
with larger jobs. And then people, as they get expe-
rience, they start working on longer videos. [...] we
know that if a person has had little experience be-
fore, then [it] is a bit complicated. So maybe the way
would be prioritising smaller videos to newcomers,
so everybody would have a chance to improve and to
learn.”

As with the previous cases, content-based models have the poten-
tial to be helpful in overcoming some of the problems for workers
derived from the predominant FCFS logic, as those described in
Section 6.1. The three identified models presented in this section
are, however, to be understood as ideal types [56]. These models
are not necessarily a description of reality as such, but valuable
concepts when employed as methodological tools to systematise
and consider facts that enable us to analyse and intervene within
this specific social context. Therefore, identifying these models
provides us with a helpful starting point to structure and guide
our research, enabling the possibility of establishing comparisons
between them and identifying specific characteristics that facilitate
merging features of one model with the characteristics of another.
Next, we discuss our results concerning the previous literature in
the area and provide an overview of future avenues for research
with the models mentioned above.

7 DISCUSSION
Conceptualising more egalitarian working conditions in crowd-
sourcing in collaboration with workers is not unique to this study
[17, 32]. Nevertheless, our focus on alternate forms of task alloca-
tion within a cooperative crowdsourcing organisation — as opposed
to platforms like AMT— is. Most large crowdsourcing platforms are
less cooperative than AOD, making it challenging to alter aspects
of the platform. This study illustrates the potential of co-designing
hand-in-hand with workers and the significance of task allocation
in dictating the nature of work.

Previous research has criticised algorithmic task allocation —
typical in ridesharing platforms like Uber and Lyft — for its opacity
and control over workers’ profiles, routes, customers, and wages.
As reported by Gray and Suri in [18], and confirmed in this research,
current task allocation methods used in crowdsourcing platforms,

which are primarily governed by an FCFS logic, generate competi-
tive dynamics that result in an unfair and unequal distribution of
labour and a sense of frustration among workers. We also found
that the inherent competitiveness imposed by FCFS also harms the
relationship between workers, negatively impacting the sense of
community.

Our research in collaboration with AOD’s workers allowed us
to define alternative methods to FCFS for task allocation. Through
a multi-modal methodology that included interviews, participant
observation, focus groups and documentary analysis, we identified
together with AOD’s workers three models that could allocate tasks
considering their needs.

The review of the literature demonstrates that most task allo-
cation approaches are focused on optimising the needs of task
requesters. These task-requester-centric solutions are intended to
reduce costs [23], maximise matching [35], and increase the quality
of results [59]. Fairness in task allocation has been discussed by
Fu and Liu [16]. However, their solution focuses on creating fair
crowdsourcing workflows, i.e., a logically related series of tasks, by
minimising costs. In contrast, our work aims to shift the current
FCFS logic of task allocation for models designed by workers to
create cooperative and more equitable working conditions.

In this sense, round-robin (RR), one of the identified models, was
proposed by the participants to create a more balanced workload. In
RR, tasks are pre-assigned to workers in rounds, reducing the com-
petitive dynamics of the current FCFS allocation practice. Although
there was consensus among participants that having a model that
pre-assigns tasks in rounds could improve their experience in the
platform, there are still essential implementation details in question.
In the forthcoming focus groups with linguists, we will examine the
rules and parameters that will define the operation of the model. For
example, how does the availability of workers impact the model?
How does the complexity of tasks affect the assignation of labour?
How does worker expertise influence the distribution of tasks?

In discussing workers’ expertise, the participants expressed that
a reputation-based model might be a valuable complement to RR.
In this context, workers’ reputation would be captured through a
system that reflects workers’ performance based on historical feed-
back. Although performance-based reputation systems are already
part of crowdsourcing platforms (e.g., Waze, TaskRabbit, AMT),
participants see this model as applicable to improve transparency
in the promotion mechanisms used in AOD. Here, workers need to
build a “career path” by moving through different stages to reach
higher levels of responsibility within the organisation. The signifi-
cant concern with the reputation model, according to participants,
is discrimination against newcomers and low-rated workers as
well as task concentration by highly-rated workers. Brawley and
Pruy have also mentioned the harmful impacts of reputation sys-
tems in crowdsourcing platforms in [7]. The participants suggest
distributing more straightforward tasks to novices to promote in-
clusiveness, ensuring that they have assigned tasks when joining
the platform. As with the case of RR, there are implementation de-
tails to be addressed, and we plan to organise specific focus groups
with linguists to explore them. It is still unclear, for example, what
aspects of workers’ history should be factored into one’s reputa-
tion. Apart from workers’ level and their historical performance,
some participants suggested other elements such as attention to
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past deadlines, caring work [48] (e.g., welcoming and tutoring new-
comers), and consideration of colleagues’ feedback. Gamification
techniques based on artefacts that represent participants’ repu-
tation (e.g., badges, points, ranking) [15] were also discussed as
potential features to equip reputation-based models.

A task allocation model that includes features of the tasks (e.g.,
complexity, size, topic, length) and workers’ skills, background,
and preferences was also seen by the participants as a suitable
complement to reputation systems. Apart from complementing the
reputation model, this method has been found advantageous to
match workers with their expertise and skills resulting in high-
quality tasks. Alternatively, some participants indicated that assign-
ing tasks that are not necessarily related to workers’ abilities and
background might favour learning opportunities for workers. The
parametrisation of this content-based model was also left for the
next round of focus groups with the participants. It remains unclear
how workers’ domain of expertise should be included in the model
and how to operationalise workers’ preferences and interests.

The results presented in this article cannot, however, be gen-
eralised and should be understood within the particular case of
AOD and similar crowdsourcing platforms. Moreover, due to our
qualitative approach, the results cannot be generalised within AOD,
considering other groups of linguists may relay a significantly dif-
ferent context, and therefore other models might be more suitable
for them. In order to tackle this, we are currently carrying out
a longitudinal quantitative analysis of the relationship between
users and their activities, drawing on the data already available
on AOD’s platform. Drawing on this data, we plan to carry out a
similar research process with linguists of other language groups
(e.g., English-Japanese, English-Italian, English-Spanish).

Furthermore, we want to explore how to develop tools which al-
low crowdsourcing workers to decide on the models to use in differ-
ent contexts. Similarly, these tools to support decision-making could
be employed to determine collectively how a model could be pa-
rameterised. In doing so, we plan to develop collaborative decision-
making tools that leverage the affordances [49, 50] of distributed-
ledger technologies, such as blockchains, to allow crowdsourcing
workers to prioritise parameters within the models which better
suit their needs, as well as to decide collectively between the models
themselves. In the context of our case study, a blockchain-based
solution might enable linguists belonging to different language
groups to self-organise in Decentralised Autonomous Organiza-
tions (DAOs) and resolve task allocation mechanisms that satisfy
their requirements5. Given that the results are part of a work-in-
progress research endeavour, whether the identified models help
to reduce competitiveness and improve working conditions is to be
validated.

8 CONCLUSION
This article reports on an endeavour to engage crowdsourcing
workers in a multi-modal user-centred research process to identify
alternative models of value distribution in crowdsourcing platforms.
Three models have emerged as a result of the process, namely (i)
round-robin, (ii) content-based, and (iii) reputation-based. Although

5See [11] for an overview of how organisations have been using blockchain technolo-
gies with the aim to decentralise governance.

the proposed models have the potential to improve the workers’
experience in crowdsourcing platforms by distributing tasks more
fairly, implementation details need to be discussed in subsequent
research. Our aim is for this line of research to impact beyond this
case study to broader areas of the platform economy. Ultimately,
our goal is to foster workers’ participation in and ownership of
the platforms that mediate their work. Similar platforms owned by
cooperatives of workers, distributing tasks and value according to
the agreements reached by them, could be envisioned for a variety
of areas. An example could be a cooperative of taxi drivers whose
organisation is mediated by a platform which they control. The
platform could distribute andmonitor rides and payments according
to the rules defined by the workers within their specific context.

In sum, despite the inherent limitations due to the ongoing nature
of this research, the models identified throughout the collaboration
with AOD show us that it is possible to envision more cooperative
models to distribute work, in which the producers progressively
become owners of the means of production and the fruits of their
labour expressions of self-realisation [21] and, as a result, platforms
might belong to those who work on them.
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ABSTRACT
COVID-19 has highlighted the importance of digital in the fight
against the pandemic (control at the border, automated tracing,
creation of databases...). In this research, we analyze the Belgian
response in terms of open data. First, we examine the open data
publication strategy in Belgium (a federal state with a sometimes
complex functioning, especially in health), second, we conduct a
case study (anatomy of the pandemic in Belgium) in order to better
understand the strengths and weaknesses of the main COVID-
19 open data repository. And third, we analyze the obstacles to
open data publication. Finally, we discuss the Belgian COVID-19
open data strategy in terms of data availability, data relevance and
knowledge management. In particular, we show how difficult it is
to optimize the latter in order to make the best use of governmental,
private and academic open data in a way that has a positive impact
on public health policy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In December 2019, an outbreak of pneumonia attributed to a new
coronavirus named SARS-CoV-2 started in Wuhan City (capital
of Hubei Province, China) [9]. This 2019 coronavirus disease (or
COVID-19) led to the strict confinement of Wuhan City by January
23, 2020 andmostmajor cities in Hubei by January 24 [17]. Although
locally effective, these confinement measures did not prevent the
disease from spreading to mainland China and several dozen other
countries, leading the WHO to declare the COVID-19 epidemic a
pandemic on March 11, 2020. In Europe, the disease hit Italy hard.
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Despite the gradual implementation of confinement from March
9, the health care system there quickly reached its limits (due in
particular to the limited capacity of intensive care units) while other
European countries experienced a similar progression of the virus
(with a few days or weeks delay) and implemented confinement
measures in turn [30]. In Belgium, confinement was imposed as of
March 18, 2020, while a second confinement was implemented as
of November 2, 2020 after a relaxation of the measures during the
summer vacations. Digital technology was part of the arsenal of
responses to fight the spread of the virus [34]: profiling of citizens at
the borders, identification of contact cases (tracing), cluster analysis,
development of big open data... In this difficult health context, some
countries published open data related to the COVID-19 as from
the first weeks of the pandemic [23]. Open data was also quickly
pointed out as a necessary tool to monitor and anticipate the spread
of the virus [35].

The unavailability of open data in Belgium was identified at the
beginning of the pandemic as a hindrance to the work of scientists1.
The publication of open data files is the responsibility of Sciensano,
a public institution created on February 25, 2018. The unavailability
of certain raw data has led to protests from the academic world,
sometimes relayed by the press or by elected officials2. Among the
academic relays, let’s mention Bernard Rentier (see Figure 1) a Bel-
gian virologist, former rector of the University of Liège and active
promoter of open access policies: “Very bad news, the (hopefully
temporary) closure of the excellent @Covidata.be, exasperated by the
lack of transparency on #Covid_19 information in Belgium. Beware:
opacity is the main stimulus for conspiracy theorists”3. However,
over time, these open data have proven their usefulness, such as
the French website covidtracker.fr, developed by Guillaume Rozier
(and linked to the popular service ViteMaDose).

In this article, we propose to draw up an inventory of open data
on COVID-19 in Belgium, to identify the uses and the obstacles to
reuse, and finally to analyze the available data sets. To do so, we
rely on a case study (anatomy of the pandemic in Belgium) based
on published data. Our article is divided into four parts. The first
part is dedicated to the review of the literature and will be followed
by the presentation of the methodology. The third part, divided
into three sub-parts, is devoted to the presentation of the results.
The fourth part is committed to the discussion of the results.

1Cf. https://www.rtbf.be/info/belgique/detail_quand-le-federal-refuse-d-ouvrir-
les-donnees-sur-l-epidemie-de-coronavirus-un-probleme-majeur-qui-retarde-les-
scientifiques?id=10466339
2Cf. http://margauxdere.be/pourquoi-lopen-data-est-important-pour-vaincre-la-
covid-19/ or the Twitter account of the Hainaut deputy Catherine Fonck (former
doctor)
3Cf. https://twitter.com/bernardrentier/status/1347839421899550721
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Figure 1: Relay of a tweet in support of the Belgian site covidata.be

2 STATE OF THE ART
2.1 Open data
The term “open data” refers to “information that has been made
technically and legally available for reuse” (19). Data release in the
public sector is motivated by transparency (e.g., budget analysis)
and the belief that data, like software, are “public goods” ([3]; [19]).
This practice can also facilitate data sharing between public or-
ganizations, foster the emergence of new applications useful to
citizens (e.g., public transportation), or improve data quality and
enrichment through crowdsourcing initiatives ([3]; [8]; [19]; [20]).
Huijboom and Van den Broek [15], for their part, distinguish 3
generic strategies: improving democratic control and representa-
tion; strengthening policing and law enforcement; and product
and service innovation. The authors show different strategic ori-
entations between states and a more or less pronounced focus in
different cases. Open data initiatives in the European public sec-
tor are promoted by European Directives such as PSI (2003/98/EC)
or INSPIRE (2007/2/EC). Several initiatives are already popular in
the UK, the US, France or Brazil (e.g. data.gov.uk, thedatahub.org,
data.gov, data.gouv.fr, data-publica.com, www.dados.gov.br...) ([3];
[2]). Nikiforova [23] conducted an early analysis of open data poli-
cies related to COVID-19. The results showed that 32 out of 52
national open data portals were publishing such open data while
Austria, France, Switzerland, and the US were the most responsive
in publishing open data within the first two weeks of the pandemic.
These open data can in practice feed into open science initiatives
[11]. For example, in the spirit of reproducible research, an epidemi-
ological model is described in a publication accompanied by an
open source implementation and open data inputs and results.

2.2 Database
Organizations are required to build databases and operate them as
part of a decision-making process [36]. In the case of COVID-19,
the organizations involved are those involved in the state health
response and must make decisions (e.g., confinement decision and
configuration of confinement policy based on hospital congestion
status and the extent of virus circulation). In this context, the value
of the information will depend on the use made of it and will gener-
ally decrease over time. This information is actually a representation
of the reality in which we are interested. The representations will
be built from a set of signals supposed to translate the states of
the real world through an information function [36]. These rep-
resentations are materialized by the data present in the database.
These data are subsequently transformed into information through

Figure 2: Data valuation process (adapted from Reix et al.,
2011)

an interpretation process. This process is based on pre-existing
knowledge (in particular the interpretative model used). The use of
information leads to results, which are sources of learning and new
knowledge, allowing not only the interpretation of data but also
their selection during acquisition (filtering).

This process, described by Reix et al. (2011), is shown in Figure 2.
It is also described, in a more popular form, as the DIKW pyramid
[10]: Data, Information, Knowledge and Wisdom. In this form, data
are described as facts, raw materials, that have been accumulated
over time “by people or by machines from observation”4. Information
is well-formed data to which meaning has been added. Knowledge
involves data, meaning and practice. It is “a resource for an entity’s
ability to act effectively”. Wisdom is “the ability to make optimal
use of knowledge to establish and achieve desired goals”. It can be
individual (competence) or organizational (capacity). The latter can
be related to absorptive capacities [36] or to the dynamic capacities
dear to Teece [33].

2.3 Relevance of data
Organizations therefore make decisions based on representations
of reality (e.g., management dashboard). Are these representations
“relevant”? The relevance of representations refers to their use.What
is relevant is “what is appropriate, what is suitable for action”. In
other words, data are useful when they lead to individual and collec-
tive wisdom. Relevance is therefore “a quality relative to a user and
a context of use” [36]. Several quality criteria are used to judge the
relevance of representations. Reix et al. (2011) cite three main ones:

4Translations from references in French are made by the author
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completeness, accuracy, and degree of finesse. The quality of com-
pleteness refers to the completeness of the representation: all signif-
icant changes of state of reality are covered by the representations
(first order risk). The accuracy quality refers to the absence of noise:
the representations should ideally avoid the second kind of risk
related to the taking into account of events caused by random
variations due to imperfections of the information function. The
degree of finesse concerns the precision of the representation, i.e.
its level of detail or its range of variation. In addition, according
to Reix et al (2011), there is the punctuality (respect of deadlines),
the reliability (confidence in the source), the form (data, drawings,
still or animated images...) and the accessibility (search and access
methods).

3 METHODOLOGY AND DATA
The Google search engine was used, on the one hand, to identify
open data sources related to COVID-19 in Belgium, on the other
hand, to identify press articles dealing with open data. In the first
case, the queries open data "covid-19" site:be and "open data" "covid-
19" site:be were used. In the second case, the reference news site
RTBF Info was targeted using the "open data" "covid-19" site:rtbf.be
query. Only articles discussing the Belgian open data policy COVID-
19 were taken. In particular, RTBF articles simply relaying pandemic
figures based on Sciensano open data as part of their information
mission were not taken into account. Seven articles developing
criticisms on the Belgian open data strategy were thus retained.

The case study was based on the data provided by the govern-
mental reference sites Sciensano and Stabel as well as on the data
provided by Google on mobility. The open source software Libre-
Office.org Calc (spreadsheet) and R (statistics) were used to process
this data.

4 RESULTS: COVID-19 OPEN DATA IN
BELGIUM

4.1 Data sources
The unavailability of open data in Belgium was identified at the
beginning of the pandemic as an obstacle to the work of scientists5.
The publication of open data files is the responsibility of Sciensano,
a public institution created on February 25, 2018 and the result of
the merger between the former “Centre d’Études et de Recherches
Vétérinaires et Agrochimiques” (CERVA) and the former Scientific
Institute of Public Health (ISP).

In practice, the data were published until now in PDF format,
which did not allow easy processing in spreadsheet or statistical
software. Note that open data are classically published on different
portals reflecting the institutional structure of the country. The
federal level proposes the portal Data.fgov.be publishing its own
data and referencing data from other portals. Other important por-
tals include the portal of the federal statistical institute Statbel, the
WalStat portal of the Walloon statistical institute IWEPS and the
ODWB portal of the Wallonia-Brussels Federation (FWB).

In practice, the federal portal provides a central view of the
characteristics of the datasets made available in open data on its
5Cf. https://www.rtbf.be/info/belgique/detail_quand-le-federal-refuse-d-ouvrir-
les-donnees-sur-l-epidemie-de-coronavirus-un-probleme-majeur-qui-retarde-les-
scientifiques?id=10466339

Datasets page. We can see that a large set of formats is supported
with a predominance of CSV (textual tabular data), WMS (image
format for maps) and JSON (serialization format used by web de-
velopers). As for the licenses, they reflect the importance of the
referenced datasets: Open Data License Flanders for the Flemish
portal, Statbel Open License for Statbel, Etalab Open License for
the City of Brussels... As for Sciensano, it publishes its raw data,
notably relating to COVID-196, on a separate site. The license of
the data does not appear clearly on the Epistat site but appears7
on the FAIR site (Open Data Commons Attribution License). The
supported formats are CSV and JSON for the specific data (number
of deaths, number of hospitalizations, number of confirmed cases...)
and XLS (default format for older versions of Microsoft Excel) for
the complete tabular dataset. Although proprietary and supplanted
by more recent formats (ODS, XLSX...), the XLS format is still fre-
quently used because it is widely supported as an import or export
format for many software programs on the market.

4.2 Reuse of data
These data are important for several reasons. First, they meet com-
munication needs, particularly in the media, in order to explain the
characteristics of the pandemic in a more pedagogical way. This is
notably the work done by Covidata, an initiative covering a group
of researchers proposing analyses and graphics under a CC0 license
(CreativeCommons public domain license) accompanied by a set of
open source creation scripts published on Github8 (see Figure 3 for
an example of a visualization superimposing the first and second
waves with curfew and confinement dates).

Secondly, beyond visualization, they feed into the creation of
indicators to better understand the evolution of the pandemic, pos-
sibly by combining Sciensano data with data provided by other
organizations such as Statbel. We develop an example in section 4.3.
There we present a COVID-19 excess mortality index by comparing
the proportion of deaths per age group and per region and the
respective importance of each age group in the population of each
region (see Table 1), which makes it possible to highlight an excess
mortality in Wallonia and, above all, Brussels compared to Flanders
that cannot be explained by the difference in population density
alone.

Thirdly, open data facilitate the development of simulation mod-
els that allow a better understanding, and therefore anticipation, of
the dynamics of the pandemic at a local level. Nicolas Vandewalle,
Professor at the University of Liège, has developed a SEIR model,
published on Github9, which allows to visualize the evolution of the
pandemic and to anticipate the saturation of intensive care units,
thus providing a tool for decision support (e.g. confinement).

4.3 Case study
The case study proposed here consists of an analysis of the COVID-
19 pandemic in Belgiumwith a specific focus on regional differences.
Belgium is indeed a federal state. While health remains an essen-
tially federal competence (e.g. hospitals and social security), on

6Cf. https://epistat.wiv-isp.be/covid/
7Cf. https://fair.healthdata.be/dataset/9c20457b-e66d-4377-ab8e-d48f6dc2b034
8Cf. https://github.com/pschaus/covidbe-opendata
9Cf..https://github.com/glouppe/covid19be
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Figure 3: Covidata.be visualization of the number of hospitalizations in open data

Figure 4: COVID-19 Sciensano open data portal

Table 1: Mortality by age group in Belgium

Age Deaths (#) Deaths (%) Cumulated

0-24 4 0.03 % 99.85 %
25-44 57 0.42 % 99.82 %
45-64 729 5.38 % 99.40 %
65-74 1626 11.99 % 94.02 %
75-84 3999 29.49 % 82.03 %
85+ 7125 52.54 % 52.54 %
NA 21 0.15 %

the one hand, the overall response to the pandemic depends on
other federated entities (e.g. community, for testing in educational
institutions, and region for health response in nursing homes), and
on the other hand, the regions present distinct social and economic
realities.

In practice, Sciensano provides its data in the form of text files
in CSV format or workbooks in Microsoft Excel format (see Figure
4). A file containing all the data sets is provided in the latter for-
mat. This is the file we work on (dated November 11, 2020). These

datasets are provided with documentation on the semantics of the
data10. The data are generally structured along different dimensions:
region, province, city, age (range), gender... The data are of course
aggregated, without personal data. The values provided concern
the number of deaths, hospitalizations, patients in intensive care
and tests.

These files are therefore designed to be easily processed from
specific software (e.g. reading CSV files from a Python script) or

10Cf. https://epistat.sciensano.be/COVID19BE_codebook.pdf
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Figure 5: Excess mortality related to the COVID-19 pandemic in Belgium

Table 2: Excess mortality by age group and region

Age Flanders Wallonia Brussels

25-44 -43,45 % 19,42 % 137,26 %
45-64 -45,96 % 38,76 % 149,15 %
65-74 -36,63 % 33,36 % 156,11 %
75-84 -26,48 % 29,64 % 114,69 %
85+ -20,28 % 24,04 % 69,52 %

from standard spreadsheet software using pivot tables or standard
functions (NB.SI, SUM.SI...). An open source spreadsheet program
such as LibreOffice.org Calc allows for example to easily calculate
mortality by age group as well as cumulative mortality starting
from the oldest population (see Table 1).

To visualize the existence of excess mortality in the year 2020
during which the pandemic occurred, one has to use the Statbel11
data provided for the period 2009-2021, which allows to visualize
the excess mortality in 2020 during successive waves (cf. Figure
5). These data are also exploited by Sciensano in the Be-MOMO12

project, for the analysis of excess mortality due to COVID-19 and
the validation of the methodology for calculating mortality due to
COVID-19 (31) .

The data provided allow the same calculation to be performed
by region so as to determine mortality at the national and regional
levels (Flanders, Brussels, and Wallonia). However, the comparison
is not so simple. Indeed, these regions present distinct realities,

11Cf. https://statbel.fgov.be/fr/open-data/nombre-de-deces-par-jour-sexe-
arrondissement-age
12Cf. https://epistat.wiv-isp.be/momo/

notably demographic13, and we have just seen (Table 1) that the
older populations paid the major part of the price in this pandemic.
Thanks to the official Statbel website, it is possible to know the
population part (%) by age group and by region. From this, it is
possible to calculate the excess mortality per age group by dividing
the share of COVID-19 deaths and the share of living persons by
age group and region (see Table 2). This calculation (i.e. the ratio,
for a given province and age group, between the percentage of
COVID-19 deaths and the percentage of this sub-population in
the general population) shows a high under-mortality in Flanders,
given the greater age of the population in the north of the country.

Several factors could explain this excess mortality, such as popu-
lation density and poverty level. The standard of living, in terms
of per capita income, is indeed higher in Flanders14. Wallonia, for
example, has a high level of unemployment15 and a lower average
per capita GDP (Gross Domestic Product) in its former industrial

13Cf. https://statbel.fgov.be/sites/default/files/images/in%20de%20kijker/Chiffrescles_
2019_r.pdf, (see page 14 for a breakdown by age group)
14Cf. https://www.iweps.be/indicateur-statistique/revenus-menages-habitant/ for a
comparison between regions
15Cf. https://www.iweps.be/indicateur-statistique/taux-de-chomage-administratif-15-
a-64-ans/
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Table 3: Linear regression in R

Figure 6: Hospitalization figures (actual vs regression)

area (Mons-Charleroi-Liège axis) [5], while Brussels, although gen-
erating a per capita GDP well above the European average [5], is
fed by Walloon and Flemish commuters who work but do not re-
side in Brussels16, and has a fairly poor population17 on average,
particularly as a result of immigration [25]. Several useful data can
be retrieved in this respect: GDP per capita (e.g. IWEPS and Stat-
bel), income per region (Statbel) or specific poverty indicators (e.g.
AROPE provided by Statbel). The correlation between per capita
income and hospitalization rate, by province, appears to be higher
(than that with AROPE or density: -0.930 vs. 0.823 vs. 0.637), so
per capita income is used to run a linear regression to predict the
hospitalization rate. The latter is used instead of mortality because,
at the time of this case (November 2020), mortality by province
was not provided, unlike hospitalization figures. The regression
model here consists of predicting the excess hospitalization (share
of hospitalizations divided by the share of the province’s population
in the total population) by per capita income. The model provides
16Cf. https://ibsa.brussels/sites/default/files/publication/documents/FOR_HermReg_
2020_12182_F.pdf (page 52 et following)
17Cf. https://statbel.fgov.be/fr/themes/menages/revenus-fiscaux

a satisfactory estimate (see Figure 6): the variable "RHab" is signifi-
cant and the model has a coefficient of determination R2 equal to
0.8496 (see Table 3).

The data provided allow for the exploration of other hypotheses
(e.g., testing policy; the latter is found to be fairly uniform across
the country, for example, regardless of the density of the provinces
considered). Other open data can be used, including those provided
by private providers such as Google (see Google’s "COVID-19 Com-
munity Mobility Reports" available for download in CSV format).
The latter allow for the analysis of the evolution of mobility related
to leisure activities (e.g., increased mobility to the coast during the
spring or summer vacations, including the July 21 festivities; see
Figure 7) or to work activities (e.g., effectiveness of the confinement
and reduction of commuting in Brussels).

4.4 Criticism of the open data strategy
Sciensano’s open data policy has been criticized since the beginning
of the crisis by prominent French-speaking Belgian personalities
such as Bernard Rentier, university pro-rector and promoter of
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Figure 7: Overmobility at the Belgian coast (summer 2020)

Figure 8: Open data publication process

open science, Pierre Schauss, professor of computer science at the
initiative of covidata.be, or Marius Gilbert, epidemiologist: “The
scientific community does not currently have access to the raw data
concerning covid-19. This is a major problem that delays us in the
answers that can be given to this epidemic. We urgently need to move
to open data as Italy and France are doing”18. Basically, Sciensano is
mandated to provide data to public authorities.

These early complaints led to the publication of data in open
data by the end of March 2020 (the data was then communicated
during press conferences or within PDF files that were difficult to
process in an automated way). However, tensions with scientists
continued until the covidata.be website was temporarily closed in
January 2021 in protest against the increasing share of data released
outside of open data repositories19 (a form allows access to sensitive
data within three weeks). As Simon Dellicour, an epidemiologist,
put it: “the fact that in Belgium a very small part of the scientific
community has access to all epidemiological data is unjustifiable
and non-strategic in terms of missed analytical opportunities” (idem).
18Cf. https://www.rtbf.be/info/belgique/detail_quand-le-federal-refuse-d-ouvrir-
les-donnees-sur-l-epidemie-de-coronavirus-un-probleme-majeur-qui-retarde-les-
scientifiques?id=10466339
19Cf. https://www.rtbf.be/info/societe/detail_open-data-et-sciensano-manque-de-
coherence-entre-le-discours-officiel-et-la-realite?id=10668706

As another example, vaccination data were not released until the
end of April 202120. In addition to scientists (e.g., studying the
effect of returning from vacation), these data are also of interest to
journalists for their news and dashboards on the evolution of the
pandemic (e.g., explaining the reasons for confinement measures
to the population).

Sciensano, on the other hand, points to the workload required
to make the collected data available in open data, citing a shortage
of 45 people to handle the additional workflow21. The difficulty is
found at two levels: at the level of the organization itself and at the
level of the organization. On the one hand, the collection of data
from different sources entails a lot of work to consolidate a network
of data collection, to integrate these data and to ensure quality
assurance, in particular to validate the published data (cf. Figure 8):
“It would not have been responsible to throw the data away” (idem).

20Cf. https://www.rtbf.be/info/societe/detail_campagne-de-vaccination-contre-le-
covid-19-le-point-en-chiffres-et-graphiques-ce-dimanche-16-mai?id=10730805
21Cf. https://www.rtbf.be/info/belgique/detail_sciensano-notre-premiere-
preoccupation-n-etait-pas-de-faire-un-beau-site-internet-en-open-data?id=
10509727
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Table 4: COVID-19 datasets in open data and by type of source

Government open data(examples) Private open
data(examples)

Scientific open
data(examples)

Federal Sciensano (Epistat, FAIR Healthdata), Statbel25 COVID-19 Community Mobility
Reports (Google)

Covidata.be
(open science: open data + open
source)

Region AVIQ (vaccination statistics in Wallonia26
Community Open Data Wallonie Bruxelles
Province -
Municipality -

On the other hand, data published in open data must be anonymized
(e.g., aggregated) and its irreversibility must be guaranteed22.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Characterization of the data sets
The open data identified in this work (see Table 4) are of different
natures: either governmental data or private data (made available
following the pandemic in the case of Google), or academic data
(sometimes in an open science context mobilizing data but also
software). The governmental data reflect the Belgian institutional
structure but the data specific to the COVID-19 pandemic are for-
tunately centralized by a unique organization (Sciensano) resulting
in frequent redirections to Sciensano from other data sources.

On the licensing side, there are several cases available. In particu-
lar, in the case of Sciensano, some of the data is provided on the site
under a public domain license while other data is provided upon
request: “Since 31 March 2020, Sciensano has made daily updated
data publicly available. Obtaining access to additional data other
than these public (open) data is subject to at least: Compliance with
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the Belgian Law
of 30 July 2018 on the protection of individuals with regard to the
processing of personal data (including combined datasets consisting
partly of personal data and partly of non-personal data); Obtaining
authorization of the Information Security Committee, if health data
are concerned”.

5.2 Relevance of the representations
Published data raise questions about their relevance (cf. 3.2) in
the sense of Reix et al. (2011). The following is a set of potential
problems observed following the use of these data or the monitoring
carried out on the subject of the use of COVID-19 open data.

Accessibility - Some data are not available in open data (e.g.,
delays in the availability of vaccination figures in Belgium (and
France), added by Sciensano on April 27, 2020. This same obser-
vation could be made for the dissemination of wastewater data
(cf. Obépine network for example in France). Moreover, some data
have been published, but in PDF format, which has handicapped
the automated processing on these data.

22Cf. https://www.rtbf.be/info/article/detail_de-sciensano-aux-sites-d-infos-
en-passant-par-sydney-comment-les-chiffres-du-covid-arrivent-jusqu-a-
vous?id=10717592
23Cf. https://statbel.fgov.be/fr/covid-19-donnees-statbel
24Cf. https://www.jemevaccine.be/centre-d-informations/un-portail-opendata-
vaccination-est-cree-avec-les-chiffres-de-la-vaccination-par-commune-en-
wallonie/)

Accuracy - Test data are affected by the testing techniques that
are or are not accounted for (e.g. RT-PCR, antigenic and salivary) in
the statistics, which makes comparisons between states or over long
periods of time (change of accounting) more complex. In practice,
in Belgium, the calculation of the number of cases or the number of
tests follows specific rules that Sciensano documents25. For example,
before March 15, 2020, confirmed cases were in practice, and due
to the shortage of tests, possible cases; thereafter, they were cases
confirmed by a molecular test (i.e. PCR or rapid antigen test)26.
Salivary tests, although considered interesting by Sciensano, are
therefore not counted27. Similarly, the way in which COVID-19
deaths are counted may vary by country and, as in Belgium, may
deviate from WHO recommendations [22].

Reliability - Positivity figures should be taken with caution when
shortages occur [24]. For example, testing may be prioritized in
at-risk or highly symptomatic populations, resulting in higher pos-
itivity. Catch-up effects may also occur in the publication of data,
leading to upward or downward discontinuities that are not attrib-
utable to the observed phenomenon.

Completeness - The effects of confinement measures (e.g. mental
health; see [26], on this topic of mental health) are not included
in the statistics provided. In addition, data on the use of proxim-
ity tracing applications are, as in other countries [34], not public
(Belgium).

Fineness - Data are not always provided with the expected gran-
ularity (e.g. data by region and not by province in some Sciensano
files) but this can be improved over time.

Timeliness - Data are sometimes providedwith a delay (e.g. week-
end) that disturbs visualization or prediction model results. This
problem also exists in Belgium for the monitoring of variants28.

Punctuality - Sciensano data for Saturday, Sunday and Monday
are provided on Tuesday29.

Form - The processing of open data leads to the creation of new
open data as well as to visualizations that facilitate communication
around the pandemic (e.g. covidata.be). Graphics can pose different
problems (e.g. scale).
25Cf. https://epistat.sciensano.be/COVID19BE_codebook.pdf and https://covid-19.
sciensano.be/sites/default/files/Covid19/COVID-19_FAQ_FR_final.pdf
26Cf. https://covid-19.sciensano.be/sites/default/files/Covid19/20201012_Advice%
20RAG_testing_update%20October_Fr.pdf
27Cf. https://covid-19.sciensano.be/sites/default/files/Covid19/20201012_Advice%
20RAG_testing_update%20October_Fr.pdf
28This information has for example been added to the open data downloadable
in France, cf. https://www.data.gouv.fr/fr/datasets/donnees-de-laboratoires-pour-le-
depistage-indicateurs-sur-les-variants/
29Cf. https://www.rtbf.be/info/societe/detail_coronavirus-en-belgique-sciensano-ne-
publiera-plus-de-bilan-du-coronavirus-les-week-ends-et-le-lundi?id=10525696
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Figure 9: Pandemic response and knowledge management

5.3 Knowledge management
As emphasized by Rowe et al. [29], the effectiveness of the organized
response to the COVID-19 pandemic depends on themanagement of
knowledge about the virus to allow for the adequacy and adaptation
of measures taken. Thus, the mechanisms of transmission of the
virus are the subject of a continuous work of updating of knowledge.
In contrast to SARS [13], the importance of presymptomatic persons
(persons infected without symptoms during the incubation period
but symptomatic beyond that period) in the transmission of SARS-
CoV-2, which accounts for more than forty percent of infections,
has rapidly emerged ([13]; [32]; [18]). On the contrary, the role
of asymptomatic persons (infected persons with no symptoms),
about fifteen percent of the patients [14], in the chain of infection
may have been downplayed over time ([21]; [4]). As for the modes
of transmission of the virus, while there is a general consensus
on direct or indirect contact (fomite) and droplets, the possible
contribution of aerosols (particles between 5 and 20 µm in size) to
airborne transmission was still being debated in March 2021 ([12];
[18]), although this scientific debate does not negate the importance
of improving ventilation in enclosed spaces, for example [1].

This evolving nature of knowledge in the face of a new phenome-
non implies continuous monitoring and consolidation of knowledge
to enable decision-making in the various dimensions of action in
the face of the pandemic [34] (see Figure 9). This characteristic
also influences the reuse of open data. For example, in the case of
models, their execution assumes the availability of relevant data
to feed them but also of up-to-date knowledge to configure them,
knowledge itself sometimes resulting from a process of progres-
sive data refinement (cf. DIKW model; [10]). Thus, for example, in
a model taking into account the diffusion of the virus, the share
of contaminations due to presymtomatics must be known and ad-
justed as soon as the scientific consensus is established or evolves.
Similarly, the rate of vaccination, the importance of herd immunity
or the importance of immune escape [16] will influence the work
of modelers, and presupposes both up-to-date knowledge and the
availability of quality raw data.

5.4 Comparison with France
The French situation with regard to the processing of COVID-19
data is also beginning to be documented. Ronai [27] attributes the
French delays in publishing complete mortality data to technical
and organizational problems. The author distinguishes between a
statistically oriented information system, with an administrative
channel (INSERM) and a health channel (INSEE), and a real time

information system (SI-VIC). The latter, initially deployed to record
the victims of the Paris attacks of November 2015, was eventu-
ally used for real-time monitoring of COVID-19-related mortality.
Initially, it only counted deaths that occurred in hospital and ex-
cluded deaths at home or in retirement homes (i.e. 44% of COVID-19
deaths30. The latter could finally be counted via a fourth system
(Voozanoo) dedicated to EHPADs. The data are therefore parti-
tioned between different systems and must be consolidated before
publication. Under pressure from groups of data scientists, such
as OpenCOVID19, SantéPubliqueFrance will gradually open up its
data sets from March 18, 2020 ([7]; [27]). This will allow several
high-profile initiatives to be launched (e.g. CovidTracker). For ex-
ample, statistics on hospitalizations according to vaccination status
were only published by DREES in August 2021 (the breakdown
of these data by age group is announced for later), whereas the
vaccination campaign started in France on 27 December 202031.
They thus required the merging of data from SI-VIC (hospitaliza-
tion), SI-DEP (screening) and VAC-SI (vaccination)32. No matter
how much professionals may want to, the production of real-time
data sets and dashboards for evidence-based decision-making is
not immediate.

6 CONCLUSION
In this exploratory research, we analyzed the open data policy
implemented in Belgium. We described the available datasets as
well as the applications to which these datasets had led. Based on a
case study and a review of press articles, we showed the current
limitations of Belgian open data in terms of the relevance of the
published data.

This research is currently limited to one country (Belgium). It
should be extended to other neighboring countries, which would
allow a comparison of publication policies, for example between
Belgium and France, which is close to Belgium and is rather among
the good students in terms of open data [23], despite the criticisms
expressed by the most active reusers33.

30Cf. https://www.lemonde.fr/les-decodeurs/article/2020/12/03/les-residents-d-ehpad-
representent-44-des-morts-du-covid-19_6062084_4355770.html)
31Cf. https://www.santepubliquefrance.fr/dossiers/coronavirus-covid-19/vaccination-
contre-la-covid-19
32Cf. https://data.drees.solidarites-sante.gouv.fr/explore/dataset/covid-19-resultats-
issus-des-appariements-entre-si-vic-si-dep-et-vac-si/information/?disjunctive.vac_
statut
33Frenchman Guillaume Rozier, developer of CovidTracker and promoter of open data,
thus regularly communicates about the slow pace of data communication (e.g. variant
figures). See https://www.lamontagne.fr/paris-75000/actualites/pour-guillaume-
rozier-de-covidtracker-l-open-data-permet-de-lutter-contre-la-defiance-et-les-
complotistes_13925014/ for an overview.
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The understanding of the seemingly more important obstacles
to the publication of open data in Belgium would merit further
investigation in order to distinguish, and weigh up, cultural, legal,
organizational and technical causes. This research could be done
through a set of semi-structured interviews in organizations active
in health, including IT development structures (e.g. SMALS) and
institutions dedicated to public health (e.g. Sciensano).
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ABSTRACT
The COVID-19 pandemic led to the confinement of populations in
France on the one hand and to shortages of equipment on the other
hand (in particular Personal Protective Equipment). The makers
therefore mobilized worldwide to produce this medical equipment.
In the Hauts-de-France region, a group of makers organized to
produce face shields for hospitals, public health and social care
institutions and also for retailers. Our analysis of the collabora-
tive messaging room used to coordinate the production of face
shields was completed by the interview of active makers. It was
based on an original tool-based integrated and hybrid (quantita-
tive/qualitative) methodology. That work enabled us to update the
profile of the participants, the intensity of their contribution, the
nature of the innovation implemented, the coordination mecha-
nisms, the associated difficulties and the role of technologies in the
makers’ response.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Themonth of March 2020 was marked for many European countries
(Italy, France, Belgium...) by the exponential spread of COVID-19.
Due to the lack of anticipation by governments and tensions over
supplies of medical equipment, confinement measures were applied,
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particularly in France and Belgium [8]. The mobilization of the mak-
ers was particularly noticeable in their efforts to provide masks and
face shields for healthcare workers, but also in their participation
in the emergence of more complex open source projects such as
respirators.

In the French region of Hauts-de-France, a group of makers
mobilized and coordinated through a series of Riot rooms [3], a
collaborative messaging client compatible with the open source
Matrix protocol, which is a more open alternative to Discord or
Slack. The “3D printed face shields”1 room was the subject of an
analysis aimed at understanding the type of innovation, the nature
of the productions and the coordination mechanisms implemented
by these makers.

This research is organized in four sections. In the first section,
we present the makers movement and its possible contribution in a
crisis situation. In the second section, we present the methodology
used. We develop the software used, especially those available in
the form of online services, and their integration into a hybrid
quantitative and qualitative methodology. In a third section, we
present the results. In a fourth section, and before concluding, we
discuss the research methodology and the results obtained.

2 MAKERS AND COVID-19
Popularized by [1], the makers movement covers in practice the
massive democratization of production tools through, on the one
hand, digital manufacturing tools (including 3D printers and laser
cutters) and, on the other hand, the development of open source
software and hardware, including several popular 3D printing mod-
els (e.g. Prusa, Makerbot and Ultimaker).

The maker movement has been accompanied by the creation of
third places: techshops, hackerspaces, fablabs... Dedicated to digital
manufacturing, the fablabs are supposed to follow specifications
defined by the MIT Center of Bits and Atoms (CBA) including the
respect of minimal equipment [21]. The term “fablabs” has subse-
quently been used to designate third places dedicated to digital
manufacturing and open to collaborative practices but not neces-
sarily meeting MIT specifications. In addition, fablabs depend on
government entities, institutions (public or private) or universities
[4]. Therefore the initial objective of sharing can be complemented
by more commercial objectives. Fablabs can be seen as “global”
places because they are both “embedded in local economic networks”
and subject to global pipelines as soon as, for example, they adhere
to the MIT’s fablab charter [20].

Fablabs are de facto included in broader structures. [18] has pro-
posed a framework for analyzing the interactions between formal

1The expressions and the verbatim in French were translated by the authors
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organizations and informal actors through the concept of “middle-
ground”. The latter is a meta-platform that links the activities of
an underground with those of an upstream. This “middleground”
is characterized by 4 elements: “places” (physical), “spaces” (cog-
nitive), “events” and “projects”. In this model, fablabs can be seen
as an element of the “middleground” producing digital commons
respecting the principles of open source governance [7]. In their
analysis of Belgian and French makers COVID-19 projects, [24]
note the existence of a structure on three levels articulating large
organizations (“upperground”), fablabs (“middleground”) and mak-
ers (“underground”) with a link to global platforms allowing the
centralization of knowledge produced according to the principles
of open source innovation [17].

The crisis related to the COVID-19 pandemic accentuated the
lack of resilience of European states where the risks were under-
estimated and the response (at the beginning of the pandemic)
proved to be ineffective (lack of masks, overloading of hospitals,
lack of tests...) imposing a rapid confinement in order to try to
drastically reduce the circulation of the virus [8]. In terms of re-
silience potential, [19] recalls the debate between centralization and
decentralization, standardization and local autonomy, control and
capacity building, efficiency and responsiveness. The key would
thus lie in a planning effort coupled with the creation of processes
that stimulate latent resilience by encouraging positive adaptive
behavior. In this scheme, belonging to communities, to extended
relational networks, is considered in the literature as a resilience
factor. Makers form such networks outside of their affiliating orga-
nizations. In the past, makers have been able to demonstrate their
usefulness in crisis situations. Examples include the manufacture
of portable radioactivity sensors (Safecast devices) following the
Fukushima disaster in 2011 and open data publication activities
for monitoring radioactivity [13]. This was driven by a movement
made up of makers, entrepreneurs, companies and above all citizens,
it was not limited to the makers alone.

The COVID-19 pandemic highlighted the role of citizens in the
production of artefacts (knowledge, accessories, equipment...) use-
ful to help cope with the crisis. It is the case for open data usage
[6] and makers productions [5]. The mobilization of the makers
within collectives (e.g. “Makers contre le COVID”) was the subject
of considerable media coverage2. As [24] showed, attention on their
productions was focused on personal protective equipment (in par-
ticular face shields), accessories (e.g. valves and syringe pumps)
and respirators (e.g. the Breath4Life project in Belgium and the
MakAir project in France). Fablabs often played a central role in
these productions, playing a coordinating role and mobilizing their
tools to meet the most immediate needs.

Considering this huge investment of makers in the COVID-19
crisis, we analyze here how do they coordinate (especially in con-
finement conditions), how do they innovate, what were their real
outputs and how were they integrated to a more global institutional
response?

2Cf. https://www.lemonde.fr/pixels/article/2020/04/23/les-visieres-imprimees-en-3d-
une-reponse-des-makers-a-la-crise-sanitaire_6037538_4408996.html for an example.

3 METHODOLOGY AND TOOLS
Our methodology is based on a qualitative approach [15], focusing
on the textual content of an online discussion room and the content
of semi-structured interviews, supported by automated analysis
tools.

3.1 Qualitative analysis
The core of our methodological approach is based on qualitative
analysis. Two types of material could be analyzed qualitatively: on
the one hand, the exchanges in the “3D printed face shields” chat
room of the Riot “Hauts-de-France”, and, on the other hand, in-
terviews with various protagonists who participated in the design
of 3D face shields. The qualitative analysis follows the precepts
described by [15]. The latter proposes an implementation of the
anchored theorization method. Allowing for a better understand-
ing of the actors, it assumes three types of coding: open, axial and
selective. Rejecting both theoretical ignorance and inherited theo-
ries, [15] invites a theoretical sensitivity that offers a compromise
between an overly strict framing of the research and an insuffi-
ciently marked out exploration of the field. The reproducibility that
is important in scientific research here concerns the process rather
than the outcome. We applied the method, on the one hand, to the
textual content of a Riot chat room, and on the other hand, to the
content of the interviews.

The observation field of our analysis is the Riot “3D printed face
shields” messaging room (see 1). This technological tool was used in
the Hauts-de-France (France) to coordinate the activity of makers
with digital manufacturing machines, in particular 3D printers,
capable of producing face shields useful as personal protective
equipment.

The second analysis was applied on semi-structured interviews
that were conducted with the help of an interview guide and then
transcribed. The coding of the interviews was carried out in an
iterative way and was accompanied by the progressive feeding of a
logbook.

3.2 Technological aspects
This research mobilized two specific tools: on the one hand, Riot
(renamed Element) and on the other hand the Cognitive Services
of Microsoft Azure.

Riot is a collaborative messaging client based on the open source
Matrix protocol. This technology notably enables the creation of
chat rooms and can therefore be used within the framework of
collaborative projects. It thus provides an alternative to Slack and
Discord. These tools were intensively used by the makers during
the first confinement (COVID-19) to synchronize their activities in
a context of drastically reduced freedom of movement.

Microsoft Azure is a public cloud computing service of IaaS and
PaaS types depending on the functionalities used. We are inter-
ested here in Cognitive Services, i.e. “a complete family of artificial
intelligence services and cognitive APIs to help you create intelli-
gent applications”, and more specifically in the “Microsoft Speech”
and “Language” sections. The first covers speech processing and,
in particular, voice recognition, which allows a recording to be
transcribed. The second covers the analysis of unstructured text,
including in particular the analysis of sentiments and the extraction
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Table 1: Characteristics of the observation fields

Criteria Value
Number of participants: 25
Number of items: 1749
Start of activity: March 28, 2020
End of activity: May 14, 2020
Duration of activity: 47 days

Table 2: Information related to interviewees

Participants Function Duration
Participant n°5 Engineer (school of engineering) 00:41:52
Participant n°1 Engineer (medical research) 02:41:07
Participant n°3 Engineer (school of engineering) 01:54:04
Participant n°10 Entrepreneur (3D printing) 01:08:44
Participant n°2 Engineer (school of engineering) 01:48:17

of named entities. These services benefit from complete documen-
tation, in French and English, accompanied by numerous examples
of source codes written in different programming languages (in-
cluding Python). In this way, the appropriation of these services
is greatly facilitated. Pricing is on a per-request basis, but free of
charge option is provided for a certain number of monthly trans-
actions, which facilitates testing and encourages use on smaller
volumes of data. Overall, the tariff remains below one euro per
thousand transactions. To activate the service, users need to asso-
ciate a payment card with their Microsoft Azure account and then
create the resource corresponding to the desired service (e.g. “Text
Analysis” and “Speech”) in the Microsoft Azure administration in-
terface. Azure then communicates two access keys and an endpoint
to be reused in each of its scripts.

Our analysis therefore focuses on a chat room operated on the
Riot platform compatible with the open source Matrix protocol.

Extraction of the content of a Matrix-compatible chat room is
possible with the “Matrix-dl”3 software (available on Github). The
latter allows the content of a chat room to be extracted and saved in
a weakly structured text file. A pre-processing step (Python script)
is therefore necessary in order to segment the day of publication of a
message, the time, the sender, the possible recipients and the content
of themessage. This information can be saved in a “csv” file, not very
suitable for very large data sources, but easy to process in Python
(“csv” library) and in spreadsheet software such as LibreOffice.org
Calc or Microsoft Excel. As the discussion channels studied did not
produce more than a few hundred or thousands of messages, this
technical solution was retained.

The “csv” file can then be processed in three different ways. The
first concerns the measurement of the evolution of the room’s ac-
tivity, via the number of messages posted per day, and its graphic
representation. The second process involves extracting the pseudo-
nym of the contributors and calculating the number of messages
posted to the room. The identification of the most active contribu-
tors is useful information for the organization of any interview (if
3Cf. https://gitlab.gnome.org/thiblahute/matrix-dl/

fieldwork is planned). The third treatment consists of extracting the
relationships between the contributors, through the exchange of
messages. These data, extracted in Python, can be exported in “dot”
format and then visualized in the Gephi software. The latter can
then be used to calculate graph analysis metrics such as Pagerank
or betweenness centrality.

The information in the “csv” file can then be enriched by Cogni-
tive Services. Two services are used here: the extraction of named
entities and the sentiment analysis. While the first provides a result
of poor quality (perhaps due to the approximate syntax of chat
rooms), the second makes it possible to identify messages accord-
ing to their polarity. A distinction must be made here between
non-conflicting messages, but carrying positive or negative infor-
mation, and conflicting messages. The researcher will collect these
second messages when conflicts arouse his interest (see [24], for an
example). The calculated data are recorded in a second “csv” file.

The second “csv” file is then integrated with the first one in a
LibreOffice.org Calc workbook, the concatenation of the date and
time of each message providing a key to gather for each message
the information useful for the analysis. Conflicting exchanges are
easily identified in the spreadsheet by the succession of negative
messages in a block of contiguous messages. An average positivity
score can also be calculated for each member of the message room.

This analysis using the exchange platform facilitates the iden-
tification of important protagonists, due to their prolixity, their
involvement in conflicts or their commitment in the general inter-
est projects. They can then be selected for a semi-directive interview
in order to gain a more in-depth understanding of the phenomenon
being studied. Qualitative approaches (see for example [15]) recom-
mend recording interviews. The speech to text service of Cognitive
Services allows the automation of the transcription (count one hour
of calculation for two hours of interview). Correcting the automatic
transcription requires one hour of work for every 20 minutes of
recording and therefore saves about 50% of the time of a manual
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Figure 1: Global methodology and tools

transcription. The document can then be coded [15] after possi-
ble automatic extraction of keywords (e.g. named entities). The 2
contains information related to interviewees.

In summary, this analysis therefore combines message extrac-
tion with the “Matrix-dl”4 software (available on Github), their
segmentation (Python script), a calculation of activity statistics,
sentiment analysis5 of messages (via Microsoft Azure Cognitive
Services), a graph analysis (with the Gephi software) supplemented
by a calculation of metrics [12] as well as coding of the 1,749 entries
in the collaborative messaging room [15] and lastly the interview
with five participants in the discussion room. The segmented data
are manipulated and analyzed with LibreOffice.org Calc, which
remains valid for discussion channels with no more than a few
thousand entries.

3.3 Integrated analysis
The case study relating to the automated analysis of a collabora-
tive messaging room enables us to propose a tool-based analysis
methodology (see Figure 1). The rectangles framed in blue highlight
the steps that can be automated using Cognitive Services. These,
because of their “black box” side, will undoubtedly frustrate re-
searchers who are experienced in text analysis techniques. For the
others, these will simplify the prototyping of data processing chains
(even if it means replacing them with mastered bricks at a later
stage; cf. [23] for some examples of open source reusable compo-
nents) and will encourage adoption by a wider range of researchers
thanks to the lower technical skills required. Indeed, it should be
remembered that adoption depends on two dimensions: perceived
utility and perceived usability [2].

Collaborative innovation is today widely visible through on-
line exchange spaces (discussion forums, social networks such as
Twitter, messaging platforms such as Slack, Discord or Riot...). The
analysis of threads can be done manually or automatically. Manu-
ally, it can be equipped with qualitative analysis tools such as NVivo
4Cf. https://gitlab.gnome.org/thiblahute/matrix-dl/
5Sentiment analysis makes it easier to identify messages of potential conflict and to
identify members who are more involved in such conflicts

Figure 2: Evolution of members’ activity

and Cassandre. However, these are not dedicated to the analysis of
messaging. Given that it’s automatic, it relies on collection, backup
and analysis solutions, whose complex implementation requires
the availability of solid technical skills (see [14] for an example).
Some tools are emerging to facilitate the creation of specific pro-
cessing chains (e.g. R software and its multiple extensions [16]). The
tool-based methodology presented here proposes an intermediate
path. While programming skills are still required, these remain
limited and can be based on abundant documentation with many
commented examples of source codes. The result also allows for a
control of the processing chain.

4 RESULTS FROM RIOT ANALYSIS
The results relate to three distinct aspects: firstly, the activity of the
members; secondly, the links between these members (traceable
from exchanges); and, thirdly, the nature of the exchanges making
it possible in particular to understand, on the one hand, the contri-
butions of this community to the response in times of crisis and,
on the other hand, the innovation process implemented.

4.1 Members activity
Analysis of the activity shows that five members produced almost
two thirds of the messages posted in this chat room during the
period of activity. It thus reflects an application of the law of power
of participation [1]. The long tail of less prolific participants is not
without interest, however, and includes quality contributions. For
example, while the participant n°1, who was responsible for 21.68
% of the messages, played a central role in the design of the face
shields, the participant n°8, who was responsible for “only” 3.38
% of the messages and only made more occasional contributions,
provided useful expertise in the production and delivery of the face
shields (see 3).

Activity was at its peak when the room was first created, before
rapidly decreasing (see Figure 2; moving average as a gray solid
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Table 3: Members’ activity

Participants Number of messages Part of messages Cumulated (%)

Participant n°1 379 21.68 % 21.68 %
Participant n°2 330 18.88 % 40.56 %
Participant n°3 140 8.01 % 48.57 %
Participant n°4 130 7.44 % 56.01 %
Participant n°5 113 6.46 % 62.47 %

Others 657 37.53 % 100 %

Figure 3: Relationships between members (anonymized)

line). In practice, the design activity shifts to the production and
delivery of the face shields (coordinated in another room) once the
design has stabilized.

4.2 Links between members
The centrality of a minority of members is reflected in the graph-
ical representation (see Figure 3). The latter makes it possible to
visualize a core of the few most active members. The color codes
reflect the prolixity of the member (red: more than 250 messages;
yellow: less than 250 messages but more than 50; black: others).
The thickness of the links shows the importance of the exchanges
between members. The participants have more or less specialized
contributions. Participant n°2 thus focuses on facilitation, motiva-
tion and the dissemination of information. His role as facilitator
(and guarantor of the cohesion of the group) is reflected in the
highest score for betweenness centrality.

4.3 Relationships, contributions and conflicts
Sentiment analysis allowed us to identify a brief conflict section
(about 10 messages) on a classic theme in open source / open hard-
ware / makers environments: respect for licenses and cultural norms

specific to the community [10]. In this case: the respect of the NC
(non-commercial) clause of the CC-BY-NC license and the profits
made (or not) by companies providing face shields created on the
basis of validated designs and published under a Creative Com-
mons license. This lively exchange takes as its starting point a
trivial question from a service provider (participant n°10) as to the
license applicable to a face shield model that he is likely to produce
on his machines and the reactions of makers (participants n°1 &
n°2) to the margins made by certain service providers: “I think it’s
a shame to feel like persona non grata for that”6. This exchange,
largely marked by misunderstanding, ends with a reminder of the
license applied: “No, everyone doesn’t do what they want. If there are
licenses, it’s not for nothing. Selling Prusa face shields 10€ is illegal,
it’s a CC-BY-NC, so it’s completely, completely illegal, and we’ll have
to remember that at the end!” Moreover, it resulted in a complete
disengagement of the targeted member (after a last message that
was perfectly neutral).

4.4 Innovation process
The coding of the chat room made it possible to understand the
innovation process implemented by this community.

The first stage of this process, which is iterative, is a back and
forth process between design and (small-scale) production. The
iterations on face shield design are based on feedback from users,
manufacturers and health professionals, on comfort of use (head
contact, nose size, use of glasses, etc.), sterilization (hygienists; e.g.
“the surface finish is too rough and the hygienist requires something
smoother to ensure sterilization by dipping in diluted bleach”) and
production (speed, surface finish, strength, post-production... and
printing configuration on different machine models). In addition,
they also allow for a variety of face shields models to be offered
depending on the equipment available, the raw materials and the
target audience (e.g. retailers and carers). Designs can be locally in-
novative and/or based on global designs (e.g. “Dagoma”, “Verkstan”
and “Prusa” face shields). This step poses a recurring problem of
centralizing documentation and designs, a task made complicated
by variants and versions. For the “3D printed face shields” Riot
room, this was achieved with the OnShape collaborative platform
dedicated to computer-aided design, in addition to Etherpad and the
room itself (for PDFs). Designs are subject to validation based on
feedback from users and reference organizations7. Once validated,

6The expressions and the verbatims in French have been translated by the authors.
7Cf. https://www.onera.fr/sites/default/files/actualites/breves/CASQUE-COVID-19-
CNRS-DR14.3-3.pdf for an example cited in the room
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Figure 4: Temporal representation of the action of the makers

they must then be disseminated within the group and possibly to
other platforms working in parallel.

The second stage concerns the move to scale. It involves setting
up separate logistics for voluntary and institutional makers (e.g.
employees of fablabs and industrial companies). The latter are better
able to guarantee a certain level of quality and to coordinate with
hospitals. In addition, they have equipment that individual makers
do not have (e.g. laser cutters and industrial cutters). This logistics
includes in particular the supply of raw materials (in a context of
frequent stock shortages), the identification of priority needs (e.g.
hospitals), with the implementation (on Google Sheets) of a needs
and delivery inventory sheet, and taking into account restrictions
on movement (confinement) when delivering to beneficiaries. It is
at the level of supplies and withdrawals that collaboration between
individual and institutional makers (fablabs, tech shops, industry
employees, etc.) comes into play, the latter having travel permits
provided by their employers.

The public exhibition is also reflected in the construction of the
identity, notably through the name and logo associated with the
collective.

This process took place over a month and a half before the crisis
situation was resolved, the standards8 (health, economic, fiscal, etc.)
were recalled and the state and industry took over (see Figure 3).
The makers thus contribute to the design and selection of one or
more dominant designs [22] which can then be mass-produced, on
standardized machines, with a low cost price and constant quality,
by industry.

5 RESULTS FROM INTERVIEWS
Conducting interviews with people identified, on the one hand,
during the content analysis of the “3D printed face shields” chat
room, and on the other hand, following the graph analysis applied to
the exchanges on this same chat room, made it possible to refine the
understanding of the coordination of the makers on three levels: the
start of the cooperation, the organization of the makers’ response
and the motivation of the actors.

8Cf. https://fabricommuns.org/2020/05/12/realisation-de-visieres-de-protection-
nouvelles-normes-et-loi-impactant-les-makers/ for an example cited in the room

5.1 Start of cooperation
The creation of the “Hauts-de-France” chat rooms came about as
a result of the formation of a task force (Polytech, Centrale, CHU
Lille) around the problem of the shortage of medical equipment’s
spare parts, particularly for respirators. Exchanges started with
e-mails, then continued on a “Riot” chat room (to compensate for
the inefficiency of e-mail and to widen the audience), before spon-
taneously turning to the production of face shields. This evolution
can be explained by two factors. On the one hand, the problem
of out-of-supply accessories was solved by implementing decon-
tamination procedures and reducing the dependence on disposable
products (e.g. RFID chip part that cannot be used after a certain
number of uses). On the other hand, the need for personal pro-
tective equipment quickly emerged, which motivated the work of
the “3D printed face shields” chat room. The real objective of the
collaboration thus gradually moved away from the initial objective
of networking.

“I think that the Riot was only possible because <par-
ticipant n°2> was there. That is to say that he very
quickly put himself outside the technical discussions,
whereas he could have been involved. But he saw very
quickly that someone was needed to orchestrate all
this. (...) But he took on the role of trying to manage
the tensions that might arise or the difficulties, of tak-
ing initiatives, of moderating all that, in other words,
of creating the chat rooms very quickly. (. . .) In fact,
he was there, he was the moderator of the thing, that
is to say, he would identify when a discussion was
going a bit out of hand. He would advise people to go
to such and such a chat room. Or when there was a
discussion that was starting to grow, to say wait, in-
stead of polluting this thread, I’ve created a dedicated
chat room for that.” (interview: participant n°3)

Eventually, an engineer employed by Centrale took on the role
of coordinating the Riot exchange platform. This led him to spe-
cialize the rooms, distinguishing three purposes: the production of
face shields, the production of accessories and the production of
respirators. In the “3D printed face shields” room, the collaboration
was focused on: face shield design, production optimization and
logistics. This organization made it possible to channel energies
and avoid the disruption of priority projects (e.g. face shields) by
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peripheral projects whose feasibility and usefulness were more
questionable (e.g. respirators), without depriving them of a dedi-
cated collaboration space.

5.2 Organization of the makers’ response
The organization can be divided in three steps: the conception of
the face shields, their production and then their delivery.

5.2.1 Conception of face shields. The face shield (also called “pro-
tective face shield”) consists of a headband to which is attached
a transparent plastic shield that covers the face. A design of the
headband and its fixing to the plastic must be modeled, tested and
validated to be optimally printed and assembled. In practice, sev-
eral designs emerged, which we will refer to as the “Dagoma” face
shield, the “CHU” face shield and the “Plastisem” face shield for
ease of reference. The general inspiration was given by the face
shield proposed by Prusa Research9 (no feedback to Prusa Research
was given). After it was found that this face shield took a long
time to print, an adapted model was designed and validated by the
nursing staff of the hospital. We will call the face shield “CHU” (also
known as “Laurent” face shield in the dedicated lounge, after the
designer’s first name). For its part, Dagoma chose to produce in
maximum quantity (i.e. 10,000 Dagoma face shields in PLA per day
at the height of the shortage). The design was therefore conceived
so that the face shield’s headband structure could be stacked on
the 3D printing machines and produced in large quantities. We will
call it a “Dagoma” face shield. A third model was then created for
plastic injection. The design was based on the “CHU” face shield,
which was then modified by Dagoma (3D printer manufacturer)
and Plastisem (plastics manufacturer), allowing a mold to be de-
signed quickly and then put into production.We will call this design
the “Plastisem” design. 3D printing has since been used profitably
not only for production but also for rapid prototyping of molds
(allowing very short design times).

“In fact, there is either an objective to increase pro-
duction rates, or an objective to satisfy comfort, or an
objective to satisfy the technical validation of medical
personnel, or an objective to satisfy the ego of one
or all of these people. (...) And so in fact there are no
good or bad solutions. (...) [Company]’s choice was to
say: we are going to give the biggest possible boost in
terms of quantities. (...) And so, in fact, we came up
with a very thin design because I think that on the last
versions, our face shield was 11 grams, so 11 grams
to print is necessarily less than 20 grams.” (interview:
participant n°10)

Other variations, or even completely different designs, were pro-
duced. These included designs adapted to specific tooling (e.g. laser
cutter) or designs created by makers with expertise in engineer-
ing, 3D printing and medical devices (e.g. cartridge mask10. These
designs could be published on Thingiverse.

“It’s because I was the one who imposed OnShape. So
it was hard for me because it wasn’t open source. I had
a lot of trouble accepting to impose a non-open source

9Cf. https://www.prusa3d.com/covid19/
10Cf. https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:4385769)

thing, but as it was the only distributed CAD tool
which meant that you could work in a group without
having to install anything. It was good actually. So
you see what made it work in the end was the choice
of tools and the imposition of a method.” (interview:
participant n°2)

The “CHU” design was carried out through visible exchanges
on the “3D printed face shields” room of the Riot “Hauts-de-France”,
completed by frequent evening video exchanges at the initiative of
a core group of 5 or 6 people strongly involved in the initiative. The
collaborative work was based on OnShape, an online CAD/CAM
tool, which is free for non-commercial use, and therefore not open
source, unlike Freecad, but which provides a homogeneous col-
laborative tool. From this tool, an STL file could be extracted for
dispatch via other channels (e.g. email). In practice, other designs
were developed according to the needs expressed by the audiences
consulted (e.g. intensive care staff). The Riot chat rooms were com-
plemented by an Etherpad widget whose content was lost when
Riot was renamed Element.

5.2.2 Production and delivery of face shields. Once the designs had
been validated and communicated, production could begin. Given
the heterogeneity of the 3D printers used, a collaborative effort
was required to configure the machines. This was facilitated by the
open nature of the open source machines and their use of the gcode
language.

“We had 2-3 users like that who contacted us saying I
use such and such a machine but I’ve never used such
and such a material, how could I do it? So I didn’t have
the machine, but as it’s open source, I got a profile.
And on this profile I did the slicing and sent them the
code that they could install on the machine to make
it work.” (interview: participant n°3)

Once the face shields were produced, local logistics had to be
put in place. In practice, production was centralized at the central
pharmacy of the Lille hospital, with a delivery note indicating the
model and material used, which then allowed distribution within
the hospital (validated model, material compatible with disinfection
products) or redirection to other recipients according to the needs
expressed. Deliveries were made by a Polytech employee with a
travel certificate.

“I was talking to a reanimator who had worked on the
M.U.R. (respirator) project (...) and he was the person
who had explained all the constraints to them and so I
worked again a little bit with these people,(...) so that
I could try to understand the real constraints. And
when we understood the real constraints of reanima-
tion, we realized that, in fact, it was useless. There
were many things, for example, flow controls which
were not ensured even though it was one of their
main controls. And the pressure control was really
complicated for them to use. So we realized that there
were technological challenges for which we should
have had a real structured team to do it. This is what
MakAir did, for example.” (interview: participant n°2)
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In addition to face shields, makers have turned to respirators.
These are complex medical equipment requiring a minimum of
engineering skills and input from specialists in reanimation. The
energies on respirator projects, deemed of little use in practice, were
channeled into dedicated rooms on the Riot, so as not to disrupt
rooms deemed to be of priority (e.g. face shields).

The production of face shields was abruptly stopped (except for
some EPHAD needs) after a reminder of the standards in April
2020 by the ANSM. Compliance with these standards would have
required certification, which would have been financially costly,
and which was not undertaken by any actor involved in 3D printing.
This event has had a major effect on the motivation of the makers
and clarified their relations as “underground” with the “upperground”
(authorities).

5.2.3 Motivation of the actors. The facilitation of makers commu-
nities’ platforms necessarily raises questions about the value and
the usefulness of the contributions as well as the motivation of the
contributors (e.g. do they expect recognition?). Riot’s activity was
essentially oriented towards the production of face shields, which
met a real need in the field. However, some goodwill was directed
towards respirators, which posed challenging technical problems,
but for which the skills were not available. These contributors were
therefore brought together in specific discussion rooms.

“That is to say that everyone was doing it with bits
of string. I mean, nurses ended up with plastic bags
instead of scrubs because everything was broken and
the day it started again, instead of saying thank you
for having provided the interim, we were told to be
careful, you’re going to have to stop because we could
turn against you.” (interview: participant n°3)

As for recognition, it came up against the authorities’ reaction,
which was considered brutal. The end of the crisis left a sometimes
bitter taste of non-recognition, or even abuse of the goodwill present
at the height of the crisis.

“It wasn’t always a good experience for some peo-
ple. Because when you go to the central pharmacy to
drop off face shields, it’s much less rewarding than
going directly to the hospital to take a photo with the
nurses, which is great for your Facebook.” (interview:
participant n°1)

As for the small producer-makers, their satisfaction lies some-
times in the recognition of a personal design, which can lead to ego
problems, and sometimes in the recognition of a delivered produc-
tion (e.g. posting a photo on Facebook), which can be countered
by optimizing the logistics (centralization). In the case of members
employed by a health organization, recognition may have come
indirectly from the institution itself (e.g. bonus).

5.2.4 Conflicts between actors. Several fracture lines appeared on
the Riot, firstly between the makers in the strict sense of the word
and the members from the business world, secondly between the
industrialists and the other members (on questions of organization),
and thirdly between the “knowers” and the tinkerers.

“there was a lot of misunderstanding. That’s why we
made a blog post, so you’ll find on our site if you look
a bit why we sell our face shields and why it’s at cost

price. There was a lot of misunderstanding, of "ah
bah they make money on the back of the disease".”
(interview: participant n°10)

In the first case, the conflict centered on questions of money,
in particular the sale of face shields at cost price by a 3D printing
company, where the makers gave their production, but where, on
the other hand, speculation was noted among certain sellers. The
animosity sometimes developed against 3D printing companies led
the company to publish a press release which was then taken up
whenever the controversy flared up in a discussion forum.

In the second case, the conflict, though less visible in public chat
rooms, was about organization and in particular planning issues,
with the logic of the manufacturers clearly opposed to that of the
3D printing machine users.

“For example, on the respirators, we didn’t typically
have the automation and electronics specialists. We
tried to approach them and get them to come in and
we didn’t get anyone. (...) I think that’s also why it
didn’t follow up too well, whereas in fact we could
have found someone who had this knowledge, we
could have gone further. In fact, we very quickly came
up against technical aspects” (interview: participant
n°1) “the people who succeeded were really a team of
engineers who made the MakAir, you see, you had
people who really worked with engineering methods.”
(interview: participant n°1)

In the third case, conflicts arise between tinkerers acting by
trial and error, sometimes making bad technical choices, with lit-
tle support for prescriptions from experts. More complex objects
such as respirators thus reveal the limitations of the “make-to-learn
principle” [7] and the need of “engineer mindset” to build on solid
technological foundation. The Riot messaging platform’s exchanges
proved to be less conflictual than Facebook-type social networks,
which could be explained by the over-representation of a profes-
sional audience.

6 DISCUSSION
We discuss the profile of makers observed in the chat room and the
future evolution of the innovation platform.

6.1 Types of makers
The expression “makers’ response”, which is widely used to describe
the phenomenon under study, gives an impression of homogeneity
in each contributing maker’s role and profile, whereas the mak-
ers are diverse in nature and are divided into co-operative groups.
We thus observe, on the one hand, isolated makers with limited
resources (equipment, raw materials, etc.) and, on the other hand,
sponsored makers, acting with the authorization (more or less for-
mal) of their employer (fablabs, universities, small companies, big
manufacturers, etc.) and with greater resources (more expensive
equipment, stocks of raw materials, specific raw materials, etc.).
What was highlighted by [25] is mainly the organization of institu-
tional makers generally attached to a “middleground” in the sense of
Simon (2009), in this case a fablab. However, they have collaborated
with the makers in the classical sense of the term, on the one hand,
through key people, present in several communities, sometimes
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Table 4: Profiles of makers

Type Affiliation Goal
Pure maker Hobbyist Acknowledgment and/or fun (hobby)

Institutional maker Public-sector Suitability
Entrepreneurial maker PME/PMI Responsiveness

Industrial maker GE Efficiency

acting as “knowledge brokers”, and on the other hand, through the
urban logistics that have been put in place. The study of logistics
allows us to distinguish a double flowwith, on the one hand, central-
ized delivery rounds and, on the other, peer-to-peer delivery rounds.
The latter were carried out by makers transferring parts from one
place to another, depending on the traffic constraints imposed by
the confinement, while the centralized tour also supplied certain
makers with raw materials in exchange for production. We there-
fore have a coexistence between different more or less articulated
networks federating institutional makers (Riot “Hauts-de-France”)
and makers in the strict sense (“Visières solidaires”, “Makers against
COVID”...), the latter generally coordinating themselves via social
networks (e.g. Facebook).

The logistics of production and delivery of face shields therefore
tends to be fragmented between, firstly, isolated makers, secondly,
institutional makers and, thirdly, manufacturers. The exchanges
within the collaborative messaging system also reflect the cultural
differences between these different classes of players. On the one
hand, the issue of licensing and production pricing emerges as an
important point of attention from the contributors, while industry
representatives tend, once the designs have been validated, to be
focused on the optimization of the production and the delivery ca-
pacities (e.g. “If you allow me, and without offending anyone, because
you are all here to help, and that’s great: You have to focus on produc-
tion, you have to know what your production capacity is, as of today,
and your daily delivery capacity.”). In the end, this observation of
the Riot chat rooms allowed us to distinguish 4 types of makers
(cf. 4) with a dominance of institutional makers, contrary to what
could be found on the Facebook groups more oriented towards
makers in the strict sense, leading to sporadic smooth conflicts due
to differences in motivations and goals.

6.2 Co-evolution of innovation platforms
Different makers’ platforms are evolving here in parallel. Infor-
mation can circulate between platforms following active members
registered on several ones. In the same territory, platforms can
operate in parallel, with little interaction, serving different target
audiences. At the level of the Riot platform studied, success is based
on different factors. On the one hand, there is the collaborative
activity of iterative design, sometimes fed by designs proposed by
high-visibility organizations. Ideally, it requires an efficient tool for
centralizing designs, which has been lacking here (other makers in
Belgium and France used Github or Gitlab, for example, to central-
ize the final designs ; [25]). On the other hand, the social usefulness
of the productions presupposes a concerted work at the level of
the local ecosystem, which implies frequent interactions with the

Figure 5: Resilience platform evolution

beneficiaries (needs, constraints, feedback...), the pooling of com-
plementary individual expertise (search for common solutions) and
the channeling of the contributors’ energy (design, production...).

The platform dedicated to the production of face shields quickly
withered away after the first confinement. After a start-up phase
during which the individuals working together define the objectives
and specify the organization, the platform enables production to
be set up before an abrupt halt following a reminder of the PPE
standards (cf. Figure 5). In the case of the face shields, although the
“upperground” helped to stimulate the initiatives of the institutional
makers, it did not collaborate formally with them. In practice, coor-
dination with the CHU (“upperground”) often took place informally
and on the initiative of the field staff (informants, doctors, etc.).
Contacts with officials generated reassuring speeches (e.g. at the
Lille CHU), in contrast to feedback from the field, or very late (e.g.
from the ARS). Therefore, if the initial impulse comes from the
“upperground”, the resilience allowed by this maker organization
relies largely on the practices and machines available within the
“middleground” as well as on the informal relationships existing
between the “upperground” and the “middleground”.

However, the spontaneous platform did not remain without de-
scendants. Its social usefulnesswas indeed recognized locally, which
made it possible to initiate the setting up of a 3D printing platform
for health bringing together the same partners (CHU, Polytech
and Centrale, Lille). The resilience platform is thus succeeded by
an innovation platform, of which it was in a way the prototype.
Moreover we thus believe we can distinguish between temporary
production platforms (face shields) and sustainable innovation plat-
forms (respirators). While the former offered a form of resilience in
a crisis situation and benefited from a form of tolerance from the
“upperground” before the latter took control of supplies, the latter
led to more formal articulations justified by the complexity of the
devices studied (e.g. respirators). This is for example the case of the
MakAir respirator project which survived the first confinement and
even led to deliveries to India in May 202111. The future will show
howmuch room is left for the “underground” in these new platforms
11Cf. https://www.ouest-france.fr/pays-de-la-loire/nantes-44000/entretien-une-
centaine-de-makair-respirateurs-artificiels-made-in-nantes-produits-pour-l-inde-
d3094990-b97a-11eb-a992-89f0a8dfc0f7
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that are supposed to bring about active resilience [19], and whether
their organization, their animation, develops in coherence with the
theoretical framework provided by Simon (2009).

7 CONCLUSION
In this research, we observed and analyzed a community located
in Hauts-de-France region, gathered in a Riot collaborative room
and mobilized in to produce face shields during the first pandemic.
This research is based on a double qualitative approach. The first is
based on the exchanges in an online discussion space. The second
is based on a set of interviews conducted with selected participants
in this discussion space. Five people were identified for their role,
commitment, expertise and/or involvement in conflicts. It leads
to two contributions. On the one hand, we were able to propose
a research methodology combining the quantitative analysis of
online communities with the qualitative analysis of messages and
the conduct of interviews. On the other hand, we were able to better
understand the coordination, contributions and the profile of the
mobilized makers.

The main limitation of this research is its localized nature. The
analyzed discussion space concerns the Hauts-de-France and is
strongly focused on the Lille region. Moreover, created and above
all fed by institutional makers, it does not allow us to deeply ana-
lyze the organization of pure (isolated) makers in the face of the
pandemic.
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ABSTRACT
Openness as organizational philosophy and theoretical concept
has continuously gained importance over the past decades. While
the adoption of open practices such as open-source development
or crowdsourcing is primarily academically observed in the 20th
and 21st century, organizational practices adopting or facilitating
openness have already been applied before there was an under-
standing what openness actually depicts. For centuries, public and
private stakeholders utilized a broad variety of open practices such
as open science, industrial exhibitions, solution sourcing or indus-
trial democracy in order to achieve certain anticipated effects –
fully in the absence of IT. Due to the missing historical understand-
ing, this paper provides a first holistic historical perspective on the
emergence of open practices, considering the context of the politi-
cal, technological and societal developments. Utilizing a structured
literature review, the paper puts a special focus on the historical
narrative and the connection between openness without and with
IT.

The paper concludes that open practices are not a recent phenom-
enon, but were already applied successfully by affected stakeholders
in previous centuries, whereas applied open practices partly build
upon each other and show resembling patterns. Historically, two
central shifts are identified: (1) a shift from government-driven to-
wards organization- and community-driven open practices, and (2)
a shift from mainly transparency-oriented open practices towards
a stronger utilization of inclusion.
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1 INTRODUCTION – OPEN PRACTICES AND
THEIR HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Over the past decades, organizational openness has emerged as
academic focal point, questioning and refuting the perception of
organizations as fully closed entities without interfaces to their
internal or external environment. Openness is associated with cer-
tain degrees of transparency and inclusion [85] with regard to
organizational elements such as resources, participation processes
or democratizing effects [69]. At this, transparency refers partic-
ularly to the visual or verbal visibility of these elements, while
inclusion is associated with participation respectively involvement.
Transparency and inclusion can act intra-organizationally or extra-
organizationally [37, 85] and imply information exchange between
involved stakeholders and entities, enabling organizational learn-
ing [55]. Different theoretical frameworks conceptualize openness,
the most prominent being open innovation [17], open strategy
[18, 85], open-source [66], open data [44], open education [77] or
open government [47].

Nowadays, information technology (IT) plays a major role for
organizations applying open practices. Themajority of the observed
contemporary open organizational practices such as open-source
development [66], internal jamming [8], idea platforms [45] or
crowdsourcing [1] are either purely IT-based or at least supported
by IT. This can be also observed at recent cases such as Wikimedia
[25], Daimler [57] or IBM [8], as well as in multiple sectors [65,
76]. Due to the fact that the academic focus on openness emerged
particularly in the end of the 20th and begin of the 21st century
(where IT has always been a pervasive factor) and that the majority
of investigated cases also refers to the same era, the impression
occurs that openness is a relatively new phenomenon and that, in
turn, organizations were acting as closed entities before.

However, openness can be observed both with and without IT
[69]. Including external elements to the own organizational setting
respectively applying practices of democratization were already
practices applied in times when IT was not the driver for orga-
nizational openness yet. Already in medieval and industrial ages,
adopted organizational practices such as industrial exhibitions [15],
inventing prizes [51], licensing external innovations [59], trade
associations [6] or industrial democracy [81] did de-facto break the
paradigm of organizations as closed entities which can be perceived
as separated from their environment. In academia, open science
emerged in the end of the 16th century as relevant philosophy,
changing the way how researchers and scientists disclose their
findings to the public and collaborate with their peers [21, 23]. All
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these practices exhibit certain degrees of transparency and inclu-
sion, despite of the fact that these practices were not necessarily
defined as ‘open’ by practitioners or research.

It strikes that there are no dedicated holistic studies which deal
with the historic utilization of open practices and their political,
technological or societal context. Existing historic narratives are
limited to a brief overview regarding historical manifestations of
openness by Schlagwein et al. [69], revealing general historic mile-
stones and their context. Besides, only industry- or subfield-specific
narratives are performed, including openness in the computing and
mobile phone industry [31] or in education [63]. In order to adjust
the wrong perception of openness to be a phenomenon of the 20th
and 21st century as well as to close this research gap, this paper
intends to take a look back – providing a grand historic narrative
on the emergence of open practices and their context.

Closing this research gap, the historic adoptions of openness are
enlightened by the knowledge of organizational openness which ex-
ists today, enabling to identify trends regarding how open practices
developed over time. Moreover, based on the findings regarding
the historic development of open practices, an outlook can be de-
rived which considers the context of contemporary open practices.
Accordingly, the paper contributes to a better understanding of
openness in the course of time as well as to a better understanding
of open practices both without and with IT.

2 RESEARCH APPROACH
The paper utilizes a structured literature review, being considered
particularly suitable in order to present the historical context and
perspective of a respective phenomenon [35]. At this, the study
considers the best-practice criteria and underlying principles for
transparent historical narratives with regard to credibility, con-
firmability, dependability and transferability [32]. Due to the na-
ture of the study, it applies an explorative hermeneutical (iterative,
circulating) review and literature research approach without pre-
determined structure or topic setting [10]. With regard to literature
search and study selection, the paper applies the recommendations
by Kitchenham and Charters [52], particularly when it comes to
inclusion or exclusion criteria.

We started the review by identifying and evaluating acknowl-
edged fundamental publications such as Schlagwein et al. [69],
David [23] or Ceruzzi [16] as well as the publication record of
acknowledged business history journals (e.g. ‘Business History Re-
view’) in order to establish a rough timeline regarding applied open
practices. The further evaluation process was particularly focused
on establishing a comprehension regarding historical proceedings,
whether and how transparency and inclusion were utilized and
what the relevant political, technological or societal background
factors were. The iterative and circulating approach enabled the
identification and evaluation of further publications, sharpening
and verifying the picture of the individual open practices. In the
case of doubts regarding the relevance or reliability of a publication,
the content of the abstract, number of relevant citations as well as
the reputation of the respective journal or conference were taken
into account. Since several historic open practices are not labelled
or known as ‘open’, relevant open practices were chosen based

on the question if and how they made use of transparency and
inclusion.

Due to the fact that many recent publications on openness are
published as conference proceeding, the narrative considers both
published journal papers and conference proceedings. Also, ac-
knowledged academic books or further sources (e.g. working pa-
pers) are considered if they refer to the original source or provide
further relevance. The review focuses particularly (but not exclu-
sively) on academic publications due to the objective to provide
an accurate grand narrative of open practices. At this, both his-
toric publications as well as recent studies are taken into account.
As basis for the literature review, the following data bases were
used: ABI/INFORM, AIS eLibrary, EBSCOhost, JSTOR, ScienceDi-
rect, Web of Science and Google Scholar. Relevant journals were
partly accessed directly.

3 OPEN PRACTICES WITHOUT IT –
BREAKING THE PARADIGM OF
ACADEMIC AND INDUSTRIAL SECRECY

3.1 Open Science: Creating academic
transparency

As one of the first structurally observed manifestations of openness,
the phenomenon of open science emerged in the late 16th and early
17th century, starting a transition from concealing insights about
nature’s secrets towards disclosing new scientific knowledge to-
wards peers and public. Overall, open science refers to “transparent
and accessible knowledge that is shared and developed through
collaborative networks” [79, p.434] and is embodied in many aca-
demic practices which we know today such as publishing academic
insights to a wider audience (e.g. via open access), conducting peer-
reviews, creating transparency regarding applied research methods
or utilizing open knowledge repositories and data bases. However,
for centuries scientists typically did not apply these practices of
academic transparency which we know today. From the time when
academia was founded in ancient Greece by (among others) Aristo-
tle and Plato till the late Middle Ages and early Renaissance, the
principles of secrecy in alchemy and science were upheld. Acknowl-
edged scientists or inventors like Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519)
or Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) showed a very reluctant approach of
showing their writings to others or even encoded their research
results with anagrams, withholding their academic insights from
the public [23].

The motives for this closed model of science, which sustained for
so many centuries, are diverse: Despite of few exceptions, religious,
political and societal norms contributed to withholding knowledge
from the ‘unworthy multitude’ both in ancient Greece or medieval
times [23]. Also, scientists often wanted to protect and control
their knowledge in order to find a way to commercialize their ideas
and inventions. The scientists’ dependence from different kinds of
patrons (providing political and material support) brought often the
necessity of exclusivity: Only if findings were unique and prime,
anticipated benefits of the scientist-patron relationship could be
achieved [21]. The fact, that the whole academic philosophy and
sheer idea of science came from a closed model, did not make it
easier for scientists to apply more transparency – there was simply
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little understanding how open science could look like and how it
could be advantageous. Consequentially, secrecy and informational
asymmetries were normal conditions in the world of science.

However, while aristocratic patronage was initially a reason for
scientists to sustain secrecy, it can be also perceived as one of the
initial promoters of open science. For a long time, secular or reli-
gious patrons were historically closely related to European science.
At this, nobles typically had two central motives to act as scientific
patron: ornamental motives (focusing on self-aggrandizement, sta-
tus or reputational advantages against other nobles) or utilitarian
motives (focusing on the contribution of the research results for
economy, military or society) [21]. For ornamental motives, it was
elementary for inventions and academic results to be published,
in order to be publicly recognized for the achievements and dis-
coveries. For both scientists and nobles, demonstrating knowledge
and inventions to the outside world brought a notable raise in soci-
etal and scientific legitimacy. However, many utilitarian inventions
(e.g. inventions providing superior geographic knowledge regard-
ing important trade routes) demanded a certain level of secrecy
[21, 23].

Hence, the question arises, how the patrons’ motives contributed
towards a more open form of science from the post-renaissance
era? The answer is closely related to the implications of the previ-
ously mentioned information asymmetries. The more intense use of
mathematical methods of post-renaissance scientists and their drive
to reveal the ‘unfamiliar’ created a certain dilemma for potential
patrons: Evaluating academic methods and insights was intellectu-
ally far more demanding than before, given the lack of specialized
expertise among the patrons. In order to protect themselves from
embarrassment through sponsoring ‘charlatanry’, they demanded
peer-reviewswhich could only be conducted by othermathematical-
oriented scientists [21-23]. Along these developments, so-called
‘cooperative rivalries’ between scientists emerged as a functional
response to the existing information asymmetries, building up on
the insight that the disclosure of knowledge, demonstrating in-
ventions and open inquiries contribute to the generation of new
knowledge [22].

The occurring re-organization of European science could be
particularly observed in the form of open practices such as “par-
ticipation in informal networks of correspondence, [. . .] public
challenges and contests, open demonstrations and exhibitions, and
the certification of individuals by cooptation and election to ‘learned
societies’ ” [21, p.578]. These new practices profited strongly from
emerging technologies and regulations such as copyright privileges,
postal dispatch systems or Guttenberg’s printing press, forming
background conditions for diffusion and protection of knowledge
alike [23]. The London ‘Invisible College’ from 1646 depicted one
of the first scientific groups representing these aforementioned ‘in-
formal networks’: Through informal meetings and letter exchange
dealing with their scientific insights they thrived on the funda-
mental idea that the open knowledge exchange contributes to the
creation of new knowledge [20]. As one of the consequences, the
‘Philosophical Transaction of the Royal Society’ introduced the
first peer-reviewed journal in 1665, building a milestone regarding
academic transparency [9].

3.2 Industrial Exhibitions: Publicly showcasing
inventions and industrial goods

Comparable to the medieval alchemists and scientists, also the Euro-
pean crafts guild considered their specific knowledge and technolog-
ical assets worth protecting. While journeymen contributed to the
diffusion of industrial craft knowledge on a local level, and first no-
table medieval trade fairs like the ‘Messe Frankfurt’ emerged at the
hubs of the trade routes, broader transparency was often prevented
by economic interests and regulatory factors [23, 68]. However, the
rise of open science brought along practical implications for the
industrial development of Europe and the way how it showcases
technology and new inventions to the public. What we understand
nowadays as ‘economy’ or ‘industry’ was in pre-industrial times
closely connected to the interplay between academia, inventors and
patrons – many of the economic-relevant inventions were made by
scientists and applied in the non-academic world, particularly after
the rise of mathematical methods in science. Accordingly, open
science does not only refer to openness in academia which can be
separated from economic technological research. As a consequence
of the economic- and reputation-driven patronage which facilitated
open science and its overarching socioeconomic impact, the emerg-
ing open practices regarding public contests, demonstrations and
exhibitions provided a basis for the further development of open
practices, also in the area of industrial discoveries [21].

Evolving from the aforementioned medieval trade fairs and the
new academic exhibition practices, industrial exhibitions provided
an opportunity for firms and inventors to exhibit new inventions,
technology and industrial goods to a larger audience of interested
stakeholders, potential buyers or investors. Taking place since the
17th century (the industrial exhibition in Paris 1683 being one of
the first documented organized industrial fairs), the sporadic ex-
hibitions in these early days gained usually relatively little public
attention [15, 27]. However, they provided a basis for bigger indus-
trial transparency and established themselves as mass phenomenon
in the 19th century (one of the highlights being the international
‘Great Exhibition’ in London 1851), profiting from the technological
advances of the industrial revolution [2].

Resembling the emergence of open science and its motives, also
industrial exhibitions were strongly driven by nobles and govern-
mental stakeholders. At this, the exhibitions hadmultiple objectives:
Governments and nobles aimed on facilitating the development
of new relevant technologies, increasing the national prestige or
stimulating exports, why the expositions were often organized or
financed by according stakeholders. As an example, the French
government introduced official industrial exhibitions at the very
beginning of the 19th century in order to react on the rise of British
products which were produced more efficiently as a consequence
of the industrial revolution [34]. Exhibitioners on the other hand
participated for the monetary value of the exhibition prizes, local
pride or the possibility to promote their inventions to a wider audi-
ence [15, 34]. As consequence, trade fairs and industrial exhibitions
contributed to a switch from industrial secrecy towards more trans-
parency with regard to industrial goods and inventions, leading to
more openness both on the economic and organizational level. This
is also observed by Landes [53] and Dunham [26], who emphasize
the role of exhibitions in diffusing knowledge and technology.
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3.3 Inventing Prizes: Between solution
sourcing and fostering economic
development

Often applied as part of the industrial exhibitions, monetary exhi-
bition prizes were provided as incentive and reward for the best
exhibition pieces [34]. However, in the 18th and 19th century this
practice was further adapted by governmental entities and organi-
zations in order to source for external solutions and innovations.
Inventing prizes and innovation awards induced inventors to deal
with a specific problem or subject and reveal their inventions and
ideas, facilitating openness. Beside of the offered incentives, the
possibility to further commercialize the invention through patents
or overlapping awards made it often further attractive for inventors
to participate [51].

At this, two main approaches could be observed: The first one
being the utilization of inventing prizes in order to source for a
specific solution to a particular problem. As popular example, the
British parliament publicly announced a notable reward for finding
an accurate way of measuring the longitude at sea in 1714. While
prizes were particularly promised by national states and other
government entities, also private entities such as the billiard table
producers Phelan and Collender, who were looking for a cheaper
material to produce billiard balls in 1863, were using promised
incentives to approach specific organizational challenges. Similar
cases were observed all over Europe. Hence, this approach provided
certain elements of inclusion through involving external parties
into the own solution finding and R&D process [51].

The second form of utilizing inventing prizes was less focused
on finding a solution to a particular existing problem, but rather
to generally foster economic development by promoting new in-
novations and overcoming information asymmetries through the
diffusion of technological knowledge. Increased transparency of
the inventions was an anticipated side-effect, creating the wanted
spread of information and innovation for the sake of economic
development. Private or governmental prize-granting institutions
such as the British RSA (Royal Society of Arts; founded in 1754) or
the French SEIN (Society to Encourage National Industry; founded
in 1801) are representative entities following this objective [51]. In
this regard, the motives for inventing prizes are closely connected
to the motives of industrial exhibitions.

3.4 Solution Sourcing: Utilizing external
innovations via patents and licenses

The first described approach regarding utilizing inventing prizes
(focusing on sourcing for special solutions) was not necessarily a
practice applied only in the context of inventing prizes. Craftsmen,
merchants and organizations were constantly buying or copying
new external inventions in order to apply them on their own. At
this, the adoption of new external innovations depicted a logical
necessity: If a competitor had a new and better way how to produce
or transport a certain good, adaption respectively the integration
of new technology was often the only way how to stay in competi-
tion. For instance, when the modern magnetic compass emerged in
Europe around the 11th/12th century (it is questionable if it came
via the sea routes from China respectively Arabia, or was invented

independently), the novelty was quickly utilized by merchants and
explorers, despite of the fact that these stakeholders had not neces-
sarily invented it [72]. In the absence of explicit regulations, new
inventions could just be utilized as soon the knowledge about the
invention was spread via word-of-mouth or if somebody bought it
directly from an inventor. However, as long there was no possibility
for inventors to protect their inventions and intellectual knowledge,
revealing novel inventions included the danger to potentially lose
the possibility of future monetization.

With the emergence of modern patent and intellectual property
law, also the practice of utilizing external innovations evolved.
Inventors or organizations could protect their inventions in order to
use them themselves, sell licenses to others to further commercialize
the patents, or sell the patents. Patent and copyright laws go back to
the 15th century, where the Venetian Republic in the effort to attract
skilled artisans and inventors was offering exclusive rights for their
inventions. Being already an important background factor for open
science, the fundamental idea of copyrights and patents was adapted
around Europe in order to facilitate economic development. In the
US, the first article of the constitution (1789) assured inventors
exclusive rights to their inventions [59].

As a consequence of the industrial revolution, the ongoing me-
chanical progress and the possibilities for inventors to protect their
intellectual knowledge, more and more inventions were patented.
At this, independent inventors would not necessarily open own
shops (also due to the lack of resources) but sell their patents or
provide licenses to one or more manufacturers [60]. Organizations
were faced with the decision to either develop and manufacture
industrial technology and goods themselves or to purchase the
external invention from private persons or other organization (e.g.
via buying or licensing a patent or contracting the production of
industrial good in the form of an outsourcing or procurement agree-
ment). For many firms, like the Draper Company which invented
the Northrop loom (becoming the industry’s standard in 1895),
defending their respective patents and market them in a smart
way was key for their economic success – other companies were
required to enter licensing agreements to stay competitive [56].
Overall, these forms of external solution sourcing showed certain
characteristics of inclusion through involving external stakeholders
and their inventions to the own organizational setting.

3.5 Trade Associations & Cartels: Formalized
cross-organizational aligning

While open practices like open science or industrial exhibitions fo-
cused strongly on increasing transparency and were driven by gov-
ernmental stakeholders, occurring cross-organizational alignments
were often driven by self-interest of organizations, merchants and
craftsmen. The history of modern formalized cross-organizational
alignments started already in medieval times: Local or alien guilds
of merchants and craftsmen used their mutual market power in
order to fix prices, lobby at local authorities, restrict supplies and
control market entries, hence, enforcingmonopolies and oligopolies.
So from a pure business model or market entry perspective, the
guilds did not promote openness, but rather suppress competi-
tion. However, the guilds applied cross-organizational openness
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through revealing e.g. prices or operating principles to other mem-
bers (transparency) and surrendering decision power under mutual
regulations for the common benefit (inclusion). At this, the guilds
were generally quite restrictive – internal punishment for violating
the guild’s regulations assured the integrity of the respective guild
[61]. As acknowledged example, the ‘Hanse’ was formed in the 12th
century as commercial association of northern German merchants,
in order to establish trade route protection and formulate common
economic interests. While it existed up until the 17th century, it
is commonly considered to be one of the first established trade
associations [54].

The modern trade associations emerged in the mid of the 19th
century, also as a consequence of the very tight policies of their pre-
decessors and the further institutionalization of companies. While
these trade associations had various motives, stricter anti-trust
legislation caused a shift towards more individualism within the
associations, allowing an enhanced degree of individual business
practices and free competition [58]. But still then, these modern
trade associations were often acting as a tool in order to create
different forms of price cartels and suppress competition: At the
end of the 19th century, US hardware wholesalers utilized trade
associations in order to stabilize prices and increase the negotiation
power against other complementary trade associations [4]. At this,
including the other companies into stating prices and negotiating
brought two main benefits: First, information asymmetries, which
naturally existed with regard to other firms’ prices, were massively
reduced. Second, a single company profited from the resources of
the network when negotiating with other stakeholders. With re-
gard to both, certain degrees of transparency (e.g. in prices, market
positioning, cost of operations) were a key element in order to
benefit from the anticipated advantages. With regard to inclusion,
companies transferred certain decision and negotiation power to
the trade association which, in turn, was then able to establish the
strategic positioning of the association.

However, associations were not only acting as a tool for orga-
nizations to establish cartels: Berk and Schneiberg [6] observe a
development of American industry associations from being cartels
to being developmental associations from 1900-1925: In order to
achieve organizational learning effects, collaborative associations,
committees and deliberative forums were providing a place for rep-
resentatives to learn from and discuss with external stakeholders
from other associations, organizations, governments or agencies.
At this, the discussions and thought experiments were facilitating
knowledge transfer and information sharing, very often regarding
costs and productivity – creating a competitive advantage against
non-participating organizations. In comparison to the usage of as-
sociations as tool in order to exclusively form cartels and basically
suppress competition, the information transparency in these de-
velopmental associations is much more related to organizational
learning: Using external knowledge in order to improve own pro-
duction processes and strategic considerations.

3.6 Industrial Democracy: Establishing
internal participation and democratization

Till the 19th century, open practices were fairly focused on extra-
organizational open practices, being oriented on increasing trans-
parency, utilizing external resources, knowledge or inventions, or
establish cross-organizational alignment. Intra-organizational open
practices in the form of democratization, common decision making
or bottom-up involvement were not applied on the broad scale.
While several contemporary open practices involve employees
to decision making, such as consultative participation, employee
ownership, representative or informal participation, work councils,
board level representation or social media jams [29], this was not
the case for a very long time. Although several cases of joined
negotiations or even what we understand by trade unions can be
identified along history [82], craftsmen and journeymen only very
occasionally joined forces in order to stand united against their
employer in order to demand better wages, working conditions or
involvement into decision making.

The emergence of industrial democracy at the begin of the 19th
century depicted a paradigm shift towards a stronger (internal)
involvement of factory workers. Industrial democracy, a term cre-
ated and shaped by Webb and Webb [81], refers to employees’
involvement into decision making or collective bargaining, em-
ployee representation or further types of employee empowerment.
In order to comprehend the emergence of industrial democracy,
one must consider the industrial world’s context of the early 19th
century: The rapid expansions of the first industrial revolution –
facilitated by breakthrough inventions like the steam engine or the
power loom – brought huge implications for workers. Previously
hand-crafted products could be now produced with mechanical
help, changing their job profile towards repetitive work as well as
raising the need for more unskilled or semiskilled workers. Child
and women labor rose drastically, similar to the need for coal or
iron miners [40, 41]. Consequentially, the employer-worker relation
in industrial organizations in Europe or the USA was character-
ized by wage-labor, long working hours, strong hierarchies and
little involvement of workers regarding internal participation or
democratization. Work conditions, contracts, salaries as well as de-
cision making was mainly in the hand of management respectively
owners, resulting in strong power asymmetries [24, 40].

Under these circumstances, several societal and political im-
pact factors are considered to have led to more industrial democ-
racy. Weighing up existing historical investigations, Hyman [46]
identifies a multi-step process to have consequentially led to the
emergence of industrial democratization, consisting out of (1) the
achievement of political democracy, (2) the accompanying impact
on workers with regard to ideas on social democracy and repre-
sentation, (3) the demand that this social level of democracy and
voice also accounts at the work place and (4) the overarching im-
pact of economic democracy, leading to organized workers’ unions,
shop committees or even self-governing workshops. In Europe, this
‘politicization’ of the factories was also facilitated by arising so-
cialist/communist (e.g. Karl Marx or Friedrich Engels) respectively
liberal (e.g. John Stuart Mill) thought leaders who questioned the
power distribution in the factories [19, 46] as well as the described
negative working conditions. Also, certain economic factors played
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a relevant role: In the USA, declining economic conditions led to a
mutual dependency between employers and workers, which further
supported the formation of common employer-worker committees.
Examples of these employer-worker committees are observed in the
US woodworking industry, where these committees elaborated and
published in a cooperative effort price books and quality standards
for new products during the 1820’s [33].

Although employers and governments often reacted harshly and
repelling to first structured formations of shop committees or trade
unions (e.g. at the formation of the ‘Grand National Consolidated
Trades Union’ in the UK in 1834), internal participation and de-
mocratization established themselves as practices in the industrial
world [24]. With the further growing importance of trade unions
and shop stewards in the 19th and 20th century, also employee
representation became more important with regard to collective
bargaining when it came to protect working practices, receive better
wages and improve existing working conditions [19].

4 OPEN PRACTICES WITH IT – THE
COMPUTERIZATION OF OPENNESS

Until mid of the 20th century, openness by transparency or inclu-
sion happened purely in the absence of information technology
(IT). This does not mean that technology did not facilitate openness
before: As indicated, breakthrough inventions such as the printing
press, postal services, telegraphy or new transportation technology
were used before in order to promote open practices by enabling
diffusion of knowledge or enabling inclusion of other stakeholders
[23, 87]. However, physical limitations for involved stakeholders, re-
sources or processes always provided certain restrictions regarding
potential anticipated outcomes. The exchange of information and
the interaction of affected stakeholders, which are both embedded
in the very nature of openness, was always limited to the techno-
logical possibilities of the respective time. With the emergence of
commercial computers in the 1950’s, also the history of applied
open practices entered a new era by overcoming step-by-step these
physical limitations. The newly created context of physical hard-
ware devices (e.g. mainframe computers or later PCs and mobile
devices) and particularly software (e.g. applications, data bases or
operating systems) provided possibilities which enabled the open-
ing of organizational elements via new ways of coordination or
facilitation.

4.1 Open-Source Development: Opening
software’s source code

World War II, which facilitated advances in technological areas
like code breaking activities, electronic calculations or material
research as well as produced skilled engineers for the civil mar-
ket, created a broad basis for the emergence of the modern age of
computerization, particularly in the United States. Consequently,
computers like the ‘UNIVAC’, which was released in 1951 by the
Eckert-Mauchly Computer Corporation, or IBM’s more successful
‘701’ from 1952, started the effort to manufacture and distribute
commercial computers, offering the promise of huge speed advan-
tages compared to non-electronical calculators [16]. Along with the
new possibilities, commercial use cases were identified in all possi-
ble fields such as in data analytics [48], biological taxonomy [74] or

mechanical engineering [64]. While users appreciated the new pos-
sibilities provided by computers, there was no clear differentiation
between hardware and software to that time. Hardware and soft-
ware were typically provided by the same supplier. The code for the
software itself was usually accessible and changeable for the users,
who simultaneously were also acting as programmers. Accordingly,
open-source code was an early reality. This also brought along
first cross-organizational collaborations like PACT (Project for the
Advancement of Coding Techniques), where software engineers of
multiple companies used the open code and mutually programmed
a shared set of tools in order to create common value [83].

With time and new emerging use cases, more and more program-
ming languages such as FORTRAN or COBOL emerged, providing
possibilities for companies to code on a higher level. However, with
the software environment getting more complex and diversified
and due to the nature of many emerging compilers (which trans-
lated the software’s source-code into binary computer-readable
machine code), possibilities for computer and software suppliers
emerged to only release the binary code of a software, making it
difficult for other programmers to read or use it. As a result, the
period from the 1960’s till 1980’s brought an increasing number of
stand-alone software products with closed source code, Microsoft
being a well-known representative of this development [16, 83].

However, the principles of open-source software were upheld
by the IT community itself: In 1969, Ken Thompson and Dennis
Ritchie from the Bell Telephone Laboratories (the former research
department of AT&T) started to develop the UNIX operating sys-
tem. Up until the 1980’s, UNIX was particularly used at US univer-
sities as open-source solution. Although it was commercialized by
AT&T in the 1980’s, it had remarkable impact on the programmers’
community and provided a basis for future open-source operat-
ing systems [16]. Also, in response on the trend towards closed
software, Richard Stallman (an acknowledged programmer from
the MIT) started the ‘free software movement’ in 1985, focusing
on establishing a legal and practical framework for free access to
software and its source code. The movement built up on the idea
that software authors could use copyright and licensing law in
order to preserve the status of their software to be ‘free’ [39]. This
community-based idea was shared among relevant parts of the IT
community: open-source-based operating systems such as GNU
or BSD evolved in the 1970’s and 1980’s as part of a practitioner
movement of software programmers and engaged communities
[13, 83].

Bigger achievements were particularly accomplished in the
1990’s with the development of the Linux open-source operating
system by Linus Torvalds [13] or of the open-source data base
MySQL by Michael Widenius and David Axmark [86], still being
today among the most popular solutions of their kind. The afore-
mentioned ‘free software movement’ also provided the intellectual
and legal basis for Bruce Perens and Eric Raymond who did start
the so-called ‘open-source software movement’. Building up on
similar legal licensing principles, the ‘open-source software move-
ment’ emphasizes the actual commercial and practical benefits of
open-source software [62]. In his acknowledged conference sub-
mission ‘The Cathedral and the Bazaar’, Raymond [66] provides
a baseline idea how to perceive open-source and which benefits
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publicly available source code provides. Since then, the term ‘open-
source’ is used in the academic and professional context. While
the emergence of open-source solutions was particularly driven
by engaged communities, a switch towards a more commercial-
ized approach could be observed in the 2000’s, being characterized
by a stronger emphasis on product delivery and support [28]. Re-
markably, the adoption of open-source software practices had also
relevant impact on inner-organizational openness initiatives: La-
belled by Tim O’Reilly in 2000, ‘Inner Source’ brought open-source
principles such as open communication, open development arti-
facts (e.g. source code) or open collaboration into organizations,
facilitating inner-organizational transparency and inclusion via
open-source practices and culture [14].

4.2 Crowdsourcing, Jamming, Idea Platforms
and Co.: The rise of internet- and
intranet-enabled open practices

The rise of the internet from the mid of the 1990’s brought along a
variety of new possibilities how people collaborate and exchange
knowledge. Among others, it provided a further boost for the open-
source movement with its ability to simplify the sharing and ac-
cessing of source code as well as enabling collaborations with low
transaction costs for involved stakeholders [5, 78]. However, the
emergence of internet respectively intranet technologies and the
simultaneous rise in wide-ranging private and professional IT de-
vice usage (also due to cheaper prices and better user interfaces)
had much broader implications: It both enabled a much broader
involvement of contributors as well as recipients. Suddenly, not
only a limited group of internal employees could be involved into
development or content creation, but everybody who had a device
with an intranet or internet access. Also, the transaction costs for
potential contributors were reduced drastically: Accessing, shar-
ing and collaborating via the own computer was often cheaper
and less coordination- or time-intense than physical person-to-
person alignments. Accordingly, the possibility to access quickly
all kinds of available knowledge made the internet a melting pot
for entrepreneurs, knowledge seekers and ordinary people alike.

The consequence was a boost for various open practices which
built on the principle of mass participation. The case of Wikipedia
(which was founded in 2001 as free internet encyclopedia) shows,
how the internet facilitated openness and freedom for involved
(external) stakeholders when it came to involvement, access and
control of the content [67]. IT had become a tool and facilitator
to support openness, enabling involvement of people who were
not necessarily IT-affine before. This can be also observed at the
practice of online crowdfunding campaigns (raising money in or-
der to finance a certain purpose or project), where the internet in
combination with innovative IT solutions enabled open inquiries
and open contributions by private or organizational stakeholders
[38].

The advantages of the networked world and the reduction of
the transaction costs for involvement also enabled organizations
to approach the more IT-affine part of the internet community by
considering their contributions in crowdsourcing initiatives: As
solution-oriented alternative to internal sourcing or utilizing a sup-
plier, crowdsourcing (referring to the inclusion of mostly external

crowds into solution, idea, content or product generation) acted
as further sourcing option regarding bringing external knowledge,
skills, solutions or unbiased opinions into the organization in order
to solve certain problems in a collaborative effort [1]. When Howe
[43] labelled crowdsourcing as a term in 2006, the practice was
already commonly applied in multiple IT-related cases. At this, peo-
ple engaging in crowdsourcing campaigns are largely professionals
and experts, while the received recompense from the crowdsourc-
ing arrangements is usually small compared to the invested work
and expert knowledge, making it particularly attractive for com-
panies to make use of the crowd [11]. A specific sub-type of these
popular expert-directed crowdsourcing campaigns are the so-called
bug bounty programs, representing a modern form of the previ-
ously introduced inventing prizes. Gaining broader relevance in the
2010’s, organizations and software developers challenge external
experts from the hacker community to identify security-related soft-
ware bugs and vulnerabilities, often under the promise of certain
incentives [75].

Intranet and platform technologies also contributed to various
emerging intra-organizational open practices: In a world-wide
(150.000 employees from 104 countries) internal project, IBM con-
ducted in 2006 an internal ‘innovation jam’ which was performed
in two 72-hour sessions. Interlinked bulletin boards and intranet
pages enabled internal cooperation and coordination in order to
facilitate brainstorming and idea generation [8]. Also internal [45]
or external [42] idea platforms emerged, encouraging the involve-
ment of staff or customers into product development, knowledge
exchange or common decision making.

5 TRENDS, OUTLOOK AND RESEARCH
LIMITATIONS

The continuous emergence of open practices along the centuries
brought groundbreaking and defining changes towards how we
understand organizations today – be it practices like open science,
exhibitions or trade associations which still can be observed today,
the lasting implications of industrial democracy or the pervasive
open practices with IT which still shape the economy more than
ever. Freeman [30, p.40] observes that industries continuously co-
evolve in a complex interrelated process “between science, technol-
ogy, economy, politics and culture” – and so does openness. Figure 1
provides a simplified timeline illustrating the historical emergence
of open practices.

Analyzing the historic timeline, the narrative reveals certain
trends and shifts which occurred along the centuries, providing a
basis how open practices can be perceived in the context of the
times.

5.1 The Shift from Government-driven towards
Organization- and Community-driven
Open Practices

As indicated by the historic narrative, different stakeholders were
adopting or facilitating open practices in order to utilize them for
their own motives. When it comes to the driving forces behind their
emergence, research claims that early open practices such as open
science, industrial exhibitions or inventing prizes were often driven
or at least promoted by governmental stakeholders and nobles with
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Figure 1: The Emergence of Open Practices – Simplified Historical Timeline. (Own Figure).

economic and reputational motives [15, 23, 34, 51], indicating the
strong role of patronage, aristocracy and governmental influence
on scientific and economic developments. The necessary networks
and monetary resources which were used in order to facilitate these
open practices were often occupied by nobles or governments, mak-
ing it easier for them to follow their particular motivations. Despite
of the fact that on a smaller scale also very early organization-driven
open practices are observed such as early forms of solution sourcing
or the formation of the local guilds, the structural capabilities and
available resources of inventors or companies did often not provide
the possibility for broad-scale openness. The described information
asymmetries between involved stakeholders did certainly not make
it easier for them to exchange information, considering the danger
to lose competitive advantages. Hence, it is indicated that early
forms of structured open practices were fairly often promoted by
nobles or governments.

On the contrary, the narrative implies that later open practices
without IT such as trade associations or industrial democracy ex-
hibit a higher degree of self-motivation of the organizational stake-
holders. While governmental stakeholders still influenced regu-
latory and economic conditions, the further formal institutional-
ization of companies as corporations contributed to competitive
situations and organizational structures which facilitated the emer-
gence of organization-driven open practices. In this context, it is
argued that what we understand as modern corporations emerged
from the 17th till the 19th century, which included huge implica-
tions regarding structural changes and economic power [49]. The

original motives of nobles and governments to promote open prac-
tices (economic development and reputational effects) were partly
substituted by motives of organizations to apply openness for their
own sake, respectively by employees who strived for democra-
tization. Particularly the community-driven emergence of open
practices with IT such as open-source development finalizes this
shift: In many cases, IT has become an enabler for self-driven en-
gaged communities facilitating open practices. However, while the
community-factor plays a huge role in almost all contemporary IT-
enabled open practices, a clear differentiation between community-
driven and organization-driven open practices is hardly possible
or even sensible – organizations, communities and individuals are
closely linked and so is the drive behind their actions.

Accordingly, this shift must be interpreted with care since his-
toric mechanisms are highly complex. Ultimately, the driving forces
and motivations behind emerging open practices cannot be compre-
hended independently from the historic dynamics of the contextual
technological and societal developments. These dynamics have
reciprocal implications on how people and organizations communi-
cate, how organizations are structured and how power is distributed
among involved private, organizational and governmental stake-
holders. Hence, stakeholder motivations and actions cannot be
evaluated in an absolute manner.
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5.2 The Shift from Transparency towards
Inclusion

Similar to the shift of the driving stakeholders, the narrative indi-
cates a historical shift from open practices utilizing transparency
towards utilizing inclusion. Early open practices such as open sci-
ence or industrial exhibitions were particularly focused on infor-
mation sharing via presenting new insights, inventions or products
[23, 34]. Similar to the observation with regard to the shift towards
more organization- and community-driven open practices, inclu-
sion in the form of participation at cross-organizational alignment
(trade associations), decision processes (industrial democracy) or
product development (solution sourcing) became a bigger factor in
the later era of openness without IT and particularly at openness
with IT. The fact that the rise in inclusion went along with a rise
in organization- and community-driven openness indicates that
inclusion is an element which is closely connected to a self-driven
motivation – collaboration, involvement of stakeholders and de-
mocratization imply a certain element of active contribution which
typically requires motivation to act accordingly.

At this, IT (particularly the internet/intranet) as enabler of in-
clusion shines out due to its ability to enable mass participation for
practices like crowdsourcing, innovation jams or idea platforms.
It strikes that many open-source projects emerged as part of pro-
grammers’ movements. All IT-related open practices have a very
strong community character, emphasizing the social aspect of the
collaboration. This reveals a certain insight: Openness with IT lives
from engaged people and communities – openness becomes a so-
cial practice [73]. In this context, the resembling patterns of certain
open practices without IT and open practices with IT exemplify
the inclusion-enabling role of IT: Solution sourcing (without IT)
and crowdsourcing (with IT) build up on the same fundamental
principle to include external resources like inventions or knowl-
edge to the own organizational setup. Industrial democracy with its
fundamental idea of codetermination and workers empowerment
(without IT) resembles on a smaller scale and in a different context
what we can observe today with bottom-up approaches like inno-
vation jams or internal idea platforms (with IT). Inventing prizes
(without IT) and bug bounty programs (with IT) both utilize incen-
tives in order to reveal and solve certain problems with the help
of external stakeholders. Accordingly, the utilization of IT in the
form of digitized practices enables enhanced inclusion-potentials
when it comes to factors like range, participation outcomes, location
and time flexibility [36]. To that regard, IT enables a much simpler
and easier access to relevant resources (such as code) and lowers
transaction costs for participation. Whittington [84] refers here to
the ‘massification of strategy’, raising the fact that mass-produced
hardware, software tools and connectivity facilitate the strategic
participation of people beyond the hierarchical elites. Hence, also
the transaction costs for inclusion drop, which further facilitates
inclusive practices.

5.3 Outlook – Future Indications for Open
Practices

The historic narrative has shown how open practices continuously
evolved up into the 21st century. With regard to the continuation
of the history of open practices and related further research, Hautz

et al. [37] illustrate that new forms of open practices are constantly
emerging along with the development of new types of information
technology – an insight which is also indicated by this paper. The
interplay of this ongoing technological progress with the current
societal and economic disruptions which e.g. go along with the
COVID-19 pandemic will certainly be a major research field with
regard to the historic development of open practices – Particularly
since the current COVID-19 related developments indicate that
uncertainty and the inter-connectivity of industries with their envi-
ronments are challenges which potentially affect all sectors [3] and
imply extensive social and economic consequences for individuals
and organizations alike [12].

While disruptive events of this scale affect the diffusion of knowl-
edge as well as how stakeholders interact with each other or with
technology, emerging IT-based or IT-supported open practices
could potentially reflect this change. This paper has shown how
open practices emerge in the context of political, technological or
societal developments along the centuries. Current ongoing eco-
nomic meta-trends such as platform economy [50], intra- and extra-
organizational social media usage [7] or work flexibility [80] could
act as a further facilitator of open practices. Accordingly, future
research could investigate how open practices emerge as a conse-
quence or under the impact of these ongoing societal disruptions
and meta-trends.

Also, the emergence of new open practices without IT would be
a particular interesting field for further research. While this paper
indicates that the emergence of IT depicted a paradigm change for
open practices, this does not exclude the possibility for new open
practices which do not use IT as facilitator. New forms of inter-
organizational strategy workshops [71] or of local open innovation
labs [70] do not necessarily build up on IT which enables (virtual)
mass participation. On the contrary, physical attendance might be
an important anticipated factor in a world which has become more
and more connected by IT. Investigating these (physical) open prac-
tices in the context of the societal disruptions resulting from the
COVID-19 pandemic (which currently promotes a stronger virtual-
ization) and the mentioned meta-trends, it might be interesting how
these practices adapt, if they disappear, or if organizations actively
promote them in order to achieve certain anticipated outcomes.

5.4 Research Limitations
It should be stated that this study exhibits certain research limita-
tions: The narrative does not claim to consider all impact factors
or to reveal all possible interrelated mechanisms which played
a role in the emergence of the open practices. Historical mecha-
nisms between political, societal, economic or technological factors
are highly complex, creating always questions like “What caused
what?”, “How strong was the impact of factor a) on phenomenon
b)?” or “How did factor a) impact phenomenon b) under the cir-
cumstance of c)?” – Revealing causal relations is an intricate field.
Hence, the paper targets clearly on the logical narrative and the key
mechanisms, without intending to provide an in-depth overview.
Moreover, the study focuses particularly on Western regions (Eu-
rope and USA) when it comes to the historic emergence, neglecting
e.g. developments in Asian countries.
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6 CONCLUSION
Overall, the historic narrative reveals that open practices are cer-
tainly not a recent phenomenon of the 20th and 21st century, but
have been applied by organizations and individuals since centuries:
Open practices which facilitate transparency or inclusion are per-
petually utilized by organizations and practitioners as consequence
of the ongoing political, technological and societal developments.
With the emergence of IT as pervasive socioeconomic factor of the
20th century and the later emergence of internet, intranet and plat-
form technologies, also open practices entered a new era towards
what we understand today by the term ‘openness’.

The historic timeline reveals two central shifts, the first one
being related to the driver behind the open practices: While early
open practices such as open science or industrial exhibitions were
strongly government-driven, organizations and individuals eman-
cipated and formally organized themselves along the centuries,
resulting in more organization-driven and (IT-related) community-
driven open practices. The second identified shift refers to the
change from mainly transparency-oriented open practices towards
a stronger focus on inclusion, being rooted in an interplay of chang-
ing motivations and emerging technological possibilities. At this,
particularly the emergence of IT and internet/intranet technologies
acted as facilitator for inclusive practices due to the way how they
enabled access to and diffusion of knowledge through the masses as
well as their connective social nature – Open practices have taken a
long road, emerging around a circle of continuous change and adap-
tion. Considering the interplay of the ongoing development of new
technological solutions and its societal and economic implications,
there is no doubt that this story is going to be continued.
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ABSTRACT
Organizing complex peer production projects and advancing scien-
tific knowledge of open collaboration each depend on the ability
to measure quality. Wikipedia community members and academic
researchers have used article quality ratings for purposes like track-
ing knowledge gaps and studying how political polarization shapes
collaboration. Even so, measuring quality presents many method-
ological challenges. The most widely used systems use quality
assesements on discrete ordinal scales, but such labels can be incon-
venient for statistics and machine learning. Prior work handles this
by assuming that different levels of quality are “evenly spaced” from
one another. This assumption runs counter to intuitions about de-
grees of effort needed to raise Wikipedia articles to different quality
levels. I describe a technique extending the Wikimedia Founda-
tions’ ORES article quality model to address these limitations. My
method uses weighted ordinal regression models to construct one-
dimensional continuous measures of quality. While scores from my
technique and from prior approaches are correlated, my approach
improves accuracy for research datasets and provides evidence that
the “evenly spaced” assumption is unfounded in practice on Eng-
lish Wikipedia. I conclude with recommendations for using quality
scores in future research and include the full code, data, and models.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Measuring content quality in peer production projects like Wi-
kipedia is important so projects can learn about themselves and
track progress. Measuring quality also helps build confidence that
information is accurate and supports monitoring how well an en-
cyclopedia includes diverse subject areas to identify gaps needing
attention [31]. Measuring quality enables tracking and evaluat-
ing the progress of subprojects and initiatives organized to fill the
gaps [16, 41]. Raising an article to a high standard of quality is a
recognized achievement among contributors, so assessing quality
can help motivate contributions [5, 14]. In these ways, measuring
quality can be of key importance to advancing the priorities of the
Wikimedia movement and is also important to other kinds of open
collaboration [10].

Measuring quality also presents methodological and ontologi-
cal challenges. How can “quality” be conceptualized so that mea-
surement of the goals of a project and the value it produces can
be precise and accurate? Language editions of Wikipedia, includ-
ing English, peer produce quality labels that have been useful
both for motivating and coordinating project work and for en-
abling research. Epistemic virtues of this approach stem from the
community-constructed criteria for assessment and from formalized
procedures for third-party evaluation organized by WikiProjects.
These systems also have two important limitations: (1) ratings are
likely to lag behind changes in article quality, and (2) quality is
assessed on a discrete ordinal scale, which violates typical assump-
tions in statistical analysis. Both limitations are surmountable.

The machine learning framework introduced by Warncke-Wang
et al. [42], further developed by Halfaker [16], implemented by
the Objective Revision Evaluation Service1 (ORES) article quality
models and adopted by several research studies of Wikipedia ar-
ticle quality [e.g. 17, 22, 34, 41] was designed to address the first
limitation by using article assessments at the time they were made
as “ground truth.” Article quality might drift in the periods between
assessments, but it seems safe to assume that new quality assess-
ments are accurate at the time they are made. A model trained on
recent assessments can predict what quality label an article would
receive if assessed in its current state.

This paper introduces a method for constructing interpretable
one-dimensional measures of article quality from Wikipedia qual-
ity assessments and the ORES article quality model. The method
improves upon prior approaches in two important ways. First, by
using inverse probability weighting to calibrate themodel, it is more
accurate for typical research applications, and second, it does not
depend on the assumption that quality levels are “evenly spaced,”
which threatens the validity of prior research [4, 16]. In addition,
1https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/ORES (https://perma.cc/TH6L-KFT6)
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this paper helps us understand the validity of previous work by
analyzing the performance of the ORES quality model and testing
the “evenly spaced” assumption.

In §2, I provide a brief overview of quality measurement in peer
production research in which I foreground the importance of the
assumptions needed to use machine learning predictions in down-
stream analysis—particularly the “evenly spaced” assumption used
by Halfaker [16] to justify the use of a handpicked weighted sum
to combine article class probabilities. Next, in §3, I describe how to
build accurate ordinal quality models that are appropriately cali-
brated for analyses of representative samples of Wikipedia articles
or revisions. I also briefly explain how ordinal regression provides
an interpretable one-dimensional measure of quality and how it
relaxes the “evenly spaced” assumption. Finally, in §4 I present the
results of my analysis to (1) show how the precision of the mea-
surement depends on proper calibration and (2) demonstrate that
the “evenly spaced” assumption is violated. Despite this, I find that
scores from the ordinal models are highly correlated with those
from prior work so the “evenly spaced” assumption may be accept-
able in some applications. I conclude in §5 with recommendations
for measuring article quality in future research.

2 BACKGROUND
Measurement is important to science as available knowledge of-
ten constrains the development of improved tools for advancing
knowledge. For example, in the book Inventing Temperature, Hasok
Chang [11], the philosopher and historian of science, documents
how extending theories of heat beyond the range of human sense
perception required scientists to develop new types of thermome-
ters. This in turn required better knowledge of heat and of thermo-
metric materials such as the freezing point of mercury. Part of the
challenge of scientific advancement is that measurement devices
developed under certain conditions may give unexpected results
outside of the range in which they are calibrated: a thermometer
will give impossibly low temperature readings when its mercury
unexpectedly freezes. Today, machine learning models are used
to extend the range of quality measurements in peer production
research, but state of the art machine learning can be quite sensitive
to the nuances of how their training data are selected [30].

2.1 Measuring Quality in Peer Production
As described in §1, measuring quality has been of great importance
to peer production projects like Wikipedia and in the construction
of knowledge about how such projects work. The foundation of
article quality measurement in Wikipedia has been the peer pro-
duction of article quality assessment organized by WikiProjects
who develop criteria for articles in their domain [28]. This enables
quality assessment to be consistent across different subject areas,
but the procedures for assessing quality are tailored to the values
of each WikiProject. Yet, like human sense perception of temper-
ature, these quality assessments are limited in that they require
human time and attention. In addition, humans’ limited ability to
discriminate between levels on a scale limits the sensitivity of qual-
ity assessments. Articles are assessed irregularly and infrequently
at the discretion of volunteer editors. Therefore, for most article

revisions, it is not known what quality class the article would be
assigned if it were newly assessed.

Researchers have proposed many ideas to extend the range of
quality measurement beyond the direct perception of Wikipedians,
such as page length [7], persistent word revisions [1, 6], collabo-
ration network structures [29], and template-based flaw detection
[3]. Carefully constructed indexes benchmarked against English
language Wikipedia quality assessments might allow quality mea-
surement of articles that have not been assessed or in projects
that have underproduced article assessments [24]. However, such
indexes may lack emic validity if they fail to capture important
aspects of quality or if notions of quality vary between linguistic
communities and might even shape the editing activity in unex-
pected ways that could ultimately defeat their purpose [15, 35].
Peer-produced quality labels depend on the limited capacity of
volunteer communities to coordinate quality assessment, but also
provide impressive validity for evaluating projects on their own
terms.

2.2 Article Quality Models Extend
Measurement to Unassessed Articles

Perhaps the most successful approaches to extending the range
of quality measurements use machine learning models trained on
available article quality assessments to predict the quality of revi-
sions that have not been assessed. The ORES article quality model
(henceforth ORES) implements this approach, but other similar
article quality predictors have been developed [2, 12, 13, 29, 32, 44],
and additional features including those based on language models
can substantially improve classification performance compared to
ORES [33]. The ORES model is a tree-based classifier that predicts
the quality class of a Wikipedia article at the time it is assessed.2
These tree-based models are reasonable for practical purposes with
the reported ability to predict within one level of the true quality
class with 90% accuracy (although in §4.2 I find a decline in accuracy
in a more recent dataset). Yet, since these models do not account
for the ordering of quality labels, the use of these predictions in
downstream analysis introduces complicated methodological chal-
lenges.

The ORES classifiers are fit using scikit-learn3 through mini-
mization of the multinomial deviance as shown [18, 27]:

L(yi ,p(xi )) = −
K∑
k=1

I (yi = Gi,k )log pk (xi ) (1)

For each article i with predictors xi that has been labeled with
a quality class yi , the ORES model outputs an estimated prob-
ability pk (xi ) that the article belongs to each quality class k ∈
{stub, start,C-class,B-class,Good article (GA), Featured article (FA)}.
The predicted probabilities p(xi ) sum to one so the ORES model
outputs a unit vector for each article. If Gi,k , the most probable
quality class (MPQC) according to the model, is the true label, then
I (yi = Gi,k ) equals 1 (I is the indicator function) and the log pre-
dicted probability pk (xi ) of the correct class is subtracted from the
loss L(yi ,p(xi )). Note that this model does not use the fact that
2The system uses cross-validation to select among candidates that include random-
forest and boosted decision tree models.
3https://scikit-learn.org/stable/(https://perma.cc/5Y8B-W8T5)
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article quality classes are ordered. If it did, then it would have
to penalize an incorrect classification of a Good article as C-class
more than a classification of a Good article as B-class. In this model,
different quality classes have no intrinsic rank or ordering and
thus are akin to different categories of article subjects like animals,
vegetables, or minerals.

The MPQC is perhaps the most natural way to use the ORES
output to measure quality. It has been used in several studies in-
cluding to provide evidence that politically polarized collabora-
tion on Wikipedia leads to high quality articles [34] and to un-
derstand the relationship between article quality and donation
[22]. However, the MPQC is limited in that it does not measure
quality differences between articles that have the same MPQC.
Consider two hypothetical articles; the first has the multinomial
prediction (0.1, 0.3, 0.4, 0.075, 0.075, 0) and the second has the pre-
diction (0.075, 0.075, 0.4, 0.3, 0.1, 0). The MPQC will assign both the
C-class label even though the first article has the same chance at
being a Stub or Start-class as the second article’s chance at being
a B-class or even a Good article. At best, the MPQC has limited
sensitivity to subtle variations or gradual changes in quality [16].

2.3 Combining Scores for Granular
Measurement

To further extend the range of article quality measurement within
article quality classes, Halfaker [16] constructed a numerical quality
score using a linear combination (a weighted sum) of the elements
of the multinomial prediction p(xi ). This is advantageous from a
statistical perspective as it naturally provides a continuous mea-
sure of quality which can typically justify a normal or log-normal
statistical model. It can also support higher-order aggregations for
measuring the quality of a set of articles [16]. Halfaker handpicks
the coefficients [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5] to make a linear combination of the
predictions under the assumption “that the ordinal quality scale de-
veloped byWikipedia editors is roughly cardinal and evenly spaced,”
which I refer to the “evenly spaced” assumption. It essentially says
that a Start-class article has one more unit quality of a Stub-class
article, and that a C-class article has one more unit of quality than
a Start-class article and so on. This approach is being adopted by
other researchers including Arazy et al. [4].

The considerable degree of effort and expertise required to raise
articles to higher levels of quality raises doubt in the assumption
[20]. Higher quality levels correspond to increasing completeness,
encyclopedic character, usefulness to wider audiences, incorpora-
tion of multimedia, polished citations, and adherence to Wikipe-
dia’s policies. The English language Wikipedia editing guideline on
content assessment4 defines a Good article as “useful to nearly all
readers, with no obvious problems” and a Featured article article as
“professional, outstanding and thorough.” According to Wikipedi-
ans, it can take “three to six months of full time work” to write a
Featured article.5 Are we to assume that the difference in quality
between a Good article and a Featured article is measurably the same

4https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikipedia:Content_assessment&oldid=
1023695750 (https://perma.cc/2JUV-6SD)
5Public statement by Stuart Yeates, an expert Wikipedian; quoted with per-
mission. https://lists.wikimedia.org/hyperkitty/list/wiki-research-l@lists.wikimedia.
org/message/7U35LHAXRWEPABN75DOTPOIEA2VYCTQQ/ (https://perma.cc/9V4P-
WRXR)

as that between a Stub defined as as “little more than a dictionary
definition” and a Start-class that is “a very basic description of the
topic?” How could we even answer this question?

If the “evenly spaced” assumption is reasonable, then Halfaker’s
[16] weighted sum approach is too. But if increasing Wikipedia
article classes do not represent roughly equal improvements in
quality, this may threaten the accuracy of analysis dependent on
the assumption. Suppose that a B-class article has not 1, but 2 units
of quality greater than a C-class article, then Halfaker could have
underestimated the improvement in the knowledge gap of women
scientists, whichwas considerably driven by improvement in B-class
articles. In the next section, I provide a straightforward extension
of the ORES article quality model based on ordinal regression that
both relaxes the “evenly spaced” assumption and provides a better
calibrated and more accurate one-dimensional measure of quality.

3 DATA, METHODS AND MEASURES
I use Bayesian ordinal regression models that use the ORES pre-
dicted probabilities to predict the quality class labels and quan-
tify the distance between quality classes. I now provide a brief
overview of ordinal regression as needed to explain my approach
to measuring quality. Understanding ordinal regression depends
on background knowledge of odds and generalized linear models. I
recommend McElreath and Safari [25] for reference.

3.1 Bayesian Ordinal Regression
Ordinal regression predicts quality class membership using a single
linearmodel for all classes and identifies boundaries between classes
using the log cumulative odds link function shown below in Eq.
2. The log cumulative odds is not the only possible choice of link
function, but it is the most common, is the easiest to interpret, and
is appropriate here.

log Pr(yi ≤ k)
1 − Pr(yi ≤ k) = αk − ϕi (2)

ϕi = Bxi

As in Eq. 1, yi is the quality label for article i . The left hand side of
Eq. 2 gives the log odds that yi is less than or equal to quality level
k . The ordinal quality measure is given by a linear model ϕi = Bxi
(xi is a vector of transformed ORES scores for article i). Key to
interpreting ϕi as a quality measure are the intercept parameters
ak for each quality level k . The log cumulative odds (the log odds
that the article yi has quality less than or equal to k) are given
by the difference between the intercept and the linear model ak -
ϕi . Therefore, if ϕi = αk then the chances that i <= k equal the
chances that i > k . When ϕi is less than αk , the quality of article i
is probably less than or equal to quality level k . As ϕi −αk increases
so do the chances that article i is of quality better than k . In this
way, the threshold parameters ak define quantitative article quality
levels on the scale of the ordinal quality measure ϕi .

Informally, an ordinal regression model maps a linear regression
model to the ordinal scale using the log cumulative odds link func-
tion. It does this by inferring thresholds that partition the range of
linear predictions. When the linear predictor for an article crosses
a threshold, the probability that the article has quality greater than
that corresponding to the threshold begins to increase.
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Table 1: Numbers of articles and revisions, sample sizes, and regression weights for each quality level.

Label No. of articles No. of revisions Sample size Article weights Revision weights
Stub 3,359,351 12,005,611 4,969 4.23 2.52
Start 1,019,038 7,828,335 4,979 1.28 1.64
C 235,655 3,889,639 4,988 0.30 0.81
B 128,875 3,640,591 4,990 0.16 0.76
GA 31,808 924,468 4,999 0.04 0.19
FA 7,438 365,255 4,995 0.01 0.08
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Figure 1: Calibration of each predictive quality model on datasets representative of each unit of analysis (article, revision,
quality class). Each chart shows, for each quality class, the miscalibration of a model (columns) with respect to a dataset
weighted to represent a unit of analysis (rows). The y-axis shows difference between the true probability of the quality class
and the average predicted probability of that class, given a chosen unit of analysis. Points close to zero indicate good calibration.
For example, the top-left chart shows that the article model is well-calibrated to the dataset on which it was fit and themiddle-
left chart shows that the article model predicts that articles are Stubs with probability greater than the frequency of Stubs in
a random sample of revisions. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.

Bayesian inference allows interpreting model parameters like ϕi
and αk as random variables and provides accurate quantification
of uncertainty in thresholds and predictions. I fit models using
the R package Bayesian regression modeling using Stan (brms)
[8] version 2.15.0. I use the default priors for ordinal regression,
which are weakly informative. Due to the large sample size, the
data overwhelm the priors and the priors have little influence over
results. I confirmed this by fitting equivalent frequentist models
using the polr function in the MASS R package [40] and found that
the estimates of intercepts and coefficients were very close.

The six quality scores output by the ORES article quality clas-
sifier are perfectly collinear by construction because they sum to
one. This means they cannot all be included in the same regression
model. Since interpreting the coefficients is not important, I take
the linear transformation of the ORES scores using appropriately
weighted principle component analysis and use the first five princi-
ple components as the independent variables. This is simpler and
more statistically efficient than a model selection procedure.

3.2 Dataset and Model Calibration
I draw a new random sample of 5,000 articles from each quality
class to develop my models. I first reuse code from the article-
quality6 Python package to process the March 2020 XML dumps
for English Wikipedia and extract up-to-date article quality labels.
I then select pages that have been assessed by a member of at least
one WikiProject. Following prior work, if an article is assessed at
different levels according to more than one WikiProject, I assign
it to the highest such level and I drop articles having the rarely
used A-class quality level [16, 41, 42]. Next, I use the revscoring7
Python package to obtain the ORES scores of the labeled article
versions. Some of these versions have been deleted leading to miss-
ing observations at each quality level. Table 1 shows the number of
articles sampled in each quality class. I reserve a random sample of
2000 articles which I use in reporting my results and fit my ordinal
regression models on the remainder.

6https://pypi.org/project/articlequality (https://perma.cc/8R4H-MAZ9)
7https://pypi.org/project/revscoring (https://perma.cc/3HFN-V23Z)
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Figure 2: Quality scores and predictions of the ordinal regression models. Columns in the grid of charts correspond to the
ordinal qualitymodel calibrated to the indicated unit of analysis and rows correspond to sampled articles having the indicated
level of quality as assessed byWikipedians. Each chart shows the histogramof scores, thresholds inferred by the ordinalmodel
with 95% credible intervals colored in gray, and colors indicating when the model makes correct or incorrect predictions. The
thresholds are not evenly spaced, especially in revision model and article model that has more weight on lower quality classes.
These two models infer that the gaps between Stub and Start and between Start and C-class articles are considerably wider
than the gap between C-class and B-class articles.

The ORES article quality classifiers are fit on a “balanced” dataset
having an equal number of articles in each quality class. Thus,
an ORES score is the probability that an article is a member of a
quality class under the assumption that the article was drawn from
a population where each quality class contains an equal number of
articles. Simply put, the model has learned from its training data
that each quality class is about the same size.

This is not representative of the overall article quality on Wiki-
pedia, which is highly skewed with over 3 million Stubs but only
around 7,000 Featured articles as shown in Table 1. Although using a
balanced dataset likely improves the accuracy of the ORES models,
for the ordinal regression models, the choice of unit of analysis
presents a trade-off between accuracy in a representative sample
of articles or revisions and accuracy within each quality class. Con-
structing a balanced dataset by oversampling is a common practice
in machine learning because it can improve predictive performance.
However, oversampling can also lead to badly calibrated predictive
probabilities as shown in Fig. 1. Calibration means that, on average,
the predicted probability of a quality class equals the average true
probability of that class for the unit of analysis.

The “balanced” dataset on which ORES is trained has the quality
class unit of analysis because each quality class has equal repre-
sentation. However, researchers are more interested in analyzing

representative samples of articles or revisions. For example, the arti-
cle unit of analysis would be used to estimate the average quality of
a random sample of articles and the revision unit of analysis might
be used to model the change in the quality of an encyclopedia over
time. Weighting allows the use of the balanced dataset to estimate a
model as if the dataset were a uniform random sample of a different
unit of analysis. My method uses a balanced dataset to fit ordinal
regression models with inverse probability weighting to calibrate
each model to the unit of analysis of a research project. For example,
each article in the model calibrated to the article unit of analysis is
weighted by the probability of its quality class in the population of
articles divided by the probability of its quality class in the sample.
The size of the sample and the weights for the article and revision
levels of analysis are also shown in Table 1.

4 RESULTS
I first report my findings about the spacing of the quality classes in
each of the models in §4.1. Quality classes are not evenly spaced,
especially when articles or revisions are the unit of analysis. Next,
in §4.2, I report the accuracy of each of the models and the uncer-
tainty of the ordinal quality scale. All models perform similarly
to or better than the MPQC within the pertinent unit of analysis.
The unweighted model provides the best accuracy and lowest un-
certainty across the entire range of quality levels, but is poorly
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Figure 3: Uncertainty in ordinal quality scores for models
calibrated at each unit of analysis. Points show the size of
the 95% credible interval for the ordinal quality score for
each article in the dataset. The quality class model has low
uncertainty across the range of quality. Models calibrated
to the revision and article levels of analysis have less uncer-
tainty at the low end of the quality scale, but greater uncer-
tainty at the higher end of the scale.

calibrated for other units of analysis. Finally, in §4.3, I show that all
quality measures are highly correlated, but the ordinal quality mea-
sures agree with one another more than with the “evenly spaced”
measure.

4.1 Spacing of Quality Classes
The grid of charts in Fig. 2 shows quality scores and thresholds
for each model (columns) and article quality level (rows). Each
chart shows the histogram of quality scores ϕi given to articles
having the true quality label corresponding to the row of the grid.
The histograms are colored to indicate regions where the model
correctly predicts that articles belong to their true class. Vertical
dashed lines show the thresholds inferred by the model with 95%
credible intervals colored in gray. Different models have different
ranges of scores, so Fig. 2 shows results normalized between 0 and
1.

No matter the unit of analysis, article quality classes are not
evenly spaced. The quality class model provides a quality scale in
which Featured articles take up 27% of the scale and are expected to
score in the range of [0.73, 1], but probable C-class articles only span
14% of the scale in the range [0.31, 0.45]. Researchers are likely to
be interested in models calibrated to the article or revision units of
analysis, and in these cases, the quality classes are far from evenly
spaced. The revision model assigns 28% of the scale to Stubs, from 0

to 0.28. It assigns C-class articles the smallest part of the scale, only
4% of it, from 0.54 to 0.58. The article model is even more extreme.
It assigns Stubs to the interval [0, 0.39], 39% of the scale, and the
space between thresholds defining the range of C-class articles is
so narrow that it virtually never predicts that an article will be
C-class. In general terms, the quality class model gives relatively
equal amounts of space to each quality class compared to the other
models, while reserving nearly the top half of the scale for the top 2
quality classes. The revision model and article model do the opposite
and use the bottom half of the scale to account for differences
within the bottom two quality classes, leave some room for B-class
articles, but squeeze the top end of the scale and C-class articles
into relatively small intervals.

4.2 Accuracy and Uncertainty
I evaluate predictive performance in terms of accuracy, the pro-
portion of predictions of article quality that are correct. To allow
comparison with the reported accuracy of the ORES quality models,
I also report off-by-one accuracy, which includes predictions within
one level of the true quality class among correct predictions.

As shown in Table 2, the ordinal regression models have better
predictive ability than the MPQC except when the unit of analysis
is the quality class. In this case, the best ordinal quality model
has worse accuracy than the MPQC but slightly better off-by-one
accuracy. Table 2 shows accuracy and off-by-one accuracy weighted
for each unit of analysis. Accuracy for a given unit of analysis
depends on having a model fit to data representative of that unit
of analysis. Accuracy scores are higher when greater weight is
placed on lower article quality classes, suggesting that it is easier
to discriminate between these classes

The ORES article quality model has been quickly adopted by
researchers, but its accuracy is limited. While off-by-one accuracy
is above 90% when the article is the unit of analysis, the MPQC only
predicts the correct quality class 55% of the time when the quality
class is the unit of analysis.

The trade-offs in selecting a unit of analysis on which to calibrate
the models are further illustrated by Fig. 3, which plots the size of
the 95% credible intervals as a function of the quality scores for
each model. As in Fig. 2, quality scores in this plot are rescaled
between 0 and 1. The models calibrated to articles or revisions have
more certainty in the lower range of the quality scale compared
to the model that places equal weight in all quality classes. This
comes with a trade-off for the higher range of quality. While the
quality class model has relatively low uncertainty across the entire
range of quality, the revision model and article model have greater
uncertainty at higher levels of quality.

4.3 Correlation Between Scores
Although the models have different predictive performances and
uncertainties, as measures of quality, they are nearly perfectly
correlated with one another as shown in Fig. 4. For each quality
score, including the “evenly spaced” weighted sum, Fig. 4 shows a
scatter plot and two correlation statistics: Kendall’s τ and Pearson’s
r . Pearson’s r is the standard linear correlation coefficient and
Kendall’s τ is a nonparametric rank-based correlation defined as
the probability that the quality scores will agree about which of
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Table 2: Accuracy of quality prediction models depends on the unit of analysis. The greatest accuracy and off-by-one accuracy
scores are highlighted. Models are more accurate when calibrated on the same unit of analysis on which they are evaluated.
Compared to the MPQC, the ordinal quality models have better accuracy when revisions or articles are the unit of analysis.
When the quality class is the unit of analysis, the ordinal quality model has worse accuracy, but predicts within one quality
class with slightly better accuracy.

Unit of analysis Model Ordinal model? Accuracy Off-by-one accuracy
Quality class Article Yes 0.33 0.75
Quality class Revision Yes 0.44 0.84
Quality class Quality class Yes 0.52 0.87
Quality class ORES MPQC No 0.55 0.86
Revision Article Yes 0.57 0.87
Revision Revision Yes 0.61 0.92
Revision Quality class Yes 0.54 0.88
Revision ORES MPQC No 0.58 0.9
Article Article Yes 0.76 0.97
Article Revision Yes 0.73 0.96
Article Quality class Yes 0.63 0.92
Article ORES MPQC No 0.65 0.94

any two articles has higher quality minus the probability that they
will disagree.

According to Pearson’s r all the quality scores are highly corre-
lated with correlation coefficients of about 0.98 or higher. Kendall’s
τ measures nonlinear correlation and reveals discrepancies between
the ordinal models and the “evenly spaced” measures. The Pearson
correlation between scores from the revision model and the scores
from the quality class model are about the same as the correlation
between the revision model scores and the “evenly spaced” scores
(r = 0.98). However, according to Kendall’s τ , scores from the revi-
sion model are more similar to those from the quality class model
(r = 0.98) than to the scores from the “evenly spaced” approach
(r = 0.9).

The evenly spaced model is more likely to disagree with the
model-based scores than any of the model-based scores are to dis-
agree with one another as visualized in the scatter plots in Fig. 4.
Disagreement between the “evenly spaced” method and the ordinal
models is greatest among articles in the middle of the quality range.

5 DISCUSSION
Past efforts to extend the measurement of Wikipedia article qual-
ity from peer-produced article quality assessments to unassessed
versions of articles and from the discrete to the continuous domain
have relied upon machine learning and expedient but untested
assumptions like that quality levels are “evenly spaced.” While I
suggest technical improvements for statistical models for measuring
quality, I also find that scores from my models are highly correlated
to those obtained under the “evenly spaced” assumption.

I set out to provide a better way to convert the probability vector
output by the ORES article quality model into a continuous scale
and to test the assumption that the quality levels are evenly spaced.
I used ordinal regression models to infer spacing between quality
levels and used the linear predictor of these models as a continuous
measure of quality. While I found in §4.1 that the quality levels
are not evenly spaced and that the spacing depends on the unit

of analysis to which the models are calibrated, I also showed in
§4.3 that the model-based quality measures are highly, although
not perfectly, correlated with the “evenly spaced” measure. This
provides some assurance that past results built on this measure are
unlikely to mislead. That said, I recommend that future work adopt
appropriately calibrated model-based quality measures instead of
the “evenly spaced” approach, and I argue that it is important to
improve the accuracy of article quality predictors to enable more
precise article quality measurement.

5.1 Recommendations for Measuring Article
Quality

How should future researchers approach the question of how to
measure Wikipedia article quality? While I cannot provide a final
or complete answer to the question, I believe the exercise reported
in this paper provides some insights on which to base recommen-
dations. It is important to note that I consider here only approaches
to measuring quality that assume the use of a good predictor of
article quality assessment, such as the ORES quality model. I do not
consider other based approaches such as those based on indexes
[24] described in §2.

5.1.1 Use the principle components of ORES scores for statistical con-
trol of article quality. In many statistical analyses, the only purpose
of measuring quality will be as a statistical control or adjustment.
For example, Zhang et al. [43] used the MPQC as a control variable
in a propensity score matching analysis of promotion to Featured ar-
ticle status, but as argued in §3, the MPQC provides less information
than the vector of ORES scores. Using the principle components is
simpler than using an ordinal quality model. I recommend obtain-
ing ORES scores for your dataset, taking the principle components,
and dropping the least significant one to remove collinearity.

5.1.2 Use ordinal quality scores when article quality is an indepen-
dent variable. In other cases, research questions will ask how article
quality is related to an outcome of interest, like how Kocielnik et
al. [22] set out to explore factors associated with donations to the
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Figure 4: Correlations between quality measures show that the different approaches to measuring quality are quite similar.
“Evenly spaced” uses a weighted sum of the ORES scores with handpicked coefficients [16]. Lower values of Kendall’s τ , a
nonparametric rank correlation statistic, compared to Pearson’s r suggest nonlinear differences between the weighted sum
and the other measures.

Wikimedia Foundation. They use the MPQC as an independent
variable, which complicates their analysis. Although they conclude
that “pages with higher quality attract more donations,” this is not
strictly true. They actually found a nonlinear relationship where
readers of B-class articles were more likely to donate than readers
of Featured articles. Using a continuous measure of quality is more
convenient when the average linear relationship is the target of
inference.

I recommend using an ordinal regression model appropriate to
the downstream unit of analysis because this will justify the inter-
pretation of the measure. If the downstream unit of analysis differs
substantively from those used here, such as if different selection cri-
teria are applied, I recommend reusing my code to calibrate a new
ordinal regressionmodel to a new dataset. Otherwise, reusing one of
my models should be adequate. Finally, in the Bayesian framework,
the scores are interpretable as random variables. This provides a
justification for incorporating the variance of these scores as mea-
surement errors to improve estimation in downstream analysis
[25].

5.1.3 Use the MPQC or ordinal quality scores when article quality is
the dependent variable. Using the MPQC as the outcome in an ordi-
nal regression model, as is done by Shi et al. [34] in their analysis of
Wikipedia articles with politically polarized editors, is a reasonable
choice as long as it provides sufficient variation and a more granular
quality measure is not needed. Although it is theoretically possible
that using the MPQC might introduce statistical bias because it less
accurate than ordinal quality scores for units of analysis other than
the quality class and omits variation within quality classes, such

threats to validity do not seem more significant than the threat
introduced by inaccurate predictions. If the MPQC does not provide
sufficient granularity and a continuous measure is desired as in
Halfaker [16] or Arazy et al. [4], I recommend using a measure
based on ordinal regression as described in §5.1.2.

5.2 Limitations
Although intuitions about the varying degrees of effort required to
develop articles with different levels of quality led me to question
the “evenly spaced” assumption, my findings that quality classes are
not evenly spaced do not necessarily reflect relative degrees of effort.
Rather, spaces between levels are chosen to link a linear model
to ordinal data. The spacing of intervals depends on the ability
of the ORES scores to predict quality classes. The ORES article
quality model has relative difficulty classifying C-class and B-class
articles [16]. Perhaps, the differences between these quality classes
are minor compared to the other classes. Maybe ORES lacks the
features or ability to model these differences and the space between
these classes will grow if its predictive performance improves.

The usefulness of article quality scores depends on the accuracy
of the model. The ORES quality models are accurate enough to
be useful for researchers, but they still only predict the correct
quality class 55% of the time on a balanced dataset. Of course,
this limits the accuracy of the ordinal regression models reported
here. Furthermore, while the ORES quality models were designed
with carefully chosen features intended to limit biases [17], it is
still quite plausible that the accuracy of predictive quality models
may vary depending on characteristics of the article [21]. Such
inaccuracies may introduce bias, threaten downstream analysis
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or lead to unanticipated consequences of collaboration tools built
upon the models [37]. Therefore, improving the accuracy of article
quality prediction models is important to the validity of future
article quality research. Adopting machine learning models that
can incorporate ordinal loss functions is a promising direction and
can reduce the need for auxiliary ordinal regression models [9].

This paper only considers measuring article quality for English
language Wikipedia, but expanding knowledge of collaborative
encyclopedia production depends on studying other languages as
audiences and collaborative dynamics can greatly vary between
projects [19, 23, 36]. Other languages carry out quality assessments
[24], and some of these have been used to build ORES article quality
models. Future work should extend this project to provide multilin-
gual article quality measures in one continuous dimension.

An additional limitation stems from the likelihood that peer-
produced quality labels are biased. For instance, the English Wiki-
pedia community has a well-documented pattern of discrimination
against content associated with marginalized groups such as biogra-
phies of women [26, 38] and indigenous knowledge [39]. Although
demonstrating biases in article quality assessment is a task for fu-
ture research, if Wikipedians’ assessments of article quality are
biased then model predictions of quality will almost certainly be as
well.

6 CONCLUSION
Measuring article quality in one continuous dimension is a valuable
tool for studying the peer production of information goods because
it provides granularity and is amenable to statistical analysis. Prior
approaches extended ORES article quality prediction into a con-
tinuous measure under the “evenly spaced” assumption. I showed
how to use ordinal regression models to transform the ORES pre-
dictions into a continuous measure of quality that is interpretable
as a probability distribution over article quality levels, provides an
account of its own uncertainty and does not assume that quality
levels are “evenly spaced.” Calibrating the models to the chosen
unit of analysis improves accuracy for research applications. I rec-
ommend that future work adopt this approach when article quality
is an independent variable in a statistical analysis.

7 CODE AND DATA AVAILABILITY
Code, data and instructions for replicating or reusing this analysis
are available in the Harvard Dataverse at https://doi.org/10.7910/
DVN/U5V0G1.
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ABSTRACT
Much prior research has found gender bias in peer production sys-
tems like Wikipedia and OpenStreetMap. This bias affects both
women’s participation in these platforms and content about women
on these platforms. We investigated the gender content gap inWiki-
data, where less than 22% of items that represent people are about
women. We asked: what is the source of this bias? Specifically, does
it originate from the actions of Wikidata editors or from external
factors; that is, does it simply reflect existing real world gender
bias? We conducted a quantitative case study that found: (i) the
most popular categories of people included in Wikidata represent
male-dominant professions, such as American football; (ii) within a
selected set of professions where we could obtain gender distribu-
tion data, Wikidata is no more biased than the real world: men and
women are included at similar percentages, and the quality of items
representing men and women also is similar. We provide possible
explanations for our findings and implications for addressing the
Wikidata content gap.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Wikidata is a Wikimedia project that serves as “a free and open
knowledge base that can be read and edited by both humans and
machines".1 It stores structured data about real world objects and

1https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page
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concepts. It is widely used both by Wikimedia projects – partic-
ularly Wikipedia – and many other sites and services, such as
Google, Quora and Musicbrainz. One exemplary use of Wikidata in
Wikipedia is to provide data for infoboxes; Figure 1 shows an exam-
ple infobox and its corresponding Wiki markup, which indicates
data to be fetched from Wikidata.

Given Wikidata’s role as a knowledge repository used by a va-
riety of different sources, questions about the nature and quality
of its information are important. Any problems or biases in Wiki-
data’s representation of knowledge may be propagated to search
engines, question answering platforms, or other online commu-
nities that use Wikidata as a source of reference or ground truth.
We are particularly interested in an issue that plagues many peer
production communities including (as detailed below) Wikipedia
and OpenStreetMap: gender2 bias, the under representation of con-
tent about women compared to content about men. In line with
previous studies, we found that only 22% of Wikidata items that
represent people are about women. The goal of our research is to
begin to identify the source of this bias. Identifying the source of
bias is important because different sources may require different
remedies.

Most generally, bias can originate from the actions of Wikidata
editors or from external factors (or obviously, from a combination
of the two). Perhaps Wikidata editors tend to add items about men
proportionally more often than items about women; or more subtly,
maybe they favor adding content about categories of people where
men dominate (say, popular American sports) rather than where
women dominate or the genders are equally represented. On the
other hand, perhaps the manifest gender bias in Wikidata content
merely reflects real world biases. That is, due to discrimination and
systemic biases, maybe women are underrepresented in the kinds
of activities and achievements that lead people to be considered
“notable" enough to be represented inWikidata: “The entity must be
notable, in the sense that it can be described using serious and pub-
licly available references3." This article defines several other criteria
to determine whether an entity is acceptable for representation
in Wikidata. However, at least for items representing people, our
reading is that notability clearly is required. Therefore, since inclu-
sion in Wikidata is presumed to indicate that a person is "notable"
(and lack of inclusion may indicate that a person is not "notable"),
gender biases in Wikidata can lead consumers of Wikidata to form
incorrect perceptions about the comparative notability of women
and men.

2As we detail below, nearly all Wikidata items that represent people have a gender of
either female or male, so in this paper we consider only these two genders.
3https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Notability
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Figure 1: An example of Wikipedia infobox powered by
Wikidata

As we prepared to investigate these possibilities, we realized that
we needed to think about the representation of men and women
within specific professions as people are likely to be recognized
as notable for the accomplishment in the field they work on. In
particular, we needed two types of data:

• The overall distribution of men and women in different pro-
fessions; for this, we used United States4 Bureau of Labor
Statistics.

• The assessed “notability" of individuals in different profes-
sions; for this, we used lists of award winners for a selected
set of professions.

After obtaining these datasets, we could formulate a guiding
research question for this study:

To what extent is Wikidata reflecting real world gender
bias vs. introducing additional gender bias?

In brief, we found that:
• Wikidata editors “over sample" male-dominated professions
such as American football and baseball.

• However, within a selected set of professions for which we
obtained overall gender distributions and external “notabil-
ity" assessments, Wikidata gender distribution is no more
biased than the real world.

• Moreover, the quality ofWikidata items representing women
and items representing men are equivalent.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce
and illustrate some key Wikidata concepts. Second, we summarize
related work focusing on gender disparities in online communities.
Third, we elaborate on our analytic framework and describe our
data and methods. We then present our results, and conclude with
a discussion of the implications of our results for future research
and remedies to the observed gender gap.

4Analyzing only United States data is a limitation of our study. We explain why we
did this in the section Data and Methods

2 WIKIDATA CONCEPTS AND
TERMINOLOGY

Wikidata objects that represent real world entities like people are
called items. Label is the most common name that an item is known
by, and description is a short piece of information that describes
the item5. For every item, the major bulk of its information and
characteristics are stored as a list of Statements. A statement consist
of two parts: a claim that the item has certain characteristics and a
list of references that back up this claim. The most common form of
a claim is a property-value pair that assigns one or multiple values
to a certain property. For example, the Wikidata object6 referred to
in Figure 1 includes the following statements:

instance of human
sex or gender female
occupation publicist

writer
editor
physician
statistician
medical writer

The example above has three claims. The first two claims are formed
by one-property-one-value pairs while the third claim is an occu-
pation property that pairs with six values.

In this paper, we analyze only Wikidata items that are instance
of human, i.e., items directly representing people. There are other
types of content that could be considered to be “related" more di-
rectly to either men or women (for example, see [26] and [31]).
However, since we are using real world data about gender composi-
tion of people within professions as a baseline for comparison, for
our purposes it makes sense to consider only Wikidata items that
represent people.

3 RELATEDWORK
We report here on our research using quantitative methods to inves-
tigate the sources of gender bias in the Wikidata peer production
system. Thus, our discussion of prior research focuses on work
in this context that applies similar methods. However, it is worth
noting that other work takes a more conceptual and theoretical ap-
proach to the issue of gender bias in online communities, including
peer production systems. Some of the most relevant strands of this
work [10, 32] draw on feminist HCI [3] to critique the underlying
epistemological and procedural foundations of communities like
Wikipedia. This work is not directly relevant to our current study,
but it offers alternative perspectives aimed to create a more plural-
istic and inclusive community and content, thus addressing gender
bias at a fundamental level.

Prior research on peer production systems has found significant
gender gaps in participation and in content coverage. Much work
has focused on Wikipedia. By 2010, studies had begun to appear
that found that women were a small minority of Wikipedia con-
tributors. Glott et al. [13] conducted a survey finding that less than
13% of Wikipedia editors are women (although a revised analy-
sis suggested that the number might be around 16% [20]). Several
5Since Wikidata is language independent, an item can have labels and descriptions in
multiple languages.
6https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q24455644
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quantitative studies found similar results and added a further find-
ing: women were even underrepresented among the most active
Wikipedia editors [1, 26]. Cabrera et al. [5] found a gender gap
in participation in article talk pages, where issues concerning ar-
ticle content are raised and discussed. Hargittai and Shaw [18]
summarized panel survey data to conclude that the most likely
contributors to Wikipedia are highly skilled men. Gender gaps in
participation have been attested in other populations like Open-
StreetMap contributors [9, 11], StackOverflow contributors [36, 39]
and open source software developers [12].

What factors lead to this large participation disparity? Prior re-
search discovered both internal and external reasons. First, there
is a significant difference between men and women in terms of
online behavior. Iosub et al. [22] suggests that women Wikipedia
contributors communicate in a more social and emotional manner
and that women contributors are more relationship-oriented. La-
niado et al. [27] found that women editors tend to communicate
in a more positive tone. It is supported by the finding that distaste
of high level of debate in contribution process and certain tasks
like deletion are also reasons why women editors turn away from
Wikipedia [4, 7]. Meanwhile, external factors are also examined in
order to understand how the environment and culture of a plat-
form contributes to the gender disparity in editors. Through an
interview study, Menking and Erickson [30] found that women
editors avoid certain kinds of areas or tasks that involve too much
drama and stress. Organizational tensions in sociocultural norms
may also cause Wikipedia women editors to experience isolation
and emotional exhaustion [8]. Lir [29] analyzed the participation
process and discovered pre-edit and post-edit barriers that deters
women from contributing to Wikipedia.

Generally, gender gaps are a consequence of the culture, dynam-
ics, and values of online communities [33]. The various types of
gender gaps cause different types of harms. A contributor gap often
leads to a content gap since women and men overall may differ
in their interests and specializations [6, 9], and thus the types of
content they create and edit. Specifically, previous research showed
that Wikipedia’s editor gender gap was associated with poor cov-
erage and quality of topics that appealed more to women than
men [26]. Other research found that Wikipedia biographies cov-
ered a much higher proportion of men than women, but the women
who were included tended to be more notable than men, due to a
hypothesized "glass ceiling" effect [38]. This research also found
that articles about men and women covered different types of topics;
for example information about relationship and family was more
likely to be included in Wikipedia articles about women [37], while
cognition related content was more likely to be included in articles
about men [14]. In addition, OpenStreetMap and Google MapMaker
both were shown to have gender biases in the types of places they
included [34].

In previous research on gender disparity, Wikidata was used
as a data source for measuring disparity in Wikipedia. For exam-
ple, Klein et al. [24] built a Wikipedia gender gap indicator using
Wikidata as a data source. An in-depth analysis of claim coverage
and Wikidata human items by place of birth and citizenship was
conducted to help them build up the indicator. In a case study on
members of the European Parliament, Hollink et al. [21] compared
the number of claims and family/relationship related properties

between men and women Wikidata items. They found only a small
difference in number of properties. They also found no evidence
indicating family/relationship related properties shows up more in
Wikidata items representing women, in contrast to the result from
Wikipedia.

Thus far there is no systematic account of the gender gap in
Wikidata; specifically, there has not been an investigation of the
causes of the gap. This is important because different causes may
require different solutions. If the gap originates from actions of
Wikidata editors, then solutions would have to focus on the editors,
for example, the composition of the editor population or tools
designed to change editor behavior. On the other hand, if the gap
primarily reflects existing real world biases, then solutions might
require new policies to "over sample" external data to fight against
these biases.

4 DATA AND METHODS
As we have explained, the Wikidata gender gap could originate
from the actions of Wikidata editors or from external factors. In other
words, are Wikidata contributors causing the gap or reflecting an
existing gap? To answer this question, we need to compareWikidata
data to external data.

We realized we needed data organized by professions: as Kay
et al. [23] noted: the “portrayal of occupations" is a “topic of soci-
etal importance that has recently received attention and efforts to
ameliorate biases". Moreover, different professions have different
gender distributions and different barriers to advancement, that
is, what types of people become recognized as “notable". There-
fore, organizing data by profession let us address several specific
questions:

(1) How does the Wikidata gender distribution within a profession
compare to the overall gender distribution within that profes-
sion? To answer this question, we need a dataset of gender
distribution by profession.

(2) How does the Wikidata gender distribution within a profession
compare to that profession’s “notability" assessments? To an-
swer this question, we need a dataset of people recognized
as notable within various professions, along with the gender
distribution of the people so recognized.

(3) Which types of professions have most coverage in Wikidata?
Are these professions more balanced or biased in gender rep-
resentation? To answer this question, we need a dataset of
Wikidata items that represent people, where the person’s
profession and gender also are provided.

We faced several challenges in collecting the datasets that led
us to take an iterative approach to defining and then refining the
datasets. We narrate these challenges and explain the assumptions
we made as we describe each dataset.

4.1 Gender Distribution by Profession: BLS
Dataset

For overall gender distribution within professions, we used the
United States Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Current Population Survey
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dataset7 as of the year 2019. For our purposes, this let us calculate
the gender distribution8 within a large number of professions.

Analyzing only United States data is a limitation. We accepted
this limitation due to the availability of a high-quality data source,
which is not duplicated globally. Further, this dataset has been used
in previous research [23, 24] to serve as a ground truth of gender
representation, again with analysis limited to the United States.

4.2 Gender Distribution by Profession:
Wikidata Dataset

4.2.1 Initial Dataset Construction. We used the October 19, 2019
Wikidata data dump. We first extracted all Wikidata items that
represent people, that is, items whose instance of (P31) property had
the value human (Q5). This resulted in 5,477,414 items, comprising
8.5% of all items in the dump. We next filtered to include only items
that had values for four properties necessary for our analysis: sex
or gender (P21), occupation (P106), date of birth (P569) and country
of citizenship (P27). This left us with 2,513.518 items, or just under
46% of all the human Wikidata items. We further required certain
values for these properties:

• country of citizenship must be United States of America (Q30);
this was necessary for comparison with the BLS dataset.

• date of birth (P569) had to be at least as recent as 1950; we did
this for comparison with the two external datasets, as most
people of this age are still employed (and thus represented
in the BLS data) and have had the opportunity to become
recognized as “notable" in their profession.9

This final filter let us with a dataset consisting of 141,562 Wikidata
items representing people with US citizenship, born after 1950, with
a known gender and profession.

4.2.2 Organizing by Profession. We next had to group the items
in this dataset by profession. We initially limited ourselves to pro-
fessions with more than 100 items; this yielded 133 professions.
These professions and their counts are listed in the Appendix. Next,
we needed to match those professions to the profession listed in
the census dataset. Like others before us [23], we encountered the
problem of polysemy; many BLS categories cover multiple distinct
professions that are distinguished in Wikidata. For example, the
BLS ’Athletes, coaches, umpires, and related workers’ profession
corresponds to 42 distinct Wikidata professions, such as “American
football player", “baseball player", “basketball official", and “sports
commentator". Only seven of the 133 Wikidata professions with at
least 100 items had a 1-to-1 match with BLS categories. Five of these
seven professions were academic professions: chemistry, computer
science, economics, psychology, and sociology. We selected these
academic professions for our notability dataset to create a focused
baseline for comparison.

However, we still had one more step for the five selected aca-
demic professions. Some Wikidata professions may be subclasses
of others, represented using the subclasses of (P279) property. For

7https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/cps.html
8as noted previously, we limited ourselves to men and women genders due to data
availability issues.
9We also observed that some items do not have an exact birth date. For example, some
people are listed only as born in the “20th century"; in this case, the data in the dump
is +2000-00-00T00:00:00Z. We filter out these items, too.

Table 1: Academic professions and their corresponding asso-
ciations

Profession Society & Association

chemist American Chemical Society11
psychologist American Psychological Association12
sociologist American Sociological Association13
computer scientist Association for Computing Machinery14
economist American Economic Association15

example, a theoretical chemist (Q85519878) is a subclass of physical
chemist (Q16744668) and physical chemist is a subclass of chemist.
Thus, someone whose profession is theoretical chemist should be
included among chemists in our dataset. Therefore, for each of the
five selected professions we expanded the subclass hierarchy until
we reached leaf nodes. Then for each human item in our dataset, if
its occupation property included any profession in the class hierar-
chy rooted at one of the selected professions, we assigned the item
to that profession.

4.3 Notability Dataset for Five Academic
Professions

Finally, since people are supposed to be notable to be represented
in Wikidata, we needed to obtain external datasets of notable peo-
ple within the five selected academic professions. We believe that
professional society’s award recipients are the best source for this.
To be clear, we are not saying anything about whether this type of
recognition is fair or unbiased; we simply are saying that it reflects
a profession’s assessment of the notable people within its field.

Table 1 lists for each of the five selected academic professions
the professional society from which we obtained lists of award
recipients. We collected this information in September 2019. We
wanted to “synchronize" the notability datasets with Wikidata and
BLS datasets. Recall that the BLS dataset deals with currently em-
ployed people, and we limited the Wikidata dataset to people born
after 1950. We decided that by the time people were 30, they were
almost certain to be employed, and they had some chance of hav-
ing received recognition in their field. Therefore, we included only
award recipients from the professional societies who received their
award beginning in 1980.

Finally, we determined the gender of award recipients in two
ways. First, if an award recipient was included in Wikidata, we
retrieved their gender from Wikidata. (We report Wikidata cov-
erage of the notability datasets below.) Otherwise, we used the
gender-guesser python library10 which has a 97.34% gender identi-
fication accuracy on Wikidata dataset [25]. The result of this tool
for any given name will be one of unknown (name not found), andy
(androgynous), male, female, mostly_male, or mostly_female. We
used this tool and kept only the male and female classification re-
sults. The rest of the data were hand labeled using different sources
such as Google and Wikipedia. We realize that this procedure may
make incorrect gender classifications, and this is a limitation of our
approach.

10https://pypi.org/project/gender-guesser/
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Table 2: List of genders and their proportion in Wikidata
dataset and 5 profession dataset

Wikidata QID Gender Wikidata 5 Professions
Q6581072 female 24.2% 19.4%
Q6581097 male 75.6% 80.5%
Q1052281 transgender female 0.10% 0.06%
Q2449503 transgender male 0.003% 0
Q48270 non-binary 0.002% 0
Q301702 two-spirit 7e-6 0
Q1097630 intersex 3e-5 0
Q505371 agender 1e-5 0
Q189125 transgender person 7e-6 0

Table 2 shows genders listed in Wikidata and the five selected
academic professions and their proportions. Male and Female gen-
ders account for more than 99.8% of the data. Therefore, we only
were able to analyze distribution of these two genders. Future work
is necessary to obtain sufficient data to examine biases across a
wider range of genders.

5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We next present our results, organized around potential Wikidata
gaps (relative to external data) in coverage and quality.

Figure 2: Number of items and proportion of women per
year

5.1 Coverage Gap
Figure 2 shows the number of human items and gender proportion
per year in the Wikidata dataset. Blue bars represent the number
of Wikidata items about men born in each year, and the orange
bars represent the number of items about women born in that year.
The line on the chart shows the gender proportion trend over time.
From the graph, we observed that the proportion of Wikidata items
about women ranges between 0.2 and 0.25 for birth years 1950 to
1990 and has increased steadily since then, reaching 0.4178 for the
2000 birth year.
11https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/awards.html
12https://www.apa.org/about/awards
13https://www.asanet.org/about/awards
14https://awards.acm.org/
15https://www.aeaweb.org/about-aea/honors-awards

To investigate further, we list the five professions with the most
items by five-year blocks. Table 3 shows the top professions every
five years and their percentage in the dataset. We can observe that
only eight professions appear in all the top five ranking lists. Four
of them are sports related professions dominated by men: American
football player (99.83%), basketball player (86.98%), baseball player
(99.78%) and association football player (85.54%). As for the other
professions, politician (76.85%) is also heavily biased towards men,
while actor (51.12%), singer (54.41%) and writer (59.13%) are more
equally represented in Wikidata. While 1392 professions occurred
in the Wikidata dataset, the top five professions cover at least 30%
of the data.

Thus, we can articulate an obvious gender coverage bias imme-
diately: many of the professions most commonly represented in
Wikidata are male-dominated. This in turn will skew the overall
gender distribution in favor of men.

We can make several conjectures concerning the increase in rep-
resentation of women among people born after 1990. First, the num-
ber of people born in this time span included in Wikidata decreases
significantly. For example, several thousand people are represented
in Wikidata for each 1980s birth year, but fewer than 300 for birth
year 2000. This makes sense, as people who are only in their 20s
have had less chance to become “notable". Second, among people
born in the 1990s who are represented in Wikidata, non-sports
related professions – which are much less male dominated – make
up a significantly larger proportion. For example, for people born
between 1986 and 1990, four of the five top professions are sports
related, male-dominated, and they collectively account for nearly
46% of Wikidata human items. The one non-sports profession, Ac-
tors, which has virtually equal gender distributions, accounted for
just under 9% of human items. However, for people born between
1996 and 2000, there are three (male-dominated) sports professions
in the top 5, which collectively account for just under 29% of hu-
man items, while Actors is joined in the top 5 by Singers – another
profession with close to equal gender distribution – and these two
professions together accounted for over 23% of human items.

Figure 3: Proportion of women in 5 academic professions
across three datasets

We next compared Wikidata gender distribution within the five
selected academic professions to the gender distribution in the
profession as a whole (BLS data) and in professional societies’ no-
tability assessments. Figure 3 shows the proportion of women in
the five academic professions in each of our three datasets. We first
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Table 3: Top 5 professions with most data in every five years

Year Top 1 Top 2 Top 3 Top 4 Top 5 Proportion
1951 - 1955 politician actor American football player writer baseball player 30.5%
1956 - 1960 politician American football player actor baseball player writer 32.0%
1961 - 1965 American football player actor politician baseball player basketball player 34.6%
1966 - 1970 actor American football player politician baseball player basketball player 32.9%
1971 - 1975 American football player actor baseball player politician basketball player 35.9%
1976 - 1980 American football player actor basketball player baseball player singer 40.7%
1981 - 1985 American football player actor basketball player baseball player association football player 47.3%
1986 - 1990 American football player basketball player actor association football player baseball player 54.8%
1991 - 1995 American football player basketball player association football player actor baseball player 57.1%
1996 - 2000 actor association football player basketball player American football player singer 52.2%

observed that both Wikidata and professional societies’ notability
assessments include a much higher proportion of men than in the
profession as a whole. On the other hand, the graph suggests that
Wikidata gender distributions are no more biased than the profes-
sional societies. There is a high within-pair correlation (r = 0.923)
between the gender proportion of notable dataset and Wikidata
dataset so we have sufficient statistical power to run a paired t-
test on this small sample size (n=5). The t-test result between the
Wikidata dataset and the notable dataset shows that there is not a
significant difference between them (p = 0.414).

The previous analysis let us compare the overall gender distribu-
tions of the Wikidata and the notability datasets. We also examined
the specific coverage of the notability datasets – that is, the people
recognized by the five professional societies – in Wikidata. For ev-
ery person in the notability datasets, we checked whether they were
represented in Wikidata. We used their name as a query, and con-
sidered ourselves to have found a match if and only if exactly one
human item with a matching profession is found. For example, the
1980 Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) Turing Award
winner was Tony Hoare. The ACM lists his name as C. ANTONY
(“TONY") R. HOARE16. Using this as a query toWikidata returns ex-
actly one item – Tony Hoare (Q92602) – and this item is an instance of
a human, and its occupation property includes the value Computer
Scientist. Therefore, this is a successful match. The 1987 Turing
Award Winner was John Cocke17. The ACM lists his name as “John
Cocke". Using this as a query to Wikidata returns a large number of
Wikidata items, but only one – John Cocke (Q92632) – is an instance
of a human, and has an occupation property that includes the value
Computer Scientist. Therefore, this too is a successful match. On
the other hand, many recipients of some other ACM awards, such
as Distinguished Member, are not found in Wikidata at all. A final
note is that we once again use the Wikidata profession hierarchy in
this process. So for example, if someone honored by the American
Chemical Society was listed as a theoretical chemist in Wikidata,
we treat this as a match, too.

Figure 4 shows the results of this analysis. It shows that there is
a large difference in coverage among professions. More than 90%
of economists recognized by the American Economic Association
are represented in Wikidata, while only about 40% of chemists
recognized by the American Chemical Society are included. In no
profession is there a significant difference between the proportion of
men and women award recipients who are represented in Wikidata.
16https://amturing.acm.org/award_winners/hoare_4622167.cfm
17https://amturing.acm.org/award_winners/cocke_2083115.cfm

In absolute terms, in four of the five professions, a higher proportion
of women award recipients is included in Wikidata.

Figure 4: Notable dataset Coverage in Wikidata

5.2 Quality Gap
In this section, we investigate whether there is a difference in
the quality of Wikidata items that represent men and items that
represent women. We limit our analysis to human items within
the five academic professions since items within these professions
are likely to be characterized by a similar set of properties. In
other words, it is easier to compare the quality of two academic
professionals than to compare an academic professional to an actor
or athlete. In our analysis, we use both specific quality metrics and
other factors that are associated with quality.

5.2.1 Direct Metrics. We use the Objective Revision Evaluation
Service (ORES) [17] to evaluate the quality of Wikidata items. ORES
is a service provided by the Wikimedia Foundation that predicts
edit quality and assists content moderation for various Wikimedia
projects [16].

A Wikidata data dump includes the most recent revision of each
Wikidata item at the time the dump was created. We extracted
revision IDs from the Wikidata dataset and used ORES’ quality
evaluation API to estimate item quality. ORES uses the Wikidata
quality assessments, which range from A (highest) to E (lowest)18.
Specifically, ORES returns the probability that an item should be
classified at each level. We then used the weighted sum formula
(Formula 1) proposed by Halfaker [15] to compute a single score
ranging from highest quality (4) to lowest (0). An item would be
18https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Item_quality
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scored a 4 if ORES predicted a 100% probability that the item should
be classified as quality level A, and would be scored a 0 if ORES
predicted a 100% probability that the item should be classified as
quality level E. Figure 5 shows an an example of a prediction given
by ORES to a particular item; using the weighted sum formula, the
item would receive a score of 2.9901, which corresponds to quality
level B.

Weighted Sum = 4 × P(item is of quality A)+
3 × P(item is of quality B)+
2 × P(item is of quality C)+
1 × P(item is of quality D)+
0 × P(item is of quality E)

(1)

Figure 5: An example of ORES quality score prediction

As shown in the leftmost part of Figure 6 (and confirmed by
the t-test result in Table 4), there is no significant difference in
the ORES scores between Wikidata items representing women and
items representing men. However, we want to take a closer look at
a few specific important features, to see if any of them exhibited
significant differences between men and women items.

• The number of claims constitutes the total amount of infor-
mation about a Wikidata item.

• Labels and descriptions are multilingual, so the more of each,
the better the representation of an item in multiple lan-
guages.

• Sitelinks link to other Wikimedia projects, so more sitelinks
means the item is better connected to the larger Wikimedia
ecosystem.

The remainder of Figure 6 shows box plots four ORES scores. We
performed an independent t-test on these features. Table 4 shows
the median and mean of the features and the resulting p-values
of the t-tests. Only one feature shows a statistically significant
difference: Wikidata items about women have a mean of 18.35
claims, while items about men have a mean of 19.74 claims (p =
0.01).

5.2.2 Associated Factors. Previous research in Wikipedia found
that editors’ attention and effort correlated strongly with the quality
of Wikipedia articles. For example, the numbers of revisions to an
article and the number of unique authors are strong predictors of
article quality [28, 35]. This makes intuitive sense: more revisions
indicates more effort, while more unique editors indicates more
diverse perspectives.

Therefore, we want to see whether this relationship held in
Wikidata: do more revisions and more unique editors for an item
correlate with higher quality scores, as computed by ORES? The
answer is yes. Using Spearman correlation, we found a strong posi-
tive association strong positive correlation between the number of
revisions and ORES scores (rs(1602) = .78, p < .001), and between
the number of distinct editors and ORES score (rs(1602) = .73, p <
.001).

Finally, we check to see whether men and women Wikidata
items differed in number of revisions and number of unique editors.
Independent t-tests show that there is no significant difference in
either case. For number of revisions, women items have a mean of
81.6 revisions (SD=54.5) and men items have a mean of 82.6 items
(SD=52.0), ns (p=0.762). For number of unique editors, women items
have a mean of 38.1 (SD = 21.9) and men items have a mean of 37.3
(SD=19.), ns (p=0.523).

6 DISCUSSION
Our guiding research question is: to what extent isWikidata reflect-
ing real world gender bias vs. introducing additional gender
bias? Our analysis suggests answers.

We found that Wikidata editors are likely to over sample male-
dominated professions such as American football and baseball, thus
contributing to the general predominance of items representing
men over items representing women. Our analysis that focused on
a set of academic professions show that the gender distribution of
Wikidata is no more biased than real world notability judgments
in either coverage or quality. We next discuss some possible expla-
nations for our results, and how the structured nature of Wikidata
may lead to reduced bias. We also discuss some low quality Wiki-
data items we observed during our data collection process, which
lets us discuss the role and importance of human effort. Finally, we
mention the possible role of self-focus bias and identify directions
for future work.

6.1 Wikidata’s Factual Basis May Reduce Bias
One notable finding of our case study is that Wikidata’s coverage
of women vs. men is no more biased than real world notability
assessments within a set of academic professions. The percentage
of Wikidata items representing women in these professions is com-
parable to the percentage of women who received awards from the
corresponding professional societies. More promising is the fact
that the quality of items representing men and women is equivalent.
This contrasts with studies of Wikipedia, which have shown biases
in content about and relevant to women [26, 31, 37].

Several factors may explain why the quality of Wikidata items
about men and women is comparable. First, Wikidata data for a
person consists of facts about that person, such as name, date of
birth, place of birth, country of citizenship, occupation, etc. More
specifically, within a profession, additional properties might be
prominent. For example, for politicians, these include their political
party and elected position(s) held. Providing this sort of factual
information about a person is more straightforward than editing
a Wikipedia article. We conjecture that it does not offer as much
opportunity for gender bias – even implicit types of bias – to creep
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Figure 6: Box plots for ORES score and 4 features

Table 4: Summary of basic properties in men and women Wikidata pages. Statistically significant result is bolded.

Women Wikidata Pages
median / (mean)

Men Wikidata Pages
median / (mean) p-value

Number of Labels 11 (15.87) 11 (15.73) 0.887
Number of Descriptions 7 (8.78) 7 (9.07) 0.477
Number of Claims 17 (18.35) 18 (19.74) 0.010*
Number of Sitelinks 2 (4.39) 2 (4.36) 0.962
ORES score 2.00 (2.11) 2.01 (2.13) 0.418

in, as has been shown in multiple comparisons of language used in
Wikipedia biographies [2, 14, 38].

Further, much Wikidata content is added via automated bots,
which import information from external data sources such as the
Encyclopedia Brittanica. This also contributes to bringing in equiv-
alent types and amounts of factual data about both women and
men.

6.2 Human and bots both play vital roles
While bots are useful in bringing content into Wikidata, some ex-
ploratory analysis we did emphasizes the necessary roles of humans
as well as bots. One of our filters for a human item to be included in
our analysis is that it must have the properties gender, date of birth,
country of citizenship and occupation. Without this information,
it can be hard even to know which actual person an item refers
to, and it obviously precludes many types of analysis. But 54% of
human items did not pass this filter in our initial data collecting
phase.

We encountered this problem when trying to determine whether
people in our notability datasets are included in Wikidata. We
sometimes found itemswith amatching name and perhaps a general
profession such as researcher or scientist and one or two other
properties, but we were not able to tell if this was the person in
question. A bot might be able to import information about a person
from a database, but a humanWikidata editormight be able to locate
that person’s website and to find and add additional important
information. Future work could further explore the complementary
role of human editors and bots and identify opportunities for tools
to effectively combine human and automated effort.

6.3 Topical coverage and self-focus bias
A major source for the predominance of men items in Wikidata
is the differential coverage of professions. Notably, three or four
male-dominated sports professions are among the top five profes-
sions during each five-year interval. While it certainly is the case
that some professions simply receive more attention, which makes

them more likely to be covered in Wikidata, another reason may
be playing a role: self-focus bias. Previous work has shown that
contributors to peer production communities naturally enter and
edit information on topics of interest to themselves [19]. Thus, if
Wikidata editors consist mostly of men, then self-focus bias likely is
contributing to this particular gender coverage gap. Future work to
investigate the demographics of Wikidata editors would be helpful.

7 SUMMARY
We conducted a case study of the gender content gap in Wikidata.
We began by noting that only 22% of Wikidata items representing
people are about women. This led us to ask: was this due to existing
real-world biases, or was it due to decisions of Wikidata editors?
We answered this question by comparing Wikidata data to two ex-
ternal datasets, US Bureau of Labor Statistics data that showed the
overall gender distribution within professions, and lists of award
winners by a set of professional societies, which indicate who is
considered “notable" within those professions. We found that Wiki-
data’s representation of women within a set of professions was
comparable to the professional societies’ notability assessments,
and both contained lower proportions of women than in the pro-
fession as a whole. We also observed that many of the professions
with most items inWikidata are male-dominated sports professions.
Finally, we found that the quality of Wikidata items representing
women was comparable to the quality of items representing men.
We discussed several implications and possible next steps based on
our findings.
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A APPENDIX: 133 WIKIDATA PROFESSIONS WITH MORE THAN 100 USA DATA ITEMS

Wikidata Qid Occupation Number of items
Q19204627 American football player 16090
Q33999 actor 12706
Q82955 politician 8083
Q3665646 basketball player 8019
Q10871364 baseball player 7413
Q937857 association football player 4386
Q177220 singer 4148
Q36180 writer 3391
Q639669 musician 3258
Q1930187 journalist 2762
Q40348 lawyer 2603

Q11774891 ice hockey player 2352
Q2526255 film director 1979
Q36834 composer 1939
Q488205 singer-songwriter 1830
Q488111 pornographic actor 1815
Q483501 artist 1679
Q6625963 novelist 1658
Q28389 screen writer 1516

Q11513337 athletics competitor 1412
Q11338576 boxer 1120
Q43845 businessperson 1120

Q10798782 television actor 1053
Q2252262 rapper 1024
Q11303721 golfer 993
Q13382576 rower 957
Q33231 photographer 921

Q13474373 professional wrestler 919
Q1028181 painter 909
Q11607585 mixed martial artist 877
Q4610556 model 839
Q10833314 tennis player 813
Q2309784 sport cyclist 811
Q753110 songwriter 800
Q2066131 athlete 787
Q49757 poet 774

Q15981151 jazz musician 725
Q10800557 film actor 724
Q3282637 film producer 723
Q15117302 volleyball player 719
Q5137571 basketball coach 687
Q10843402 swimmer 667
Q81096 engineer 656
Q201788 historian 614
Q183945 record producer 608
Q855091 guitarist 603
Q2405480 voice actor 578
Q19595175 amateur wrestler 513
Q2722764 radio personality 512
Q386854 drummer 501
Q189290 military officer 474
Q378622 racing driver 474
Q131524 entrepreneur 454

Continued on next page
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Table 5 – Continued from previous page
Wikidata Qid Occupation Number of items

Q82594 computer scientist 453
Q170790 mathematician 413
Q482980 author 409
Q13219587 figure skater 409
Q188094 economist 406
Q3246315 head coach 401
Q212980 psychologist 341
Q715301 comics artist 335
Q130857 disc jockey 324
Q19841381 Canadian football player 312
Q2259451 stage actor 302
Q3400985 academic 298
Q245068 comedian 280
Q1238570 political scientist 273
Q41583 coach 271
Q486748 pianist 264
Q169470 physicist 253
Q4009406 sprinter 246
Q4964182 philosopher 236
Q4773904 anthropologist 235
Q4144610 alpine skier 224
Q158852 conductor 220
Q10349745 racing automobile driver 217
Q947873 television presenter 216
Q2986228 sports commentator 213
Q13381572 artistic gymnast 212
Q1114448 cartoonist 207
Q17682262 lacrosse player 207
Q15295720 poker player 206
Q1281618 sculptor 206
Q11063 astronomer 195
Q47064 military personnel 194
Q37226 teacher 188
Q193391 diplomat 187
Q1622272 university teacher 180
Q578109 television producer 180
Q2961975 business executive 178
Q593644 chemist 168
Q864503 biologist 163
Q214917 playwright 156
Q42973 architect 154
Q584301 bassist 153
Q250867 Catholic priest 152
Q16533 judge 150

Q13381863 fencer 144
Q10873124 chess player 144
Q18581305 beauty pageant contestant 144
Q15709642 snowboarder 143
Q17502714 skateboarder 139
Q3014296 motorcycle racer 136
Q222344 cinematographer 136
Q14089670 rugby union player 135
Q39631 physician 134
Q2490358 choreographer 133

Continued on next page
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Table 5 – Continued from previous page
Wikidata Qid Occupation Number of items

Q6665249 judoka 132
Q644687 illustrator 129
Q16029547 biathlete 127
Q846750 jockey 126
Q5716684 dancer 125
Q3501317 fashion designer 123
Q484876 chief executive officer 119
Q17524364 water polo player 117

Q901 scientist 117
Q13561328 surfer 115
Q11631 astronaut 113

Q17125263 YouTuber 112
Q13388586 softball player 110
Q2374149 botanist 109
Q10866633 speed skater 108
Q18617021 freestyle skier 108
Q2306091 sociologist 108
Q3499072 chef 108
Q15982858 motivational speaker 107
Q2059704 television director 106
Q484188 serial killer 104
Q15253558 activist 103
Q14467526 linguist 102
Q10843263 field hockey player 102
Q13141064 badminton player 100
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ABSTRACT
The complex collaborative structure of Wikipedia has attracted
researchers from various domains, such as social networks, human-
computer interaction, and collective intelligence. Yet, a few focus on
the readers’ perception of Wikipedia. Readers make up the majority
of Wikipedia users (editors/readers), and being on the consumption
side, readers play a crucial role in its sustenance. The attention
patterns of users while reading an article can reveal users’ interest
distribution as well as content quality of the article. In this paper,
we present an Attention Feedback (AF) approach for Wikipedia
readers. The fundamental idea of the proposed approach comprises
the implicit capture of gaze-based feedback of Wikipedia readers us-
ing a commodity gaze tracker. The developed AF mechanism aims
at overcoming the main limitation of the currently used “pageview"
and “survey" based feedback approaches, i.e., data inaccuracy. More-
over, the incorporation of a single-camera image processing-based
gaze tracker makes the overall system cost-efficient and portable.
The proposed approach can be extended to enable the research
community to analyze various online portals as well as offline doc-
uments from the readers’ perspective.
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• Human-centered computing → Wikis; Collaborative and
social computing; Collaborative and social computing sys-
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1 INTRODUCTION
Wikipedia is a collaboratively developed online encyclopedia. It has
been consistently ranked in the top fifteen most-visited websites
as per Alexa ranking1. Based on the actions performed, Wikipedia
users can be broadly divided into producers (editors, moderators)
and consumers (readers). Over the last years, research has exten-
sively investigated the group of producers while another group of
Wikipedia users, the readers, their preferences, and their behavior
have not been much studied.

Online participation research has often characterized Internet
readers as non-contributors, who benefit from others’ contribu-
tions but who contribute little themselves [31]. In general, non-
contributing readers constitute 90% or more of any given discussion
forum, online community, or social website [25]; a 2011 Readership
Survey showed that the number for Wikipedia was 94%. Although
often called a “participation inequality", such statistics indicate that
reading constitutes the norm, whereas contribution is the anomaly
(albeit a necessary one). A few pieces of research highlight the
importance of readers in the Wikipedia community. The study by
Antin et al. [6] claims that reading can be seen as a form of partici-
pation and is, therefore, valuable. Reading a Wikipedia article can
be considered legitimate peripheral involvement through which
individuals gain knowledge and move towards more active par-
ticipation. The fact that a user reads an article and not edit, is a
good indication of its quality, such as its reliability [3]. Lehmann
et al. [23] also emphasize the importance of reading behavior anal-
yses to characterize users’ reading preferences for portal content
development.

The primary reason for the lack of research focused on readers
is the limited availability of suitable techniques to capture readers’
attention feedback. The current popular techniques are pageviews
and Surveys. Pageviews depict the total number of visits to an
article during a given period, but it has several disadvantages. Firstly,
the statistics do not quantify the number of unique readers, and
secondly, it does not consider the time duration a reader has spent
reading the article. Another widely used method is surveying the
readers. Nevertheless, it also suffers from drawbacks in terms of
survey process scalability and accuracy of information provided
by participants. The Wikimedia Foundation has also emphasized
that pageviews and surveys are not efficient measures to identify
readers’ perception of an article [49]. One more technique was
presented by Barifah et al. [8]. They used log files as a means to

1https://www.alexa.com/topsites
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uncover information about users and their behavior when searching
for information. This study excluded fine-grained analysis due to
lack of details of users’ navigation patterns.

This paper proposes a novel framework to capture the Attention
Feedback (AF) of Wikipedia readers. The proposed method records
the implicit gaze pattern of a reader and extracts the visual feedback
features. In past research, it has been well established that our
eye movement is closely related to human cognition [4]. There
is evidence in reading psychology literature that eye movement
patterns during reading are indeed related to the textual features
of the document [41]. Ajanki et al. [5] claim that when a system
does not have any prior information regarding what the user wants
to search, the eye movements help significantly in the search. It
is the case in a proactive search, for instance, where the system
monitors the reading behavior of the reader in a new document. Xu
et al. [55] talk about the relevance between the human text reading
pattern and their current cognitive process. The relation between
eye gaze pattern and human interest has been vastly utilized in
various fields [20].

The previous studies performed to capture users’ gaze for on-
line portals utilize dedicated eye trackers like Tobii [33]. The dedi-
cated eye trackers are pretty expensive (hundreds of dollars) and
mostly invasive in nature2. Additionally, these trackers are rarely
available at users’ sites. We propose to use a lightweight desk-
mounted/laptop camera along with a publicly available image pro-
cessing based eye tracker to capture readers’ attention patterns. We
embed the eye tracker and the analysis methods in a web applica-
tion called “WikiRead". Usage of commodity eye-tracking solution
and web application makes it user-friendly and portable. It also
enables the collection of a large dataset of Wikipedia readers’ AF.
This dataset can open doors for the analysis of Wikipedia from a
novel perspective.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 de-
scribes the necessary background and related works to the pro-
posed method. Section 3 provides an overview of the proposed AF
framework. In Section 4, we describe the procedure to perform
attention pattern analysis. In Section 5, we discuss the system setup
and the experiments performed to evaluate the proposed technique
from various perspectives. In Section 6, we provide a discussion on
the limitations and possible future directions. Section 7 concludes
the work.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATEDWORK
Eye gaze tracking is the process of estimating the direction of
the sight line and the point of regard. There have been several
advances in eye-tracking technology. Based on physical contact
requirement with the eye tracker, the research in this field can be
classified into two types; invasive eye trackers and non-invasive
eye trackers. Invasive eye trackers require physical contact with
the users. The most prevalent invasive trackers are Tobii, EyeLink,
SMI2, Mirametrix4, and EyeTech3. They provide higher accuracy as
compared to non-invasive eye trackers, but they are pretty expen-
sive. The non-invasive eye trackers mainly work using computer

2Some dedicated gaze trackers like EyeLink 1000 provide non-invasive solutions
but they also require high end camera and GPU processors. These requirements are
rarely available at users’ end

vision techniques and some lightweight camera(s). Therefore, they
do not require any physical contact with the user. Some recent
researches include Searchgazer, xLabs Gaze Tracking, GazePointer,
Ogama, OpenEyes, PyGaze, OpenGazer, TurkerGaze. The details of
these non-invasive eye trackers can be referred to in [56]. We use
GazeFlowAPI3 as a gaze tracking solution due to it’s efficiency and
suitability for the current task.

Our eyes show a characteristic behavior composed of a series
of fixations and saccades [13]. Fixation is a duration for which
the eye is steadily gazing at one point or a collection of proximal
points. On average, it is of a time interval of 200-250 ms. A saccade
is a rapid eye movement from one fixation to the next one. The
time-lined distribution of saccades and fixations reflects significant
characteristics of the user’s reading behavior and the object being
gazed. Henny et al. [4] mentioned that eye gaze is a prominent
nonverbal signal compared to pointing, body posture, and other
behaviors.

We draw themotivation to use eye gaze as the medium to capture
users’ attention feedback, from the massive backing of literature
on the relationship between eye gaze pattern and human interest
[20]. Employment of eye movement data in an educational con-
text has offered insight into how to model gaze to extract human
attention patterns. The most noteworthy are the eye movement
modeling examples (EMMEs), in which Jarodzka et al. used visual
feedback to specifically influence gaze actions in order to enhance
subjects’ perception performance of medical records [17] and a
biological classification task [18, 19]. Eye movement data of experts
was visualized in [17] by blurring areas they did not look at, i.e.,
non-relevant details. Experts’ gaze was visualized as yellow circles
on a stimulus picture for [18]. The model example in both studies
included gaze data post hoc. Orlov and Bednarik’s open-source
program ScreenMasker [34] created a flexible framework that vi-
sualizes gaze actions. Their gaze-contingent system overlays the
on-screen stimulus with a pattern mask. It subtracts the pattern
or unmasks, where the subject is looking in real-time, using gaze
coordinates from the eye tracker. An NVIDIA graphics card with
the CUDA architecture was used for this system [34]. Later, [35]
proposed a platform integrated with a publicly available eye gaze
analysis tool. The multiple plugins integrated offered an experi-
mental center and a real-time gaze feedback option. Their system
was tested and capable of running on a standard computer, but the
visual search tasks were performed on images.

In this work, we design a real-time gaze-based attention feedback
framework that identifies salience areas in mixed media Wikipedia
articles (text, images). Wikipedia is a crowd-sourced and openly
investigable source of information. As a result, ever-growing re-
search interest has been shown to investigate various aspects of
Wikipedia, and different metrics have been proposed for investiga-
tion purposes. The metrics include straightforward strategies like
word count [10] to the models trained using deep learning [12] to
evaluate various aspects of Wikipedia articles. Some other com-
monly used techniques to analyze Wikipedia articles are reference
evaluation [24], editors’ contribution [54], talk page evaluation [21],
etc. In this work, we propose to use implicit AF from readers of

3https://github.com/szydej/GazeFlowAPI
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Figure 1: Overall systemworkflow to capture readers’ AF. In blockA, dataset collectionhappens corresponding to each reading session. BlockB
showcases the procedure to extract visual features. In block C, readers’ attention feedbacks are collected to derive composite article/Wikipedia
level features.

an article to analyze that article, using the concepts of collective
intelligence.

There have been few attempts in the past where readers’ input
has been used to analyze crowd-sourced web portals. We focus on
the crowd-sourced portals because we aim to utilize the knowledge
and participation of crowd (users/editors) for portal analysis. In a
Wikipedia-based research [40], readers’ navigation behavior was
analyzed to quantify the importance of references in Wikipedia.
Stackoverflow is a successful crowd-sourced QnA portal. There
have been some studies on Stackoverflow, which require readers’
involvement. In one such study, Peterson et al. [39] proposed a
gaze-based exploratory study on readers’ information-seeking be-
havior, esp. developers on Stackoverflow. Gaze-based input from
readers has also been utilized to identify the importance of citations
in Stackoverflow posts [40]. Linden et al. [50] performed a detailed
study to investigate readers’ behavior in selecting answers in a
thread (QnA post). GitHub is another web portal that supports the
collaborative effort. It is a widely-used software development plat-
form that provides features of version control and project hosting.
There have been attempts on Github also, which involves input
from users. In [16], authors predicted student learning outcomes
from a survey of students and teachers while using GitHub in the
classroom. In [51], a survey was conducted on GitHub to get a
sense of how participants assess and value team composition and
diversity.

The Article Feedback Tool (AFT)4 was a Wikimedia survey for
article feedback to engage readers in the assessment of article qual-
ity. It suffered from a lack of participation and noisy data. Similarly,
the other commonly used approach of pageviews [11] also suffers
from data insufficiency since pageviews only provide a count of
visits for an article. To the best of our knowledge, the current work
presents a novel approach to capture readers’ implicit feedback

4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Article_Feedback_Tool

for Wikipedia articles using a low-cost and effective gaze-based
solution.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The generic overview of the proposed system is presented in Fig 1.
The first step in the working of the AF system is the calibration of
the eye tracker. Subsequently, a user performs reading action while
the application captures visual attention pattern-related features.
The key part of the overall architecture constitutes the implicit
user feedback capturing process. For that purpose, a low-cost and
lightweight gaze-tracking framework has been designed. It involves
the usage of a single-camera image processing-based gaze-tracker
and a dynamic interface for efficiently capturing gaze-related infor-
mation at sentence level. We use GazeFlowAPI5 as the eye-tracking
solution.

We embed the eye tracker in a web application, WikiRead
(https://wikianalysis.herokuapp.com/). We develop the application
using NodeJS framework in Javascript and HTML. The application
website is hosted using Heroku. Some screenshots of the web ap-
plication are presented in Fig.2. This web application’s primary
purpose is to simplify the process of capturing Wikipedia readers’
visual activity and analyze the AF-related features. On the main
screen of our website, we present the welcome page of Wikipedia
along with options to enter the title of the article user wishes to
read and buttons to start and stop the reading session. Once a user
clicks on the “Start" button, the system requests permission to share
the screen content and the camera access. Camera sharing is safe
for users because we do not store any images or videos of the
user’s face. It is required to perform eye-tracking. Once the sharing
permission is granted, the control goes to the calibration6 screen.
Users are asked to follow the on-screen instructions to successfully

5https://github.com/szydej/GazeFlowAPI
6Calibration details are mentioned in the experimentation section.
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Figure 2: Various screens of the web application, WikiRead. (a) The main screen with options to enter article name and start the reading
session. After which the control goes to calibration process. (b) Shows various calibration stages of the eye tracker. (c) Shows the article which
user wants to read while system performs gaze tracking in background.

complete system calibration. Post calibration, the interface opens
the article which the user wishes to read, and gaze tracking starts.
While reading, the user can freely click on any Wikilink present in
the article. Gaze data for the redirected articles are also stored ac-
cordingly. Users can finish the reading session anytime by clicking
on the “Stop” button.

Following the gaze point trajectory estimation, a set of visual
features are extracted only for those regions of an article that the
user has observed. Then, a threshold-based feature selection pro-
cedure is applied for maintaining the most discriminative features.
Table 1 shows the set of features that we capture as part of AF.

During dataset collection, we also ask the participants to manu-
ally annotate the regions of an article as per their preference level.
Using the proposed framework, participants can manually select a
region and rate it on a scale of 0 to 10 (10 being the most preferred
region). This results in the generation of a set of automatic and
manual gaze features for the sentences that have been seen by the
user(s). We use MongoDB to store the dataset.

Finally, the visual AF features collected in various reading ses-
sions are grouped as per the article title. It enables the possibility
to evaluate article features using the concepts of collective intelli-
gence. The observed benefits of social heuristics trace back to 1907,
at least when Francis Galton experimented predicting the weight
of an ox [15]. He showed that average estimates of median and
mean were only 9 and 1 pounds, respectively, of the actual weight
of 1198 pounds. This experiment proves that aggregating the crowd
perspective can be helpful in cases where the size and diversity of
the crowd are large. Wikipedia also receives participation from a
vast and diverse crowd/users. The SOI AF (Sentences Of Interest

based Attention Feedback) dataset represents crowd perspective.
This knowledge can be efficiently used to analyze Wikipedia from
a novel perspective.

4 ATTENTION PATTERN ANALYSIS
To capture readers’ attention pattern in an article, we track their
visual gaze features. These are valuable pieces of information and
can be used to infer the reader’s current cognitive processes [9].
Based on the gaze pattern, we extract text from the article. The
below-mentioned steps are followed in sequence to track eye gaze
and identify areas of interest in an article:

• Gaze tracking framework
• Attention feature selection

4.1 Gaze Tracking Framework
For each new user visiting the website (WikiRead), a randomly
generated unique 20 bit code is assigned for identification. The sysId,
i.e., the Identification code, is stored in the user’s browser storage,
and it can be deleted whenever the user deletes the storage for the
site. For each unique user, a sessionID is created whenever the user
starts the reading session. The sessionId is used to differentiate
between various reading sessions for a single user. The website
includes the EnglishWikipedia home page7, in a sub-frame. The top
header contains two buttons: Start and Stop and a search bar for the
article title. Using Wikipedia in a sub-frame resulted in a famous
web development problem called CORS8. This problem prohibits
accessing the action events information within the sub-frame. To

7https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
8https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTTP/CORS
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overcome this problem, we implemented a proxy server and routed
every GET request from theWikipedia website inside the sub-frame
through the proxy server. The proxy server makes a GET request
to Wikipedia, through MediaWiki API9, and gets Wikipedia web
page with headers. The proxy changes the headers of Wikipedia.org
related to CORS and adds our website in the header. Same-Origin-
Policy, the process displays the Wikipedia page in our website
domain’s sub-frame and avoids the CORS problem. However, the
GET request returns a plain web page without any styles, so we
apply styles explicitly to the web page every time the sub-frame
reloads.

As wementioned earlier, the sophisticated gaze-tracking systems
with increased accuracy are commercially available, e.g., Tobii1,
SMI2, EyeTech3, and Mirametrix4, to name the most representative
ones. However, a prohibitive factor for the extensive use of such
specialized equipment constitutes their significantly high cost. To
satisfy the requirements of low-cost and availability, the proposed
AF system follows an image processing-based approach that uses a
single camera for performing gaze-tracking.

We use a non-invasive eye-tracking setup containing Logitech
Webcam C922 Pro Stream and open source eye-tracker applica-
tions, named GazeFlowAPI10. We select this eye-tracking solution
because, along with access to sufficiently accurate real-time gaze in-
formation, it also provides eye blink, and head position data. These
additional pieces of information are very crucial for the consoli-
dated evaluation of attention patterns.

In the case of non-invasive trackers (no physical contact), gaze
mapping deals with inherent noise and drift problems. While map-
ping a single fixation to a text location may be ambiguous, the
matching of groups of fixations to a chunk of objects (words/sentences)
can resolve this ambiguity [32]. In the proposed method, we per-
form gaze point mapping at the sentence level.

For further optimization purposes, we do not store the entire
reading session’s screen recording. Instead, we store only the re-
quired frames for further processing. A frame is the display screen
snapshot at any given time-stamp. We identify the frames by as-
sessing generic human reading behavior. The mean minimum time
to acquire the whole meaning of a word is 151 ms [42]. It has also
been shown that the majority of the sentences contain 11-15 words
[46]. Since the gaze feedback is performed at the sentence level,
we find the average time a reader takes to perceive the meaning of
a sentence. We calculate this by multiplying the data mentioned
above, i.e., 151 ∗ 15ms. It results in approximately 3 seconds. There-
fore, we store a frame only if it is on-screen for more than 3 seconds.
We store only one instance of each frame.

4.2 Attention Feature Selection
In this work, the gaze features are defined considering only the
fixations since they contain more valuable information and less
noise than saccades. We adopt the Dispersion-Threshold Identifi-
cation (I-DT) method [53] for defining fixations. According to this
definition, a fixation is considered to occur if the gaze point remains
in a circular area of radius R pixels for a minimum of T ms. For the
employed gaze-tracker, the following (commonly used) values were

9https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Main_page
10https://github.com/szydej/GazeFlowAPI

selected based on experimentation: R = 25 pixels and T = 180 ms.
A fixation is denoted as Fi (xi ;yi ; ts ; te ), i ∈ [1,N ], where N is the
total number of fixations. Point (xi ;yi ) corresponds to the center of
the aforementioned circular area. The values of ts , te are the start
and end time of the fixation, respectively, where te − ts > T . It is
to note that before the fixation identification, the gaze trajectory is
low-passed for noise removal (estranged points). This is performed
by applying a simple mean filter separately to the horizontal and
vertical gaze coordinate signals. The low pass filtering is performed
according to the technique mentioned in [36].

To identify a reader’s regions of interest on a given frame, we
need to map their fixations on corresponding frames. On a frame,
we map all the fixations with time-stamps (ts and te ) within the
frame’s screen time. After appropriately sprinkling the fixations
on each frame, we plot heatmaps based on gaze-points density.
The heatmap depicts the time-series gaze density distribution on
a frame. Fig. 3 shows a sample frame with gaze points mapping
and the corresponding heatmap of gaze points density, post noise
removal process.

For each reading session, along with the gaze density heat map,
we also provide a set of sentences where a user-focused while
reading along with the time for which each sentence was focused.
By setting an appropriate threshold on the heatmap, we extract text
from each frame using the OCR tool [38]. The extracted sentences
might contain noise due to the characters’ misidentification by the
OCR tool. After processing the sentences, we arrange them in the
order they are read along with their gaze quotient. By gaze quotient,
we mean the time duration (in seconds) for which a sentence is
being gazed at or read. It is calculated by finding the total time
duration for which gaze points are mapped within the on-screen
span of the sentence’s spatial location.

GQ(s) = ts (j) − te (i) (1)

In equation 1, GQ(s) is the gaze quotient of sentence s . ts (j) is
the start time of the first fixation on the screen span of s and te (i)
the end time of the last fixation on the screen span of s . We call
the set of sentences along with their GQs as Sentences Of Interest
(SOI). A user is free to click on any Wikilink. Therefore an SOI can
contain sentences belonging to different articles. Later, we arrange
the sentences in each SOI according to the article title.

Along with the features mentioned above, the proposed AF
framework also captures some additional information listed be-
low:

(1) Wikilink clicks: We store the time series value of Wikilink
[48] click data. It can be helpful to evaluate users’ navigation
path or information search patterns within Wikipedia.

(2) Eye blinks: We store the time series value of readers’ eye
blinks. The eye blink information has been proven to be
critical to assess the reader’s attention level [44].

(3) Scroll events: We store the time series value of the scroll
events being performed while reading. The scroll informa-
tion is a good indicator of browsing strategy [26]. The Gaze-
FlowAPI does not provide built-in support to track mouse
activity. Therefore, we externally added the scroll tracking
feature in the proposed AF system using PyQt5.QtWidgets
package of Python.
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(a) Mapping of gaze points on a frame.

(b) Heatmap based on gaze points density.

Figure 3: A sample gaze point distribution and gaze density heatmap on a frame after noise removal process.

Table 1 lists all the features stored in the dataset corresponding
to each reading session. All the mentioned features are crucial to
provide consolidated feedback from readers.

5 EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
5.1 Experimental Setup
5.1.1 SystemComponents. Subject’s eyemovementswere recorded
using GazeFlowAPI and a Logitech Webcam C922 Pro Stream on
a VivoBook ASUSLaptop X430FN_S430FN with Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-8565U CPU @ 1.80GHz, 1992 Mhz, 4 Cores, 8 Logical Processors,
and 8GB RAM.

5.1.2 Eye Tracking Setup. The gaze tracker sampled at 30 fps, and
the gaze angle was determined by the relative positions of corneal
and pupil centers. The video resolution of the laptop during the test
recording was 1280×720. Participants were seated 27 inches from
a 14-inch flat-panel monitor that displayed the stimuli. Eye data
were recorded using the proposed web application on the Google
chrome browser. The embedded eye gaze tracker supports head
movement. Therefore, we have not used any head/chin rest device
during dataset collection.

5.1.3 Calibration Validation. Before starting the reading session,
participants were instructed to watch a red dot move around the
screen. The computer screen is interpreted as a coordinate system,
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Table 1: AF features captured for each Wikipedia reading session
performed on the proposed AF framework.

AF Feature Description Data Type
SysID A unique system D for each user 20 bits
SessionID A unique session ID for each

reading session
20 bits

Article title Title of the article being read String
Gaze density
heatmap

Heatmap based on gaze points
density for each frame

Base64
encoded

SOI Sentences of interest along with
gaze quotient

List

Wikilink
clicks

Time-series value of clicks on
Wikilinks

List

Eye blinks Time-series value of eye blink List
Scroll events Time-series value of scrolls with

direction (up/down)
List

where the top left of the screen is (0, 0) and the bottom right of
the screen is (1, 1). The ball’s calibration movement was fixed at 16
positions in both bright and dark backgrounds sequentially with
the frontal head position. Along with this, three positions each to
positive and negative 45◦ yaw and pitch head positions. The head
pose variation during dataset collection makes the gaze tracker
robust to head pose variation during actual reading.

At each of the above points, the red dot paused and pulsed for
∼2s. Post calibration, if the RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) value of
the actual and predicted gaze points is higher than the set threshold
(0.28), we ask the participant to repeat the calibration task before
starting the reading session.

5.1.4 Subjects. Seventy-two clinically normal volunteers partici-
pated in the dataset collection. The participants belong to different
professional backgrounds, including engineering students, indus-
try professionals, doctors, and professors. The ethics committee
approved the study of our university. Subjects underwent informed
consent procedures approved by the university, and all subjects pro-
vided written and informed consent for participation in the study.
Prospective participant-observers were required to have normal or
corrected visual acuity. Participants were free to wear spectacles
during dataset collection11. The mean age of the participants was
29.7 ± 7.6 (range: 22-53). The sample was 38.5% female, and the rest
male.

5.2 Evaluation of Eye Tracking Solution
The performance of the eye tracker has a significant impact on
the efficiency of the overall AF approach. As a consequence, the
accuracy of the employed tracker is examined in this section. Table
2 briefly outlines some of the approaches that have been evaluated
for measuring image processing-based gaze-trackers’ performance.
We select the gaze trackers based on their suitability for the aim
of this work i.e. a commodity gaze solution for mass readers. Lu
et al. [29] presented an adaptive linear regression based solution
for appearance-based gaze estimation. In another work, Lu et al.

11We took precautions regarding possible glares in the spectacles of the participants
during dataset collection

Table 2: Comparison of the adopted eye gaze tracker with other
state-of-the-art image processing based eye trackers

Eye Tracker Head Movement Blink Data Error
Lu et al. [29] restricted no 2.59±0.38
Lu et al. [28] restricted no 6.91±4.46
Papoutsaki et al. [37] restricted no 4.17
CVC [1] restricted yes 1.35±1.0
Wang et al. [52] free no 2.06
Liu et al. [27] free no 1.87±0.4
Adopted [2] free yes 1.23±1.2

[28] estimated 3D gaze directions using unlabeled eye images via
synthetic iris appearance fitting. Papoutsaki et al. [37] discussed
a web based gaze solution using regression analysis informed by
user interactions. Computer Vision Center (CVC) released an eye
tracking solution [1] which used usage of simple camera and im-
age processing technique but this solution does not support head
movements. Wang et al. [52] proposed a real-time 3D eye gaze
capture with DCNN-based iris and pupil segmentation. Finally, Liu
et al. [27] proposed a 3D model-based gaze tracking via iris features
with a single camera and a single light Source. The restriction on
light source makes this tracker less applicable in wild. The adopted
GazeFlow eye tracker [2] provides high accuracy and satisfies all
the requirements for this work. The comparison of GazeFlow with
SMI RED 250 can be found here12.

For producing directly comparable evaluation results, the per-
formance of the developed gaze-tracker was evaluated using the
experimental protocols described in the works of [22]. Most of the
works reported in Table 2 rely on the usage of static markers in
fixed positions for evaluating the gaze tracking performance. In this
way, the behavior of the gaze tracker is not adequately examined.
For that purpose, a significantly more challenging and thoroughly
defined experiment is proposed with the following two key charac-
teristics: a) it can be easily reproduced b) it takes into account both
the spatial accuracy (fixations and sccades) and the temporal co-
herence (timestamp data for Wikilink clicks, eye blinks and mouse
scroll) of the tracker.

More specifically, a red dot was depicted on the screen perform-
ing the same trajectory as mentioned in the calibration process
(Section 5.1.3). The participants were asked to follow the center of
this red dot with their gaze. The tracker’s accuracy was defined
as the RMSE between the fixed points and their corresponding
estimations.

Twenty individuals participated in this experiment, each per-
forming the aforementioned task for all seven eye trackers. Regard-
ing the specifications of the defined experiment, the monitor plane
was vertically aligned, while the perpendicular vector originating
from the monitor’s center was maintained to approximately target
the nose of the user and to also be perpendicular to the user’s face
plane. Additionally, the camera was placed on top of the monitor
and at the center of the respective monitor’s side, with the user’s
nose to be set to correspond approximately to the center pixel of
the captured video sequence.

12https://www.slideshare.net/szymondeja3/raport-gaze-flow-vs-smi26092013en-
1
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Table 3: ROUGE-N evaluation of the proposed sentence selection
technique with the manual sentence selection

Feature Average value
P 0.717
R 0.514

F-measure 0.656

Table 4: Statistics of the collected AF dataset

Feature value
Number of SOI_a 218
Average compression ratio of SOIs 15%
Average reading session duration 3.7 minutes

The comparative evaluation results given in Table 2 show that
the developed gaze-tracker outperforms most of the state-of-art
approaches and carries the additional advantage of head-movement
and eye blink data. It makes this eye tracker a suitable choice for
the proposed task of capturing implicit AF of readers.

At this point, it must be highlighted that the focus of this work
does not include the proposal of a new gaze-tracker, whose perfor-
mance needs to be accurately measured and to be superior com-
pared to other state-of-art methods. On the contrary, the aim of
this work is the proposal of a novel framework for interpreting the
gaze signal and subsequently utilizing this information for realizing
RF in the context of image retrieval, irrespective of the particular
gaze-tracker that is used.

5.3 Evaluation of AF system
Using the above-mentioned experimental setup with seventy-two
participants, we could conduct a total of 153 reading sessions. In
these reading sessions, 84 unique articles were visited (including
the article redirects using Wikilinks). We evaluate the performance
of the proposed method against the extractive summarization task
for the articles.

Precise identification of the reading pattern is required for cap-
turing a reader’s attention feedback of an article. The proposed
approach identifies the sentences of interest (SOI) for each read-
ing session and assembles them according to the article titles. To
evaluate the SOI selection technique’s quality, we partition all the
SOIs with respect to the article titles. We call the partitioned SOIs
as SOI_a. They contain sentences of a single article.

We verify the accuracy of the proposed sentence selection ap-
proach.We do so by comparing the ROUGE-N value of the sentences
selected by the proposed approach with the true value i.e. man-
ually selected sentences. To compare the manual and automated
summaries, we use a modified version of ROUGE-N approach to
compare the accuracy of sentence selection. ROUGE-N is an n-
gram-based metric. It calculates the recall score (R), the precision
score (P), and the F-measure score (F) for the text. Let Sauto be the
set of sentences automatically selected by the proposed approach.
Let Sman be the set of sentences in the manual summary.

P ≜
Count(common sentences in Sauto and Sman )

|Sman | (2)

Figure 4: Distribution of users’ rating for SOI selection on the scale
of 0 to 5. The percentage value for 0 rating is 0% therefore it’s not
shown in the pie chart.

R ≜
Count(common sentences in Sauto and Sman )

|Sauto | (3)

F −measure ≜
2PR
P + R

(4)

The ROUGE comparison results are shown in table 3. The high
value of f-measure, shows that there is high overlap between the
sentences selected automatically and the sentences readers manu-
ally selected while reading the article.

We collect SOI dataset for further research purposes. Table 4
shows the values of various parameters of the collected dataset of
SOIs. The count of SOIs per article indicates the number of SOIs
we are able to gather to evaluate each article. Higher the number
better will be precision for article analysis. The compression rate
is calculated by finding the ratio between the number of bytes of
an SOI and the number of bytes of the corresponding article. The
average value of the compression rate for all the SOIs across articles
is 15%. It implies that on average, users read only 15% of the article
content. The average reading session duration is the total time a
user takes to read an article, followed by the time to analyze their
reading pattern. The timer starts with the calibration phase and
ends with the click on the “Stop" button. The average value of
completing all these tasks is only 3.7 minutes, which supports the
hypothesis that readers use Wikipedia as a quick reference tool
[47].

We analyze the efficiency of the SOI identification process using
two evaluation techniques. The first evaluation consists of survey-
ing all the participants and requesting them to rate their satisfaction
levels with SOIs. The second evaluation involves using a formal
metric (ROUGE-N), vastly used to assess text extraction procedures.

Satisfaction Survey. We gather users’ perspectives regarding
text extraction by conducting a survey. At the end of every reading
session during dataset collection, we display on the screen the
extracted SOI. We assess the user satisfaction level for SOI selection
by requesting them to rate the SOI based on its similarity with
the content they read in the article. The rating scale varies from
0 (low satisfaction) to 5 (high satisfaction). The source code along
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Table 5: Comparison with other extractive summarization models

Model R-L R-1 R-2
LEAD-5 19.24 9.67 3.43
LexRank 26.23 11.89 3.12
SumBasic 22.34 14.17 5.34
SemSenSum 30.11 15.16 4.11
C SKIP 30.16 32.38 4.25
Ours 30.92 37.61 6.26

with the survey form is available at our Github repository13. The
distribution of user ratings is plotted in Fig. 4. In this pie chart,
the legend shows the rating with the corresponding percentage of
rating. The 0 ratings are not shown in the figure because it was
nil. We observe that 70% of the participants gave four or more
ratings for SOI selection. The high user satisfaction ratings show
the efficiency of the proposed reading pattern analysis approach.

Comparison with other extractive deepmodels. We compare
the performance of the proposed approach with other extractive
models. We include LEAD-k [45], which selects the first k sentences
in the document as a summary. In this work, we have used LEAD-5
for comparison. LexRank [14] is a graph-based method, and it uses
nodes as text units, and edges define the similarity measure. Sum-
Basic [30] is a frequency-based sentence selection method that uses
a component to re-weigh the word probabilities to minimize redun-
dancy. The last extractive baselines are the near state-of-the-art
models C SKIP [43] and SemSenSum [7]. The former exploits word
embeddings’ capability to leverage semantics, whereas the latter
aggregates sentence semantic relation graph and graph convolution
sentence embedding.

We select trained models and fine-tune them for the Wikipedia
data dump14. This dump contains the current revision of all the
English Wikipedia articles as of February 20, 2021. It does not con-
tain talk or user pages. During fine-tune, we use a learning rate
of 0.0001 with ten epochs. All models are fine-tuned on Nvidia
GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU (60GB RAM, 12 GB dedicated graphic
card, and 200 GB Hard drive space). We run all models with their
best-reported parameters. Post-fine-tuning the pre-trained mod-
els, we compare these models’ performance with our approach to
the collected dataset of automatic and manual summaries (along
with source articles for each summary). We consider three strong
reference-based evaluation metrics: ROUGE 1, 2 & L. We use the
recalls of ROUGE-1 (unigram), ROUGE-2 (bigram), and ROUGE-L
(LCS). We use the official ROUGE script15 (version 1.5.5) to evaluate
the summarization output. In Table 5 we can see the comparison
result. Our approach performs better than these models for ROUGE
1 & 2 as well as ROUGE-L metrics. The reason for the better per-
formance of our approach for is that we are directly extracting
sentences based on the user’s reading pattern. Therefore, when we
compare the proposed system generated summary with the manual
summary, it results in high similarity.

13This is an anonymous repository with lesser details. Link to the principal reposi-
tory will be provided post-acceptance.

14https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/latest/enwiki-latest-pages-meta-
current.xml.bz2

15http://www.berouge.com/

6 LIMITATIONS & FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The goal of this work is to devise a technique to capture AF of
Wikipedia readers. However, during dataset collection, we observe
that some readers did not perform their natural reading. They claim
that the information of their gaze data being recorded impacts their
reading behavior. We counter this problem by keeping the reading
interface the same as the original portal and not disturbing reading
sessions with unnecessary popups of real-time feedback. As a result,
most participants reported that none of the feedback conditions
were distracting in any way. Therefore, the proposed gaze feedback
system appears to be unobtrusive yet effective.

Due to the novelty of the proposed approach, the doors of several
new future directions open. For example, we can investigate article
readability based on the readers’ cumulative reading pattern over
an article. We can also predict the popularity of an article based
on how readers refer to the article. We can potentially expand our
approach into a business analytics framework/artifact that shows
the analysis steps. It can also help Design Science researchers to
identify the user reference behavior on the portal and thus aid them
in designing the user interface. We are in talks with Wikimedia
Foundation to include our application as a Wikipedia extension so
that users can easily use it and researchers can obtain a vast AF
dataset.

It is to note that there still exists a strong potential for further
improving the user’s AF prediction based on gaze data. Towards
this goal, future work includes the investigation and modeling of
the factors that affect the way that users see (e.g., facial expression,
mood). Furthermore, their integration to the developed framework.

In the future, we also plan to extend the idea for other crowd-
sourced portals, such as Stack Exchange16, Reddit17, and Quora18.
We believe the proposed method can help understand users’ en-
gagement on these portals by unraveling their eye gaze information.
It will help editors to collect low-cost, implicit attention feedback
of portal users and may a way to a novel research direction.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel gaze-based attention feedback approach was
presented for Wikipedia users. The overall approach aimed to es-
timate the area of interest and reading pattern of the users and
subsequently use it to derive results related to their reading be-
havior on the portal. A novel set of gaze features representing
visual characteristics was presented for performing users’ atten-
tion assessment prediction. Extensive experiments demonstrated
their efficiency compared to other feedback approaches used by
the Wikipedia research community. The experimental evaluation
proved that the proposed approach outperforms representative
reading pattern analysis approaches of the literature. Moreover,
incorporating a single-camera image processing-based gaze tracker
into a web application framework makes the overall system cost-
efficient and portable. This study’s outcomes are currently being
discussed in the Wikimedia Foundation for developing specialized
tools to capture readers’ implicit feedback.

16https://stackexchange.com/
17https://www.reddit.com/
18https://www.quora.com/
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ABSTRACT
Wikipedia is one of the most important sources of encyclopedic
knowledge and among the most visited websites on the internet. As
a peer-produced knowledge repository, Wikipedia is dependent on
its community of contributors. A healthy contributor community
and a steady stream of new editors from diverse backgrounds are
especially vital for the platform’s future in its endeavour of closing
knowledge gaps and combating biases and a lack of diversity that
Wikipedia suffers from. Edit-a-thons are social activities aiming
to improve content and create new articles on Wikipedia with the
purpose of recruitment and onboarding of newcomers. Although
edit-a-thons have been facilitated and hosted for many years now,
little is known how editors experience such events. In this paper, we
study editors experience during a virtual edit-a-thon by applying
an ethnomethodological perspective. We use a participatory obser-
vation to study incidents of motivation and frustration occurring
during the collaborative online writing event. Moreover, we use
Hofstede’s 6D Model of National Culture to explore what influ-
ence culture has on participants’ actions, expressed feelings and
thoughts while interacting with the administrator and with each
other. Our findings indicate that the type of motivational factors is
very diverse and varies from general motivation to fill in knowledge
gaps, in the beginning, to share good resources for citations at later
stages of the edit-a-thon. However, participants also experience
moments of frustration, especially concerning the usability of the
editing interface and when navigating a complex bureaucracy of
policies and procedures. Finally, our analysis shows that cultural
idiosyncrasies can intensify the frustrating experience of social
challenges.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→Wikis; Empirical studies in
collaborative and social computing.

KEYWORDS
Wikipedia, edit-a-thon, editor experience, Hofstede’s 6D Model of
National Culture
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1 INTRODUCTION
While being mostly a success story, Wikipedia and otherWikimedia
projects have also been facing many challenges over time. First, as
a peer-produced knowledge repository, Wikipedia is highly depen-
dent on its online peer production community. However, Wikipedia
has seen declines in the number of contributors over time and has
been struggling with growing its editor base especially from the
perspective of retaining new editors [4, 5]. Awareness of newcom-
ers barriers to participation in open collaboration projects [27] have
lead to the design and creation of interventions that aim to provide
new editors with improved socialisation and better onboarding
experience [16, 17]. While such interventions show promising re-
sults, a more sustainable and also diverse editor base including new
forms of contribution-beyond editing are still open issues [39]. A
second challenge that is closely related to the decline in editors is
structural sexism and the lack of diversity among contributors (e.g.
the gender gap) [11] which also results in biased and culturally less
diverse Wikipedia content [1, 15, 31]. These issues have recently
been summarized under the term knowledge gaps [39]. Only a plat-
form that aims at higher diversity in contributorship and content
will be able to achieve knowledge equity which is one of the most
central goals Wikipedia is striving for [39].

In this paper, we argue that edit-a-thons are a possibility to make
Wikipedia content less biased and more diverse by focusing on cer-
tain underrepresented topics as seen in e.g. both the Women in
STEM and Arts+Feminism event series. At the time of writing, for
2021 the Arts+Feminism campaign lists 135 programs with 2309
editors who contributed almost 3000 new articles and edited an-
other 13000 articles [34]. At the same time, edit-a-thons function as
outreach events that allow for drawing in new contributors from
many diverse backgrounds and countries.

Edit-a-thon is a portmanteau of edit and marathon and describes
"1) a scheduled time where people edit Wikipedia together, whether
offline, online, or a mix of both; 2) typically focused on a specific
topic, such as science or women’s history; 3) a way to give new-
comers an insight into how Wikipedia works" [37]. While the idea
of hosting such events was first proposed in 2004, the Wikimedia
Foundation cites the British Library to be the first to use of the
word “edit-a-thon” to describe their event in January 2011 [12].
Research shows that edit-a-thons support new forms of knowledge
construction, which allow opportunities for the democratisation of
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knowledge, the diversification of Wikipedia’s editor demographic
and the spread of information on traditionally marginalised sub-
jects [7]. As mentioned, such gatherings – be they held virtual or
physical – also foster recruitment and integration of newcomers
and increase Wikipedia literacy among participants [7]. However,
many aspects of edit-a-thons still remain unknown. First, less is
known about the actual retention rate of those who participated in
an edit-a-thon and continue editing after the event has ended. An
internal Wikimedia evaluation of edit-a-thons held in 2015 came to
the conclusion that "about 52% of participants [who] identified as
new users made at least one edit one month after their event, but
the percentage editing dropped to 15% in the sixth months after
their event" [33]. This stands in contrast to Farzan et al. findings,
who estimate that only 1% of newcomers actually continue to edit
Wikipedia after the edit-a-thon [3]. Second, although we can see
a growing number of scholarly work on Wikipedia edit-a-thons,
researchers argue that the body of research on this kind of events
is still underdeveloped [30]. Previous studies highlight the complex
interactions that are at play between motivations, strategies and
values of facilitators and participants of edit-a-thons [12]. This im-
plies that if we want to get a more holistic picture of the role that
edit-a-thons play in the Wikimedia ecosystem — and ultimately
what influences retention rates of new editors — additional research
of edit-a-thons in varied contexts is necessary [12]. Finally, most
studies on edit-a-thons and new editor experience on Wikipedia
have been performed on English Wikipedia only [17].

We take this as a motivation to conduct and report on an eth-
nomethodlogically inspired participatory observation of a GLAM
edit-a-thon held by a Polish editor collective. Throughout this obser-
vation, we put special attention on the incidents of motivation and
frustration that occurred during the event and how they influence
the participant’s experience. Earlier work on Wikipedia editor ex-
perience, helped us to develop a coding scheme to account for those
incidents in our analysis [26]. Furthermore, we apply Hofstede’s 6D
Model of National Culture [6, 8] to find a theoretical underpinning
for further contextualizing of how the participants, the host and
an administrator from the Wikipedia editor community interacted
with each other.

Our findings indicate that the type of motivational factors is very
diverse and varies from general motivation to fill in knowledge
gaps, in the beginning, to share good resources for citations at later
stages of the edit-a-thon. However, participants also experience
moments of frustration, especially concerning the usability of the
editing interface and when navigating a complex bureaucracy of
policies and procedures. Finally, our analysis shows that cultural
idiosyncrasies can intensify the frustrating experience of social chal-
lenges. We conclude our paper with recommendations for possible
training programs and suggestions for future work.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we review relevant scholarly work related to our
study. We present previous studies on Wikipedia edit-a-thons, aca-
demic research on Wikipedia community socialization strategies
and work that covers Polish Wikipedia’s editor community.

2.1 Wikipedia Editing and Edit-a-thons
A thorough and systematic review that describes all existing rele-
vant work on Wikipedia editing and editor behaviour is close to
impossible. Already in 2012, Okoli et al. reported on more than
200 publications that studied issues related to participation and
collaboration on Wikipedia [20]. These studies cover a broad range
of topics including motivational factors for participation (e.g. [24])
or cultural and linguistic effects on participation. For example, Pfeil
et al., like we, use Hofstede’s Model of National Culture to study the
influence of culture on editing behaviour. They find a significant
correlation, indicating that cultural background influences users
behaviour on Wikipedia and the Internet in general [22]. However,
none of the articles reviewed by Okoli et al. mention collaborative
writing events like edit-a-thons. To the best of our knowledge, the
first scientific reports on edit-a-thons can not be found before 2015.

Evans et al. report on the outcomes of the Art+Feminsim edit-a-
thons held in 2015 over the weekend of International Women’s Day
(March 6-8). They argue that this event was especially successful
as it fell directly into the trend of that time which uncovered the
systematic bias and online harassment against women [2]. They
see Arts+Feminism as a symbiotic way to close the gender gap in
both content and participation on Wikipedia and support the idea
of more feminism related edit-a-thons as a contribution to close
the internet gender gap [2].

The majority of research on edit-a-thons, however, view the
events with a pedagogical lens considering them as collaborative
learning events [7, 21, 30]. Oliver investigated the use of edit-a-
thons as a substitute for classroom assignments when teaching
information literacy. Student’s reflections in form of qualitative
and quantitative data showed that they learned valuable lessons
on researching information and writing, especially how to be crit-
ical about information sources [21]. Hood and Littlejohn, via the
means of interviews, captured narrative learning stories of nine
participants taking part in an edit-a-thon held at the University of
Edinburgh [7]. The edit-a-thon was designed as an informal pro-
fessional learning event that combines online activity with offline,
in-person collaboration and interaction. Participants reported hav-
ing learned valuable technical skills and increased their Wikipedia
literacy. However, the reflections about biases and responsibilities in
knowledge production and dissemination were rated highly among
students [7]. In similar veins, Vetter and Sarraf, in their assess-
ment of an Arts+Feminism edit-a-thon held at Indiana University
of Pennsylvania, found that edit-a-thons are not only facilitators of
Wikipedia literacy but foster critical thinking, digital literacy, and
technical skills [30]. Farzan et al. studied the effect of Art+Feminism
edit-a-thons on newcomers onboarding via the means of triangu-
lating log data from Wikipedia and Twitter. Their results suggest
that these events are very successful in attracting new members [3].
Moreover, they show that on-event support for editing during the
event and social interactions can lead to higher retention rates [3].
However, according to their data only around 1% of participants
can actually be called retained editors [3].

The presented studies had a strong focus on the events as a whole.
One exception is the study by March and Dasgupta. March and
Dasgupta interviewed 13 edit-a-thon facilitators to uncover their
motivations for organizing these events and the challenges they
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face [12]. They discover that the personal and institutional values
that inspire the events go far beyond adding content and editors
to Wikipedia aim at strengthening peoples information literacy
and building communities that extend beyond Wikipedia’s editor
community.

2.2 Wikipedia Community Socialization
Stategies

Typically, collaboration on Wikipedia takes place outside of the
encyclopedia’s articles in the talk pages and discussion threads. It
is usually also there where newcomers learn how to navigate any
number of technical and organizational obstacles when they start
editing and where community involvement and editor socialization
takes place [14]. Already in 2013, when the decline in new editors
and editor retention has been noticed for some time, additional
interventions for supporting and socializing newWikipedia editors
have been introduced [16]. Morgan et al. present the Wikipedia
Teahouse, a support space designed to boost overall editor retention,
bridge the editor gender gap and improve general editor experi-
ence and well-being [16]. Early results proved this intervention
to be effective for community diversification and new editor re-
tention. In 2018, Morgan and Halfaker presented further evidence
for the Wikipedia Teahouse success story. In a controlled study,
they are able to show increased retention for both low- and high
activity newcomers. Besides the Teahouse, other community social-
ization strategies have been proposed and tested. Such personalized
socialization opportunities included mentoring programs such as
Adopt-a-User [18] or personalized invitations toWikiProjects. How-
ever, Morgan and Halfaker suspect, that they only appealed to new
editors who were already highly likely to be retained. As such, the
retention potential of edit-a-thons is still not really known.

2.3 Polish Editor Community
The Polish-language edition of Wikipedia and its community of
contributors has been the focus of several studies before. Many of
these studies apply social network methodology to study its editor
community [9, 29, 32]. Wierzbicki, Turek and Nielek, for example,
propose the use of social network analysis to evaluate teams of
authors on Polish Wikipedia [32]. The created network contains
the dimensions trust, distrust acquaintance and knowledge. Their
main goal is to measure team quality i.e. whether a group of authors
contributed to a featured article. Their initial results indicated that
acquaintance and trust have a positive impact on team quality.
Surprisingly, distrustful behaviour turned out to be beneficial for
team quality too.

Also based on article edit history, Jankowski-Lorek et al. model
the process of admin elections using multidimensional behavioural
networks for discovering good admin candidates [9]. They argue
that the admin community isn’t growing fast enough to sustain
the growing needs of Wikipedia. However, they could not support
their hypothesis that adminship is a closed circle. They propose a
method based on editing history which could be a potential way
forward to recommend new administrators.

Nielek et al. studied how elderly people can be involved in con-
tributing to Polish Wikipedia [19]. Through a combination of task-
based usability tests and in-depth interviews, the authors identified

several challenges and barriers that prevented the participants from
successfully contributing to Wikipedia. Among the biggest chal-
lenges they identified: an incoherent user interface, issues with
the information architecture (labelling of buttons), lack of timely
system feedback and a lack of guidance and support during the
editing process. Apart from fixing usability and UX problems of
the Mediawiki software, Nielek et al. suggest an online learning
course supplemented by offline meetings to involve elderly editors
in the community building process [19]. We argue that especially
edit-a-thons seem like a perfect fit to realize this idea. Skorupska
et al. build on Nielek et al. ideas and present the concept of a chat-
bot that could make Wikipedia editing and data verification more
accessible, especially to elderly users [28].

To sumup, while we see significant research on editing and editor
behaviour also from a community perspective and even within the
Polish Wikipedia community, there has not been any study yet,
that reported details on the experience of participants which could
lead to further insights on how to improve editor socialization and
working atmosphere at such writing events.

3 METHOD AND DATA COLLECTION
We now provide a brief description of our methodological choice
and the setting in which we conducted our observation i.e. details
about the edit-a-thon, the collective organizing it and its partici-
pants.

To investigate editor experience and how cultural context might
influence it, we employ an ethnomethodological perspective. Our
study follows the idea of a study of "talk-in-interaction within
various ’institutional’ or ’organisational’ settings to investigate
what types of interactional structures are specific to these settings"
[25, p.151]. Our method can be best described as participatory
observation, with two researchers actively participating in the edit-
a-thon conversing with the participants when necessary. As we did
not have any experience in editing Wikipedia before (nor did we
have a relation to the Polish Wikipedia community) we took the
role of newcomers joining theWikipedia editing community for the
first time as it is the case for many edit-a-thon participants. Data is
collected in course of an edit-a-thon held by a Polish collective in
November 2020.

The collective was founded, inspired by the Art+Feminism ini-
tiative, at the end of 2018 beginning of 2019, and is an informal
group of women with backgrounds in cultural studies and art his-
tory that specialises in creating articles on female, transgender and
LGBTQ artists in Polish Wikipedia. In 2020, the group had 61 active
editors who created 542 new articles, uploaded 665 items to Wiki-
media Commons and edited 37.6 K further articles resulting in a
total of 63.9 K edits. The group and the edit-a-thons it organizes are
supported by a Wikimedia Foundation Rapid Grant and Wikigrants.

The edit-a-thon lasted for four hours between 16:00 to 20:00
on 21 November 2020 and was a virtual event held via Google
Hangouts. As in previous editions, the edit-a-thon followed the
idea of adding new or extending existing articles of female Polish
architects, photographers, illustrators etc. on Polish Wikipedia. A
list of possible edits was curated by the community members in a
publicly accessible Google doc before the meeting started to give
newcomers the chance to work on an article without having to think
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about a person themselves. On that day, the group reflected different
community members, including a Polish Wikipedia administrator,
Wikipedia redactors, experienced editors, and new editors. In total,
16 participants joined the edit-a-thon at various stages. Almost all
participants used a desktop PC to edit articles. Only one participant
used her mobile device. Events like this usually do not have a
strict agenda; the editors are free to decide whether they join the
meeting only for some time or participate actively during the entire
event. Some participants join only at the beginning of the meeting
to confirm the article and ask questions to come back at the end
of the event with the article ready for publication. Both the host
and all participants share their screens when they encounter an
issue or are willing to advise collaborators. Everyone is allowed
to ask questions freely, and people who get distracted can mute
the conversation. This format was beneficial to our study since
we as observers could ask follow-up questions or get in-depth
reflections from the participants. At the beginning of the edit-a-
thon all participants were informed about the goal of the study, how
data will be gathered, stored and analysed and informed consent
was obtained verbally by all partakers. During the edit-a-thon, we
took field notes and the complete edit-a-thon was recorded on
video. The field notes and the transcript of the video recordings
served as the basis of data analysis. During the data collection, the
analysis process i.e. the coding of our data and the presentation of
our findings, we followed the recommendations by Kawulich [10].

4 DATA ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the (1) coding scheme and (2) rele-
vant theoretical constructs that help us with analysing and in-
terpreting our results. Inspired by earlier work that employed
ethnomethodological-inspired participatory observation, our data
analysis process follows a conversation analytic approach [23]. We
analyse our results in two steps: In a first step, and based on findings
from earlier studies on new editor experience [26], we created a
coding scheme for deductively coding the transcript on instances
of motivation and frustration that participants experienced during
the edit-a-thon. The New Editor Experience project focused on sup-
porting mid-sized Wikipedias with increasing their editor base and
conducted design research with new editors of South Korean and
Czech Wikipedia to uncover their characteristics, behaviours and
motivations as well as their key challenges [26]. As edit-a-thons are
one of many aims to recruit and retain new editors, we investigated
which and how many motivation incidents and challenges i.e. frus-
tration incidents occur for participants during such a collaborative
writing event.

4.1 Coding Schema
Table 1 shows the coding schema and lists all motivation and frus-
tration incidents that got coded for. The codes and descriptions
for motivations are taken from the personas published in the new
editor experience project report [26, p.12]. The codes for frustration
incidents and their descriptions are inspired by the summary of key
challenges identified in the same study [26, p.33]. In an deductive
coding process, we, whenever appropriate, applied one or multiple
of these codes to a turn in the conversations among participants
during the edit-a-thon.

4.2 Hofstede’s 6D Model of National Culture
New editors experience during an edit-a-thon is likely to be in-
fluenced by many context factors e.g., the size of the group, the
experience of editors involved, whether it is a physical or virtual
event and many more. We were interested in to what extent cultural
context influences the participant’s behaviour and conversations.
We turned to Hofstede’s 6D Model of National Culture to find a the-
oretical underpinning for how to interpret the way our participants
interacted and conversed with each other. Hofstede’s model is a
common framework for describing the effects of a society’s culture
on the value of its members and how these affect their behavior [6].
Often, these dimensions are defined via opposing concept pairs. The
first dimension, Power Distance, refers to the degree of how accept-
ing less powerful members of organizations and institutions are of
unequal power distributions. The second dimension, Individualism
vs. Collectivism, describes the extent to which people feel indepen-
dent as opposed to being dependent on each other as members of a
larger collective. The third dimension, Masculinity vs. Femininity
covers social role division between genders. In masculine societies,
people are driven by competition, achievement and success while
in feminine societies caring for others and a focus on the quality of
life is more important. The fourth dimension Uncertainty Avoidance
covers how threatened a society feels by ambiguous or unknown
situations and which measures (e.g. habits and rituals) are in place
to deal with the anxiety of an unpredictable future. The fifths di-
mension, Long Term Orientation, describes howwelcoming a society
is to societal change and how strong it maintains links with its own
past. The sixth and final dimension, Indulgence vs. Restraint, covers
how strongly people in a society follow their desire and impulses
and give room to socialisation with others and leisure time as op-
posed to duty being the normal state of being. Figure 1 shows a
bar chart that compares the three countries China, Denmark and
Poland on the aforementioned six dimensions, and gives a good
impression of how different cultural orientations in societies can
be according to that scale.

Polish society can be characterized as an individualist society in
which members mostly take care of themselves and their immediate
families [8]. In individualist societies offence causes a loss of self-
esteem and guilt. While highly individualistic, Polish society also
has a strong need for a clear hierarchy. Following [8] high numbers
in both Individualism vs. Collectivism and Power Distance causes
tension in a culture. Furthermore, Poland is a masculine country
in which people live in order to work and conflicts are resolved
by fighting them out. "Managers are expected to be decisive and
assertive" [8]. Moreover, Polish people have a strong tendency to
avoid uncertainty which makes them follow rigid codes of beliefs
and rules. This leads to a hard-working culture with high precision.
However, innovation may be resisted. Regarding their Long Term
Orientation Polish culture can be considered as normative (not
pragmatic) with a sense for traditions. Finally, Polish society is
a restrained society. Restrained societies do not put much focus
on leisure time. They "feel that indulging themselves is somewhat
wrong" [8]. We will use these characteristics of Polish society to
interpret the role of main actors (i.e. the host and the administrator)
and participants behaviour during the edit-a-thon.
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Incident Code Description

Motivation

Promoting myself or my work Edits are motivated by leveraging Wikipedia’s reach for
promoting their work or themselves

Achieving a goal or completing a task Edits are motivated by smaller but tasks e.g. adding a reference or a picture

Gaining experience or knowledge Edits and actions are motivated by the drive to learn something
new and be part of the offline community

Fixing bugs or filling knowledge gaps Desire to fix smaller ’common sense’ errors or correcting false claims
Sharing my knowledge Desire to share topical knowledge or knowledge about good resources

Contribute to the changes in society Edits are motivated by a strong passion for addressing biases or
imbalances on often controversial topics

Frustration

Unintuitive user interface Usability issues: New editors struggle with using the visual and source editor
or have problems with the UI in general

Unclear Wikipedia’s procedures and policies Conceptual challenges: there is a lack of clarity on when and how
Wikipedia’s procedures and policies apply

Unavailability of Wikipedia as a formal institution Wikipedia seems formal, academic and authoritative, which makes new
editors feel that their edits have to be perfect

Communication challenges and issues with receiving support New editors struggle with finding the help they need and in
communicating with other users

Table 1: Coding schema inspired by [26] and applied in the data analysis process.

Figure 1: Comparison of three countries, China, Denmark and Poland, along their scores for Hofstede’s 6 Dimensions of
National Culture. This Figure was created via a tool accessible at [8].

5 FINDINGS
During the four-hour meeting, the group accomplished to publish
eleven new articles and extend two existing ones. Observing this
process and the surrounding discussions, we recorded a total of 53
motivation incidents and 63 frustration incidents. These findings
are broken down in Figure 2.

Fixing bugs, closing knowledge gaps (n=15) and sharing one’s
own knowledge (n=14) were the most frequent motivational aspects
that occurred during the session (see Figure 2). Due to the fact that
the edit-a-thon followed a common goal, the number of instances
in which participants wanted to promote their work or themselves
was low (n=3). The type and frequency of motivational aspects vary

depending on the phase of the edit-a-thon and the specific tasks
at hand. In the beginning, participants expressed excitement for
writing biographical notes about their favourite female artists and
spreading knowledge about them in society via a publicly accessible
Wikipedia article. At a later stage, editors were looking forward to
sharing knowledge about good sources for references and strategies
and how to find them. Finally, towards the end, when participants
had their initial drafts published as articles, they got motivated to
begin new articles out of the contentment of having achieved the
task of publishing despite many hurdles and frustrating incidents.
When looking at it from a time series perspective, many motiva-
tional incidents were followed by a frustration incident. The most
common frustration incidents recorded were usability problems and
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(a) Motivation incidents and their frequency (b) Frustration incidents and their frequency

Figure 2

UX issues i.e. problems resulting from an unintuitive user interface
(n=20). On multiple occasions during the edit-a-thon participants
complained about not being able to find specific functions/buttons
in the publishing process e.g. for starting to edit a page, for moving
an article from the draft section over to the publishing section or
which functions to use to finally publish an article. This was both
the case for the visual and the source editor. Another step in the
publishing process that caused confusion among participants was
the step of assigning articles to categories as many editors were
of the impression that this is done automatically. Participants also
discussed the UX flaws of experimental features like the translation
tool, which none of the participants was recommending to use
[13]. Moreover, the administrator condemned behavior in which
articles only get translated from English to Polish. This is in line
with previous observations, that especially among senior editors
and administrators, the idea of rather not having an entry for an
article then a ’bad’ translation of an English article is widespread.

In some cases, frustration incidents were overlapping i.e. coded
with multiple codes. In the case of article categorization, for exam-
ple, confusion was caused by the lack of official rules regarding
which and how many categories should an article be assigned to
(Unclear Wikipedia procedures and policies (n=19)). Some of these
cases were resolved by the host sharing her screen and sharing good
technical practices or standard procedures like copying categories
from similar types of articles or linking to other already existing
articles. The host suggested creating red links which from her point
of view hinted towards knowledge gaps and possibilities to grow
smaller language editions. This was also linked to a motivation
incident as one editor remarked that spotting red links motivate
her to contribute more to Wikipedia and close such gaps. Another
example is finding the ideal structure for a biography entry. Here,
the host would advise to find a ’best article’ and copy paste it’s
source code.

Finally, instances or episodes which reflected the unavailability
of Wikipedia as a formal institution (n=16) are mostly related to

situations in which the administrator decisively referred to official
Wikipedia guidelines, which prevented participants from using
a certain reference or writing an article about a specific person.
Details on episodes like these are described further below.

The interactions and conversations among the edit-a-thon partic-
ipants result in qualitative data which has the potential to provide
insights into the culture of the Polish editor community. Using
Hofstede’s model we try to shed light on the influence of national
characteristics on contribution to Wikipedia and editors experience.
As mentioned in section 4.2 Poland scores high in the dimension
Power Distance and the 6d model describes it as a hierarchical soci-
ety in which people accept a hierarchical structure and top-down
orders within an organization. The behaviours recorded during
our observation demonstrate this characteristic. As a powerful per-
son, the Wikipedia administrator expressed strong opinions about
Wikipedia rules and policies. On multiple occasions throughout the
edit-a-thon the administrator enforced rules regarding verifiability
and citations, copyright of material or notability of a person very
strictly which caused frustration among editors who already strug-
gled with conceptual challenges of that kind when contributing to
Wikipedia.

The second dimension Individualism vs. Collectivism charac-
terises Polish society as an individualistic society, which contra-
dicts the hierarchical order, resulting in tensions within a society
that scores high on both dimensions. During the edit-a-thon, this
cultural factor may have lead experienced editors to challenge ad-
ministrators’ rules which created tensions. During the observation,
these incidents became evident when the host of the meeting or
one of the more experienced editors did not agree with the poli-
cies brought forward by the administrator and shared opinions
about Wikipedia being a free encyclopedia. Especially, when the
administrator brought forward aspects of notability i.e. whether an
artist was respected enough to have a Wikipedia article, the host
and senior editors hinted towards the new encyclopedic rules for
young modern female artists who do not fall into the typical rules
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onWikipedia’s notability criteria [36]. During the discussion, many
new editors mentioned that with rigid policies in place closing
knowledge gaps and overcoming biases in Wikipedia is difficult.
They argued that societal structures i.e. keeping women away from
award ceremonies etc. make it impossible to find the necessary
sources that would document their significance and that they are
worth of notice. While this might not be so much the case nowadays,
it is a problem for historical figures. However, it is mostly articles
about women that get deleted by administrators due to an alleged
lack of notability.

All in all, unclear rules and a strict application of policy by the
administrator often lead to this kind of articles being blocked from
publications during the edit-a-thon. The Polish culture, according
to the Hofstede’s model, is a masculine culture, with a high drive
for avoiding uncertainty and a clear long term orientation [8]. This
means that society is characterised by a normative culture suspi-
cious of change in which conflicts are being solved by fights rather
than compromise. This became obvious in most discussions be-
tween editors, the host and the administrator as the administrator
did not really engage in dialogue but instead referred to the of-
ficial rules blocking any real discussion. Everything that seemed
unorthodox or not compliant with the official rules appeared to
make him feel insecure which is probably why he insisted on the
strict application of policies. This seems also counter-intuitive as
one of Wikipedia’s main rules is: Ignore all rules (IAR) [38]. More-
over, he acted decisive and assertive — as expected from managers
in masculine cultures — and the tone of voice in which this dia-
logue was lead by the administrator was rather harsh. This caused
a certain tension in the group which consisted mainly of younger
female editors. Following the discussion with the administrator,
multiple editors complained that even on discussion pages in Polish
Wikipedia, prolonged discussions are rather the norm rather than
the exception and are often impossible to solve via achieving con-
sensus. Nevertheless, one has to mention that the administrators’
help has also been perceived as helpful for example when he hinted
towards documentation.

Finally, the low score for indulgence for Polish culture was ex-
pressed among Wikipedia editors with the pessimism in bringing
actual change. This became evident in two cases: first one partici-
pant mentioned that articles about women are generally rejected
by administrators although they would have well-researched ref-
erences and sources. Second, it became evident in the discussion
at the end of the observation that participants showed uncertainty
about their skills and competencies to change the rules for modern
artists’ publications on Wikipedia. The contributors discussed if it
was more meaningful to instead create a list of possible changes
and new articles and pass this list on to administrators as they did
not truly believe in having the skills to do this themselves.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Wikipedia needs more Wikipedians and those should ideally come
from diverse backgrounds. Only by recruiting new editors with var-
ious differing ethnic, racial, geographic and cultural backgrounds
holding various perspectives e.g. political beliefs or sexual orienta-
tions, the platform can achieve it’s goals of bridging knowledge gaps
and creating knowledge equity [39]. We believe that edit-a-thons

have the potential to be part of solving these problems. Despite
being around for many years now, systematic investigations of how
editors experience these collaborative writings events are missing
to a large degree. In this paper, we reported on a participatory ob-
servation conducted during a Arts+Feminism edit-a-thon held by a
Polish editor community in November 2020. To learn more about
the participant’s experience, we recorded, transcribed and coded
incidents of motivation and frustration that occurred during the
collaborative writing event, as well as the interaction between the
participants, the host and the administrator. We used Hofstede’s
6D Model of National Culture as a theoretical basis to explain the
behaviour of all people involved. Our findings support the previous
results by research on mid-size Wikipedias exposing communica-
tion issues and unintuitive interface as problematic aspects of editor
experience [26]. While those problems have been known for several
years now, especially the usability issues haven’t been fixed yet.

However, in our findings, it became yet again evident that the
greatest challenges new editors face are not technological but con-
ceptual and cultural. Thus, this is a level where cultural identity
measurable via Hofstede’s index has a huge influence on editor
experience. As new editors struggle with understanding Wikipedia
policies, finding help and receiving feedback, the administrator’s
role and how she/he conveys policy rules, engages in discussions
and frames feedback is essential. However, especially experienced
editors and administrators struggle with providing personal, con-
structive feedback and e.g. explaining the rationals of policy rules
to new editors. Previous studies found multiple explanations for
this [26]. First, as experienced editors and administrators develop
more advanced levels of their skills they become removed from
the new editor experience and lose their competence to relate to
new editors and their problems. Second, experienced editors and
administrators feel that their efforts of mentoring are wasted if new
editor investment and retention rate is low [26]. It is especially in
these moments that issues expressed and experienced during the
edit-a-thon, such as gender bias or the organization’s authoritative
character, may be intensified by the characteristics of Polish culture
described with Hofstede’s metric [6]. Polish society is characterised
as a strong male-focused society with a high Power Distance which
we interpret as what lead the administrator to a strict application of
Wikipedia policies and the unwillingness to engage in discussions
and thus also the lack of contextualization and clear description of
rationale behind the policies. However, this left many of the new
editors frustrated and culminated to a point where they themselves
were in doubt whether they could bring any change to Wikipedia
and whether it wouldn’t be more effective to leave possible changes
to Wikipedia for the administrator to do. From our point of view,
this attitude is yet again related to Polish culture which is restrain-
ing people from fulfilling existing needs.

Our study is limited to the degree that we did not conduct multi-
ple observations in different Wikipedia communities and cultures
and performed a comparative analysis of the influence of culture on
new editor experience during edit-a-thons. Thus we can not be en-
tirely sure whether the editors experience and the general climate
during the edit-a-thon are a result of Polish culture, or whether
it was mostly influenced by the administrators personality. More-
over, the strong gender imbalance, i.e. most editors being female
and the administrator being male, could have also played a role.
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However, the goal of this study is not to generalize across multiple
communities and events. Our aim is to contribute to research on
editor experience during edit-a-thons and raise awareness of the
fact that culture can have a huge impact on newcomers experience
during edit-a-thons. We also believe that this sets the opportunity
to improve training material that is offered for edit-a-thon hosting.
The Wikimedia foundation already provides excellent material on
how to host edit-a-thons and other editing events in three modules
[35]. One option would be to add additional material for coaching
experienced editors and administrators on how to provide meaning-
ful feedback and mentorship to new editors while keeping potential
influences of cultural dimensions in mind. This material could be
tailored towards different regions and cultures depending on how
they score on the 6D scale.

With this article we try to highlight the necessity of future re-
search on edit-a-thons and what influence a communities’ culture
has on editor experience and editor retention. Future work should
perform a comparative analysis of edit-a-thons hosted in countries
with differing positions on Hoftede’s scale. Finally, there is a need
to investigate the influence of edit-a-thons on newcomer retention
rate in greater detail in general.
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ABSTRACT
As Wikipedia has grown in popularity, it is important to investi-
gate its diverse user community and collaborative editorial base.
Although all user data, from traffic to user edits, are available for
download under a free and open license, it is difficult to work with
this data due to its scale.

In this paper, we demonstrate how consumer hardware can be
used to create a local database of Wikipedia’s full edit history from
their public XML data dumps. Using this database, we create and
present the first visualizations of how editing on talk pages differs
between user groups. Our visualizations demonstrate that low qual-
ity edits are primarily performed by IP users, rather than blocked
users, and that overall engagement with talk pages has plateaued
over the last 10 years across all user groups. Finally, we investigate
the feasibility of classifying blocked users using this dataset as an
example of future research directions. However, we demonstrate
the difficulty of this task and find that additional data or a more
advanced model would be needed to classify them, as our approach
didn’t provide sufficient information to do this.

We anticipate that our visualizations and data extraction process
are of interest to the community and will provide researchers with
the tools needed to use Wikipedia’s valuable data when resources
are limited.
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• Information systems → Data extraction and integration;
Wikis; • Human-centered computing → Information visual-
ization.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Twenty years after its release, Wikipedia needs no introduction.
Started as an experiment in anonymous, public collaboration, it is
now the largest andmost popular reference work on the Internet [1].
Additionally, its talk pages feature some of the most high-quality
debate on the Internet which provides fertile ground for research
[4][21]. However, too little attention has been paid to the engage-
ment of users on talk pages as a vehicle for understanding and
approximating user and group activity across Wikipedia as a whole
[15]. We extract user interactions on talk pages throughout the
entire edit history, along with group membership among the users,
in order to visualize and depict engagement patterns across and
among the users and groups. We anticipate these visualizations
will provide (i) additional insights on how editors engage with each
other on these pages and (ii) demonstrate whether talk page inter-
actions provide a comprehensive enough depiction of the overall
diversity in editor engagement to classify users into membership
in one of these groups.

Analyzing Wikipedia data presented some challenges, due to
several limiting factors. Like Wikipedia itself, documentation about
accessing the data is community generated, with little top-down
guidance of best practices or official tools. We found multiple pub-
licly curated lists of tools1, each providing a combination of main-
tained and abandoned projects. None of the tools found provided
an efficient mechanism for procuring user engagement data and
edit history.

Although the data is made as public as possible, the direct exports
of the database tables are not published. Instead, the full edit history
of all pages is released as a set of ≈ 600 archives, each of which
extract to ≈ 50 GB XML files. Other options are provided to access
individual files or limited revisions, however none address the need
to consume the entire edit history. For example, alternative versions
of the XML data files, denoted as “multistream” [19] and compressed
using bzip2 [16] with multiple bzip2 streams per file, are provided
to allow indexing and extracting a particular page without the need
to decompress the entire file. Additionally, if a smaller section of
Wikipedia is of interest, such as a category or a set of pages, the
Special:Export2 tool can be used. Unfortunately this tool is limited
to the 1,000 oldest or newest revisions.

Since our work seeks to depict interactions among users and
groups across all history, using Special:Export or multistream data

1https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Datasets#Tools_to_extract_data_from_Wikipedia:,
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Data_dumps/Other_tools, https://meta.wikimedia.
org/wiki/Data_dumps/Tools_for_importing, https://web.archive.org/web/
20191218101830/http://wikipapers.referata.com/wiki/List_of_tools
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:Export
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files are insufficient. Therefore, we focus on processing the pub-
lished data dumps consisting of all Wikipedia edits3.

We extract and analyze edits on talk pages from the published
data dumps to depict user engagement on Wikipedia. We anticipate
that there is a larger diversity in editor engagement with these
pages compared with other pages, such as those in main space, as
users are making requests and having discussions with other users
[15]. We separate users into several distinct groups, such as special
users, blocked users, IP users and bots. This provides a framing for
visualization and classification.

More specifically, in this study, we aim to explore the diversity
of editor engagement on talk pages through a discussion of the
following research questions:

RQ 1. How can the Wikipedia dataset be made more accessible, in
terms of reduction in size or computation time, for research
using consumer hardware?

RQ 2. Do visualizations of the data and metadata extracted when
addressing RQ1 provide insights into differentiatingWikipedia
user groups?

RQ 3. Does the metadata extracted while addressing RQ1 alone
provide enough context about user edits to classify blocked
users?

In response to RQ1, we present an open-source tool to create
a database of edits for any Wikipedia namespace (Section 3). It
downloads and partitions each dump before extracting the diff
and metadata (which we refer to as features) of each edit. Next,
regarding RQ2, we present the first visualizations depicting how
different user groups interact with Wikipedia talk pages (Section 4).
We then investigate RQ3, by demonstrating a future area of research
with this data (Section 5). We attempt to classify blocked users using
a linear classifier on the calculated features, rather than the edits
themselves; while providing a provoking depiction of the group,
it was unable to adequately classify the individual users. In the
last section, we discuss our findings and outline future research
directions.

2 RELATEDWORK
Multiple studies have emerged in an attempt to understand user
engagement on Wikipedia. Recent work has focused on classifying
actors, detecting vandalism, analyzing the content of talk pages,
and extracting a social network of users. In terms of visualizing talk
page data, focus is mostly on user interaction, specifically regarding
edit wars [3][13] or deletion discussions [18].

Rawat et al. [14] attempted to accurately classify abusive ac-
tors. They acquired their data by scraping user contributions from
Wikipedia and applying machine learning to this data set. Their
model provided an 84% accuracy, however the data set they used
was very small. Our research instead provides a vehicle for expand-
ing this dataset to all Wikipedia edits.

In the field of vandalism detection, Javanmardi [8] provides a
high performing and fast model. They used a data set of Wikipedia
edits which were manually classified to be spam or not spam. They
created a classifier with 66 features which had an accuracy of 95.5%

3https://dumps.wikimedia.org

Area Under Curve (AUC) on the test set. To create the high per-
forming model, they used the Lasso technique which resulted in 27
features and 95% AUC.

Schneider et al. [15] discuss the articles’ talk pages. They aimed
to classify the diversity in these pages and created thirteen such
categories. They explored how users could signal which category
their edit belonged to for aggregation purposes. They found that the
most controversial articles have relatively short talk pages due to
repetitive arguments in which neither side convinces the other. In
contrast, Martinez-Ortuno et al. [11] looked at users’ talk pages and
how this is related to user activity. Compared to article talk pages,
user talk pages can be thought of as the user’s profile where people
can thank or ask questions of the user. This is therefore a good
predictor of a user’s standing in the community. The researchers
did not find a direct correlation between negative messages and
decreased edits, but did present amodel that could be used to predict
user edit activity.

From a user standpoint we can look at the social networks
of Wikipedia. Massa [12] found that extracting a network-based
dataset could be approached in three ways, each of them flawed.
Manual extraction is the most reliable but very time consuming
and would not find edits which were reverted. Scraping talk pages
faced many challenges such as custom signatures. Finally, they used
the Wikipedia XML dumps. This was the most accurate for finding
user’s edits but could not verify to whom users were replying.

3 DATA ACQUISITION
In order to process the large amount of data in the compressed
XML data dumps, and address our first research question RQ1, we
created a tool NSDB (Namespace Database) [9] to extract all edits
from a user-provided namespace. Succinctly, our tool temporarily
downloads, splits, and extracts edit diffs and user-interaction fea-
tures to create a complete SQL database of edits for any Wikipedia
namespace, which is specified on the command line. Based on user
parameters, it limits the amount of temporary storage and number
of cores used.

3.1 Namespace Database
To ensure the tool is of use to future researchers, NSDB was de-
veloped in Python, since it is a popular and stable language for
Data Science. For data storage, the tool utilizes either a MySQL
or MariaDB database, since they are both robust and open-source.
The tool has been released as open-source on GitHub4, including
thorough documentation.

Downloading the XML dumps can take significant time due to
the location of any given mirror, high load, throttling, traffic, etc.
Consequently, a speed test is performed to each mirror before the
dump is downloaded. As each dump is independent of the others,
we can easily parallelize parsing. To maximize parallelization, and
localize errors, we split each dump into several partitions. This func-
tionality is performed by a helper tool, splitwiki, which splits
each dump at page boundaries into N partitions—123 per file on
average—preserving the header with each one, to create a valid

4https://github.com/carlinmack/NamespaceDatabase
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Table 1: Features extracted from edits

(1) comment contains “copyedit” (7) len. of longest inserted word (13) ratio of # pronouns to
(2) comment contains “Personal Life” (8) len. of longest inserted char. sequence # words
(3) comment length (9) ratio of inserted capitalization (14) number of deleted words
(4) ratio of special char’s in comment (10) ratio of inserted digits (15) if the article was blanked
(5) # inserted internal links (11) ratio of inserted special char’s (16) if they inserted vulgarity
(6) # inserted external links (12) ratio of inserted whitespace (17) if they are a special user

smaller dump. This means that the storage requirement of the parti-
tioned dumps is slightly greater than the singular file, however they
allow for more efficient parsing and fine-grained error handling.

Each partition is parsed by parse. The parser streams each page
in the partition, extracts features and inserts them into the data-
base. MediaWiki’s mwxml tool [6] is used for efficiently streaming
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Figure 1: Distribution of users across groups and the total
number of edits made by each group. While IP users con-
stitute the bulk of talk page editors, they edit only a small
fraction of pages.

the XML, allowing it to be iterated in Python with low memory
overhead. Since each edit in the dump is stored as the resulting full
page, NSDB must extract the diff between the current and previous
edit to determine exactly which text was modified. The wdiff [10]
tool was used to provide a word-level difference between the edits,
extracting both the added and/or deleted text. If the page is in the
selected namespace, this difference is then stored in the database to
provide a more granular user-based edit history. From these texts,
measurements about the text–features–are calculated and stored
alongside the edit. When deciding which features to extract, we
followed the methodology of Javanmardi [8]. In total we extracted
17 out of 27 of their features, listed in Table 1.

Features without implementation details were not implemented.
If the page is not in the selected namespace, NSDB calculates

basic statistics on the editor, including number of edits and reverted
edits, which is stored with the user information. This means that for
the target namespace we insert into the database for every revision,
whereas in the non-target namespace we insert once for each user
that makes an edit. Finally, we add information about the page to
the database.

In the database, there are four main tables:
• edit, which stores each edit for the target namespace, in-
cluding added and deleted text as well as calculated feature
values;
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by user group (above) compared with the total number of
talk page edits per year by user group (below).
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groups, besides bots, but the activity of special users appears to be decreasing at a slower rate which shows that they
are remaining engaged.

4.1 Capturing Time and History

Figure 3, inspired by the work of Bégin et al. [2], was created to investigate the duration that users are active on
Wikipedia’s talk pages. The first and last edits of each user are plotted, with the total number of edits they have made
encoded by the hue of the point. In this visualization, we see many users with relatively few edits along the diagonal,
denoting that they made an edit but did not stay engaged with the site. A dense group of long-time editors, with large
numbers of edits through 2020, created their accounts in 2006–2008 and have continued editing since. However, it
appears that users who began editing after 2008 do not engage with the site as long. Some posit that the decline in
the following years was due to the automated edit filters that were set up, which turned people away from Wikipedia
[7][17].

Fig. 3. User engagement with talk pages plotted as their first and most recent edits. Users who do not engage long with talk pages
are depicted along the diagonal. Each user’s number of edits is shown by the hue of their point.

To continue investigating the vertical bands of extended engagement from users who started editing around 2006,
we created a second novel visualization of similar data in Figure 4. It presents a portion of the data from the previous

7

Figure 3: User engagement with talk pages plotted as their first and most recent edits. Users who do not engage long with talk
pages are depicted along the diagonal. Each user’s number of edits is shown by the hue of their point.

• page, which stores information about pages such as the title,
namespace, and number of revisions;

• user, which stores user information and overall metrics for
them, including number of edits and reverted edits across all
namespaces;

• and partition, which provides bookkeeping to keep track
of NSDB processing tasks.

Error handling was important as we expected high variation in
content. Errors were logged to a file unless parsing was stopped, in
which case they were logged to the database. Partitions which failed
were manually restarted and the cause of failure was investigated
and fixed.

Coordinating these processes is nsdb, the main application. It
downloads a list of current XML dumps and starts the process of
downloading, splitting, and processing in parallel. It allows the user
to specify the location of the temporary data dump and partition
files, the maximum space it should use, and the number of cores it
should keep available for other processes on the system.

Depending on the timeline needed for NSDB’s parsing, NSDB
may be run independently or in combination with a Slurm Work-
load Manager [20] and Python multiprocessing to increase paral-
lelization. Slurm may be used to distribute nsdb on several nodes,
while nsdb itself uses multiprocessing to create several processes
of splitwiki and parse on the same node.

3.2 Performance
All processing was performed on namespace 1, the article talk space.
This is a namespace that only 10% of users edit and receives far less
editing than main space. We parsed the publicly available April 1,
2020 dump release, which consisted of 660 individual XML files and
resulted in 75,355 partitions. The resulting database was 83GB in
total, with the edit table being the bulk of the database, at 68GB.

3.2.1 Consumer Hardware. NSDB was developed using a laptop
with 8GB RAM, 8 cores, and limited hard drive space. Due to space
constraints, only one dump could be processed at a time. How-
ever, we found that NSDB was able to process approximately 2–3
partitions per minute in this environment.

3.2.2 Ingest at Scale. In order to speed up processing, we used
external computing resources in addition to some occasional pro-
cessing locally. We used 6 compute nodes, with 14 cores on each.
One thread was reserved for nsdb, 3 for splitwiki and 10 for
parse. Using our final diagnostics, we averaged 7 partitions per
minute for 132 hours. On average, we processed 5 dumps per hour
(660 dumps total). We saw at least a 100 times reduction in database
size compared with dump size.

3.2.3 Consumer Trade-offs. Based on our initial benchmarks, we
predict that the database could be created using a single personal
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Figure 4: Comparing the number of users who made their
first talk page edit in a given yearwith howmany edits those
same users make in the future. The users who began in 2006
have made approximately 120M edits since their first inter-
action; a majority of those edits were made by special users
even though they constitute only a small fraction (1.2%) of
users who began that year.

computer with several weeks of constant processing. Disk space is
the main bottleneck on consumer hardware, as there needs to be
100GB of space free per dump due to the brief doubling of space
required during partitioning. Utilizing external disks or focusing
either only on a sample of the dumps or a category of pages may
significantly increase compute time and reduce the time needed to
complete the parsing.

3.3 Extensions and Research Accessibility
NSDB provides a turn-key approach to extracting, simplifying, and
reducing the size of the Wikipedia XML data dumps into a manage-
able MySQL database, confirming our first research question, RQ1.
By exploiting the inherent parallelism of the download, extraction,
and feature computation tasks, we have created a solution that
scales from space-limited personal computers to server-level hard-
ware. However, further benchmarking is still required on mid-level
hardware, such as current consumer desktops, to determine the
processing time on those systems. Additionally, we did not investi-
gate the size and time taken to parse the main article namespace.
However, an estimate from the diagnostics we performed would
suggest it would be at least 10 times slower and produce a database
that is at least 10 times larger.
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Figure 5: Comparing the number of users who made their
first talk page edit in a given year with howmany edits they
make per year on average. The users who began in 2018 and
2006 appear to be among the most active groups.

4 VISUALIZING TALK PAGE DATA
After creating the database of edits, we investigated user groups
and user engagement over the history of Wikipedia. Our second re-
search question, RQ2, asks if visualizations of this data can provide
insights into differentiating user groups and their behaviors over
time. To begin addressing this question, we chose six groups of
interest to focus on in our visualizations and analysis. From largest
to smallest, they are:

• IP users, which are not logged in;
• Users, which are logged in;
• Blocked users, which are users that have been blocked;
• Blocked IP users, which are users that are not logged in but
the IP address they are using has been blocked;

• Special users, which are users that have been given privileges
(such as being able to protect pages or rollback many edits
at one time); and

• Bots, which are accounts which are operated automatically.
Figure 1 shows the breakdown of these user groups in the data-

base. We can see that there exists a reverse correlation between
group size and number of talk page edits made. The most substan-
tial group of editors is the IP users with 70% of the total, however
they make only 9% of the edits. One of the smallest groups, special
users, creates the most edits. Even though blocked users are a small
subsection of the overall user population, they make a surprisingly
large number of edits.

As we begin to incorporate time into the visualizations, Figure 2
temporally extends the bar charts of both user composition and
number of edits from Figure 1. These area graphs depict the number
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Figure 6: Heatmap showing the activity of user groups per day of the year.

of editors active each year along with their group classification and
the number of edits made overall each year. This demonstrates that
talk page activity peaked in 2007 and the number of engaged users
has steadily plateaued. The number of edits made has decreased in
all groups, besides bots, but the activity of special users appears to
be decreasing at a slower rate which shows that they are remaining
engaged.

4.1 Capturing Time and History
Figure 3, inspired by the work of Bégin et al. [2], was created to
investigate the duration that users are active on Wikipedia’s talk
pages. The first and last edits of each user are plotted, with the
total number of edits they have made encoded by the hue of the
point. In this visualization, we see many users with relatively few
edits along the diagonal, denoting that they made an edit but did
not stay engaged with the site. A dense group of long-time editors,
with large numbers of edits through 2020, created their accounts in
2006–2008 and have continued editing since. However, it appears
that users who began editing after 2008 do not engage with the site
as long. Some posit that the decline in the following years was due
to the automated edit filters that were set up, which turned people
away from Wikipedia [7][17].

To continue investigating the vertical bands of extended engage-
ment from users who started editing around 2006, we created a
second novel visualization of similar data in Figure 4. It presents a
portion of the data from the previous visualization to connect the
number of users who started editing in each year with the number
of edits they have created since.

Specifically, the left-hand side of the plot shows how many users
made their first edit per year. Directly connected to that bar on
the right-hand side, we show how many edits their accounts have

made until now. For example, with uniform data, such as if 100
accounts were created each year and each account made 100 edits
per year, the left-hand side would show a constant 100 for each year.
However, the right-hand side would decrease since the accounts in
each successive year would have less time to edit. We do not observe
this trend in the actual data. The editors who began in 2006 have
made the most edits, surpassing those who came before them, and
appearing to have an out-sized role compared with future editors
as well. We surmise that this highlights the very active group of
core users, which is also evident in Figure 3. The height on the right
in this figure is decreasing, but not uniformly as expected; there
is a plateau from 2013 to 2016, which demonstrates an increase in
editing by some new users.

In order to understand these trends, our visualization includes the
breakdown of user groups. Even though there are a few special users
who started editing in 2006, they have contributed the most edits
of all user groups. Specifically, these 2,344 users have made 66.2M
of the 120.3M edits of all users who started in 2006. Conversely, in
the plateau of 2013 to 2016, while the number of user and special
user edits decreased, the amount of bot edits increased.

Another interesting trend noted in this visualization is the com-
position of user groups compared with their edit behaviors. A
bulk of the first edits, shown on the left-hand side, are edits by
IP addresses–specifically, users who are not logged in. They con-
sisted of a majority of first edits from 2005 through 2015. Since
2016, a positive trend has emerged showing that more editors are
creating accounts to make their first edits rather than editing via
IP. In all cases, the IP users do not have longevity on the site, since
even though they are a majority of first edits each year, they are a
small fraction of the continued future edits of that year.
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Figure 7: Average value of each feature taken from talk page edits, displayed per group.

Figure 5 provides a slightly different view, replacing the total
number of future edits for each year on the right-hand side with the
average edits per year. This visualization removes the confounding
problem of decreasing future time inherent in the previous figure.
For our simple example of 100 users making 100 edits per year,
this view would make both sides constant: 100 users starting each
year with each yearly set of users making 10,000 edits per year on
average. Through this diagram, we see the out-sized role of the
special users in 2006; they make more edits per year on average
than each group of users make per year from 2009 through 2016. In
fact, it highlights the special user engagement across all the years,
since they make a substantial number of edits even though they are
only a small fraction of the new users in any given year. In 2013,
users began to overtake special users by average number of edits
per year. Users who started editing in 2017 and 2018 make the most
edits compared with other types of users that started the same year.
This may denote a shift towards more engagement and edits by
users rather than their special user counterparts, or perhaps these
users are a part of the next cohort to be given permissions.

Conversely, the IP users’ edits average out as we look backwards
in time through the figure. Indeed, Figure 4 shows that IP users

do not make a large number of edits overall relative to other users
each year; that is, they appear to make only a handful of edits per
IP address. Therefore, this phenomenon is expected, as the IP users
will account for a proportional number of edits in the year they
started, but very few in subsequent years.

Next, we take a closer look at the time that users in each group
edit and engage with talk pages. Specifically, the days of the year
that different groups of users edit provides another importantmetric
of each group’s engagement. Figure 6 shows a heatmap across time
of howmany edits on average each group makes per day of the year.
Each group has a drastically different editing pattern, however they
share some similarities as well. We see that there is a consistent drop
in editing across all the groups over the holidays in late December,
with the largest drop being in IP users. There is a peak in blocked
activity in September, which coincides with the start of the new
academic year. Plots which are mostly blue or yellow have high
variance between high and low days of editing respectfully. We see
that special users and users have low variance implying that they
frequently edit regardless of the day of the year.
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Figure 8: Blocked users tend to engage only for short periods of time, as depicted by the heavy-weight diagonal.

4.2 Capturing Group Edit Features
Moving away from temporal visualizations, we averaged the cal-
culated features for each group’s talk page edits. Figure 7 is a con-
nected dot plot which shows each group’s average value for every
feature. The range is shown with a horizontal grey bar for clar-
ity and the average value is depicted by a vertical line. This plot
depicts how each user type engages with talk pages, evoking the
possibility of a rubric to measure users against these group trends.
For example, the plot shows that on average blocked IP users and
bots added the most content per edit, whereas special users added
the least. In contrast, blocked IP users delete the least per edit on
average while non-blocked IP users and bots delete more per edit.
Some distributions are more difficult to interpret, like inserted cap-
italization, than others, like blanking—where blocked IPs and IPs
tend to remove the entire contents of talk pages the most.

From this chart we can tell that edits that we think of as spam,
such as high vulgarity and high reversions, are mainly made by IP
and blocked IP users. Blocked users are sometimes higher in these
regards, but in general are very similar to users. Also, special users,

or users with privileges, aren’t regularly found on the extremes like
we might expect, or when they are, it is hard to justify why that
would be the case. The only feature that they are on the extreme of,
which follows intuition, is they are reverted the least. As they edit
the most, they generally pull the all-user average towards them.
Finally, it seems that on average all user groups add content with
positive sentiment. This suggests that people are generally positive
and nice when talking to each other on talk pages.

4.3 Discussion
Across our visualizations of user edit history and edit features,
trends emerge among the different groups of users. Special users
and bots tend to make the bulk of the edits compared with general
users and IP users. Blocked users and bots tend to edit more in
mid-September, while special users, users, and IP users tend to have
a constant stream of edits all year. Likewise, blocked IP users tend
to be reverted more, insert shorter words, and make longer edits
overall. We can affirm that these visualizations help differentiate
these groups and highlight their differences, confirming RQ2.
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Figure 9: A dendrogram, using the centroid distance function, showing the similarity of talk page editing features of different
groups. Users and blocked users are shown to be the most similar groups.

5 CASE STUDY
Building on the trends apparent in our visualizations, we introduce
a case study to address RQ3, in which we investigate whether
blocked users can be classified based upon features calculated from
their edits alone.

First, to get a signature of their edits over time, we isolated
blocked users from Figure 3 to create Figure 8. We see that blocked
users tend to edit only for a short time and make few edits over-
all. This may be due to being blocked from editing quickly, or it
might be indicative of their edit habits. To further investigate, we
attempted to linearly classify blocked users using the average fea-
ture values for the group as shown in Figure 7. By combining the
average feature values of blocked users compared to other groups,
and the timelines typical of these users, we anticipated that a signa-
ture would emerge that would identify users that should be blocked.
Users that have been blocked on average add less than their un-
blocked counterparts, while deleting more text, use smaller longest
words, include more special characters with less white space, and
use text with a lower computed sentiment. Unfortunately, we found
that the average values for each of these features were not indicative
of the individual members of the group—there was a high variance
among the members that confounded the ability of the classifier to
correctly identify blocked users.

We verified the difficulty in classification using clustering as
depicted in the dendrogram shown in Figure 9. A dendrogram [5] is
a visual representation of a clustering algorithm, where at each step
the closest points in N -dimensional space are clustered together
and depicted as siblings on the visualization. As a side-effect, since
nodes which are clustered earlier aremore similar, their connections
appear lower in the visualization. The normalized average features
for each user group were used as the 23-dimensional input and then
clustered. We note that users and blocked users are shown to be

the most similar, on average, and therefore harder to separate and
classify. This is also the case for IP and blocked IP users, however
the distance between them is greater.

We then hypothesized that, as users would not have edited after
they were blocked, their most recent edits would potentially be the
cause of their blocking. Thus, we instead focused on the feature
values of the users’ last five edits and how that differs from their
averages. In order to ensure data quality, we only considered users
that had made 10 or more talk page edits; this resulted in a total user
population of 223, 722, consisting of 4, 314 blocked users. Figure 10
depicts the averages of features for the blocked users of this smaller
population against their overall feature averages. We see a higher
amount of adding and deleting of text in blocked users’ last edits,
along with shorter average word lengths, more vulgarity and white
space, and a significant spike in reversions. However, even though
these trends are apparent when comparing the change in blocked
user behavior shortly before their last edit, we see similar behaviors
among other user groups as well. Figure 11 plots the difference
between the average feature value and the average value of the last
five edits for all user groups. Even though the blocked user’s edit
patterns change, they do not appear to evidence drastically different
behavior compared with other groups. Therefore, this difference is
not indicative enough to use as a signature to classify a user as one
who should be blocked, and we can answer RQ3 in the negative.

6 FINDINGS
It is clear how important 2006 and 2007were for gaining high impact
and dedicated users that continue editing to this day. Overall, the
number of talk page editors has plateaued over the last decade, but
unfortunately the total number of edits per year has declined since.
However, we can see promising trends of new, productive editors
joining.
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Figure 10: Comparing the features of blocked user’s last five
edits versus their average. Blocked user’s edits are reverted
more before they are blocked.

We see a decrease in IP editing with a corresponding increase
in user editing, suggesting that more editors are choosing to edit
using an account. This is hopeful, as the quality of user edits are
likely to be higher quality than those of IP editors.

Blocked users seem to edit similarly to users, which suggests
they are not often blocked for “spammy” editing. This means that
we cannot classify these editors easily based on their editing trends
(RQ3); more advanced techniques or detailed data would be required
to accurately classify them. Furthermore, a largemajority of blocked
users do not tend to edit for long, which is positive as it would be
concerning to see many long standing and productive users getting
blocked.

7 FUTURE WORK
Weenvision three specific avenues for future exploration ofWikipedia
data using our techniques: improved classification methods, incor-
porating additional namespaces, and including the social domain
of WikiProjects.

We will investigate more complex classification techniques, such
as utilizing a Multi-layer Neural Network and computing additional
features over the edit history, to effectively classify users—especially
blocked users. It would also be beneficial to include features which
consider additional semantic content and keywords of the edit.
Secondly, we will expand benchmarking of our processes to include
additional namespaces, specifically main space. By using this larger
dataset, we would incorporate more user edit details, but it comes
at a storage cost trade-off if inserted and deleted text for each edit
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Figure 11: The difference in feature values between users’
last five edits for each group and their average for all edits.
The blocked users last five edits do not differ from their av-
erages enough to make them an outlier.

is included. Expanding to main space would additionally require
careful consideration of calculated features before the extraction
is performed due to the computation time needed. Finally, we will
investigate how WikiProjects change over time and whether there
are positive or negative trends in the data. The guidance that results
from these projects would help create a better encyclopedia for us
all.

8 CONCLUSION
We created evocative and informative visualizations of user en-
gagement on Wikipedia talk pages through the lens of user groups.
These visualizations allowed us to see the role that special users
have played throughout Wikipedia history, as well as the strong
and continually engaged communities that began editing in 2006.
Additionally, we show that while talk page engagement peaked in
2007 and has declined since, we can see a promising trend of rising
engagement from new users in the past 4 years.

As part of this process, we have detailed a scalable method of
performing research, utilizing the public XML data dumps con-
taining the full Wikipedia edit history. We created the Namespace
Database tool to create a MySQL database of Wikipedia edits for
any Wikipedia namespace, category, or set of pages. This tool is
fully documented and published under an open license, as so to be
extensible and fork-able for future development.

Finally, we attempted to use our extracted features of user edits
to classify blocked users. However, while these features provided
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insight into how different groups of users engage with Wikipedia
talk pages, they were insufficient to isolate the editing habits of
blocked users. We surmise that a more complex model or more
detailed dataset would be needed to successfully classify these
users.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Composition of special users
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Figure 12: A plot of the number of users which have each privilege. Note the log scale when interpreting this graph. The color
of the bar represents which of our groups that user belongs to.

Figure 12 illustrates the number of users with certain privileges on Wikipedia. This is the only plot which does not source from our
database, but instead from the user group assignments dump5. All groups are positive and denote a privilege that the user can subsequently
do. Details of the groups can be found on the “User access levels” page6.

5https://dumps.wikimedia.org/
6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:User_access_levels
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ABSTRACT
Compared to Wikipedia, Wikidata is a single domain website with
the possibility to view information in multiple languages. Trans-
lation plays a significant role in Wikidata. Unlike Wikidata items,
Wikidata properties are influenced less by translation bots and re-
quire a meaningful amount of human effort. The study of Wikidata
property creation and translation is, therefore, very essential. Since
the inception of Wikipedia, several research works have focused
on the information flow among different language Wikipedias. The
attention has now shifted to the way information on Wikidata is
created and translated. The focus of this article is the Wikidata
properties. WDProp is a web application created to understand and
obtain an integrated view on the various multilingual aspects of
Wikidata properties, from their proposition to their use on multiple
domains.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Wikidata [17], a Wikimedia project created in 2012 is a free, linked,
open, collaborative, and multilingual knowledge base. There are
significant differences between Wikidata and Wikipedia. Unlike
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Wikipedia, which contains the majority of information in unstruc-
tured form (e.g., textual description),Wikidata is a structured knowl-
edge base. Wikipedia uses multiple subdomains for different lan-
guages, each of which is managed by the associated language com-
munity. Wikidata, on the other hand, is a single domain website.
All the information related to a single topic in multiple languages
is referred to by a single URL. Logged-in users may be able to view
the information in their local language by configuring the local
language in their settings. Users can also make use of uselanд = lc ,
in the URL to view the information in any other language lc , where
lc is the language code. This is indeed a major change for Wikipedia
users used to multiple websites for looking up information in dif-
ferent languages. Such an approach of building a central store for
storing facts (or statements) related to multiple domains is challeng-
ing. This approach of collaborative multilingual and multi-domain
ontology development on Wikidata has been the focus of many
recent works [6, 8, 11].

Nevertheless, it is important to state that not all communication
on Wikidata exists in a multilingual way. There exist specific pages
where contributors need to use monolingual text for expressing
their opinions, like in discussion and User:Talk pages. Whether
a truly multilingual experience can be obtained on Wikidata is
an open and relevant research question. This article focus on a
small, but key aspect of Wikidata: properties to comprehend the
multilingual aspects around them. Wikidata properties play a major
role in describing knowledge across domains. Unlike Wikidata
items, they cannot be simply created but requires discussion and
voting. Depending on the need, the properties are proposed by
the Wikidata contributors. Such propositions are discussed by the
community members, where some may point to the availability of
existing properties and others agreeing to the need for the creation
of the property. Every property proposition undergoes voting, and
if a property has achieved a sufficient number of supporting votes,
the property may be created and made available for use.

A newly created property may not be available in all the lan-
guages and may have one or more translations based on the initial
translations proposed by the property proposer. This makes it diffi-
cult for users who do not speak or comprehend any of the available
translations. The role played by bilingual or multilingual speakers
is therefore very important. It is also difficult to use the proper-
ties, immediately after their creation, if their usage is not properly
described and documented. For this purpose, Wikidata WikiPro-
jects for different domains have been created, which curates the
properties and documents the usage for describing Wikidata items
belonging to the given domain. The problem of finding relevant
properties has also garnered some attention in the research com-
munity. There have been several works on predicting properties
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[3, 18] for describing domain knowledge, including a recent work
on their prediction from Wikipedia (e.g., Wiki2Prop [10]). It is im-
portant to state here that such property suggestions or predictions
may require some validation by the contributors and hence their
translations cannot be overlooked.

Translation of Wikidata properties is an important topic, and its
analysis in real-time is equally important, given the highly evolving,
open, and collaborative nature of Wikidata. Wikidata adds support
for new languages and datatypes from time to time. There is no easy
way to analyze the multilingual translation of Wikidata properties.
There are some static pages/tools to track the datatypes and the
properties, but they are not linked to languages and the property
translations. In this article, we discuss the development of WDProp
as a solution to these problems. WDProp bridges this gap between
properties and their multilingual translations, giving the users mul-
tiple possible ways to navigate and analyze properties and their
translations. WDProp also considers WikiProjects for contributors
who are interested in a subset of curated information and the as-
sociated translation statistics. Section 2 gives a brief introduction
of Wikidata, particularly focusing on properties. Some works on
Wikidata properties are presented in section 3. Section 4 presents
the development of WDProp and the associated results. Starting
from some coarser analysis, it shows the results related to some
fine-granular analysis. Finally, section 5 concludes the article and
presents the future course of action.

2 WIKIDATA PROPERTIES
Wikidata item pages are used to describe different classes like mu-
seum, person, archive, website, conference, scientific event1 etc.
and their instances like OpenSym 20192, Wikidata3 etc. In addition
to Wikidata item pages, there are property pages (e.g., instance of4,
country (P17)5, official website (P856)6, etc.), entity schema pages
(Wikimedia project 7) and the recently introduced lexicographical
pages (e.g., lexeme (L315)8). Properties are used to describe items
(e.g, the country of OpenSym 2019 was described using P17). Entity
schemas are used to validate the Wikidata properties and items. It
is worth mentioning here that all these pages have an identifier
of the form [QPLE][0-9][0-9]*. Unlike Wikipedia, the contributors
may not know the topic of the page from the URL, without looking
at the page content. For every such page, there is a discussion page
(e.g., Wikidata (Q2013) talk page 9), where contributors discuss the
ways to improve the associated page.

It is difficult to remember all the identifiers of properties, items,
etc., especially for usage by humans. Properties, items, and entity
schemas need to be translated, i.e., these pages must have labels, de-
scriptions, and aliases in any of the supported Wikidata languages.
A property, item, and entity schema can have one label, one de-
scription, and multiple aliases in any supported language. Such
translations are useful for finding the relevant items through the
1https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q52260246
2https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q56259215
3https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q2013
4https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P31
5https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P17
6https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P856
7https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/EntitySchema:E2
8https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Lexeme:L315
9https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Talk:Q2013

search interface. Thus contributors can find the relevant identifier
by searching their local names.

Properties have datatypes. For example, to specify the official
website of OpenSym, we may need a property with the datatype
URL. Property P856 (official website) is one such example belonging
to the datatype URL. There are several other datatypes like external
identifiers, media, geographical coordinates, etc. Properties are
not just limited to Wikidata, there are properties in other external
data stores like DBPedia, VIAF, OCLC, ISBN, etc. Properties could
be matched to properties of other external data stores through a
special property called equivalent property10. Items can also be
linked to entities in other external data stores through the properties
belonging to the datatype: external identifier.

2.1 Property proposal and creation
Unlike Wikidata items, which require that any item created to
follow the notability guidelines11, the creation of property items
is a much longer process. Figure 1 shows the process of Wikidata
property creation and its possible deletion.

A contributor looking to describe an itemmay not find a relevant
property to describe an item. In this case, they may propose a new
property on the property proposal page12. A selected number of
topics have been created for allowing the contributors to discuss and
find contributors belonging to a particular domain. Some examples
include authority control, person, place, transportation, etc.

Figure 1: Property proposition, creation and possible dele-
tion. Dark boxes and arrows shows the steps related to prop-
erty creation, translation and usage. Light gray boxes and
dotted arrows shows the steps related to property deletion.
Some steps are shared by property creation and deletion,
like discussion and voting.

An example property discussion is highlighted in Figure 2. This
is the property proposal discussion of P3966 (programming para-
digm)13. Figure 2a shows the information proposed by the property
10https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P1628
11https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Notability
12https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Property_proposal
13https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Property_proposal/programming_paradigm
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proposer. Figure 2b shows the voting and in Figure 2b, we see the
source code of the property proposition.

Readers may refer to the French14 or the Spanish15 rendering of
this property discussion page. We see that some of the information
like the French or the Spanish translations are available for some
information like Support, Oppose, Comment. These template pages
support,oppose, comment have already been translated in these
languages.

As can be seen, the property proposer (or/and some other con-
tributors) translated the property label and description in some
languages. For this purpose, TranslateThis template has been used.
At the time of property creation, these labels and descriptions made
available, as seen in Figure 1. Properties may be translated into
other languages after creation. It should be stressed that the labels,
descriptions, and aliases may be modified during the lifespan of a
property. Some of these modifications may be possible vandalism
and require to be detected[16]. Finally, the lifespan of a property
may be limited. Sometimes, contributors may propose that a prop-
erty should be deleted16. This may be because of the need to change
the datatype or because a new and better property has been pro-
posed with which the concerned property can be merged.

2.2 Property curation: WikiProjects and
Property Classes

Another major problem is the difficulty in finding relevant property
items for describing an item. Take for example, the following three
properties:

• country (P17) used for specifying the country of the item.
• country of origin (P495) used for specifying the country of
origin of the item, when the item is a creative work, food,
etc.

• country of citizenship (P27) for specifying the nationality of
a person (item).

A new contributor may not be aware of all such properties, and
often may end up using P17 (country) for specifying the country of
origin of a creative work. For helping the contributors, there are
Wikidata WikiProjects17 that curate the properties relevant to a
particular domain. For example, there are WikiProjects related to
books18, museums19, etc. Another possible way is to curate them
using the property: properties for this type (P1963), that can be
used to find the properties for a given type (a class etc.)

2.3 Property translation and evolution
As seen in Figure 1, Wikidata properties constantly evolve. Prop-
erties are created, modified, translated and even deleted. New lan-
guages, datatypes, and WikiProjects are also created from time to
time. To improve the language coverage and coverage of topics from
across the world, the translation of properties cannot be overlooked.
Property translation and evolution is the focus of this article.

14https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Property_proposal/programming_paradigm?uselang=fr
15https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Property_proposal/programming_paradigm?uselang=es
16https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Properties_for_deletion
17https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject
18https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Books
19https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Museums

3 STATE OF THE ART
Wikidata provides a SPARQL endpoint and Mediawiki API for ac-
cessing the structured data as well as the commit history. A number
of tools have been created during the past few years20, which help
contributors to describe, analyse and visualizeWikidata items. Tools
like PropBrowser21, SQID property browser22 focus on Wikidata
properties. Some commonly used tools on Wikidata by contribu-
tors for generating lists are Listeria23 and InteGraality24. This has
been used by certain contributors to maintain a list of datatypes25.
However, these tools generate the lists in a periodic manner (like
weekly updates etc.)

Collaborative [11] and multilingual aspects [6] of Wikidata has
been the focus of many recent works. Many of these works make
use of periodic Wikidata datadumps, focusing on the global coarser
analysis. But the contributors focus on some properties or a subset
of curated properties for their works. Certain visualizations like
the visualization of deletion discussions considered by Notabilia
[15] or information flow across different language Wikipedias [1,
4] give interesting insights. While analysing and visualizing the
translations of Wikidata, one may observe the multilingual nature
of the contributors and also the role played by the bots[5]. Some
reccent work have focuses on the stability of property labels[16].
It must be noted that the property labels are meant for human
consumption and undesired or possible vandalism on the properties
may produce unexpected semantics of information. Hence it is
important to obtain real-time and fine-granular analysis ofWikidata
properties.

Translation of properties may aid to extracting structured in-
formation from Wikipedia articles to populate infoboxes [9] and
Wikidata26 27. Finally, it is equally important to point the role played
by Wikidata WikiProjects [7, 8] in curation of properties. The focus
of WDProp proposed in this article is on Wikidata properties and
the multilingual aspects around the properties. The goal is to navi-
gate and explore properties by languages, datatypes, WikiProjects,
etc.

4 WDPROP: FROM COARSER ANALYSIS TO
FINE-TUNED ANALYSIS

One approach for analysis of Wikidata items and properties is to
download Wikidata datadump28 with the commit history for the
study. Another approach is to make use of SPARQL endpoints and
Wikidata Mediawiki API, especially when the focus is on a small
subset of information. Multilingual Wikidata Property Translation
Flow Dataset [2] was created using the latter approach. Datadumps,
complete or selective are quite useful for coarser analysis and may
provide some useful insights [6, 11].

Table 1 shows the details ofMultilingualWikidata Property Trans-
lation Flow Dataset. This dataset contains the translation flow of

20https://hay.toolforge.org/directory/
21http://tools.wmflabs.org/hay/propbrowse
22https://sqid.toolforge.org/#/browse?type=properties
23https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Listeria
24https://integraality.toolforge.org/
25https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Properties/Reports/Datatypes
26https://pltools.toolforge.org/harvesttemplates/
27https://petscan.wmflabs.org/
28https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Database_download
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(a) Property discussion on programming paradigm (b) Property discussion: Votes

(c) Property discussion template

Figure 2: Property proposition and discussion of P3966 (programming paradigm)

labels, descriptions, and aliases of Wikidata properties collected on
July 7, 2019. The dataset consists of four columns: timestamp of the
translation, the identifier of the property translated, the language of
translation, and the type of translation (label, description, or alias).
The 6347 properties considered in the study showed that a mean
of 21.44 property labels in different languages was available. The
minimum and the maximum number of property labels are 1 and
154 respectively. The distribution of the count of properties and the
number of languages is shown in Figure 3.

Measure Value
count 6347
mean 21.444935
std 20.897675
min 1.000000
max 154.000000

Table 1: Details of Multilingual Wikidata Property Transla-
tion Flow Dataset [2]. The dataset contains the details of ev-
ery type of translation (labels, description and aliases) on
6347 properties.

Further analysis of these property labels was made on the count
of combined occurrences of languages on different properties and

Figure 3: Distribution of labels in different languages. The X-
axis corresponds to the number of languages and the Y-axis
corresponds to the number of properties. Very less number
of properties have label translations in more than 100 lan-
guages.

the results of the top seven combinations are shown in Table 2.
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Count Language Combinations
6347 en
6338 ar
6306 nl
6263 uk
5928 fr
4823 ca
4019 de

Count Language Combinations
6259 ar, uk
5923 fr, ar
5905 fr, uk
4819 ar, ca
4795 ca, uk
4530 fr, ca
4015 ar, de

Count Language Combinations
6257 en, nl, ar, uk
5919 en, nl, fr, ar
5903 en, nl, fr, uk
5901 en, ar, fr, uk
5899 nl, fr, uk, ar
4818 en, nl, ar, ca
4794 en, nl, ca, uk

Table 2: Total number of properties with the label translations in the language combinations (Top 7)

For example, considering a combination of four languages, English
(en), Dutch (nl), Arabic (ar) and Ukrainian (uk) property labels are
available on 6257 properties.

The above dataset can also be used to study the property transla-
tion flow for a given property as shown in Figure 4. It took a period
between 2013 and 2019 for the translation of the labels (violet dots)
of the property P17 (country) to be available in multiple languages.
The first descriptions (light blue dots) were subsequently translated
and the first aliases (red dots) were added after a long time. Check
the distances between the violet, blue and red dots for some lan-
guages. By focusing on modifications (i.e, changes made after the
first translations), a modified form of this visualization can be used
to detect possible vandalisms.

However, the above analysis is limited to a snapshot of data at a
given time. Considering the rapidly evolving nature of Wikidata,
there is a need to have some real-time view of Wikidata properties.
WDProp was developed to understand and obtain an integrated
view on the different aspects of properties, their creation, and trans-
lation. The focus here is on obtaining real-time statistics, on a much
fine-granular basis, i.e., instead of focusing on the global analysis of
properties (as seen above), the users can focus on a single property
or a combination of curated properties. WDProp provides a visual
interface to such information.

Property translations can be analyzed in different ways. There
are two major translations: property labels and property descrip-
tions. Properties may also have some aliases in certain languages.
Whether all the aliases in one language need to be available in other
languages is an open question. For a given language, the language
community may wish to ensure the translation of all the property
labels and descriptions. For some generic properties like country
(P17), the goal of the Wikidata community members is to ensure
the translation in all the supported languages.

WDProp separates property translations in the following man-
ner:

• translated and untranslated property labels
• translated and untranslated property descriptions
• translated and untranslated property aliases

AWikidata contributor may find one or more of the above pieces
of information relevant, some of whommaywish to obtain the latest
translation statistics, and some others looking for properties not
yet translated.

4.1 Development
WDProp was developed using basic web technologies like HTML,
Javascript, and CSS. It makes use of the SPARQL queries and Wiki-
data MediaWiki API to obtain the latest information from the Wiki-
data servers. It, therefore, does not require any installation since it
contains a collection of HTML, Javascript, and CSS files. This sim-
ple approach ensures that it can be tested on any modern browser,
including desktop and mobile devices. It is also available on Tool-
forge29, for users wishing to use links that can be shared with
others.

4.2 Results
WDProp can be used to analyze the collaborative approach to the de-
velopment of multilingual ontology [12] and to obtain the real-time
information related to multilingual aspects of Wikidata properties,
especially their translation [13]. It provides the following informa-
tion and features:

• Bookmarkable links: This feature ensures that the links
are bookmarkable and use Wikidata supported codes and
identifiers for obtaining the information related to languages,
properties, datataypes, etc.

• List of supported languages: see Figure 5
• Translation statistics of labels, descriptions and aliases
of Wikidata properties: see Figure 6

• List of properties: see Figure 8
• Compare translation statistics amongdifferent languages:
see Figure 7

• Use of references and equivalent properties: see Fig-
ure 9.

• Translation statistics in a given language: see Figure 10
and Figure 11.

• Translation statistics of property discussion templates:
see Figure 12

• Navigation of properties by datatypes: see Figure 13
• Navigation of properties by classes: see Figure 14
• Navigation of properties byWikidataWikiProjects: see
Figure 17

• Visualize path of translation: see Figure 18
In this article, the URLs used for the above screenshots are given

as footnotes.
Figure 5 shows the list of supported languages30 on Wikidata.

New languages are incubated on Wikidata. Hence the number of
29https://wdprop.toolforge.org/
30https://wdprop.toolforge.org/languages.html
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Figure 4: Timeline of translation of labels (violet dots), descriptions (blue dots) and aliases (red dots) of property P17 (country).
The Y-axis shows the languages and the Y-axis shows the period between the year 2013 and 2019.

supported languages on Wikidata has evolved over the years. This
list is useful to know the number of supported languages at any
given time.

Property translation statistics31 is given in Figure 6. It shows the
number of labels, descriptions, and aliases in each of the supporting

31https://wdprop.toolforge.org/translated.html

languages seen above. It is also possible to obtain the number of
labels, descriptions, and aliases missing translation32.

Comparison of property translation statistics is given in Figure 7.
It shows the property translation statistics English(en), French (fr)
and Spanish (es)33. The users can choose a selection of languages

32https://wdprop.toolforge.org/untranslated.html
33https://wdprop.toolforge.org/compare.html?languages=en,%20fr,%20es
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Figure 5: Wikidata supported languages

(a) Property labels

(b) Property descriptions

(c) Property aliases

Figure 6: WDProp Translation Statistics of Properties:
Count of available translations

and compare the translation statistics of labels, descriptions and
aliases.

Figure 7: Comparison of property translation statistics on
WDProp: English(en), French (fr) and Spanish (es)

As discussed above, new properties are regularly proposed and
voted by the community members. The properties that have been
created have an associated identifier. In Figure 8, 100 properties are
shown including the option to view the deleted properties34. It is
interesting to observe here that many of the initial properties have
been deleted.

Some properties have equivalent properties in other knowledge
bases. Take, for example, Property (P17) is also available on DB-
pedia35. Wikidata tracks such equivalent properties, which can
be considered as a quality metric for property relevance. Addi-
tionally, like Wikidata items, Wikidata properties may also have
references to the different statements. However, not all properties
have references. In Figure 9, the usage of equivalent properties and
references36 are shown.

It is also possible to obtain the translation statistics for a given
language. In Figure 10, current information of property translations
in the Afar (aa) language37 can be seen.

In Figure 11, current information of property translations in
English (en) language38 can be seen. When compared to Figure 10,
we observe the differences in property translation in the two lan-
guages. Similar observations can be made between the English
language and the languages with few speakers (or few contributors
on Wikidata).

Figure 12 shows the current translation statistics of the key
templates used for property discussions39. The numbers are lower
than the total number of supported languages on Wikidata, for all
four templates.

Wikidata supports several datatypes: Math, URLs, external identi-
fiers, etc. New datatypes like wikibase:WikibaseLexeme and

34https://wdprop.toolforge.org/properties.html
35http://dbpedia.org/ontology/country
36https://wdprop.toolforge.org/provenance.html
37https://wdprop.toolforge.org/language.html?language=aa
38https://wdprop.toolforge.org/language.html?language=en
39https://wdprop.toolforge.org/templates/translated.html
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(a) Properties (b) Properties including deleted properties

Figure 8: List of properties on WDProp: limited to view of 100 properties

(a) Properties with equivalent properties (b) Properties with references

Figure 9: Equivalent properties and usage of references on Wikidata properties

(a) Property information in Afar (aa) language (b) Labels

(c) Descriptions (d) Aliases

Figure 10: Property information in the Afar (aa) language

wikibase:WikibaseSense were recently created for representing lex-
icographical data. Figure 13 shows the list of available datatypes40
and the properties belonging to datatype: wikibase:Math41.

Some contributors have created property classes to help to de-
scribe Wikidata items belonging to different domains, especially
for new contributors who often find it difficult to find the relevant

40https://wdprop.toolforge.org/datatypes.html
41https://wdprop.toolforge.org/datatype.html?datatype=wikibase:Math

properties to describe a given entity. Figure 14 shows a snapshot of
the available property classes42 and highlights lighthouse (Q39715).

Figure 15 shows the details of two such curated Wikidata items:
lighthouse (Q39715)43 andWikidata property related to lighthouses
(Q28739677)44 and shows a screenshot of some of the properties
proposed by them.

42https://wdprop.toolforge.org/classes.html
43https://wdprop.toolforge.org/class.html?class=Q39715
44https://wdprop.toolforge.org/class.html?class=Q28739677
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(a) Labels (b) Descriptions

(c) Aliases

Figure 11: Property information in the English (en) language

(a) Support (b) Oppose

(c) Neutral (d) Comment

Figure 12: Translation Statistics of templates used for property discussion: Support, Oppose, Neutral and Comment

(a) Datatypes (b) Properties belonging to datatype: wikibase:Math

Figure 13: Datatypes
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(a) Property classes (b) Highlighted property class: lighthouse (Q39715)

Figure 14: Property classes: curation of properties for a particular class

(a) Properties curated on property class: lighthouse
(Q39715)

(b) Properties curated on property class: Wikidata prop-
erty related to lighthouses (Q28739677)

Figure 15: Properties curated on two property classes

The curators may be interested to know the translation statistics
of all the properties considered in a given class. Figure 16 shows
the statistics of property translations of the two property classes.

The translation statistics of the properties curated and used on
the WikiProjects can also be seen. Take, for example, Figure 17
shows the translation statistics of labels of the 37 properties used
on WikiProject Museums45.

In Figure 18, the translation path of a Wikidata property, P856
(official website)46 is shown. This is an extension to the work pre-
viously done in [13], where a tabular column was used to highlight
the translation of property labels, descriptions, and aliases. On
clicking any property page (e.g., P1747, it is possible to obtain the
current translation statistics in different languages, links to the
provenance information (number of references on statements de-
scribing the property, number of equivalent properties, usage of
references in the statements using the property), translation path,
and visualization of the translation path.

4.3 Discussion
Wikidata is highly evolving, and new properties are being regularly
proposed and translated. TheWDProp interface has also undergone
several changes during the last couple of years to incorporate these

45https://wdprop.toolforge.org/wikiproject.html?project=Wikidata:WikiProject%20Museums
46https://wdprop.toolforge.org/pathviz.html?property=P856
47https://wdprop.toolforge.org/property.html?property=P17

changes. Take, for example, WDProp initially displayed all the
properties on the properties page [14] (less than 5000 properties
at that time). But this number is currently around 9,000 properties.
So now, the interface shows only the first 100 properties obtained
from the SPARQL query. However, the user now has the SPARQL
query link to obtain the complete list. The SPARQL query links and
links to Wikidata Mediawiki API calls have now been integrated
into all the pages on WDProp. This feature gives the researchers
and practitioners the possibility to not only verify the visualization
results but also modify these SPARQL/API queries based on their
specific requirements.

Some commonly used properties also face vandalism. The com-
mit history of some initial properties has therefore become long,
which means obtaining the complete translation path as shown in
Figure 18 takes a significant amount of time. Also, the number of
property classes and WikiProjects is increasing, which means the
current display of these lists may require some modifications in
the future, especially the possibility to search and filter the desired
information.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORKS
With the growing usage of mobile devices and internet penetration
across the world, web developers and content producers are look-
ing for ways to ensure the availability of information in the local
languages of the readers. Considering the number of languages, it is
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(a) Properties curated on property class: lighthouse

(b) Properties curated on property class: Wikidata property related to lighthouses

Figure 16: Statistics of property translations curated on two property classes

Figure 17: Statistics of property translations curated by Wikidata WikiProject Museums

Figure 18: Translation of Wikidata property labels: official website (P856)

not easy for a few developers to produce multilingual information.
Wikipedia and Wikidata have long shown how such multilingual
information can be produced collaboratively and in an openmanner.

However, considering the disparity in the number of contributors
in different languages, we find that not all languages are equally
represented on these websites. This article focused on Wikidata
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properties and their translations and discussed the design and de-
velopment of WDProp for this study. It also demonstrated how
the web application can be used to perform granular analysis on
Wikidata properties and their curation.

The future course of action includes options to download the
data as CSV or JSON files and a multilingual user interface. Another
possible direction is to explore how the property translation flow
can be used to suggest the untranslated properties to the contrib-
utors of a given language. Some aspects of this work can also be
integrated into Wikibase installations using SPARQL endpoints and
Mediawiki API, but this requires additional experiments.
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ABSTRACT
Cross-Classroom Collaborative Project-Based Learning (C3PjBL)
requires the formation of project-groups by pairing student-groups
across classrooms. Unfortunately, due to the configuration of these
groups, the group formation techniques found in the literature are
unable to automatically create project-groups for C3PjBL. This pa-
per describes an automatic project-group formation technique for
C3PjBL which utilizes clustering to create homogeneous student-
groups, based on the students’ perceived technological and higher-
order thinking skills (student characteristics). Student-groups, from
different classrooms, are then paired using an optimization tech-
nique to form project-groups. In our results, we present a compar-
ison of the performance of a random group formation technique
and our technique. We observed that automatic group formation us-
ing an n-dimensional space of student characteristics and k-means
clustering is more effective than random group formation and, the
strategy of forming homogeneous student-groups and heteroge-
neous project-group for C3PjBL creates more compatible group
compositions than random grouping.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cross-classroom collaborative project-based learning (C3PjBL) is a
teaching and learning strategy that requires student-groups from
one classroom to work collaboratively with student-groups from
another to complete curriculum-based activities using wikis [1, 20].
Before collaboration can occur however, a project-group must be
formed by pairing a student-group from one classroom with a
student-group from another. Although manual group formation
is possible in this environment, it is time-consuming and error
prone. Due to this complexity, group formation in C3PjBL needs to
be automated if teachers are expected to effectively work in this
environment [1].

Recently, factors that impact automatic group formation in on-
line collaborative environments have been the focus of several
researchers. These factors include: students’ characteristics and
learning attributes [2]; optimization for group formation [3]; and,
attributes of group formation and grouping techniques [4]. Through
the process of selecting students to participate in a group, teachers
can combine several factors to form collaborative groups that will
foster meaningful interactions and desired learning outcomes [4].
However, creating these complex groups often necessitates compu-
tational backing to be successful [5]. Two automatic group creation
approaches are presented in the literature: the random selection
method and computational techniques (namely algorithms). Al-
though the random selection method has been preferred for online
group formation due to its simplicity, Cruz and Isotani [6], indi-
cated that randomly created groups often pose challenges such
as “disproportional participation of individuals, demotivation, and
resistance to group work in futures [sic] activities”. [2], also added
that groups that are randomly created could result in groups being
homogenous instead of heterogeneous.

To the best of our knowledge, no existing open project-based
learning systems support cross-classroom collaboration and project-
group creation for C3PjBL. In this paper, we describe an automatic
project-group formation technique for C3PjBL which utilizes clus-
tering to create homogeneous groups, based on students’ perceived
technological and higher-order thinking skills [7]. Homogeneous
student-groups, from different classrooms are then paired using an
optimization technique to form project-groups. We present a com-
parison of the performance of a random group formation technique
and our computational technique.

Our research expands the current research on automatic group
formation and brings to the fore effective heterogeneous and ho-
mogenous grouping for C3PjBL based on students’ technological
and higher-order thinking skills. Combining these skills to group
students creates a balance in the groups which can improve group
performance and create a positive synergy among group members,
thus improving their higher-order thinking skills.
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Without automatic group formation in C3PjBL, teachers may
be unwilling to engage in C3PjBL [1] thus not benefiting from
Collaborative PjBL. Also, manual group formation is tedious and
time-consuming and may lead to incompatible groups.

In the next section of the paper, the research literature is re-
viewed, followed by a discussion of the novelty of the proposed
approach, a description of the present study, the results, discussion
and conclusion.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Group formation
Group formation in online collaboration can be either manual or
automatic [9]. Manual group formation can be achieved either by
self-selection or instructor assigned. The self-selection approach
does not guarantee a balanced group, since learners choose to join
a group that is most suitable for them. This may lead to a less than
ideal group [10]. Although the instructor assigned grouping tech-
nique guarantees a more balanced grouping, it becomes complex
when large number of students must be grouped manually [11].

Automatic group formation provides the option of group creation
with or without instructor input [12]. Random selection and com-
putational techniques (for example, algorithms) are two techniques
used to achieve automatic group formation. Random group forma-
tion is the approach most frequently used by instructors because
of its simplified implementation, whereby social and academic het-
erogeneity can possibly be achieved given that students have an
equal opportunity of being a member of any group [2]. The authors
further point out that although this grouping method is popular in
learning management systems, such as Moodle, the level of hetero-
geneity may not match the diversity in learning capabilities which
is required for effective grouping. Authors like Maqtary and his col-
leagues [4] caution that randomly forming groups for collaboration
often results in a mismatch of students’ skills and characteristics,
and a group composition that poorly represents the structure of
successful groups [9].

Group formation in the form of heterogenous and homogeneous
groups is a topic of interest in recent research. A study was con-
ducted byWichmann et al. [8] to determine whether groups formed
based on learner behavior impacted productivity when students
who were classified as either high, average, or low-level were ran-
domly assigned to heterogeneous or homogenous groups.

2.2 Clustering
Clustering is used to find groups of objects with related character-
istics [2]. Romero et al [13] defined clustering based on the premise
of maximizing the similarity among the object groups in a cluster
while minimizing the similarity between the object groups in dif-
ferent clusters. In online collaborative learning, clustering has been
used to group students according to their collaboration competence
level [2], predict students’ academic performance [14] and group
students to give them differentiated guidance according to their
learning skills and other characteristics [15].

Maina et al. [2], in their work, applied an intelligent grouping
clustering algorithm to automatically form heterogeneous groups
using students’ collaboration competence levels. Similar work has
also been done by Valetts and Gesa [14], however, they proposed

a different clustering method to group students using their col-
laboration competences. In another work, Tang and McCalla [16],
employed a clustering technique to group students with similar
learning characteristics to promote group-based collaborative learn-
ing. Anaya and Boticario [15] also applied a clustering algorithm
to group students according to their collaboration level (high, low,
or medium) to evaluate student interactions.

2.2.1 K-means clustering. K-means is an unsupervised learning
algorithm used for clustering. K-means clustering works by parti-
tioning “n” objects into k clusters in which each object belongs to
the cluster with the closest mean [17], thus, each cluster formed is
associated with a centroid. The K-means algorithm minimizes the
sum of distances between the points and their respective cluster
centroid [18]. Drake and Gyimah [19] developed a simple algorithm
(Algorithm 1) to perform K-means clustering which can be extended
or modified to implement user characteristics and attributes for
group formation [19].

Algorithm 1 K-means Clustering Algorithm
a. Clusters the data into k groups where k is predefined.
b. Select k points at random as cluster centers.
c. Assign objects to their closest cluster center according to the
Euclidean distance function.
d. Calculate the centroid or mean of all objects in each cluster.
e. These centroids form the new cluster centers.
f. Repeat steps c, d, and e until the same points are assigned to
each cluster in consecutive rounds.

3 NOVELTY OF GROUP FORMATION FOR
C3PJBL IN G2GCOLLABORATE

G2GCollaborate is a web-based platform that implements the
C3PjBL environment [1]. It provides a robust method for the cre-
ation of institutions which are managed by institutional administra-
tors (IAs). These administrators are responsible for the creation of
project originators (POs) and project coordinators (PCs). POs create
projects and are responsible for project-group formation, while the
PCs create student-groups and guide them through the project. To
encourage collaboration and the growth of a learning community,
G2GCollaborate features: project creation; automatic student-group,
and project-group formation; wikis (G2GWiki); user profiles; mes-
saging; notifications; scaffolding (through project-roles and wiki
templates); and, wiki publishing and search through a RESTful API
[1, 20].

In G2GCollaborate, student-groups are formed in the classrooms
participating in the C3PjBL project. Students are grouped based on
their perceived technological skills and their higher-order thinking
(HOT) skills. Once the student-groups are created, an optimiza-
tion technique is employed to create project-groups by pairing
student-groups from the participating classrooms. There are two
main approaches to group formation in G2GCollaborate: instructor
group selection (that is, groups created manually by the project
coordinators (PCs) and project originators (POs)) and automatic
group creation using an extended K-means clustering algorithm.
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4 PRESENT STUDY
In C3PjBL, an environment is created that promotes collaboration
within student- and project-groups. Given that the group forma-
tion approach can impact the effectiveness of the group, C3PjBL
has drawn on the research literature to inform the approach used.
Wichmann et al. [8], noting that heterogeneous group composition
is beneficial for learning in small-group tasks, studied 120 students
placed in 29 small groups. These students were classified as low-,
average- or high-level based on the number of characters they con-
tributed to an essay assignment. They concluded that high-level
students were more productive in heterogeneous groups, low-level
students weremore productive in homogeneous groups (since social
loafingwas reduced) and, overall, heterogeneous groups were better
for learning communities. As such, C3PjBL forms small, homoge-
neous student-groups in each classroom to ensure that low-level
students are grouped together; and, heterogeneous project-groups
to ensure that high-level students are productive.

In the present study, we explore the efficiency of
G2GCollaborate’s group formation approach using a Social
Studies research project designed for Caribbean Class 3 primary
school students, based on their technological skills and Social
Studies knowledge. The objective of the project was for students
to create a wiki that discussed the construction of canoes by
indigenous Caribbean people (of note however, due to the
devastation left by a Category 5 hurricane, the project was never
completed). The experiment presented here compares whether
randomly formed groups or groups formed using G2GCollaborate
automatic group formation approach, produced the more desirable
group compositions [8].

4.1 Technology and knowledge skills
The technology and knowledge skills of 330 Class 3 students were
determined during a survey conducted at nine Caribbean primary
schools. The Instruments used were a Social Studies test (a na-
tional assessment) and a technology skills survey which queried
students’ perceptions of their ability to complete 12 technology
skills (students indicated that they could either complete the skill
or not). These technical skills included: searching for files on a
computer, searching the Internet for information, creating web
pages, downloading files, and uploading files. These instruments
were administered by the class teachers and one of the researchers
during school hours.

Of these 330 students, data from N=60 were selected for use in
this experiment. These data represented N=26 students from a rural
primary school and N=34 from an urban primary school. Parental
consent was received from all participants.

4.2 Group formation
In C3PjBL, student characteristics are captured using an n-
dimensional space. In the present experiment, a two-dimensional
space (Search Skills, Social Studies Knowledge) was employed based
on Social Studies Knowledge and Search Skills. The Search Skill
dimension was created using a combination of the “searching for
files on a computer” and “searching the Internet for information”
survey items, converted to a percentage; and, the score on the Social
Studies assessment, which was also converted to a percentage, was

used as the Social Studies Knowledge dimension. These values were
scaled to create a (1000,1000) two-dimensional space.

Since C3PjBL utilizes an n-dimensional space for student charac-
teristics, if the behavior of learners was also recorded using learning
analytics (for example), then these behaviors would simply become
dimensions in the n-dimensional space.

K-means clustering [19] was used to cluster students into student-
groups. For C3PjBL, two such student-groups needed to be created
from collaborating classes and joined to create a project-group. An
optimization technique was used to join student-groups from Class
A (for example) to student-groups from Class B so that the most
dissimilar student-group pairs were joined together. Essentially,
this technique created heterogeneous project-groups as advocated
by [13].

4.3 Comparison of group formation
approaches

To determine the efficacy of the automatic group formation tech-
nique, we created N=6 student-groups each for Class A and Class
B by randomly assigning students to each of the groups. Class A
comprised N=34 students, while Class B comprised N=26 students.
Next, for each student-group in Class A, we randomly selected
a student-group in Class B to join it to, thus creating six project-
groups. We then used the automatic group formation feature (called
G2Group) in G2GCollaborate to create six student-groups (each) in
Class A and Class B and the six project-groups and compared the
results of the two approaches.

To determine which approach produced the better groupings, the
Euclidean distance between the centroids of the two student-groups
comprising the project-group were calculated for each project-
group. The approach that maximized the sum of these distances
was deemed better given that this ensured group heterogeneity.

5 RESULTS
The sizes of the student-groups generated by the Random and
G2Group group formation approaches are presented in Table 1. Of
note, the sizes of the student-groups created by G2Group vary from,
as low as, one student (Group 1 in Class B; and, Group 6 in Class
A) to, as high as, 18 students (Group 3 in Class A).

Table 2 shows the centroid (and Standard Deviation (SD)) in
the two-dimensional space (Search Skills, Social Studies Knowl-
edge) of each student-group in Class A and Class B, using the
Random and G2Group group formation approaches. Student-group
centroids with small SDs indicate closely packed clusters (for exam-
ple, Group 5, Class B for the G2Group approach). The size of this
two-dimensional space is (1000,1000) as described in Section 4.2.

Table 3 illustrates the project-group pairings from Class A and
Class B with the associated Euclidean distances between student-
group centroids, using both approaches.

6 DISCUSSION
The comparatively smaller standard deviations for the student-
groups created using the automatic grouping technique of G2Group
indicate that these groups are homogeneous (Table 2). Conversely,
the relatively large standard deviations for the randomly created
student-groups suggest non-homogeneous groupings. Further, the
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Table 1: Group Sizes for Student-Groups in Class A and Class B for both Group Formation Approaches

Group Random Group Formation Approach G2Group Group Formation Approach
Class A Class B Class A Class B

1 6 5 3 1
2 6 5 5 5
3 6 4 18 9
4 6 4 2 6
5 5 4 5 3
6 5 4 1 2

Total 34 26 34 26

Table 2: The Characteristics of the Student-Groups Created for Class A and Class B for both Group Formation Approaches

Random Group Formation Approach(Search Skills, Social
Studies Knowledge)

G2Group Group Formation Approach(Search Skills, Social
Studies Knowledge)

Class A Class B Class A Class B
Group Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

1 (733.33,
583.33)

(413.12,
220.61)

(456,
610)

(448.00,
149.67)

(40.00, 750.00) (0.00, 50.00) (1000.00,
841.67)

(0.00, 78.62)

2 (680.00,
658.33)

(495.74,
139.34)

(520,
630)

(391.92,
169.12)

(1000.00,
744.44)

(0.00, 81.46) (60.00, 462.50) (52.92,
138.63)

3 (840.00,
675.00)

(391.92,
147.48)

(320,
613)

(397.99,
96.01)

(40.00, 362.50) (0.00, 96.01) (1000.00,
483.33)

(0.00, 94.28)

4 (840.00,
683.33)

(391.92,
116.90)

(600,
625)

(400.00,
225.00)

(200.00,
562.50)

(0.00, 73.95) (200.00,
533.33)

(0.00, 62.36)

5 (296.00,
510.00)

(401.60,
267.86)

(520,
488)

(480.00,
170.93)

(1000.00,
460.00)

(0.00, 96.95) (1000.00,
633.33)

(0.00, 23.57)

6 (840.00,
710.00)

(357.77,
65.19)

(760,
675)

(415.69,
182.00)

(200.00,
800.00)

(0.00, 0.00) (466.67,
700.00)

(377.12,
40.82)

Table 3: Project-Group Pairings with Associated Euclidean Distances between Student-Group Centroids

Random Group Formation Approach G2Group Group Formation Approach
Group in Class A Group in Class B Euclidean Distance

between
Student-Group
Centroids

Group in Class A Group in Class B Euclidean Distance
between
Student-Group
Centroids

Group 6 Group 5 389.75 Group 1 Group 3 996.35
Group 1 Group 6 95.47 Group 2 Group 2 981.37
Group 2 Group 3 362.91 Group 3 Group 1 1072.94
Group 4 Group 1 390.94 Group 4 Group 5 803.13
Group 3 Group 4 245.15 Group 5 Group 6 584.85
Group 5 Group 2 254.12 Group 6 Group 4 700.00
Mean 289.72 856.44

position of each cluster in the (Search Skills, Social Studies Knowl-
edge) space determines if the students would be considered high-
level or low-level according to [8]. Student-groups occupying the
top right portion of the (Search Skills, Social Studies Knowledge)
space, comprise of students who are both skillful in the search
process and have tested well on the Social Studies assessment; for

example, Group 1 in Class B (with a centroid of (1000.00, 841.67))(Ta-
ble 2) which was generated by G2Group.

Since high-level students are best placed in heterogeneous
groups [8], G2Group pairs heterogeneous student-groups, from
Class A and B, into project-groups. An example of this pairing
occurred between Group 3 in Class A (40.00, 362.50) and Group 1 in
Class B (1000.00, 841.67) (Table 3). The Euclidean distance between
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their centroids in the (Search Skills, Social Studies Knowledge)
space of 1072.94, demonstrates their heterogeneity.

Overall, G2Group was much better at creating heterogeneous
project-groups than the Random Grouping technique, based on
the data presented in Table 3. The average Euclidean distance be-
tween the students-groups that were paired to form project-groups
was only 289.72 for the Random Grouping technique, whereas
G2Group’s average Euclidean distance was 856.44. As argued in
[2], the problem with the random-based approach is that homoge-
nous groups might be created instead of heterogeneous groups (or
vice-a-versa). Clearly, this was the case in our experiment.

Clustering using the standard k-means approach [19] can lead to
peculiar group formations, such as groups containing one student
(for example, Group 1 in Class B for G2Group (Table 1)) and very
large groups (for example, Group 3 in Class A for G2Group (Table
1)) due to large numbers of students having similar technology
and knowledge skills. PCs need to determine the desirability of
these variations in group sizes before performing automatic group
formation. For example, a PC might decide that a one-member
student-group is acceptable since this group will always be joined
with another student-group to form a project-group. Alternatively,
PCs may choose to manually sub-divide larger groups. Another
possibility is to modify the k-means approach so that it generates
equal-sized groups.

The survey-based approach of acquiring student characteristics
for group formation is an appropriate method for C3PjBL given
that groups must be formed prior to the start of a C3PjBL activity.
The presented technique of clustering in a (Search Skills, Social
Studies Knowledge) space also provides great flexibility in group
formation. For example, we chose the “search” technology skills
from our survey data to perform group formation given that the
C3PjBL activity was based on a Social Studies research project. Just
as easily we could have selected word processing or communication
skills as the basis for group formation. This feature makes G2Group
a powerful automatic group formation tool.

The limitation of the study is that the approach used was not eval-
uated using control and treatment groups, however it was validated
against state-of-the-art research.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper describes a novel group formation approach used in
C3PjBL environments. Unlike classical group formation, C3PjBL
requires both student-groups within classrooms to be created along
with a project-group which is a pairing of student-groups across
dispersed classrooms.

This group formation approach uses a k-means algorithm to
create homogeneous student-groups based on clustering in an n-
dimensional space (a two-dimensional (Search Skills, Social Studies
Knowledge) space was used in the experiment presented). Sub-
sequently, heterogeneous project-groups are created by pairing
student-groups from two classrooms so that most dissimilar groups
will be paired together.

The results of an experiment that compared the efficacy of a ran-
dom group formation approach and the novel approach described
in the present study revealed that: (1) automatic group formation us-
ing an n-dimensional space of student characteristics and k-means

clustering is more effective than random group formation; (2) The
strategy of forming homogeneous student-groups and heteroge-
neous project-group creates more compatible group compositions
than random grouping; and, (3) A modified k-means clustering
approach, which ensures equal group sizes, is desirable since it will
ensure that student-group sizes are kept small.

Further work will explore the efficacy of creating same-sized
groups versus variable-sized groups and their applicability to
C3PjBL.
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ABSTRACT
The Open Innovation paradigm has spread widely since 2003, and
led to the emergence of Open Innovation Platforms as software
systems aiming at supporting and facilitating open innovation ini-
tiatives and projects. This software domain has matured up to a
point where many functional concepts became notably common
and used in these platforms. When implementing open innovation
platforms, related people often struggle when defining expected
functional characteristics due to the general application of the par-
adigm, making necessary the existence of a model that provide a
set of potential functional features expected in the creation and
development of this type of platform. Reference models provides
a domain-specific set of clearly defined entities aiming at encour-
aging better communication in the domain. We propose in this
paper a reference model for capturing and defining the functional
features that could be implemented in outside-in oriented open in-
novation platforms. For building this reference model, we reviewed
some of the already published reports of open innovation platforms
implementations in order determine and define the potential func-
tional features expected in this kind of platforms. We believe this
knowledge base could ease software development and deployment
decisions, especially at early stages where open innovation plat-
forms adopters face development in a domain that as of this writing
is still new to many people.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The open innovation paradigm appeared formally in 2003 in Ches-
brough’s book “Open Innovation: The New Imperative for Creating
and Profiting From Technology” [7], which stated that companies
should start to seriously consider the value in ideas from outside the
organization, as well as opening new markets for inside-developed
knowledge [7].

Open innovation platforms appeared as a consequence of the
spreading of the paradigm, when many organizations felt the need
for software to support the functional aspects of Chesbrough’s idea.
Since software systems are so ubiquitous and pervasive these days,
we focus specifically on software-based open innovation platforms.

As the software domain of the open innovation platforms started
to mature, more common concepts appeared and became used
in such platforms. Reference models can capture these concepts
by emphasizing the distinction between functionality in elements
and data flow among those elements [2]. Key goals of reference
models are facilitating systematic software development [2], and
supporting the definition of reference architectures [2][16].

This article proposes a referencemodel for Software-basedOutside-
in Open Innovation platforms. A careful review of several reports of
open innovation platforms implementations showed two broad con-
texts in this domain: organizations that open their own innovation
process, and organizations that act as open innovation intermedi-
aries (such as brokers, agents, and others). The role of an innovator
is engaged in any innovation initiative run in any of these two
actors.

We expect this reference model to be used by people involved in
the design, implementation and deployment of software-based open
innovation platforms, and especially supporting initial decisions
regarding platform functional aspects.

The reminder of article is structured as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes Open Innovation, the main concepts revolving around the
paradigm and related work regarding open innovation platforms
definition, design and implementation. Section 3 presents and de-
scribes the proposed reference model, with references to relevant
sources. Section 4 briefly discusses the research approach. Finally,
section 5 summarizes and concludes.
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2 BACKGROUND
As the name implies, open innovation means opening innovation
initiatives. In 2003, Henry Chesbrough coined the term in his book
“Open Innovation: The New Imperative for Creating and Profiting
From Technology” defining it as paradigm in which “valuable ideas
can come from inside or outside the company and can go to market
from inside or outside the company” [7]. Chesbrough contrasted
this paradigm with the Closed Innovation one, inwardly focused
by its very nature, which is characterized by a vertical integration
model where internal innovation activities end up in internally
developed products or services that are distributed by the company
[9]. Through time, the paradigm and its definition have been dy-
namic elements, subject to changes and improvements. For example,
von Hippel considers open innovation from the point of view of
open-source software [9]. For von Hippel, the benefits of an open,
distributed innovation eventually allows users, whether they are
firms or individual consumers, to innovate by developing what they
want and to benefit from innovations developed and freely shared
by others [30][31]. “Freely shared” in von Hippel open innovation
is key and is something that still needs to get its way through
companies [9][11][4].

The open innovation paradigm has been subject to some ques-
tioning about whether it is really a phenomenon or just a fad [11].
Later, Chesbrough and others advanced the definition stating that
open innovation is “the purposive use of inflows and outflows of
knowledge to accelerate innovation in one’s own market, and expand
the use of internal knowledge in external markets, respectively.” [13].
The common issue of considering research and development activ-
ities separately from business models motivated the appearance
of the the idea of Open Business Models which promote a linking
between technological innovation and business models [10][14].
More recently, the open innovation community is developing inno-
vation in services, which in some cases is the evolution of products
becoming service businesses, and for which service platforms are
key [10][8].

A survey of 125 large firms (2,840 companies were invited to
participate) in Europe and the United States (annual sales in excess
of $250million) revealed that a 78% of the respondents are practicing
open innovation in both low-tech and high-tech sectors (though
the same survey also reported that the degree of open innovation
practicing is higher in high-tech manufacturing and in trade and
retails firms) [11]. In the same survey, informal networking and
university research grants ranked second and third, respectively,
in terms of the reported importance for inbound open innovation
(co-creation with customers and consumers was rated as first).
Outbound open innovation practices were, on average, rated as less
important than inbound practices, with joint venture activities and
sale of market-ready product idea to another organization ranked
as first and second, respectively [11].

A follow-up study (121 usable responses, 73 were from Euro-
pean firms) aimed to get more insights from the open innovation
project level which is where many of the critical decisions about
open innovation are made [4]. This study revealed a 78% of the
respondents practicing open innovation with more than 50% of
those firms reporting that they adopted the strategy more than five
years ago. The same study also revealed that universities and public

research organizations were involved as partners in 58% of the
projects at the problem definition stage and in 60% of the projects
at the solution development phase [4].

Embracing open innovation is not always easy. Many times
it requires organizations to be open for, and to work towards, a
mindset change from all the involved actors. Concretely, this “new”
mindset should be based on a collaborative open culture based
on trust [12], science with an “intrapreneurial” attitude [25] and
organizations’ willingness to invest before starting to see results
[24].

2.1 Inside-out and outside-in open innovation
An open innovation endeavor is commonly understood as having
two processes: inside-out and outside-in. Some authors recognize a
third one, the coupled process [19], which is actually the process
archetype that recognizes both incorporating and sharing knowl-
edge is crucial for success [19]. As noted by Chesbrough, open
innovation is rarely an only-inbound or only-outbound process [4].
Instead, a mix of the two types of open innovation are seen, notwith-
standing in some cases one of the processes is more common [4].
Moreover, as Carroll et al. [6] remark, the opening of an innovation
process should be understood as a continuum, that is, from fully
open to fully closed we can recognize degrees of openness.

Outside-in open innovation refers to the case in which a com-
pany’s core innovation approach is based in the integration of
external knowledge in the organization [19]. On the other hand,
inside-out open innovation refers to focusing on the externalization
of company’s internally generated knowledge to the outside [19].

2.2 Open innovation intermediaries
Whether being outside-in or inside-out open innovation, organi-
zations that try the paradigm will face some challenges regarding
how to make use of the “valuable ideas”. Being more precise, orga-
nizations making use of open innovation will eventually face:

• Searching and selecting external knowledge and knowledge
providers.

• Searching and selecting appropriate markets for internal
knowledge to be carried out outside.

This is where open innovation intermediaries come to play a role.
Chesbrough [14] define innovation intermediaries as companies
focused on helping innovators to use external ideas more rapidly or
helping inventors to findmoremarkets to use their own ideas. A key
aspect relies in the words “rapidly” and “more” as we cannot neglect
the innovators’ potential abilities to search for external ideas or
markets, but we can appreciate the potential of intermediaries as
facilitators in the two aforementioned regards. Another possible
benefit is that companies could make use of intermediaries as a
means for testing external searches before devoting resources to
internally adapt companies’ areas to perform external searches [14].
In addition, Hossain [21] recognizes the following more specific
tasks for open innovation intermediaries:

• Facilitating internal and external technology commercializa-
tion.

• Connecting innovation seekers and innovation providers.
• Helping companies in screening external markets.
• Reducing the costs derived from searching.
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• In-licensing, co-developing and acquiring external IP or tech-
nologies.

A remarkable point in Hossain’s work [21] is that he explicitly
links the concepts of intermediaries with innovation platforms.

Howells [23] defines an open innovation intermediary as any
“organization or body that acts as an agent or broker in any aspect
of the innovation process between two or more parties”. In addition,
the same author recognizes the following activities as part of the
intermediaries work: provide information about potential collabo-
rators, brokering a transaction between two or more parties, acting
as a mediator or go-between bodies or organizations, and helping
find advice, funding and support for the innovation outcomes of
such collaborations [23].

Being an innovation intermediary also comes with challenges
as Chesbrough notes [14]:

• Balancing the amount of information available for clients
to understand what is the problem and potential solution
without disclosing all details that could put a company in a
risk of loosing its advantage.

• The problem of identity: how to manage the identity of the
participants involved with the intermediary and when, if
anonymous, reveal them.

• How to concretely show the value of the service to the
clients.

• How to create access in a market with, perhaps a lot of,
buyers and sellers.

• How to build trust so clients get convinced to work with an
intermediary.

According to Chesbrough [14], there are two broad categories
of intermediaries: agents and brokers. Agents represent one side of
an exchange of IP or technology. Brokers, also known as market
makers, aim to bring parties together. Brokers may also take part
in the transaction between parties.

NineSigma1 is an example of an agent intermediary. NineSigma.
The company searches for potential partners for a solution seeker.
Solution seeker means that there is a problem behind the search.
Both Chesbrough and Hossain agree in that a key service in inter-
mediaries is to aid in the problem definition [14][21].

InnovationXchange2 is an example of broker intermediary. The
company aims to help member companies in sharing requirements
and tries to match them to technologies and initiatives residing
in other member companies [14]. InnovationXchange explicitly
recognizes and works with an innovation network.

As expected, intermediaries categories should not be viewed as
strict classes as many intermediaries could eventually slightly touch
characteristics of one or another category. Moreover, we expect
boundaries in the categories to be even more diffuse in the future
as the companies expand their innovation services (for example, as
of this writing InnovationXchange also offers technology scouting
and technology watch as their services).

The specifics of the revenue streams for these companies is
outside the scope of this work. However, we can mention that the
mixed “flat-fixed” and “success” fee model is commonly used [21].

1https://www.ninesigma.com/
2https://www.ixc-uk.com/

2.3 Open innovation platforms
The term “Open Innovation Platform” has been widely used in open
innovation literature and initiatives. However, there is no just one
definition as the term has been used in many industries and with
very varied goals. Still, we can argue that when we talk about a
platform here we refer to a software-based platform. Moreover, we
mostly refer to an online software-based platform. We can also
analyze here common and recurrent published platform functional
characteristics. Open innovation intermediaries (see section 2.2)
are strongly related to open innovation platforms as their work is
mostly supported by this kind of platforms.

Implementing an open innovation platform implies opening the
organization to consider ideas and knowledge from external sources
such as the crowd. Managers sometimes feel somewhat reluctant to
deal with the crowd mainly because they don’t completely under-
stand what kinds of problems a crowd can face better and also how
to manage the process [3]. A good understanding of how the crowd
can be used for open innovation is key. In this regard, Boudreau
and Lakhani [3] propose four models: crowd contests, collaborative
community, crow complementors, and labor market. In the case of a
crowded contest, the key idea is a company that identifies a specific
problem, offers some kind of prize (perhaps, cash), and broadcasts
an invitation to submit solutions [3]. According to the same au-
thors, contests are also good for solving design problems because
creativity and subjectivity influence the evaluation of solutions. In
a collaborative community, the idea is that a company decides to
join forces with a diverse community, where many of the members
are customers and users of a product or service, to innovate in
general terms. Practice shows that communities work best when
members can share information freely so IP is almost impossible
[3]. Unlike crowd contests and collaborative communities, crowd
complementors provide solutions to many different problems using
the concept of core product or technology [3]. This is somewhat
similar to what software architecture tries to achieve with com-
ponents reuse, but considering that the reuse is based on a core
product. This implies that there must be some kind of interface that
allows complementors to build new products on this core. Finally,
crowd labor markets seek to match buyers and sellers of services by
employing conventional non-long-term contracting [3]. Boudreau
and Lakhani [3] also recognize that many of the aforementioned
ideas are quite old, but technology is being a catalyst for the use of
crowd-based approaches to innovation. Again, the reader should
note that these models cannot be used for strict classification of
open innovation business initiatives as many of the endeavors can
slightly touch characteristics from other models.

Malone et al. [29] propose a “genome” model for what they
call “collective intelligence.” They argue crowd-based platforms
and their intrinsic models behind can be described by using a set
of “genes” that correspond to particular answers to a set of four
questions: what, who, why, and how. For instance, one of the genes
of the InnoCentive innovation platform is [what: create scientific
solutions, who: crowd, why: money, how: contest] (a set of genes
build up the genome of the platform) [29].
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In general, online open innovation platforms facilitate the crowd
to work collaboratively for ideation, voting, discussions, and sugges-
tion [22]. Also, key characteristics of the crowd in terms of innova-
tion such as being loose and decentralized [3] are, as expected, also
observed in open innovation platforms [22]. In addition, open inno-
vation platforms are also used by companies to better engage with
customers, suppliers, employees, partners, citizens, and regulators
for ecosystem development [22][20].

Two previous works addressed the need for a systematic ap-
proach for the design [26], and implementation and deployment
[26][15] of open innovation platforms. These works define generic,
broad-applicable models to guide the process of enacting open in-
novation platforms. The generic, broad-applicable characteristics
of these proposals make it necessary to consider more concrete
guidance in each of the phases they describe. In particular, they
require guidance in the potential concrete functional features an
open innovation platform could eventually provide, which is the
aim of our work.

3 OPEN INNOVATION REFERENCE MODEL
Software-based outside-in open innovation platform contexts can
be grouped into two broad classes: (1) organizations (including
companies) or a state/government pursuing opening an innovation
process, or (2) open innovation intermediaries.

Many of the platform functional characteristics intersect both
groups, but we find this distinction useful as their respective plat-
forms users take different roles. For example, in the case of (1), users
are usually a subset of a community, whether working for a labora-
tory, academic setting, or just simply being motivated to engage
in the platform for other inner reasons. In the case of (2), users are
usually organizations (including companies) seeking intermediary
services; in this case, intermediaries are also considered as users
(in fact, we would expect the platform to be run and managed by
an intermediary).

However, an organization might be deploying an open inno-
vation platform while at the same time seeking services from in-
novation intermediaries. Therefore, the two groups proposed are
presented for practical purposes and should not be taken as an ex-
clusive classification. Moreover, the set of functional characteristics
should be seen as one big unified library rather than two separate
libraries.

3.1 Functional characteristics
The proposed reference model includes several functional charac-
teristics, all of them wih support in the literature; we summarize
then in tables that report both functional characteristics and their
sources.

Table 1 summarize functional characteristics that could be ex-
pected by open innovation platforms adopters (organizations). Table
2 summarize functional characteristics that could be expected by
intermediaries.

3.2 Actors
Actors describe roles and not kinds of people or organziations, i.e.,
the same entity can play different (and several) roles at different

Table 1: Open innovation platforms functional characteris-
tics commonly expected by organizations opening their in-
novation process.

Functional characteristic Reference
Post a challenge or problem. [6][22][1][5][17]
Submit proposal. [6][22][1][5]
Screen proposal. [6][22][1]
Review proposal. [6][22][1][5]
Sign IP contract. [6][22]
Manage IP. [6][22]
See results (of proposal). [6]
See recommendations. [27]
Search database. [27]
Share knowledge. [22][1]
Share problems and limitations. [5]
Vote proposal. [22]
Send inter-user messages. [27]
See members details. [5]
See platform news. [5]
Manage public profile. [5]

times. For example, an open innovation adopter may become an
open innovation intermediary or even an innovator.

There may be many subtypes of actors. For example, a university
could be working towards opening up its innovation processes, and

Table 2: Open innovation platforms functional characteris-
tics commonly expected by innovation intermediaries.

Functional characteristic Reference
Post a challenge or problem. [3][21][28][18][17]
Submit a solution. [3][21][28][18]
Review a solution. [3][21][28][18]
Manage challenge or problem. [3][21][28][18]
Contact innovation partner. [21]
Sign disclosure agreement. [21]
Sign IP contract. [28]
Manage IP. [28]
Manage innovation partners. [3][21][23][28][18]
Manage innovation network. [3][21][23][18]
Manage innovation ideas. [3][21][23][18]
Manage technology. [21][23]
Manage technology transaction. [21]
Manage innovation process. [23]
Manage innovation consortium. [21]
See advice about funding. [23]
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thus play a role of open innovation adopter. Nevertheless, for the
sake of simplicity, we only consider three generic kinds of actor:

• An innovator: Any entity playing a role as an innovation
partner in an innovation initiative, a people sharing an idea
to be screened for inclusion in an innovation initiative, or a
people just collaborating in any stage of an open innovation
initiative.

• Anopen innovation adopter:Any entityworking towards
opening its innovation processes, that is, embracing the
open innovation paradigm. Open innovation adopters are
expected, most of the time, to be organizations.

• An open innovation intermediary: Any entity aiding in-
novators in outside-in, coupled, or inside-out innovation
initiatives. Open innovation intermediaries also work help-
ing innovators in defining their ideas.

3.3 Scenarios
We describe the functional characteristics using a scenario-based ap-
proach. Scenario-based approaches are commonly used in software
engineering to describe actors making use of a software system in
order to achieve some goal.

3.3.1 Post a challenge or problem. Organizations opening their
innovation process might expect a platform that allows them to
present to the crowd a challenge or problem so the community pro-
vide potential proposals for facing or solving the posted challenge
or problem. The main and primary actor here is the organization
opening its innovation process.

3.3.2 Submit proposal. Organizations that post a challenge or prob-
lem for the crowd to engage in its solution will expect the com-
munity members to submit proposals which describe potential
solutions to the challenge or problem presented. The main and
primary actor here is a member of the crowd. More specifically, a
peer.

3.3.3 Screen proposal. Organizations might expect several propos-
als, especially if the platform is widely promoted and managed by a
well-known company. Some authors report that before an organiza-
tion starts to review proposals, they run a screening process before
[6][22][1]. The organizations will therefore expect functionality
that will allow them to screen proposals. In this sense, the screen
proposal functionality will allow the organization to list, search,
perhaps filter, and mark as accepted, rejected or delayed a proposal.
The main and primary actor here is the organization opening its
innovation process.

3.3.4 Review proposal. Screening a proposal aims at an initial se-
lection in order to reduce the amount of proposals to be worked on.
After a screening, the platform is expected to provide means for
supporting the reviewing of a proposal. At least, the organization
should be able to select a proposal for reviewing, managing related
documentation and managing the defined stages in the reviewing
process. The main primary actor here is the organization opening
its innovation process.

3.3.5 Sign IP contract. Although the specifics of intellectual prop-
erty contractual issues are beyond the scope of this description, we
remark that the open innovation platform should provide means

for signing and storing an intellectual property contract. The main
primary actors here are the organization opening its innovation
process and a peer from the crowd.

3.3.6 Manage IP. Signing an IP contract by some means provided
by the platform implies the organization will also expect some func-
tionality for managing the IP contract. As in other cases, the par-
ticular characteristics of this functionality are a matter of concrete
implementations. The main primary actor here is the organization
opening its innovation process.

3.3.7 See results of proposal review. The platform should allow
a peer from the crowd to see the results of the review of his or
her proposal (if previously selected in the screening process). The
specifics of the way the organization presents the review results are
a matter of concrete platform implementations. The main primary
actor here is a peer of the crowd.

3.3.8 See recommendations. The users of the platform should be
able to see recommendations regarding some of the many entities
worked in the platform. For example, the user could see recommen-
dations of funding, innovation partners, research partners, among
other entities. As noted in [27], a platform can provide fast (short)
or full recommendations. The main primary actor here is an inno-
vation partner.

3.3.9 Search catalog. The users should be able to search for the
entities allowed to be searched in the catalog (e.g., funding ap-
plications, projects ideas, among others). Of course, the specific
searchable entities is a matter of specific implementations. The
main primary actor here is an innovation partner.

3.3.10 Share knowledge. Users of the platform might be able to
share knowledge. Here, knowledge refers to any kind of concrete
way in which a user could express a belief (e.g., comments about
proposals, comments about other topics, opinions, answers to open
questions, etc.) Here the main primary actor is an innovation part-
ner. Eventually, a secondary actor could be a moderator.

3.3.11 Share problems and limitations. In some cases such as in
[5], open innovation platforms could implement specific ways in
which real users with real problems and experiencing limitations
to share their thoughts on real problems and limitations. The main
primary actor here is an innovation partner.

3.3.12 Vote proposal. If allowed, an open innovation platform
could allow users to vote on proposals. The specifics of the voting
system and the way the organization will use the votes are a matter
of specific implementations. Here the main primary actor is an
innovation partner.

3.3.13 Send inter-user message. Organizations might allow users
to communicate between them. This functionality should allow
users to send messages between them. The main primary actor
here is an innovation partner.

3.3.14 See member details. If users register for having accounts
and profiles in the platform, the software should allow them to see
details about the members. What and how many details should be
exposed to members is a matter of concrete implementation. The
main primary actor here is an innovation partner.
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3.3.15 See platform news. This functionality provides the users
with news that the organization would want to share with the com-
munity. News can be personalized, private or public. This functional
characteristic also implies the organization will be able to store
and publish news. Here the main primary actor is an innovation
partner.

3.3.16 Manage public profile. If users are required or motivated to
register in the platform before making use of other functionality, a
public profile is naturally expected. This functional characteristic
recognizes a user managing his or her public profile (e.g., adding,
deleting or modifying personal info).

3.3.17 Post a challenge or problem. Unlike in the case in which
an organization is pursuing opening its innovation process, in this
case it is an open innovation intermediary which, after careful
working on a submitted problem by a client, can post a challenge
or a problem for the innovation network it maintains see it. Main
primary actor here is the innovation intermediary which manages
and runs the platform.

3.3.18 Submit a solution. If an innovation partner finds a chal-
lenger or problem worth to be engaged in, it can submit a solution.
Main primary actor here is the innovation partner.

3.3.19 Review a solution. The intermediary should have available
functional characteristics that facilitate the review of a submitted
solution (by an innovation partner). Main primary actor here is the
innovation intermediary.

3.3.20 Manage challenge or problem. A challenge or a problem is
expected to be characterized by several attributes. The intermediary
should be able to manage the challenge or problem in its attributes
or even delete it. Thus, the platform should allow the innovation
intermediary to modify or even add attributes and information.
Main primary actor here is the innovation intermediary.

3.3.21 Contact innovation partner. Depending on the rules estab-
lished by the open innovation intermediary, the platform could
allow innovation partners to contact other innovation partners.
Again, depending on the rules, the contact may be anonymous.
Main primary actor here is the innovation partner.

3.3.22 Sign disclosure agreement. Customers will expect the plat-
form provides some means for signing, storing and managing a
disclosure agreement. The particular degree of disclosure, whether
being complete non-disclosure or disclosure at some degree, is a
matter of concrete implementation and even of a particular inno-
vation endeavor. The main primary actor here is the innovation
partner. Eventually, the intermediary could be a secondary actor.

3.3.23 Sign IP contract. As in the case in which an organization is
opening its innovation process (see scenario 3.3.5), here we consider
the functionality to facilitate signing and storing of intellectual
contracts. In this case, the main primary actors are the innovation
partner and the intermediary.

3.3.24 Manage IP. As in the case in which an organization is open-
ing its innovation process (see scenario 3.3.6), the intermediary will

expect some means for managing the IP contract. Unlike the afore-
mentioned case, here the main primary actor is the open innovation
intermediary.

3.3.25 Manage innovation partner. This functionality treats the
innovation partner as an important entity in the platform. As the
open innovation intermediary will deal with many partners (in
more general terms, clients), the platform is expected to provide
some means for managing individual innovation partners. In addi-
tion, innovation partners could be also part of innovation networks
also managed by the intermediary. The main primary actor is the
intermediary.

3.3.26 Manage innovation ideas. Innovation ideas are also treated
as entities in the platform. This functionality reveals generic char-
acteristics related to managing innovation ideas: reception (if sent
for evaluation by an evaluation partner), modification, assignation,
among others. The main primary actor here is the intermediary.

3.3.27 Manage technology. As in the case of innovation ideas, this
functionality also treats technology as an entity subject to manage-
ment in the platform. The main primary actor here is the interme-
diary.

3.3.28 Manage technology transaction. As open innovation inter-
mediaries could also offer technology brokering services, an open
innovation platform could also provide means for managing tech-
nology transactions. Transactions can take the form of processes
which should also be considered when providing functionality for
managing technology transactions. Main primary actor here is the
intermediary.

3.3.29 Manage innovation process. This functional characteristic
proposes typical characteristics for managing an innovation process
in which many innovation partners could engage. For example,
managing activities, roles, milestones, work products, among other
entities. The main primary actors here are the intermediary and
the innovation partners.

3.3.30 Manage innovation consortium. Whenever the intermediary
forms a consortium, the platform should provide functionality for
collaborative working between the innovation partners. Document
sharing, innovation partners incorporation, among others are ex-
amples of expected characteristics. The main primary actor here is
the intermediary.

3.3.31 See advice about funding. In case in which the intermediary
running the platform would like to share funding applications avail-
able, the platform should provide functionality for an innovation
partner to see this information. The particular characteristics to be
considered are a matter of concrete implementations (e.g., filtering,
searching). The main primary actor here is the innovation partner.

4 RESEARCH APPROACH
In the context of a software-based open innovation platform im-
plementation, we deemed necessary to count with guidance about
expected functional characteristics for the software system sup-
porting these kind of platforms.
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We started searching for peer-reviewed papers, book chapters,
and articles published in well-known sources such as Harvard Busi-
ness Review.

For the peer-reviewed papers we used the following sources:
Springer3, ScienceDirect4, ACM Digital Library5 and IEEE Xplore6 .
In addition, Google Scholar7 indexes journals (e.g. Research-Technology
Management by Taylor & Francis) that proved to be valuable re-
sources.

Google search engine was used to find other non-peer-reviewed
articles and book chapters. We only deemed to be acceptable for this
paper articles that appeared published in well-known, reputable
sources (e.g. Harvard Business Review).

The articles and book chapters were first screened by one of
the authors. In this screening process, some papers were removed
mainly due to lack of validation and consistency problems. Cita-
tions, as noted by Google Scholar, was also used as an indicator for
removing or accepting a paper in this first screening process.

In a second round, the articles and book chapters that reached
this phase were read and analyzed. The analysis allowed us to build
this proposed reference model. This phase was carried out by all of
the authors.

A third phase consisted in a cross-checked review from all of the
authors. This third phase also ended up in improving the structure
and argument of the reference model.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
There is enough support in literature to argue that open innovation
is a paradigm that is more than a simple fad. It has proven to be
very useful for many organizations, especially large companies,
mainly due to the access to externally created knowledge, an asset
that is not always found within the organization. This search for
talent and collaboration is necessary today, in a market in which
aspects such as reducing costs, risks, and deadlines, in addition
to increasing competitive advantage goals, are essential for the
companies to survive. Innovating instead of reducing costs more
than the competition, seems to be one of the formulas to survive in
this changing market in which we live.

We hope that this model can serve as a starting point and as a
guide for organizations that are committed to implementing and
deploying a software-based outside-in open innovation platform.
We expect the leader for these initiatives find useful information in
this reference model which can be also associated to other proposals
already published to aid in the journey to having one of these
platforms in production.

As this reference model clearly resembles the main open inno-
vation related tasks, we believe this proposal could also greatly
contribute to understanding innovation processes, as well as iden-
tifying and regulating relationships between different and multiple
stakeholders involved in these processes.

Having defined this reference model, we plan, as a next step,
to use this proposal for defining a reference architecture for open
innovation platforms.

3Springer: https://www.springer.com/
4ScienceDirect: https://www.sciencedirect.com/
5ACM Library: https://dl.acm.org/
6IEEE Xplore: https://ieeexplore.ieee.org
7Google Scholar: https://scholar.google.com/
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ABSTRACT
Wikipedia is a free, multilingual, and collaborative online encyclope-
dia. Nowadays, it is one of the largest sources of online knowledge,
often appearing at the top of the results of the major search engines,
being one of the most sought-after resources by the public search-
ing for health information. The collaborative nature of Wikipedia
raises security concerns since this information is used for decision-
making, especially in the health area. Despite being available in
hundreds of idioms, there are asymmetries between idioms, namely
regarding their quality. In this work, we compare the quality of
health information on Wikipedia between idioms with 100 million
native speakers or more, and also in Greek, Italian, Korean, Turkish,
Persian, Catalan and Hebrew, for historical tradition. Quality met-
rics are applied to health andmedical articles in English, maintained
by WikiProject Medicine, and their versions in the above idioms.
With this, we contribute to a clarification of the role of Wikipedia
in the access to health information. We demonstrate differences in
both the quantity and quality of information available between id-
ioms. English is the idiom with the highest quality in general. Urdu,
Greek, Indonesian, and Hindi achieved lower values of quality.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online health information-seeking behavior improves the patient-
physician relationship and patients’ engagement in health decision-
making [32]. Three health-related terms are in the top ten Google
searches [13] for 2020 - “coronavirus”, “coronavirus update” and
“coronavirus symptoms”. A study conducted by the Health On the
Net Foundation [27] shows that when information needs relate
to health, 44% of respondents admitted looking for this informa-
tion more than three times a week, with the main point of access
being search engines, which may end up leading them later to
Wikipedia [18]. The same study revealed that the quality of in-
formation remains the most significant barrier encountered by
respondents (80%) when searching for health information online,
and the factor most valued regarding the quality of information is
the reliability/credibility (96%). Different authors have concluded
that Wikipedia is a reliable source of health information in surgical
information [6], pediatric otolaryngology [35], pharmacology [17]
and cancer [28].

Nowadays, the most popular health article - “COVID-19 pan-
demic”, has, on average, more than 40 thousand daily views [43].
Wikipedia was created in English, and the second idiom after that
was German, followed immediately by Catalan, these remaining the
only idioms for two months. By the end of the first year, Wikipedia
had articles written in 18 different idioms. It is currently available
in 321 idioms, with 310 of them active [39].

Given existing differences in access to health information among
speakers of different idioms [1], Wikipedia can potentially reduce
or accentuate this imbalance. In this work, we will compare the
quality of information available to users speaking different idioms,
checking if it is similar between the different versions or whether
there are disparities, and if so, to be able to quantify them.

Section 2 describes how quality is assured in an open, collabo-
rative resource such as Wikipedia. In Section 3, we describe differ-
ences between idioms at Wikipedia. Our methodology to compare
the quality of Wikipedia health contents in several idioms is de-
scribed in Section 4. Results and respective discussion are presented
in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Finally, conclusions are presented
in Section 7.

2 WIKIPEDIA INFORMATION QUALITY
Quality has always been a concern for Wikipedia, which has estab-
lished frameworks to ensure it ever since its creation. Wikipedia
currently has more than 400 million articles, so assessing the quality
of so much information asks for automation. Several authors have
addressed this issue, one of the most prominent being Stvilia et
al. [30].
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2.1 Wikipedia internal quality mechanisms
Despite the large number of articles created initially, they did not
have the desired quality, which led Larry Sanger to define rules
published on the Wikipedia pages “Wikipedia is not a dictionary”1
and “What Wikipedia is not”2, which still exist, with changes over
time. In this context, five principles define the rules and recommen-
dations for preparing content [42]. The first principle states that
“Wikipedia is an encyclopedia”, pointing that it combines features
of encyclopedias, almanacs, and gazetteers; the second principle
refers that “Wikipedia is written from a neutral point of view”,
indicating that articles should have an impartial tone, documenting
and explaining significant points of view; the following principle
declares that “Wikipedia is free content that anyone can use, edit,
and distribute”, evidencing that authors freely license their work to
the public; the fourth principle expresses that “Wikipedia’s editors
should treat each other with respect and civility”, denoting the eti-
quette all users should use; the last principle states that “Wikipedia
has no firm rules”, signifying that Wikipedia policies and guidelines
are flexible and mutable over time.

These five pillars are common to Wikipedias in different idioms,
but policies are defined for each version. These policies are created
by the community, by consensus or by vote, with a transversal
character to all the articles present and all its users. There are
sanctions for those who violate them, such as blocking users for
some time [40].

There are control mechanisms to ensure compliance with these
principles that can be summarized into nine types. First, there are
many users, where the well-meaning vastly outnumber the ma-
licious, with their unique characteristics working together for a
typical result. It is the supervision of users. Next, many editors guar-
antee neutrality and different points of view on the one hand and,
on the other hand, ease in repairing errors. This is the collaborative
knowledge construction mechanism. The next control mechanism
relates to the fact that there is only one page for everyone, pres-
suring for a consensus among all and the desired neutrality. Also
noteworthy is that no superior entities control the content, avoid-
ing manipulations motivated by secondary interests. It is the wiki
structure. Another control mechanism relates to the rules, policies,
and principles, defined to ensure good conduct on the one hand and
ensure on the other the disruptive potential necessary for evolution.
It is the respect for policies and principles. For the next control
mechanism, we refer to the concerns and opinions of minorities,
taken into account in trying to reach a decision that reflects the
values of the community. It is the consensus-based ethos. There are
intrinsic escalationmechanisms, such as that users will more closely
watch items that are more prone to vandalism to stop it. There are
also extrinsic mechanisms, such as the possibility that anyone can
request disputes in progressive stages. This control mechanism is
the escalation and dispute resolution processes. The next mecha-
nism refers to the software tools used by the most active editors,
such as Huggle3, to automatically detect vandalism in real-time,
among other tools facilitating the identification and correction of

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Wikipedia_is_not_a_dictionary
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:What_Wikipedia_is_not
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Huggle

quality problems. It is the software facilitating monitoring and edit-
ing control mechanism. Tools exist to block problematic publishers
and protect pages from low-quality publishers, capable of filtering
combinations of accounts or IP addresses. This control mechanism
refers to blocking and protection systems. Finally, inline tags can be
used in the text to individual flag statements, individual statements,
quotes, or articles as a whole, request verification or citation, and
indicate to other users that a fact or presentation is not supported
as is. It is the categorization of information control mechanism.

The various versions of Wikipedia generally have an article qual-
ity assessment system [41] that is not standardized. For example,
in the English version, this system is based on letters that indicate
how complete an article is, taking into account different factors.
WikiProjects4 members assess quality using tags that can be used
to generate statistical data about the articles. These assessments
make it possible to determine the quality of the information in
specific areas and prioritize articles for improvement according to
expectations. It should be noted that this evaluation has no official
character. In addition, there may also be a ranking of the priority or
importance of an article, reflecting the level of expectation or desire
that a particular topic is portrayed. The scale generally ranges from
“unimportant” to “extremely important”. This importance rating is
also relative to each WikiProject.

2.2 Metrics for assessing quality
To assess Wikipedia information quality, authors propose different
metrics based on different features. Generically, Wu et al. [44] used
four groups of metrics, with a total of 28 metrics: lingual - e.g.,
readability; structural - e.g., links; historical - e.g., article age and
reputational - e.g., amount of editors. Li et al. [20] and De La Rober-
tie et al. [5] proposed metrics based on the relationship between
articles and their editors. Marrese-Taylor et al. [22], in 2019, based
their work on the articles’ editions, also considering the description
of each edition.

In the health area, there have been other approaches by authors
such as Thomas [33], in 2013, using: comprehensibility - the ratio
of medical codes in articles; trust - number of references in arti-
cles and readability. In 2014, Conti et al. [3] assessed 2,400 medical
articles using metrics from types: lingual - Flesch Reading Ease
and Flesch-Kincaid scales; structural - e.g., number of links and
citations; historical - e.g., number of editions and number of editors;
reputational: e.g., age of editors and duration of editions. Modiri et
al. [25] assessed articles in the neurosurgery area, using readability
indexes, the “Center for Disease Control Clear Communication
Index”5 and DISCERN6. Later, in 2019, Suwannakhan et al. [31]
assessed the information quality in anatomy, with readability in-
dexes and DISCERN in association with Wikimedia X-tools 7. In
the same year, Domingues and Teixeira Lopes [7] compared the
quality of the Portuguese version with the Anglophone version
of Wikipedia in articles related to medicine. They used metrics
defined by Stvilia et al. [30] and more specific metrics, such as the
number of medicine templates, number of medicine infoboxes, and
number of citations. Later, in 2021, Couto and Teixeira Lopes [4]
4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject
5https://www.cdc.gov/ccindex/index.html
6http://www.discern.org.uk/discern_instrument.php
7https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/XTools
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evaluated the quality of health-related Wikipedia articles, using the
same metrics from Stvilia, with the proposal to add health-related
features of Wikipedia articles, such as health templates, medical
codes, or recommended sections.

Stvilia et al. [30] defined seven metrics: authority, completeness,
complexity, informativeness, consistency, currency, and volatility
to assess the Wikipedia quality. These metrics use 19 features from
Wikipedia articles and their history. We consider the metrics and
their features, as defined by the authors, complete and comprehen-
sive, as they include several dimensions of the quality of informa-
tion on Wikipedia. They are also, specific in the form of calculation.
They are, therefore, a reference for other authors in different works
[2, 7, 15, 19, 44]. Considering this, we use the same metrics and
respective features as described in Section 5.

3 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN IDIOMS
There are currently 7,139 living idioms worldwide [9]. Such di-
versity can naturally raise questions about their presence on the
web. In 2009, Pimienta et al. [26] described an investigation car-
ried out from 1996 to 2008 by UNESCO through FUNREDES and
Union Latine on linguistic diversity on the web that revealed a large
discrepancy in the presence of idioms in cyberspace.

Based on language as the primary mean of communication,
Wikipedia is an indicator of online multilingualism across the range
of idioms present. The Wikimedia Foundation has defined policies
for proposing new idioms, created by its “Language committee” [37],
responsible for processing the proposals and associated projects.
Proposed idioms must not yet exist on Wikimedia, must have a
valid ISO 639-1 code, and must have a sufficient number of fluent
users to form a viable community of contributors and audiences
interested in its content. Regional dialects and different forms of it
are excluded. For approval, it is also a requirement that a test project
exists on Wikimedia and that there is an ongoing effort to translate
the Wikimedia interface into that idiom. There are currently 273
requests for new idioms to be added to Wikipedia [38].

3.1 Wikipedia articles and users
Using the statistical data provided by Wikipedia [39] as of May
2021, Table 1 was adapted, showing the number of articles, edits
to articles, administrators, and active users for each version of
Wikipedia in idioms with more than 1 million articles.

We can conclude that there are currently 18 idioms onWikipedia
with more than 1 million articles. The superiority of the English
idiom in terms of the number of articles available is quickly con-
firmed. Cebuano, an Austronesian idiom spoken in the Philippines
by 27.5 million people in 2020, follows. Cebuano’s popularity hap-
pens because a bot, Lsjbot, created more than 17 million articles,
accounting for most of the articles written in Cebuano, Swedish,
and Waray, which also explains why Swedish comes third, followed
only then by German. This bot activity also explains why the num-
ber of articles does not keep up with the other metrics in the table,
where English also stands out, followed by German and French.

In 2009, Dijk [34] addressed Wikipedia edits in minority idioms
and ways to measure them for comparison. He mentions the ob-
session with the number of articles in each Wikipedia and the
comparison with other idioms. He concluded that it is difficult to

Table 1: Wikipedia statistics for idioms with more than 1
million articles

Articles Edits Admins Active users

English 6,296,349 1,018,157,853 1,096 138,226
Cebuano 5,729,196 31,370,481 6 170
Swedish 3,187,113 49,166,960 63 2,617
German 2,575,270 210,442,253 187 20,382
French 2,327,445 182,377,650 156 21,964
Dutch 2,054,789 58,767,964 35 4,343
Russian 1,723,112 113,865,981 79 11,723
Italian 1,692,357 120,298,053 114 9,911
Spanish 1,682,915 135,034,634 67 17,133
Polish 1,473,158 63,082,287 102 4,802
Egyptian Arabic 1,283,253 5,590,058 6 210
Japanese 1,267,954 83,259,311 41 15,260
Waray 1,265,315 6,233,530 3 76
Vietnamese 1,263,818 64,842,686 20 2,300
Chinese 1,196,344 65,280,127 79 8,365
Arabic 1,115,708 53,691,546 27 5,422
Ukrainian 1,091,668 31,568,224 45 3,442
Portuguese 1,066,210 60,993,351 71 10,358

Source: adapted from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias

attribute the factors that contribute to the growth of each version
of Wikipedia but emphasizes the number of speakers, as they rep-
resent the potential article editors of that idiom. This, however,
not always corresponds to reality [17]. In 2017, Matei [24], using
data from edits from the first decade of Wikipedia’s existence, con-
cluded that only 1% of the editors created 77% of the articles, which
raises problems about its collaborative spirit. Dijk mentions the
importance of people’s attitude towards projects such as Wikipedia,
pointing this as the main factor for the growth of Latin idioms in
Wikipedia. He concludes with the importance of the collaboration
of institutions related to idiom issues in content development, es-
pecially in minority idioms. Later in 2011, Hale [14] studied the
role of multilingual editors as enablers of the development of the
various idioms within Wikipedia.

The Wikidata8 inter-language system is a system launched in
2012 by Wikimedia Foundation, which together with the inter-
linguistic links9 provides a centralized solution based on a col-
laborative database. It allows connecting the same concept across
multiple versions of Wikipedia and even between other Wikimedia
projects. Essentially, items are stored, each with a label, a descrip-
tion, and a list of alternative names, linking the items and their data
together. Hale found that most editors are active in only one idiom,
with 15% doing so in different idioms, and they are usually more
active than others.

3.2 Content quality
In 2009, Filatova [10] described the multilingualism of Wikipedia
through a framework created for this purpose and using only the
text of the articles. The author mentions that articles about the
same thing differ a lot between versions, especially in terms of the
amount of information covered in each version and the aspects
that authors choose to cover about the general topic of the article,
directly affecting its quality. Domingues and Teixeira Lopes [7]
conducted a comparative study on the quality of medicine-related

8https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Wikidata_Concepts_Monitor
9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Interlanguage_links
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articles in the Portuguese and English versions of Wikipedia in
2019. The authors found significant differences between the two
versions in the vast majority of the metrics evaluated. The results
suggest that English articles demonstrate more significant effort in
content organization, information reuse, and citation usage. The
overall conclusion is that Wikipedia’s English health contents are
substantially better in terms of quality.

Despite the scarce research available on the differences in con-
tent quality between different Wikipedia versions according to
idioms, there seems to be a direct relationship between the quanti-
tative and qualitative aspects of the information available. Assum-
ing that idioms with lower quantitative expression in Wikipedia
translate lower quality information, and given the importance of
Wikipedia as a source of information, this is an inequality problem
that has received the attention of UNESCO, which recognizes that
the information present in cyberspace is a significant factor for
the development of humanity, as it is a primary way of sharing
information and knowledge.

4 METHODOLOGY
Our approach has five major steps, schematized in Figure 1. Num-
bers identify the execution sequence, and arrows identify informa-
tion flow.

Figure 1: Methodology

We began by selecting the idioms for our dataset. Then, we col-
lected a list of health-related articles. These first steps are described
in Subsection 4.1. In the next step, we gathered the articles in that
list for all idioms, as described in Subsection 4.2. After that, we
assessed the quality of the articles, as described in Section 5 and
finally, we discussed the results, as described in Section 6.

4.1 Idioms selection
We have selected idioms available on Wikipedia with at least 100
million speakers as a native or second idiom. We also extended
this collection to six other idioms for their cultural or medical im-
portance, namely their neurosurgical tradition since ancient times:
Greek, Italian, Korean, Turkish, Persian, and Hebrew.

In Table 2, we can see the number of speakers for each idiom of
our dataset, as first or second idiom, sorted by decreasing number
of total speakers. English is the idiom with most speakers, mostly
as a second idiom. Chinese follows closely, mostly as first idiom.
In third place, Hindi comes with a significant difference from the

Table 2: Number of speakers for each idiom of our dataset

First idiom Second idiom Total

English (en) 369.9 million 978.2 million 1.348 billion
Chinese (zh) 921.2 million 198.7 million 1.120 billion
Hindi (hi) 342.2 million 258.3 million 600 million
Arabic (ar) - - 274 million
Bengali (bn) 228.7 million 39.0 million 268 million
French (fr) 79.6 million 187.4 million 267 million
Russian (ru) 153.7 million 104.3 million 258 million
Portuguese (pt) 232.4 million 25.2 million 258 million
Urdu (ur) 69.0 million 161.0 million 230 million
Indonesian (id) 43.6 million 155.4 million 199 million
German (de) 76.6 million 58.5 million 135 million
Japanese (ja) 126.3 million 121,500 126 million
Turkish (tr) 82.2 million 5.9 million 88 million
Persian (fa) 56.3 million 17.9 million 74 million
Korean (ko) - - 82 million
Italian (it) 64.8 million 3.1 million 68 million
Greek (el) - - 13 million
Hebrew (he) - - 9 million
Catalan (ca) - - 9 million

previous two. Hebrew and Catalan are the less spoken idioms in
our dataset, with only 9 million total speakers.

4.2 Data collection
Our selection of health-related articles was based on a list main-
tained by WikiProject Medicine [43]. This list contains the 1,000
most viewed articles for the English Wikipedia.

First, all articles written in English were collected from the men-
tioned list. Data for articles written in other idioms other than
English was obtained by following the idiom link in each of the
English articles, and each of them was iteratively collected.

We used the MediaWiki API to collect the article’s contents
and metadata, revision history, idiom links, internal links, and ex-
ternal links, following the approach of Domingues and Teixeira
Lopes [7]. Other data was obtained from the article’s markup. We
also obtained images through markup because the API does not
distinguish content images from others, such as Media Wiki and
Wikimedia logos. Templates, infoboxes, and citations were also col-
lected from the article’s markup. To compute some measurements,
such as readability scores, “InfoNoise”, or the article’s length, we
removed all the markup from the article’s content to obtain the
required plain text. We faced some challenges when collecting data
because there is considerable heterogeneity among the idioms cho-
sen. There is also heterogeneity between the different versions of
Wikipedia for each idiom. Moreover, there is also heterogeneity
within each Wikipedia version, as edits are made by several users,
who do not always comply with the established standards when
they exist.

As some articles only have versions in some idioms, the complete
dataset consists of 14,456 articles. The distribution of the articles by
idiom is visible in Figure 2. This figure also includes the distribution
of all Wikipedia articles by idiom. Figure 2 shows that English is
the only idiom with 1,000 articles, meaning that no other idiom has
the corresponding version for all the articles in the top list. It is also
evident the prominent differences between idioms, where some only
have about half, or even less, of the total number of articles, such
as the Urdu idiom. Analyzing the relation of the dataset number of
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Table 3: Idioms quality assessment for authority metric

Median IQR Significantly lower idioms # idioms

English en 2033.05 1196.7 de ru it zh fr hi pt tr he ar ja ca ur fa id ko el bn 18
German de 1315.5 416.7 ru it zh fr hi pt tr he ar ja ca ur fa id ko el bn 17
Russian ru 1250.8 265.6 zh hi pt tr he ar ja ca ur fa id ko el bn 14
Italian it 1240.2 254.7 zh* hi pt tr he ar ja ca ur fa id ko el bn 14
Chinese zh 1230.4 344.5 hi tr he ar ja ca ur fa id ko el bn 12
French fr 1189.8 233.8 hi pt* tr he ar ja ca ur fa id ko el bn 13
Hindi hi 1159.6 546.1 pt ur id ko* el bn 6
Portuguese pt 1152.6 273.5 ar ja ca ur fa id ko el bn 9
Turkish tr 1148.5 539.6 ur fa* id ko el bn 6
Hebrew he 1139.3 413.5 ur fa* id ko el bn 6
Arabic ar 1130.3 603.0 ur id ko el bn 5
Japanese ja 1128.4 186.8 ur id ko el bn 5
Catalan ca 1101.6 468.0 ur id ko el bn 5
Urdu ur 1096.6 994.0 fa 1
Persian fa 1087.2 490.4 id ko el bn 4
Indonesian id 1034.5 1086.8 0
Korean ko 1024.3 956.2 bn* 1
Greek el 800.8 1069.9 0
Bengali bn 710.1 1070.2 0
χ2 3543.3
p-value <2.2e-16

* significance level 0.001<p≤0.05, significance level p≤0.001 for the remaining values

Figure 2: Number of articles by idiom

articles and the total number of articles in each version ofWikipedia,
we can observe different distributions. Given that the dataset only
contains health-related articles, this data suggests that the size of
each version of Wikipedia is not directly related to the number of
health-related articles. These data may also point to differences
in the importance of the health-related area in each version of
Wikipedia.

The datasets and code developed in this work are publicly avail-
able in an institutional repository. 10, 11

10https://doi.org/10.25747/ep0v-en19
11https://doi.org/10.25747/wfzk-h937

4.3 Data analysis
We compared the several idioms in terms of metrics and their fea-
tures. As most of the metrics and features do not follow a normal
distribution in each idiom, we used the median as our measure
of central tendency and the interquartile range as our dispersion
measure. As the assumptions for the one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) hypothesis test were not verified, we applied the Kruskal-
Wallis to realize if there were significant differences between id-
ioms in each feature and metric. If so, we performed post-hoc tests,
namely the Dunn pairwise test, with p-values adjusted by the Holm
method, to identify the significant differences. When reporting our
results, we use * to indicate results significant at an alpha=0.05 and
** to indicate results significant at an alpha=0.001.

5 RESULTS
Our results are organized by metric and described in the following
sections.

5.1 Authority
Authority is “the degree of the reputation of an information object
in a given community” [29], and it is computed as: Authority =
0,2 ∗ Num. Unique Editors + 0,2 ∗ Num. Edits + 0,1 ∗ Connec-
tivity + 0,3 ∗ Num. Reverts + 0,2 ∗ Num. External Links + 0,1
∗ Num. Registered User Edits + 0,2 ∗ Num. Anonymous User
Edits. The number of unique editors corresponds to the number of
different authors involved in the article’s editions and is extracted
from its history. Connectivity corresponds to the number of articles
connected to a particular article through common editors and is
obtained from each article’s editors and the articles edited by them.
This metric has the drawback of being based solely on articles in
the database, requiring a large dataset to be accurate. Reverts cor-
respond to the number of reversions made to editions of the article,
and it is based on its editing history. External links correspond to
the number of links in the article that points to content outside
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Figure 3: Distributions of authority features

Wikipedia. Registered or anonymous users can make edits, and it
is obtained from the article’s history.

The Table 3, represents median values for the metric, the in-
terquartile range (IQR), and the idioms with significantly lower
quality for each idiom. It is also represented the chi-squared and
p-value for the metric. In this table, we observe that English stands
out from the other idioms, achieving the top score for the median
value. English is also the idiom with higher dispersion in values,
achieving the higher IQR. German and Russian comes in second
and third places. Bengali occupies the last place. Kruskal-Wallis test
reveals significant differences among idioms. Russian is, however,
not significantly higher than the fourth idiom - Italian. Although
Bengali occupies the last place, three idioms - Urdu, Indonesian and
Greek - are not significantly higher than Bengali.

Figure 3 represents boxplots for the features distributions. Out-
liers are not displayed for a more helpful plot visualization, and
a zoom layer has been added on the less discernible areas. From
this figure, we can conclude that English is the leader in all of the
features. The number of reverts varies considerably between id-
ioms, with a very considerable dominance of English. It should
be noted that this difference may be due to the fact that there
are significant differences in the number of article reversions, but
also because that there are reversions that the authors did not
identify as such, something that happens mainly in the less de-
veloped versions of Wikipedia. In these versions, there is less
care with the structure of the articles in general and the com-
ments in particular. English has the largest IQR for all features but
connectivity.

5.2 Completeness
Completeness is defined as “the granularity or precision of an infor-
mation object’s model or content values according to some general-
purpose IS-A ontology such as WordNet” [29], and it is computed
as Completeness = 0,4 ∗ Num. Internal Broken Links + 0,4 ∗
Num. Internal Links + 0,2 ∗ Article Length. Broken links corre-
spond to those linking to pages that are no longer works. Internal
links are those referring to internal pages of Wikipedia. The length
corresponds to the number of characters of the article’s text.

From Table 4, we can conclude that English emerges as the clear
leader among the idioms for completeness metric, followed by Ger-
man and French. Idioms such as Urdu, Korean, and Chinese stand
out negatively, scoring more than ten times less than English. Eng-
lish is, once again, the idiom with the more significant variability
for the metric. Kruskal-Wallis test reveals significant differences
between idioms for this metric. French is, however, not significantly
different from the following idiom - Russian. Korean, in penultimate
place, is not significantly different from the last classified - Urdu.

As for the features, from Figure 4, we can observe that English
scores the highest quality in all of them, but internal broken links,
where it gets the least score and Persian reaches the top score.When
we cross the number of internal broken links with the number of
internal links, we find that, generally, the idioms with the highest
number of internal links have the highest number of broken links.
English is, however, an exception because despite being the idiom
that has the highest number of internal links, it is the one that
has the fewest number of broken links. For article length, English
gets more than 150% more median value than the second idiom -
German and almost 2,200% than Urdu, the last idiom.
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Table 4: Idioms quality assessment for completeness metric

Median IQR Significantly lower idioms # idioms

English en 5132.4 5420.3 de fr ru it ar pt el he ca ja fa hi bn id tr zh ko ur 18
German de 3172.8 4705.0 fr* ru it ar pt el he ca ja fa hi bn id tr zh ko ur 17
French fr 2619.3 4362.4 it* ar pt el he ca ja fa hi bn id tr zh ko ur 15
Russian ru 2154.0 3262.3 ar* pt el he ca ja fa hi bn id tr zh ko ur 14
Italian it 2042.0 3176.2 pt el he ca ja fa hi bn id tr zh ko ur 13
Arabic ar 1810.8 2799.0 pt el he ca ja fa hi bn id tr zh ko ur 13
Portuguese pt 1471.4 2244.2 he* ca ja fa hi bn id tr zh ko ur 11
Greek el 1203.6 2319.7 ja fa hi* bn id tr zh ko ur 9
Hebrew he 1080.2 1511.2 ja* fa* bn id tr zh ko ur 8
Catalan ca 936.0 1853.8 bn id tr zh ko ur 6
Japanese ja 903.2 1346.4 id* tr* zh ko ur 5
Persian fa 868.4 1179.3 id* tr* zh ko ur 5
Hindi hi 830.9 2350.6 id* tr* zh ko ur 5
Bengali bn 676.7 995.9 ko ur 2
Indonesian id 629.8 1312.4 ko ur 2
Turkish tr 625.6 1083.5 ko ur 2
Chinese zh 583.0 846.6 ko ur 2
Korean ko 301.2 534.7 0
Urdu ur 271.3 422.6 0
χ2 4410.6
p-value <2.2e-16

* significance level 0.001<p≤0.05, significance level p≤0.001 for the rest of the values

Figure 4: Distributions of completeness features

5.3 Complexity
The definition of complexity is linked to “the degree of cognitive
complexity of an information object relative to a particular ac-
tivity” [29], and it is computed as: Complexity = 0,5 ∗ “Flesch
Reading Ease” - 0,5 ∗ “Kincaid grade level” . Both Flesch Read-
ing Ease [11] and Kincaid grade level [16] are tests that assess
readability through the number of phrases, words, and syllables
of the text. In the Flesch Reading Ease, higher scores mean that
the text is easier to read, and lower scores mean that the text is
complicated to understand; it is based on a ranking scale of 0-100.
The result from Kincaid grade level reflects an American school
grade level required to understand the text. They are inversely
correlated, as a lower score on the reading ease test corresponds
to a higher grade level. These instruments were developed for the
English idiom, and so, there are issues when adapting to other
idioms. As adaptations of the scales for other idioms are scarce,
we decided to consider only the Flesch Reading Ease to calculate
this measure. This formula for informativeness was present in an

earlier version of Stvilia et al. [29]. For the Portuguese, there is an
adaptation, consisting of adding 42 to the Flesch Reading Ease [23];
for the Turkish, the Atesman Formula [8] was used; for the English,
French, German, and Italian idioms, Flesch Reading Ease was ob-
tained using the Textstat [12] library for Python coding language.
For the rest of the idioms, no satisfactory implementation was
found.

In the Table 5 are only shown results for the idioms where the
Flesch Reading Ease was computed. We can see that Italian and
English stand out negatively, and Portuguese positively. Italian
is significantly lower than all the idioms, and it gets only 17% of
the Portuguese score. Regardless of being the top scorer, the Por-
tuguese does not have the higher IQR. The outliers correspond
mainly to articles in the different idioms, consisting of lists, re-
sulting in a wrong result when applying the Flesch Reading Ease
index, for example, the list of dead people by COVID-19. When
analyzing this metric, it is always necessary to consider that Flesch
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Reading Ease was initially developed for English and that the ap-
plication in other idioms is an adaptation of this metric. Kruskal-
Wallis test reveals significant differences among idioms for com-
plexity. Portuguese, the top classified, is significantly higher than all
idioms.

Table 5: Idioms quality assessment for complexity metric

Median IQR Significantly lower idioms # idioms

Portuguese pt 76 18 tr de* fr en it 5
Turkish tr 62 34 de en it 3
German de 56 10 fr en it 3
French fr 45 18 en* it 2
English en 34 14 it 1
Italian it 13 26 0
χ2 11373
p-value <2.2e-16

* significance level 0.001<p≤0.05, significance level p≤0.001 for the rest of the values

The only feature considered in the computation of complexity
was the Flesch Reading Ease. The respective distribution is shown
in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Distribution of complexity feature

5.4 Informativeness
Informativeness is defined as “the amount of information that an
information object contains” [29], and it is computed as: Informa-
tiveness = 0,6 ∗ InfoNoise - 0,6 ∗ Diversity + 0,3 ∗ Num. Images.
InfoNoise [45] refers to the ratio between the size of the information
after stemming and stopping and the article size before processing.
Diversity corresponds to the ratio between the number of unique
editors and the number of edits of an article. The number of images
is obtained in the article.

In the Table 6, we can observe that English once again stands
out positively, getting more than triple the score of the second
idiom - Chinese, in second place. English has the more considerable
variability for its median values. Urdu is once more in the last
position. Kruskal-Wallis test reveals significant differences among
idioms for informativeness. English is significantly higher than all
the other idioms, and Urdu, the in the last position, is significantly
lower than all the other idioms. Indonesian, Persian, Turkish, and
Hindi are all solely significantly higher than Urdu.

Analyzing the features, according to Figure 6, English is just on
top for images, getting 20 times the Hindi and Urdu median scores.

For diversity, where a lower score means higher quality, Portuguese
occupies first place. Japanese get the top score for infoNoise, where
Chinese stands out negatively, getting the last place.We can observe
similar dispersion for most of the idioms values in all the features.

5.5 Consistency
Consistency is defined as “the extent to which similar attributes or
elements of an information object are consistently represented with
the same structure, format and precision” [29], and it is computed
as: Consistency = 0,6 ∗ Administrators Edit Share + 0,5 ∗ Age.
The administrators edit share corresponds to editions made by
administrators, and it is obtained in the history. The item’s age
corresponds to the time difference, in days, between the collection
date and the article’s creation date.

From Table 7, we can observe that English, German and French
again come out positively. English is, once again, the idiom with a
higher IQR. Bengali gets the last place for this metric. The distribu-
tion is more homogeneous in this metric than in those previously
analyzed - the top score is less than four times higher than the
last idiom. Outliers refer to the various articles, in different idioms,
recent and without any editing by administrators - administrator
share is zero. Kruskal-Wallis test reveals significant differences
among idioms for consistency. There are, however, no significant
differences between English and German, the first and second id-
ioms. There are also no significant differences for Bengali, the last,
and Greek, the penultimate classified.

Analyzing the features distribution, from Figure 7, we can ob-
serve that English is expectedly at the top in the age feature, as
it is the eldest version of Wikipedia. German, the second oldest
version of Wikipedia, occupies the second place, but the third most
old version - Catalan occupies the eleventh place. French occupies
third place, and Bengali occupies once again the last place. In the
administrator share, the dominance of the English is very signifi-
cant, followed by Bengali and Arabic. The share of editions made
by administrators is generally low, and for 11 idioms, the median
value equals zero, although the mean values are higher than zero.
There is a high dispersion in the age feature values for the majority
of the idioms.

5.6 Volatility
Volatility is defined as “the amount of time the information re-
mains valid” [29]. It corresponds to the length of hours the content
remained valid until a later edition reverted it.

Analyzing Table 8 and Figure 8, we can observe that metric dis-
tribution does not follow the same pattern as the previous metrics.
The top scores belong to Bengali, Catalan, Indonesian, Korean, and
Urdu, whose median values equal zero. English comes in fifth place,
and Japanese occupies the last place, as smaller scores translate
into higher quality, as a lower median revert time means faster
recovery from erroneous editions. However, the volatility score
has a singularity - when there are no reversions in articles, the
score for volatility equals zero, the same score as an article where
the median time for its reversions is zero. This situation is also
verified in the works of Domingues and Teixeira Lopes [7] - for the
Portuguese idiom and Stvilia et al. [30] - for the random dataset.
Cross-referencing this data with the number of reverts, we can
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Table 6: Idioms quality assessment for informativeness metric

Median IQR Significantly lower idioms # idioms

English en 12.38 19.48 zh ar fr it ja he ca ru de pt bn ko el id fa tr hi ur 18
Chinese zh 3.72 7.44 ar ja he ca ru de pt bn ko el id fa tr hi ur 15
Arabic ar 3.53 2.40 fr* it ja he ca ru de pt bn ko el id fa tr hi ur 16
French fr 3.01 3.20 it* ja he ca ru de pt bn ko el id fa tr hi ur 15
Italian it 2.57 1.83 ja he ca ru de pt bn ko el id fa tr hi ur 14
Japanese ja 2.08 5.14 ru de pt bn ko el id fa tr hi ur 11
Hebrew he 2.01 1.03 ru de pt bn ko el id fa tr hi ur 11
Catalan ca 1.83 1.78 de* bn* ko* el id fa tr hi ur 9
Russian ru 1.68 1.34 ko el id fa tr hi ur 7
German de 1.67 1.88 ko el id fa tr hi ur 7
Portuguese pt 1.65 1.84 ko el id fa tr hi ur 7
Bengali bn 1.45 2.87 ko* id fa tr hi ur 6
Korean ko 1.38 0.90 fa* tr hi* ur 4
Greek el 1.25 1.37 id* fa tr hi ur 5
Indonesian id 1.12 1.14 ur 1
Persian fa 1.10 1.33 ur 1
Turkish tr 1.07 0.81 ur* 1
Hindi hi 0.82 1.61 ur* 1
Urdu ur 0.72 1.03 0
χ2 4446.6
p-value <2.2e-16

* significance level 0.001<p≤0.05, significance level p≤0.001 for the rest of the values

Figure 6: Distributions of informativeness features

Figure 7: Distributions of consistency features

observe that, for English, we have 0.3% of articles without any
revert, while this value rises to 36%, 23%, 36%, 28%, and 74%, for
Bengali, Catalan, Indonesian, Korean and Urdu, respectively. Also,
we can see that Urdu scores zero for the IQR, as the few values it
gets are classified as outliers. According to this analysis, we can
consider that these five idioms do not achieve, in fact, more quality,

for volatility, than English or French, and so, we consider English
as the top score idiom. The Kruskal-Wallis test reveals significant
differences among idioms for volatility and median revert time,
which is the only feature for this metric. There are, however, no
significant differences for the two last classified idioms - Arabic
and Japanese.
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Table 7: Idioms quality assessment for consistency metric

Median IQR Significantly lower idioms # idioms

English en 3286.4 476.6 fr ja pt he it ru tr zh ca ar ur fa hi id ko el bn 17
German de 3116.5 362.0 fr ja pt he it ru tr zh ca ar ur fa hi id ko el bn 17
French fr 2893.5 501.2 pt he it ru tr zh ca ar ur fa hi id ko el bn 15
Japanese ja 2811.5 669.5 pt* he it ru tr zh ca ar ur fa hi id ko el bn 15
Portuguese pt 2731.0 518.5 he* ru tr zh ca ar ur fa hi id ko el bn 13
Hebrew he 2659.0 1336.5 tr zh* ca ar ur fa hi id ko el bn 11
Italian it 2632.0 480.3 tr zh ca ar ur fa hi id ko el bn 11
Russian ru 2590.0 712.7 tr zh* ca ar ur fa hi id ko el bn 11
Turkish tr 2532.5 1324.9 ar ur fa hi id ko el bn 8
Chinese zh 2447.0 1284.0 ca ar ur fa hi id ko el bn 9
Catalan ca 2117.0 1007.0 ar* ur* fa hi ko* el bn 7
Arabic ar 2095.0 1333.5 el bn 2
Urdu ur 2067.8 1917.5 bn 1
Persian fa 2018.8 904.9 el bn 2
Hindi hi 1991.8 889.0 bn 1
Indonesian id 1933.0 1977.9 el bn 2
Korean ko 1824.3 1467.6 el bn 2
Greek el 1549.0 2052.0 0
Bengali bn 911.3 1639.8 0
χ2 4534.3
p-value <2.2e-16

* significance level 0.001<p≤0.05, significance level p≤0.001 for the rest of the values

Table 8: Idioms quality assessment for volatility metric

Volatility IQR Significantly lower idioms # idioms

Bengali bn 0 63.0 ur en* pt* it he hi ru fa tr el zh ar ja 13
Catalan ca 0 26.0 id* ko ur en* pt de* it he hi ru fa tr el zh ar ja 16
Indonesian id 0 50.3 ur en fr it he hi ru fa tr el zh ar ja 13
Korean ko 0 32.0 ur en fr it* he hi ru fa tr el zh ar ja 13
Urdu ur 0 0.0 fr pt de it he hi ru fa tr el zh ar ja 13
English en 2 3.0 pt de it he hi ru fa tr el zh ar ja 12
French fr 4 6.0 pt de it he hi ru fa tr el zh ar ja 12
Portuguese pt 5 18.0 he hi ru fa tr el zh ar ja 9
German de 5.5 12.0 it he hi ru fa tr el zh ar ja 10
Italian it 6.5 30.0 ru fa tr el zh ar ja 7
Hebrew he 13 31.0 ru fa tr el zh ar ja 7
Hindi hi 19 31.8 ru fa tr el zh ar ja 7
Russian ru 26 77.5 ar* ja 2
Persian fa 32.5 87.5 ar ja 2
Turkish tr 33 99.0 ar* ja 2
Greek el 36 63.0 ar* ja 2
Chinese zh 40 58.0 ja 1
Arabic ar 56 83.0 0
Japanese ja 58 90.5 0
χ2 2775.9
p-value <2.2e-16

* significance level 0.001<p≤0.05, significance level p≤0.001 for the rest of the values

Figure 8: Distribution of volatility feature

5.7 Currency
Currency is “the age of an information object” [29]. It corresponds
to the time between the collection date and the date of the article’s
last update, in days.

In currency, a lower score means higher quality, as lower cur-
rency means more up-to-date articles. Analyzing Figure 9 and Table
9, English stands out positively, followed by German and Japanese.
English also gets the lowest IQR. Hindi and Urdu stand out nega-
tively. Urdu score is notably lower than the top score (1,785%). The
outliers, removed, correspond to various articles in different idioms,
where no edition has been made for a long time. Kruskal-Wallis test
reveals significant differences among idioms for currency. While
English is significantly higher than the rest of the idioms, German is
not significantly higher than Japanese. Urdu is significantly lower
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Table 9: Idioms quality assessment for currency metric

Median IQR Significantly lower idioms # idioms

English en 20 17 de ja ca ru fr fa tr it ar zh he bn ko el id pt hi ur 18
German de 42 72 ca fa tr it ar zh he bn ko el id pt hi ur 14
Japanese ja 42 39 ca* fa tr it ar zh he bn ko el id pt hi ur 14
Catalan ca 50 99 ar zh bn ko el id pt hi ur 9
Russian ru 50 90 fa tr it* ar zh he bn ko el id pt hi ur 13
French fr 54 82 fa tr* it* ar zh he bn ko el id pt hi ur 13
Persian fa 57 114 bn* ko el id pt hi ur 7
Turkish tr 63 66 bn* ko el id pt hi ur 7
Italian it 65 101 bn ko el id pt hi ur 7
Arabic ar 71 144 ko el id pt hi ur 6
Chinese zh 75 124 he ko el id pt hi ur 7
Hebrew he 79 105 bn* ko el id pt hi ur 7
Bengali bn 87 205 el id pt hi ur 5
Korean ko 126 169 el* id pt hi ur 5
Greek el 130 256 hi* ur 2
Indonesian id 140 349 hi* ur 2
Portuguese pt 157 283 hi* ur 2
Hindi hi 210 218 0
Urdu ur 357 370 0
χ2 2802.9
p-value <2.2e-16

* significance level 0.001<p≤0.05, significance level p≤0.001 for the rest of the values

Figure 9: Distribution of currency feature

than the rest of the idioms. The only feature of currency is the
currency itself.

6 DISCUSSION
When we analyze the scores of the idioms in the different metrics
and their metrics, we see that some idioms generally occupy the
top places and others more often occupy the bottom places. In
order to be able to define a ranking of idioms, we computed the
mean of the number of significantly lower languages for all metrics.
These values are present in Table 10, where the idioms are sorted
in descending order of the mean since a higher mean means that
the language scored significantly higher than the rest. It is also
represented the percentile rank for each idiom. Top scores are high-
lighted in bold. In currency, it is necessary to take into account the
constraints associated with Bengali, Catalan, Indonesian, Korean,
and Urdu, and described in Subsection 5.6.

As expected, English is at the top, with a mean of significantly
lower idioms of 14.6 and a mean percentile of 85%. German and
French scored a mean of 12.1, and mean percentiles of 79% and 76%,
respectively. The last place belongs to Urdu, with a mean of sig-
nificantly lower idioms of 2.5 and a mean percentile of 22%. Greek

scored not very far from Urdu, with means of 3.0 and 25%, for signif-
icantly lower idioms and percentile, respectively. Given the already
discussed idiosyncrasies of volatility and considering English as
the top idiom, the only metric that does not rank first is complexity,
but this metric may be subject to constraints previously described.
Regarding the idioms selected for their historical tradition, we can
observe that Greek, Persian, Turkish, and Korean are on the bottom
half of the table. On the other hand, Italian was the idiom that
got the best mean of significantly lower idioms - 9.4, with a mean
percentile of 58%.

These results point in the direction of other works, such as
Teixeira Lopes and Ribeiro [21], suggesting that English should be
provided to users with higher levels of English proficiency, opening
doors for higher-quality content.

To understand if quality has any connection with quantity, we
computed the correlation between the quality across the different
metrics and the number of speakers and the total number of articles
in eachWikipedia version for the selected idioms. Results are shown
in Table 11, which presents the Spearman correlation value and
p-values for the number of speakers and Wikipedia articles, for all
idioms, and the metrics quality computed values.

Analyzing the results, we can conclude that there is a significant
correlation between quality and the number of total articles in each
Wikipedia version, mainly for completeness (0.94), authority (0.9),
and informativeness (0.9), with significant p-values(≤0.001). Infor-
mativeness is the metric with more correlation with the number of
speakers, with a significant p-value (≤0.001), followed by author-
ity (p-value≤0.05). There is also a strong correlation (0.63) for the
number of speakers and the number of articles in each Wikipedia
version, with a significant computed p-value(≤0.05).

To analyze the effects of the different number of articles in lan-
guages, we have conducted a similar analysis, including only the
164 articles having a version in every studied idiom. From this
analysis, we could conclude that the significant results are very
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Table 10: Idioms ranking summary

Authority Completeness Complexity Informativeness Consistency Volatility Currency Mean
# SLI % # SLI % # SLI % # SLI % # SLI % # SLI % # SLI % SLI %

English 18 100% 18 100% 1 33% 18 100% 17 95% 12 68% 18 100% 14.6 85%
German 17 95% 17 95% 3 67% 7 47% 17 95% 10 63% 14 89% 12.1 79%
French 13 79% 15 89% 2 50% 15 84% 15 84% 12 68% 13 79% 12.1 76%
Russian 14 84% 14 84% 7 47% 11 63% 2 21% 13 79% 10.2 63%
Italian* 14 84% 13 74% 0 17% 14 79% 11 63% 7 42% 7 47% 9.4 58%
Catalan* 5 37% 6 53% 9 63% 7 47% 16 100% 9 74% 8.7 62%
Hebrew* 6 53% 8 58% 11 68% 11 63% 7 42% 7 47% 8.3 55%
Japanese 5 37% 5 37% 11 68% 15 84% 0 5% 14 89% 8.3 54%
Portuguese 9 68% 11 68% 5 100% 7 47% 13 79% 9 58% 2 16% 8.0 62%
Chinese 12 74% 2 16% 15 84% 9 58% 1 16% 7 47% 7.7 49%
Arabic 5 37% 13 74% 16 95% 2 26% 0 5% 6 42% 7.0 46%
Bengali 0 5% 2 16% 6 42% 0 5% 13 79% 5 32% 4.3 30%
Korean* 1 21% 0 5% 4 32% 2 26% 13 79% 5 32% 4.2 32%
Turkish* 6 53% 2 16% 3 67% 1 11% 8 53% 2 21% 7 47% 4.1 38%
Persian* 4 32% 5 37% 1 11% 2 26% 2 21% 7 47% 3.5 29%
Hindi 6 53% 5 37% 1 11% 1 16% 7 42% 0 5% 3.3 27%
Indonesian 0 5% 2 16% 1 11% 2 26% 13 79% 2 16% 3.3 25%
Greek* 0 5% 9 63% 5 37% 0 5% 2 21% 2 16% 3.0 25%
Urdu 1 21% 0 5% 0 5% 1 16% 13 79% 0 5% 2.5 22%

SLI: Significantly lower idioms, * idioms selected for their historical tradition

Table 11: Correlation betweenmetrics and number of speak-
ers and articles

Speakers Wikipedia
correlation p-value correlation p-value

Authority 0.67 0.0015* 0.90 0.0000**
Completeness 0.46 0.0459 0.94 0.0000**
Complexity 0.06 0.8091 0.37 0.1162
Informativeness 0.77 0.0001** 0.90 0.0000**
Consistency 0.29 0.2247 0.69 0.0011*
Volatility 0.01 0.9597 -0.15 0.5361
Currency -0.08 0.7544 -0.46 0.0451

* significance level p≤7e-3, ** significance level p≤1e-4. (Bonferroni corrected from
p=0.05 and p=0.001, 7 tests)

similar to those described above. The top and bottom-ranked lan-
guages remain the same, and English is still leading in the same
metrics.

7 CONCLUSION
We performed a comparison of health-related articles on Wikipedia
across 19 different idioms: English, Arabic, French, Portuguese, Ger-
man, Persian, Italian, Chinese, Russian, Japanese, Hebrew, Korean,
Catalan, Indonesian, Turkish, Greek, Hindi, Bengali, and Urdu. To
assess the information quality of the articles, we used a set of seven
predefined metrics: authority, completeness, complexity, informa-
tiveness, consistency, currency, and volatility.

We faced some challenges due to the heterogeneity of the idioms
analyzed and some variation between the different versions of
Wikipedia, such as its structure. Given this heterogeneity, we could
not use some metrics in some idioms. It is the case of the readability
tests for complexity metric.

After analyzing the results, we concluded that there is a sig-
nificant difference among idioms for quality. English is the id-
iom that shows the most difference to all other idioms, with the
best values for quality metrics, followed by German, French, and
Russian. Urdu, Greek, Indonesian, and Hindi are the idioms with

worse values of quality in general. We also concluded a correla-
tion between the number of speakers and the number of articles
in each Wikipedia version. This correlation is more significant
for the number of Wikipedia’s articles and for some metrics, such
as completeness and authority. With this characterization of the
differences between idioms, we hope to raise awareness of this
heterogeneity and make the first step towards more equal versions
of Wikipedia. To overcome this heterogeneity between the differ-
ent idiom versions of Wikipedia, the Wikimedia Foundation has
an ongoing project - Abstract Wikipedia [36]. This project aims
to create a language-independent version of Wikipedia by model-
ing data from Wikidata. This will allow people to create language-
independent content that will be later translated through code. This
project also contains Wikifunctions, which allows anyone to create
and maintain code and includes code that converts the language-
independent article from Abstract Wikipedia to Wikipedia’s native
language.
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